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Abstract
The architectural design process is very complex and involves cross-disciplinary
communication among many related fields. Given the further problems arising
from the technological advances in building materials and construction methods,
an integrated design environment becomes a central design issue.
There have been many attempts to analyse and structure the design process as a
uniform hierarchical framework. Most of the attempts resulted in a vague and
inappropriate outcome due to the lack of understanding of architectural design
complexity and inconsistent design data control sequence.
A design problem cannot be comprehensively stated because the design
problem has a multi-disciplinary nature and the design problem itself evolves as
solutions are attempted by the designer. Therefore, an ideal CAAD system should
have the capability to accommodate the multi-disciplinary nature of design and
should not prescribe or restrict design concepts and design knowledge. A well
designed integrated design environment provides more information and invokes
creative imagination for each design stage, and therefore creative decision making
by the designer can be achieved.
This thesis proposes a prototype architectural design environment, Hybrid
Integrated Design Environment [HIDE], which aims to integrate all applications
for designing a building. Within the object-oriented design environment, a unified
data model and a data management system have been implemented to seamlessly
connect all applications.
Development of the environment needs to consider the fundamental interaction
between each module. Devising a data structure that is appropriate to an effective
data communication among the various design stages is essential in a totally
integrated CAAD system. The suggested unified data model organizes the
structure of the design data to keep the design consistent throughout the design and
construction process. By means of the unified data model, integrated CAAD
ii

systems could represent and exchange design information at a semantic level, i.e.
the user’s way of thinking, such as exchanging components and features of a
building rather than graphical primitives. In consequence, the unified data model
reduces the misunderstandings and communication problems among the multiple
disciplines of architectural design.
The suggested data management system supports the consistent and straight
forward mechanisms for controlling the data representation through the
inter-connected modules. It is responsible for creating, maintaining, and viewing a
consistent database of the design description. It also helps to perform effective
data communication among the various design stages to ensure quality and time
saving in the final construction of the building.
To support inter-disciplinary communication of design concepts and decisions,
the integrating of relevant CAAD tools is essential. In the environment, the
integration of CAAD tools has been performed on the basis of how well
computerized design tools can assist designers to develop better solutions,
enabling them to manipulate and appraise varying solutions quickly and with a
minimum of effort in an environment conducive to creative design.
A well designed user interface system can also benefit the seamless working
environment. The proposed user friendly interface system allows a user to explore
the environment in a highly interactive manner. From the development of the early
data model to the final design, a user could benefit from the prototypes and
methods of the user interface system.
The ultimate goal of the prototype environment is to suggest a future design
environment which helps the architect to have minimum discontinuity in his
creativity and make the design process similar to the natural design process with
the help of a set of design assistance modules. A prototype version of HIDE has
been implemented and a demonstration of the environment is part of this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Although there have been quite a few Computer Aided Architectural Design
[CAAD] systems, it is very difficult to find a CAAD system that has gained
complete acceptance as a general design tool. Those CAAD systems are normally
designed only for part of the design processes to detail design from a geometric
point of view or to increase immediate productivity that does not give a designer an
integrated view of the design processes and potential creativity. Consequently,
those systems need certain input, and sometimes it is quite difficult and complex to
achieve the required output.
The architectural design process is very complex and involves
cross-disciplinary communication among many related fields. Given the further
problems arising from the technological advances in building materials and
construction methods, an integrated design environment becomes a central design
issue. There have been many attempts to formalize the complex nature of the
design domain, which mostly comprises complex graphic data concepts, within the
area of existing CAAD systems. However, especially in the early phases of
architectural design, the current structured capabilities of the CAAD system do
not accommodate the dynamic and fast changing design development strategies.
Devising a data structure that is appropriate to the needs of the natural design
process of the design stages is very important as a first step of a totally integrated
CAAD system. A CAAD system should not obstruct the creativity of a designer in
the sense that, if the designer wants to implement his/her idea using the CAAD
system, it should be well prepared to receive any abrupt input or change of the
design in addition to keeping the integrity of its internal data structure. In other
words, any CAAD system that aids the creative design process must not prejudge
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the sequence of inputs. The CAAD system should also have an explicit structure
for managing the multiple descriptions of elements at multiple levels of
aggregation.
An architect should be able to design a building seamlessly and smoothly by
reconfiguring the structure of architectural data in a natural way of design. The
architect could have minimum discontinuity in his creativity and the design
process could be similar to the natural design process with the help of a set of
design assistance modules, i.e. a data modelling module, a set of data control
modules, a CAAD tool control module and a graphical display module.
Nowadays the computer can do the computation part and data storing part
almost without limit as complementary to a human being’s natural ability.
Although many factors which prevented the earlier success of an integrated CAAD
environment have now disappeared by means of comparatively cheap computers,
high performance and mass storage media, still relatively little research into
CAAD integrated representations has been carried out to date.
To provide an integrated interface for the external applications, there should be
a formal way of sharing or exchanging information between applications. There
are two possible ways of sharing or exchanging information in CAAD systems:

 Exchange Formats Approach: This approach is based on the standardized
electronic formats for data and information interchange. This method does
deal with the format of the document which describes the information.
Currently, the internal data structures and functionality of dissimilar CAAD
systems are usually incompatible, thus data exchange between systems
requires the use of a neutral format. If data is stored in the native format of
each CAAD tool on which it was generated, it is usually necessary to change
all archived data to the newly required data format. However, if a neutral
format is being used, the current various CAAD tools and possible future
CAAD tools can continuously interact.

 Conceptual Model Approach: This approach is based on a conceptual model
to exchange and share information at a high semantics level. A conceptual
model provides for the modelling of the semantic of information by
specifying the categories of information used in a specific domain. The
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flexibility and completeness of the data model which manipulates and
controls the design information decides the amount of information shared
among different applications. Information should be exchanged at a
semantic level, i.e. the user’s way of thinking such as exchanging
components and features rather than graphical primitives.
Current CAAD systems mostly use the first approach, Exchange Formats
Approach, to exchange or share information. To provide an integrated interface for
the external applications, they aggregate groups of primitives on the drawing and
declare them as components. The data structures created by this process generally
are application specific and do not conform to any recognised standard. As a
result, the different information about the same building object cannot be
exchanged between the different design tools. For instance, the information about
a wall cannot easily be exchanged between a cost calculations tool and a computer
aided drafting tool due to the different data storing method of the tools. Thus, they
have inherent shortcomings which diminish possible achievements for
architectural practices. Almost all conventional CAAD systems rely on a pure
geometric data model. All non-geometric information about objects of
architectural interest have to be attached to these geometric entities. This restricts
the ability to describe semantically dependent relationships. Also, the data
exchange remains restricted, since it is based on a fairly low semantic level of a
document-based exchange of information, such as geometric representation in
DXF [Autodesk, 1990] or IGES [Reed et al., 1990], rather than on a high semantic
level of a model-based exchange. In consequence, the integration of different
design tools for building and construction is still very limited.
One of the essential prerequisites for an integrated CAAD system is the
development of a standard building data model. By means of the data model,
integrated CAAD systems could represent physical features and components of a
building rather than just graphical primitives. The core part of the future CAAD
system would be the data model of the system, which can represent explicit and
fairly complete definitions of building semantics as well as permitting to have
incomplete building definitions. There have been some attempts to demonstrate
and formalize complex mappings between meaning and artifact in design.
However, most of the systems were used to facilitate information flow within a
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pre-defined environment or to transfer information to and from certain
applications. Almost all attempts to organize knowledge structure in a design
system have not succeeded in obtaining the appropriate knowledge structure, and
have revealed several critical problems. Most of the attempts resulted in a vague
and inappropriate outcome due to the inconsistent control sequence and lack of
understanding of architectural design complexity.
These problems can be partially solved by using object-oriented concepts
within the “Standard for the Exchange of Product Data” [STEP] modelling
approach as it can efficiently solve hierarchical relationships between components
and sub-components. Although STEP provides a definition for a general product
model, it is necessary that a domain specific model should be developed.
Architecture, like most of the other fields, entered the age of computing
through the use of various CAD tools and information technology. Today a variety
of automated tools exist, starting with ones which are for the initial conception
phase of designs through to ones for the construction process. To support
inter-disciplinary communication of design concepts and decisions, the integrating
of relevant CAAD tools is essential. The integration of CAAD tools should be
performed on the basis of how well computerized design tools can assist designers
to develop better solutions, enabling them to manipulate and appraise varying
solutions quickly and with a minimum of effort in an environment conducive to
creative design.
It shows a possibility of a seamless and continuous working environment for
architects from the initial data modelling process to the final design solution by
providing a unified data model, an integrated data management system and various
design tools. AEC industry would benefit from the integrated design environment
which makes possible the continuous interdisciplinary sharing of data and
knowledge among project participants from the initial design stage to the final
construction stage.

1.1

Structure of the Thesis

The first three chapters describe the theoretical aspects of the investigation of the
subject as outlined above. The next five chapters deal with the suggested data
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model and the proposed design environment. The last chapter describes
conclusions and future developments.

 Chapter 1 presents an introduction to the thesis and concise objectives of
the study. It also explains the traditional design process concisely and
reviews the current literature and research status.

 Chapter 2 reviews the basic concepts of architectural design and its relation
to computers. It also investigates the architect’s psychology in terms of
his/her design process and suggests alternative approaches to a design
solution.

 Chapter 3 analyses object-oriented CAAD systems. Useful ideas including
the concept of object-oriented programming and object oriented database
systems are discussed.

 Chapter 4 suggests a unified data representation technique for a CAAD data
modelling scheme. In the suggested environment, the STEP approach has
been used to provide a unified data model of building data.

 Chapter 5 examines the design data processes in the suggested
environment. It also presents a prototype version of the integrated
object-oriented design system.

 Chapter 6 describes the user interface system of the suggested environment.
The interface system allows a user to explore the HIDE system in a highly
interactive manner. Through the user interface system, the user can truly
realize the capability and power of the environment.

 Chapter 7 examines a control mechanism for the suggested design
environment. The suggested control mechanism provides the user with a
consistent and easy way of handling the data representations through the
inter-connected modules in the integrated design environment.

 Chapter 8 describes CAAD tools implemented in the suggested
environment. The CAAD tools use the data model conceptual schema which
is defined in Chapter 4.
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 Chapter 9 concludes the thesis by suggesting future developments.

1.2

Traditional Design Process and Review of
Current Research

By examining the traditional design process, we can have an insight into the pros
and cons of existing design procedures. Traditionally the designer mainly depends
on paper as a design medium. In the process of generating creative design ideas, a
designer uses paper to store an idea, communicate it and make reference to it in the
future. As a result, the design is expressed as a series of unconnected and
unco-ordinated 2D images throughout the process. Even until the most recent
computer technology, most CAAD systems tended to mimic the techniques of
paper based design processes and style; usually, a drawing is done in 2D and every
projection of real object images are drawn in plane. Also interdisciplinary
representation of the same design object is easily prone to misunderstanding due to
the communication problems between different disciplines.
Quite often, the CAAD area is heralded by new paradigms which are
transferred from the area of computing and information processing rather than its
own. There have been several waves in the CAAD system development [Coyne
and Subrahmanian, 1989]. In the first wave, CAAD systems were limited to the
area of production and basic analysis systems using operations research methods,
optimisation, etc. From the 1970’s, research has been done on the area of
modelling and fairly sophisticated analysis systems by applying mathematical
formalism and knowledge-based technology to design as a problem solving
activity. The systems were mainly building science type calculations - structures,
drafting, heat gain/loss, etc. Only recently, CAAD researchers have come to
recognise the design process as unique and totally different from other types of
problem solving.
Architectural design problems are distinguished from other types of problem
solving activity by the complexity of its open-ended and exploratory nature. These
characteristics of architectural design are related to the creativity in design. An
integrated framework which can accommodate both human and computer ability in
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a complementary form will be needed to solve the problem.
For a long time, CAAD researchers tried to develop a model of an architectural
project. Only recently, they began to develop a CAAD technology that supports
building modelling. New descriptions can be added to existing elements to
accommodate additional functions. With the development of solid modelling,
research in the CAAD area recognised that all the design information such as
geometry and properties of building components could be defined in a single
integrated representation. An example of an integrated data representation effort
was a pre-fabricated building system. In the system, all geometry and material
properties of components can be defined in a building parts library. However, the
pre-fabricated building system constrains free use of material and the creativity of
designer. In addition to solid modelling, an explicit structure for managing the
multiple description of an element is needed to cover different descriptions of a set
of elements and to maintain a consistent description at different levels of
aggregation.
Eastman [Eastman, 1989a] suggested a building modeller which does not
mimic paper based technology. He argued that the traditional CAAD package, as a
production drawing tool, has fundamental limitations. For instance, different
graphic projections at different scales require manual generation and performance
data used in analyses and any design action should be updated manually. He
proposed a building modeller that brings all descriptions of an element together
which overcomes current CAAD system’s shortcoming that each element has
multiple geometric representations and property description. Although there are
considerable complexities of data requirement for a complete building
representation, Harfmann and Majkowski [Harfmann and Majkowski, 1992]
showed the possibility of 3D representation based on actual construction
components. They used a single accurate three-dimensional model of the
building’s physical components as a basis of the model of building design. This
component based approach requires accurate definition of each piece of data.
It is important to organize this data to make a relationship between components
and related properties, and attributes and dependency relationships, as an
integrated design system can only be realised once CAAD systems could represent
physical features and components rather than graphical primitives. However, the
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complete and accurate description of the building’s physical components is not
enough to understand and evaluate the design and analysis activities.
The data model should have the capability of multiple representations and
inter-disciplinary representations, as there are many ways of structuring
architectural data for different types of designing and evaluating purposes. For
instance, to perform a thermal evaluation of a building it is necessary to see the
building in terms of an envelope; and to perform a structural evaluation, it is
necessary to see the building in terms of a collection of structural elements.
Lawson and Roberts [Lawson and Roberts, 1991] proposed a data structure which
claims to have the capability of multiple representations and inter-disciplinary
representations to deal with the natural design process in the early design stages.
The future CAAD system should have the capability of more than one mode of
organizing architectural knowledge which can be used in combination with others.
The future CAAD system should also have the concept of a design process
model. A design problem cannot be comprehensively stated because the design
problems themselves evolve as solutions which are attempted by the designer. The
design objectives and priorities change as solutions emerge. Also, by developing a
model which includes the concepts of “activities” and “processes”, it is possible to
satisfy the different information needs of the various actors by capturing and
extracting high level abstraction, in the different domains. Project objects can exist
in various states that are represented explicitly. For example, a wall may be in an
as required state, and as designed state, or an as built state [Geilingh, 1988].
Recently, there have been several research models which aim to have an integrated
information model in which all the participants can share and access information
according to their contextual interpretations, such as The IRMA project [Froese,
1993] and ICON project [Oxman, 1993].

1.3

The Aim of the Thesis

The suggested environment aims to support multiple representations of the design
process and inter-disciplinary design representation throughout the evolving
building design process by providing reasoning tools to support seamless design
processes.
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To get a CAAD system with the above mentioned requirements, there should
be a unified data model and data management framework to seamlessly connect all
these applications and within which a range of different applications which are
used throughout the design and construction processes should be integrated in a
unified environment. It would be advantageous to have this environment from the
initial design stage to the construction or post building evaluation stage.
One of the most promising representation techniques which fit the suggested
model is an object-oriented data representation. One primary purpose of this work
is to suggest an object-oriented architectural design environment for the essential
part of the seamless environment for designing a building. The approach of
organizing the design framework in an object-oriented fashion gives a simplified
view of the overall structure of the design system. Further details of an
object-oriented data representation are described in Chapter 3.
STEP is a major international initiative to develop a product model. In the
suggested environment, the STEP approach has been used to provide a unified data
model of building data. A conceptual building data model, Prototype Architectural
Data Model [PADM], has been developed to model data which describes a
particular building. In the environment, CAAD tools use the data model
conceptual schema directly for the data which is within the data model standard
domain. This is explained in detail in Section 4.6.4.
The integrated database in the suggested environment is the basis by which
design data can be shared among the design tools of the design environment. The
database organizes the design description within each representation, correlates
equivalent descriptions across the representations, and attempts to maintain these
correspondences as the design incrementally evolves.
However, the design process also involves inter-disciplinary communication of
design concepts and decisions. The misunderstanding and poor communication
among these disciplines has been a major deterrent to the smooth flow of the
design and construction process. Difficulty in producing and expressing correct
information leads to miscommunication which often leads to the poor quality in
the final design. Effective data communication among the various design stages is
essential to ensure quality and time saving in the final construction of the building.
Current CAAD systems have no symbolic reasoning capabilities to critique the
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design, as they employ a drafting production paradigm. The author will show in
this thesis how, in order to support creativity, to have a CAAD system which is
based on the semantics of design, rather than the graphic primitives. By means of
the suggested unified data model, integrated CAAD systems could represent and
exchange design information at a level of semantic. In consequence, the unified
data model reduces the misunderstandings and communication problems among
the multiple disciplines of architectural design.
The suggested data management framework supports the consistent and
straight forward mechanisms for controlling the data representation through the
inter-connected modules. It is responsible for creating, maintaining, and viewing a
consistent database of the design description. It also helps to perform effective
data communication among the various design stages to ensure quality and time
saving in the final construction of the building.
To support the inter-disciplinary nature of design process, several external
CAAD tools have been implemented. The implementation of the domain
independent CAAD tools has been based on the object-oriented approach and
concentrated on the capability of integration in the environment. As HIDE has
been used as a testbed for various design tools of multi-disciplinary areas involved
in the building design, the purpose of implementation is to support basic
functionalities of the integrated design environment and test the capability of
interactive data communication of the environment. Communication between
CAAD tools is based on design semantics which have the capabilities of defining
discipline contexts, thus enabling the semantics of a shared 3D graphic model to be
identified and allow for dynamically changing the semantic meaning of graphic
entities within a discipline model, while updating the symbolic model, as the
design evolves.
A well designed user interface system can also benefit the seamless working
environment. This concept of an integrated design system requires information to
be exchanged from a user to applications through a standard user interface.
Research efforts on a user friendly interface and data models have in the past been
carried out almost in parallel. There is a great deal of work which should be done
in the integration of a data model into the overall framework of an intelligent user
interface system [Bjork, 1991]. The proposed user friendly interface system allows
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a user to explore the suggested environment in a highly interactive manner. From
the development of the early data model to the design stages, a user could benefit
from the prototypes and methods of the user interface system.
The design system must have decision procedures based on rules that allow
new assertions and invalidate old deductions because, in real design, any new
assertion about a design may be different from previous assertions about a design.
The proposed knowledge structure of the “Hybrid Integrated Design Environment”
[HIDE] has no prescribed interpretation associated with the relational links
between objects. In the suggested design environment, each architectural element
partially describes the model and individual elements are aggregated
hierarchically. Also, creation of an improved or new design element can easily be
accommodated in the environment. These evolutionary changes represent a new
version of a portion of the design.
The ultimate goal of the prototype environment is to suggest a future design
environment which helps the architect to have minimum discontinuity in his
creativity and make the design process similar to the natural design process with
the help of a set of design assistance modules. As Brady [Brady, 1986] shown, the
design environment can not only improve creativity but also productivity.

Chapter 2

Design and Computer
This Chapter reviews the basic concepts of architectural design and its relation to
computers.

2.1

Architects and Design

2.1.1 What is Design
Design is a process that provides a complete description of an artifact which has to
be made. For architects, it means the activities carried out to produce the final and
complete description of the proposed artifact from an initial, ill-defined and
incomplete description of the object [Bridges, 1993]. The design has to be a form
that is understandable to those who will make the artifact. For this reason,
traditionally most designers use pen and paper as a communication tool. One of
the most important purposes of design is the checking or evaluating before
deciding a construction and putting it into production. This process of refinement
can be very complicated and can be the most time-consuming part of the design
process. In the process of refinement, designers normally adopt what are known as
heuristic procedures, i.e. guidelines and rules of thumb which leads to what the
designer hopes is the right direction, because the design is usually fixed at the start
of the design process.
Traditionally, the internal mechanisms that elicit design creativity are
considered to be mystical forces within a black box. This view has been a major
deterrent to scientific studies of design. People think that design creativity is a
something mystical and inexplainable. The study of the psychology of designers
gives a picture of the initial stages of design process. Akin [Akin, 1986]
12
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illuminated the architect’s problem solving processes by studying their behaviour
and designing information-processing models that account for their behaviour. The
creative idea is a complex process of the interactions between many mental
operations. One of the reasons why we could not characterize its underlying
mechanism with precision in the past was because we did not examine them long
enough with the right methods. By clarifying the scope of design knowledge, at
least parts of the process can be formalized and represented on the computer.

2.1.2 How Architects Design
In practice, most design problems are ill-defined or ill-structured problems 1 [Rittel
and Webber, 1973]. The solution criteria are ambiguous and implicit, and a set of
potential solutions could also be vague. In the process of design, normally, vital
design requirements are found or initial design requirements are no longer valid
and these requirements are correlated with each other. In the middle of these
refinements, creative design solutions could come up by breaking conventional
interpretation of design [Eastman, 1970] [Akin, 1978].
The most common approach to dealing with ill-definedness is to formulate the
problems in probabilistic terms. This approach is useful where the consequences
of decision constraints and objectives cannot be described with certainty.
Ill-definedness could arise out of modification of solution criteria during the
process of problem-solving. To solve a design problem, architects normally
redefine the ill-defined problem into a sequence of well-defined ones [Akin, 1978].
Foz [Foz, 1973] reports the normal process of architects’ design problem
solving as follows:

 examine the problem at breadth before selecting a particular approach to the
solution.
1

The features of ill-defined problems were later summerised by Mitchell [Mitchell, 1977]:

1. No complete and definitive formulation is given at the beginning
2. No applicable model is provided
3. The formulation that is archived is not rigorous
4. The formulation may embody conflicts and inconsistencies that must be resolved during the
course of the design process.
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 sketch profusely as they consider ideas.
 debate the full implications of even those ideas that have no a prior
likelihood to succeed before they are discarded.

 avoid adoption of any solution until after a number of strong alternatives are
considered.

 use solutions known from prior experience to develop solutions for the
present problem.
When architects design, the range of information which could be applicable to
the design is extraordinary broad in scope. Usually there are hundreds of initial
variables to consider with only comparably limited specifications of requirements.
Akin [Akin, 1986] describes the way in which architect approach the given
problem as follows:
The first step to solving any design problem involves the description of what
needs to be accomplished and with what elements and resources this must be
accomplished. As the architect develops solutions or partial solutions which
begin to meet some of the requirements of the initial problem description,
comprehensive evaluations of these solutions are performed. Next, the
architect invariably alters the structure of the problem in ways that lead him
to more successful results. A common form this restructuring takes is the
addition or deletion of problem constraints or solution parts from the initial
problem description.

In the middle of the design process, the designer selects an intermediate
solution that is good enough rather than the best. Simon argues that many real
world problem-solving processes are concerned with satisficing behaviour rather
than optimising behaviour [Simon, 1982]. Architectural problems are opened in
the initial problem statement that must be closed by the problem solver. When
architects try to solve a design problem, they first search the requirements which
are necessary to solve the problem, then find and solve a well-defined subset of the
design problem. In the process of solving the well-defined subset, they may
encounter for new requirements that must be solved. As they incorporate these
new requirements, they restructure the problem and perform a new cycle of solving
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the design problem. Cycling between different problem structures leads them
eventually to the best set of solutions [Akin, 1978].

2.2

The Rationalistic Approach

A rationalistic tradition and logical empiricism have been main stream of western
science and their impact still dominates the current thinking about computers and
their role in society. The tradition finds its highest expression in mathematic and
logic, and has greatly influenced the development of linguistics, cognitive
psychology and artificial intelligence [Winograd and Flores, 1986].
However, there have been critiques of this rational decision making process.
Simon [Simon, 1982] treats objective rationality as an idealization, rarely achieved
in a real situation. It is impossible to use objective rationality as actual behaviour
falls short, as the number of alternatives he must explore is so great. Therefore,
other approaches have been suggested such as “bounded rationality” and more
general theories of “problem solving”.
There have been several design method paradigm shifts after the research of
design method emerged in the 1950’s. Most of these paradigm shifts were
associated with the development of computer technology. There have been two
mainly distinctive design models to accommodate design activities; computational
model is digital, sequential, analytical and based upon categorisation and logical
inference; cognitive model is analogous, presentational and integrative based upon
information processing theory. Until the middle of the 1970’s, design methods
have focused mostly on the computational aspects of design rather than the
cognitive aspects. From the 1970’s, cognitive approach is suggested and
investigated by some design theorists [Akin, 1978] [Newell and Simon, 1972].
More recently as a holistic approach, researchers have tried to combine algorithmic
and heuristic methods in the design system. These efforts resulted in the direction
of using Artificial Intelligence [AI] technologies particularly in the form of
knowledge-based system.
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2.2.1 Design and Science
Until the early part of this century, the pioneers of modern architecture viewed
design theory as a combination of rationalism and romanticism. Their level of
scientific understanding was very poor although they appealed to science. Modern
design theories are influenced by the philosophy of science as early design
theorists saw the nature of design activity as scientific processes. Heath [Heath,
1984] states the influence of science in the area of design as follows:
Science thus came to occupy a curious position in the architectural pantheon:
admired and misunderstood, welcomed as a saviour and yet rejected as a
potential tyrant.

The philosophy of Popper has had some influence on early architectural design
theory [Popper, 1935]. He proposed a model of science as a process of conjecture
and refutation. According to him, there are three main stages for the science theory
development:
1. A hypothesis is formed by conjecture.
2. Predictions deduced from the hypothesis are tested empirically.
If an idea does not fail the rigorous test, we may assume it to be
true.
3. If the prediction is incorrect, the hypothesis is rejected and those
passed hypotheses repeat testing to be accepted laws 2.
Popper’s views, however, have been criticised in a number of ways. The most
relevant shortcoming is that his classic work does not specify mechanisms for
generating hypotheses. Popper didn’t have much concern in understanding
conjecture, but was only concerned in understanding refutation. Nevertheless, this
model had some attractions as a model of early stage of design. Initial design
processes rely heavily on conjecture. Conjecture does not arise from data analysis,
but from the designer’s pre-existing cognitive capability. It should come early in
the design process to enable the designer to structure an understanding of the
2

A successful empirical test does not do much to confirm a hypothesis, but failing such a test is
basis for rejecting a hypothesis.
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problem, because a vast range of design decisions cannot be taken before a
guideline in principle is known. Conjecture become more accurately defined as
relevant data was collected and used to test the conjecture. Thus, conjecture and
problem specification proceeds in parallel rather than in sequence. In this respect,
Popper’s idea on conjecture opens up the possibility of involving non-inductive
process in hypothesis formation.
Kuhn observed that Popper’s strict conjectures and refutations did not happen
in practice [Kuhn, 1962]. He argued that science undergoes a series of
revolutionary changes in its paradigms 3 . If this paradigm became unworkable
then the community shifts to a different paradigm. Better theories were reserved
until the majority of people in the field accepted them, while old refuted theories
survived. After all, the new theory gains converts and the paradigm shifts.
Revolution within a scientific discipline to move outside of the paradigm is against
an accretionist view of theory change. Normal science may be accretional in
character, however revolutionary periods in science involves crisis and
reconstruction.
Some other design theorists compare Kuhn’s concept of paradigms in science
with the concept of style in design. Broadbent [Broadbent and Ward, 1969] argued
that , for instance, when normal designers are converted to the theories of a Le
Corbusier, it is a paradigm shift. In this case, design knowledge, skills and
standards of design as shared by the design community are kind of design
paradigms.
Lakatos [Lakatos, 1976] views the history of science not as a cyclic pattern of
revolution and normal science, but as a history of competing research
programmes4 . He distinguishes between mature science consisting of research
programmes, and immature science, consisting of a mere patch of trial and error.
The research programme of cognitive science encompasses work that has been
done under different disciplinary labels, but is all closely related through its roots
3

Kuhn calls the currently accepted consensus a paradigm.
[Lakatos, 1976] argues “A research programme is more than a set of specific plans for carrying
out scientific activities. The observable details of the programme reflect a deeper coherence which is
not routinely examined. In the day-to-day business of research, scientist operate within a background
of belief about how things are. This background invisibly shapes what they choose to do and how
they choose to do. A research programme is the result of many influences, some recognized explicitly
and others concealed in the social structure and language of the community.”
4
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in the rationalistic tradition.
From the above arguments, conventional views of design researchers can be
divided into two categories:
1. In rational view, significant theoretical developments and factual knowledge
can be produced with human mental processes which is superior to and
independent of theory.
2. In inductive view, theories may be derived logically from an analysis of
facts. The primary sources of design hypothesis generation, in this view, is
the compiling of facts and generalisations in a piece-by-piece fashion. This
view of design, which has been more popular rather than the rational view,
analyses a problem into its component elements, add scientific information
relevant to each element, and then synthesize solution by some logical
means.

2.2.2 Computational Models
The use of the computer brought a fundamental reconsideration of architectural
design theory. Various design models which are based on computational design
theories have been proposed [Alexander, 1964] [Mitchell, 1977]. However, in
spite of huge capacity of memory and marvellous speed of computers, effective
computational design environment has been developed relatively slowly. One of
the major obstacles originated in the lack of evaluation and selection abilities of
the computer. Without these human key abilities, it is very hard for computers to
employ strategies akin to the mechanisms that a human employs in designing.
Early computation design models have been based on the scientific paradigms.
In these views, design is a goal-oriented problem-solving activity [Lansdown and
Maver, 1984] (See Figure 2.1). The designer needs to understand the design
requirements at the beginning, and should set up design goals and search for
optimal solutions. Normally the designer selects an optimal solution from a range
of possibilities and seeks to assess its relative value. In this computational design
model, a well structured design knowledge is needed. In other words, design
definitions, design processes and design decisions should be predefined and
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Figure 2.1: Design Process: adapted from [Bridges, 1993] (originally from [Lansdown, 1988])
described in the structured frame. Early design theorists were trying to apply
Cartesian methods in design [Bridges, 1993]. They tried to divide a problem into
parts and then tried to solve each of these separately to have a design solution
[Ray-Jones and McCann, 1971] [Archer, 1965] [Alexander, 1964]. They used
formal techniques such as linear programming, transportation methods, network
analysis with procedures or sequences which would enable the designer to handle
the increasing complexity of design practice.
From the late 1960’s, design theorists began to realise that human factor should
be included in the equation [Markus and Maver, 1972] [Maver, 1970]. They
developed a design model, which views design process as a cyclical process of
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Figure 2.2: A Cyclical Process of Design Model: found from [Maver, 1970]
design analysis, design synthesis and design evaluation 5 (See Figure 2.2).
The brief procedures of the process are as follows:

 The designer generates a design hypothesis, as input into the computer.
 The computer software models the behaviour of the hypothesised design and
produces measures of cost and performance on a number of relevant criteria.

 The designer exercises his valued judgment and decides on appropriate
changes to the design hypothesis, which can be input into the computer
again.
In the same context, Maver argues:
The approach proposed here embodies the philosophy that if a number of
variables are to be manipulated simultaneously, a design synthesis cannot be
generated as effectively as by an architect using his intuition. It is possible,
however, to get such a synthesis by using an intuitive synthesis as a first
approximation and then explicitly appraising it in a way that promotes
interactive modification towards an optimum solution.
5

In their definitions, the design process is interactive and cyclic in character and comprises four
steps, defined as follows:

 Analysis: Clarification of goals, identification of problems, nature of difficulties, exploring
relationships, producing order from random data.
 Synthesis: Creation of part-solutions, combination of part-solutions.
 Appraisal: Evaluation, application of checks and tests, application of criteria, constraints and
limits, consistency testing.
 Decision: Selection of “best” solution from a set, advancement to next morphological stage.
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It was viewed that the designer involves in generating a design proposal or
hypothesis that could be appraised on the cost and performance criteria. This
approach of design appraisal provides accurate and quick feedback on various
aspects of the design alternatives and, as a result, have primarily yielded a series of
design systems with much more explicit models. However, this appraisal approach
has some drawbacks. There are basically two main limitations in this model.
1. This approach has been based on fixed sequential and linear design
processes. Consequently, this computational design approach force
designers to follow their sequential procedures with comparably limited and
allegedly accurate design variables and resulted in limited routine design.
2. This approach works only on the basis of mundane, quantitative element of
design, therefore does not always lead to a better design [Bridges, 1993].
This model could solve partial design problems nicely which are especially
related on the performance aspects, but it is difficult to be used to solve a
general design problem.
More recently, design research has been directed towards using
knowledge-based systems. Knowledge-based systems, which are distinguished
from expert systems that are typically designed for specific tasks, can be used as
components in expert systems. These systems succeed in giving the computer
some impressive narrow design expertise and evaluative power. However, these
systems have some potential limitations. Coyne claims [Coyne and
Subrahmanian, 1989]:
They still suffer from limitations of rigidity and brittleness articulated as
general criticisms of the expert system to problem solving.

To have an ideal design system which helps the designer to do creative design
as complementary abilities of computer, knowledge acquisition and representation
of domain dependent knowledge in knowledge-based system is crucial. Domain
independent learning problem solving methods are not very useful in solving
domain dependent problems as they generate generalisations. Thus, effective
computational models of a complex task have to cope with the problem of
organising and effectively applying large amounts of knowledge without requiring
more knowledge at even higher levels to be applied.
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Some recent design researchers are trying to overcome the limitations of
predefined solution spaces and knowledge bases. They propose mechanisms that
produce alternative formulations and sets of solutions. These include techniques
proposed and implemented for creative design such as generation of analogies
[Zhao and Maher 87], prototype modification [Gero, 1988] and case-based
reasoning. These proposals approach the problem of design and creativity by
defining and modelling computational techniques for cognitive design devices
such as analogy with the hope of understanding and generalising them over a
collection of tasks.
Design is an exploratory process and the role of the computer is to aid the
designer. A useful degree of intelligent support involves a greater range of
capability and large amounts of resources and time. To explicitly acknowledge and
provide for a partial dependence on human design expertise and the careful
integration of it with currently understood computer capabilities, an intelligent
design support system is necessary.
Generative approaches to design innovation currently require the human to
participate in the process. The knowledge-based systems and expert system in
CAD system do not have apprenticeship process and hence do not have the
capability to become masters. They sometimes display impressive expertise, but
have no inherent structure or agenda for evolving and learning. This is the reason
why they do not eliminate the need for the human in the system, even though part
of the responsibility has been assumed by machines in solving problems
Computers can play a role in understanding the apprenticeship process. By
endowing computers with the facility to generalise, observe and experiment with
problem solving theories in a domain, it is possible to have a process of
transferring the nature of apprenticeship to computers.
In overall, it is true that the quality of a design is dependent on the pool of
relevant science available for the design. These conventional views of design have
persuasive arguments. However, these views do not take account of the designer’s
pre-conceptive problem structuring ability. These abilities, based on his/her
knowledge of solution types, can make it tractable to rational analysis or inductive
investigation. Design is essentially a matter of pre-structuring problems based on
the designer’s knowledge of solution types. To explain this pre-structuring ability,
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the cognitive model is suggested.

2.2.3 Cognitive Models
In recent years there have been efforts to unify theories of human thought and
language from within the rationalistic tradition under a new discipline known as
cognitive science. Cognitive science deals with phenomena of thought and
language that have occupied philosophers and scientists for thousands of years. Its
boundaries are vague, but it is clear that much of linguistics, psychology, artificial
intelligence, and the philosophy of mind fall within its scope.
The cognitive model views design as a series of problem solving which
involves a series of actions governed by certain rules that must be performed in
order to solve a design problem [Simon, 1982] [Eastman, 1970] [Akin, 1978]. The
cognitive model has its origin in Information Processing Theories [IPT] [Newell
and Simon, 1972]. Simple forms of cognitive psychology have been challenged by
advocates of information processing psychology, asserting that cognitive systems
can be best understood by analogy to programmed computers. The assumptions
behind this approach can be summarized as follows [Winograd and Flores, 1986]:

 All cognitive systems are symbol systems. They achieve their intelligence
by symbolizing external and internal situations and events, and by
manipulating those symbols.

 All cognitive systems share a basic underlying set of symbol manipulating
processes.

 A theory of cognition can be couched as a program in an appropriate
symbolic formalism such that the program when run in the appropriate
environment will produce the observed behaviour.
Information Processing Theories
The basic assumption in this theory is that a human is a processor of information,
as it argues that human thinking can be explained by means of an information
processing process. IPT emphasises the exploration of complex processes and the
acceptance of the need to be explicit about internal symbolic mechanisms.
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An abstract concept of an information processing model has emerged with the
development of the computer. Information processing model provides an abstract
symbolic medium within which we can represent and understand human problem
solving behaviour. Newell and Simon examined the principles of human cognitive
behaviour and information processing [Newell and Simon, 1972]. Their theory of
human problem solving postulates that the human operates as an information
processing system.

Information Processing System

Environment

Receptors

Memory
Processor

Effectors

Figure 2.3: General Structure of an information processing system: adapted from
[Newell and Simon, 1972], page 20
Simon defines IPS as “a system consisting of a Memory containing symbol
structures, a Processor, Effectors, and Receptors”. To build an IPS, they defined a
number of inter-related definitions; postulated symbols and a symbol structure; a
memory for storing and retaining a symbol structure; an information process for its
input or output. They also proposed that a Processor consists of a fixed set of
elementary information processes 6, a short-term memory and an interpreter.
Receptors gather information from the environment and Effectors manipulate the
environment through motor behaviour (See Figure 2.3). The building design
process is closely related to the information usage and processing although it
differs from other domains of knowledge representation such as natural language
or pattern recognition.
6

In this definition, elementary means they are not further analysed in the theory into still simpler
processes.
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Design Problem Solving
This model is originally derived from other areas such as cognitive psychology,
linguistics and artificial intelligence. In this view, design processes are examples
of ill-structured problems where a large part of the problem should deal with the
discovery of the constraints or requirements that will be brought to bear on
proposed solutions. According to Simon [Simon, 1973]:
The design task is ill-structured in a number of respects. There is initially no
definite criterion to test a proposed solution, much less a mechanisezeable
process to apply the criterion. The problem space is not defined in any
meaningful way, for a definition would have to encompass all kinds of
structures the architect might at some point consider, all considerable
materials, all design processes and organisations of design processes.

This model is based on a pre-existing cognitive capability embodied in
designer’s personal preference or philosophy. With the help of the pre-existing
cognitive capability, a rule which links the criteria and solution spaces in the
context of design can be built. However, it is really difficult to have a perfect rule
for a given set of criteria in the context of design. Bridges [Bridges, 1986] argues
that as rules are inherently fuzzy in defining a relation between two sets of
concepts at a higher level of abstraction. He states:
The alternative solutions resulting from the application of a rule will satisfy
the wider context of the rule criterion to differing degrees, and evaluation of
a case within this context can be interpreted as the redefinition of the
membership function of a fuzzy set of solutions in the context of a particular
set of problem requirements. Rule systems are therefore dynamic. Rules
evolve in response to changes in the social context of design, producing
changes in architectural styles and the social and symbolic roles of built form.

In the view of a cognitive model, a design task can be broken down into a
sequence of goals. To accomplish a goal, a designer manipulates a set of design
knowledge units, which is stored in the designer’s long-term memory, which
contains associated design constraints and rules for application. By means of the
set of design knowledge units, design solutions for a particular goal are generated
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and tested. By repeating the above processes, the design problem gradually moves
toward the final goal.
Human Cognitive Limitation
As result of human cognitive limits, there are natural limitations in the human
designer’s behaviour. Human designers tend to make the first generated initial
solution work or attempt to take a depth first approach to solving a design problem
[Akin, 1978]. Due to the limitation in the transfer of information between short
term memory and long term memory, memory may consist of design material from
the current design session, such as partial alternatives generated from previous
experience or from design history available to the designer. The human fails to
adequately manage the complexity of the design problem space through
inadequate retrieval of relevant and useful design knowledge from memory.
Search Models
Human designers, however, overcome these limitations to deal with the complexity
of design tasks through a variety of cognitive devices such as abstraction
mechanisms for generalisation and task decomposition, heuristics, analogies and
metaphors to provide alternate formulations, and learning and knowledge
compilation to evolve and improve the quality and efficiency of the design process.
Problem solving activity can be described as a search through the problem
space, until a state is reached to the final solution. There are mainly four search
methods discussed in the domain of cognitive science. Newell [Newell, 1980]
stated the search methods as follows;

 Generate-and-test: This method includes a generator and a test.
A generator takes information specifying a set and produces
elements of that set one by one. A test determines whether some
condition or predicate is true of its input and behaves
differentially as a result.

 Hill-climbing: This method is similar to generate-and-test. The
candidate element is compared with a stored element - the best so
far - and replaces it if higher.
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 Heuristic search (means-end): This method requires a known
goal, A search is controlled and focused by the application of
heuristics. All of the game-playing and theorem-proving
programs make use of this method.

 Induction: This method requires the problem to be cast as one of
finding a function or mapping of the given data into the
associated data. This method is a version of
’hypothesis-and-test’.
Architecture is an example of “problem-solving in a semantically rich task
domain” [Simon, 1982]. Information used in design is incomplete and often
inaccurate. The evolution of the design is not continuous and that alternative
possible action-sequences may lead to quite different yet acceptable solutions.
There are differences between architectural design problems and normal ill-defined
problems. There are at least three major problems compared to normal problem
solving processes in architectural design problems which are listed below
[Bridges, 1993]:
1. It is not possible to define an adequate set of parameters to
describe the state of the design process.
2. It is not known how new states may be generated from existing
ones.
3. Trade-offs between dissimilar qualities are hard to make when
evaluating alternative satisfying solutions.
The use of a creative process may not be a necessary or sufficient condition for
producing a creative result (in the sense of a distinctly different or superior result).
In spite of the cognitive mechanisms that human designers employ, the complexity
of design tasks and the time constraints involved often restrict exploration and
synthesis of creative solutions. Creative solutions appear to have been proposed
either by systematic study or by stumbling upon a solution.
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2.2.4 A Design Model
As the author described in the previous section, seeing science as the establishment
of design methods is full of danger. Science, in a simple term, is a knowledge of
the natural world. On the other hand, the goal of design is creating changes in the
human’s environment. Knowledge may provide a basis for change, but producing
knowledge and creating change are apparently different. Simon clearly
distinguished between science and design as follows [Simon, 1982] :
We must start with some questions of logic. The natural sciences are
concerned with how things are. Ordinary systems of logic - the standard
propositional and predicate calculi, say - serve these sciences well. Since the
concern of standard logic is with declarative statements, it is well suited for
assertions about the world and for inferences from those assertions. Design,
on the other hand, is concerned with how things ought to be, with devising
artifacts to attain goals. We might question whether the forms of reasoning
that are appropriate to natural science are suitable also for design. One might
well suppose that the introduction of the verb "should" may require
additional rules of inference, or modification of the rules already embedded
in declarative logic.

March [March, 1976] argues in a similar context that design hypothesis is not
the same as a scientific hypothesis:
The philosophy of Karl Popper has had some influence on modern
architectural design theory. In the main its impact has been pernicious, but
this is as much the result of misunderstandings as it is of Popper’s own
shortcomings. Just as Popper draws a distinction between logic and
empirical science, so too must a distinction be made between these and
design. To base design theory on inappropriate paradigm of logic and
science is to make a bad mistake. Logic has interests in abstract forms.
Science investigates extant forms. Design initiates novel forms. A scientific
hypothesis is not the same thing as a design hypothesis. A logical
proposition is not to be mistaken for a design proposal.

Hillier [Hillier et al., 1972] and March [March, 1976] introduces Peirce’s
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[Peirce, 1871] concept of abduction 7 as a third model of reasoning besides
deduction and induction to explain design processes . They view the design
process as recursive conjecture-analysis operations within the framework of
abduction, deduction and induction. According to March, three tasks for rational
designing are performed:
1. The creation of a novel composition by abduction.
2. The prediction of performance characteristics by deduction.
3. The accumulation of habitual notions and established values by
induction.
Although his model mainly addresses the process of rational designing, his
contribution on design theory lies in its recognition of the dynamic nature of
design information and its integration with the design process. In his model, a
design problem has no inherent structure within itself, but evolves a structure as
solutions are proposed and problems are reduced to sub-problems. Problems and
solutions are considered in a sense in which they emerge together, rather than the
one following logically on from the other. In this process analysis and synthesis
are mingled together.
In architectural design, viewing the representation of individual objects alone is
dangerous. When viewed as an integral part of the dynamic design process, the
representation of the dependencies between objects is as important as the
representation of the objects themselves. Inter-object relationships, represented as
links, provide the means to combine objects dynamically into meaningful systems
and cause changes that are applied to one part of the system to have an effect on its
other parts.
Most other domain knowledge representations are basically inferred from
independent units of data each of which contains small amounts of information on
its own. Instead, the knowledge base in the case of design is object centred.
7

Peirce defined that Deduction proves that something must be; induction shows that something
actually is operative; abduction merely suggests that something may be. Hillier interpreted this
concept in the area of design as three different stages: (1) pre-suppositional reasoning of design; (2)
deductively predict measures of the performance of the proposed design; (3) inductively evaluate the
proposed design and its predicted performance.
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Objects contain both the data and the operators to modify it, as it pertains to
themselves.

2.3

Design Psychology

A theory of design psychology involves several issues related to design. Design
psychology involves finding good problem solving mechanisms from an inventory
of possible problem sets as well as analysing given design tasks. These problem
solving mechanisms help the designer to surmise what actual mechanisms are
being used in the process of design and attempted to stimulate creativity. Some
theorists attempted to address the inter-relationship of the analytical and creative
aspects of design.
Many people believe design processes to be something mystical and
inexplainable. However, by examining the underlying design process, it is easily
found that architects do design on the solid basis of domain specific background
knowledge. An architect solves design problems as a gradual evolution of a creative
response based on past experience within a set of detailed domain knowledge.

2.3.1 Design Creativity
Architectural design activity is distinguished from other types of problem solving
activity in its complexity of representation and open ended nature of the design
process. Because of its borderline character between an art and a science, the
architectural design process has never been characterised by one single, rigorous
paradigm of design. Creativity lies at the heart of the design process. In ill defined
problems like design, creativity can play an essential role. People have a romantic
view about the origin of creativity. Many believe that creativity comes through
great leaps of imagination and assume that creativity suddenly begins to produce
something complete without knowing where it comes from. For a long time,
numerous people concentrated their research on the origin of creativity. There are
at least three different views of creativity:

 unconscious processes
 associative processes
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 problem solving processes
The first view sees the generation of creative ideas as the appearance of sudden
illumination on the basis of unconscious prior work [Poincare, 1913]. The
unconscious mind presents the conscious mind with creative ideas that conscious
people put to use. Incubation is the term used for this unconscious generation of
potential solutions. They make a sudden creative leap without being consciously
aware of how it came about. Creative people possess some indefinable quality that
accounts for how they do great things. Previously unseen and unexpected
connections suddenly reveal themselves to the mind and the creative mind enables
its owner to find significance in the irrelevant and to make meaning from
contradictions.
The second view considers that the generation of novel ideas is a mechanism
that can be explained by several associative processes [Spearman, 1931]
[Guilford, 1967] [Mednick, 1962]. These are capable of generating new mental
content experience, relations and correlation. A conscious process in which
associations with an initial idea can be separated from their relation to it and thus
lead to something wholly new. People can generate creative insights via
spontaneous analogies. These insights can involve fairly sudden reorganisation in
the structure of a mental model, but do not necessarily involve extraordinary or
unconscious thought process.
The last view tries to explain creativity as a problem solving process
[Mansfield and Busse, 1981]. Much of the problem-solving research has relied on
the problem space hypothesis [Newell and Simon, 1972]. All cognitive behaviour
involves search through some problem space. A problem space is composed of a
set of problem states, including the initial state from which search begins. The
problem space for most tasks is combinative in nature. New states are generated by
applying operators to existing states, and letting one systematically explore the
space until the goal state has been reached.
There are basically two sub-processes that characterise creativity [Schank,
1982]. The first process is finding a candidate explanation pattern to use when one
is in need of an explanation. The second process is modifying and adapting the
explanation pattern. Schanks argues that in order for a computer or a human to be
creative, there must be many explanation patterns available to them.
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It is extremely difficult to say which view is right. However, all the above
views agree that the achievement of creativity comes through great leaps of insight
and by extraordinary thought processes. Although it is impossible to fully explain
a complex creative process, it is reasonable to infer that creativity does not arise
from nothing but from the mental processes that anticipates and evokes the idea.

2.3.2 Design Knowledge
The popular view of problem solving processes assumes that progress occurs
through methodical collection of data and careful inferences from those
observations. Hadamard [Hadamard, 1949] suggests four distinct stages that seem
to occur in every case of scientific insight: preparation, incubation, illumination,
and verification. The preparation phase involves intense effort in attempting to
solve a given problem. If the given problem is not solved, this goes to the
incubation stage, during which one devotes one’s conscious processing to other
issues. Eventually the solution proposes itself during the illumination stage.
However, these leaps of intuition are not always valid and sometimes lead to false
insights. Thus, during the verification phase, the details will be checked.
Another approach is to carry out a heuristic search of the problem space, using
rules of thumb to suggest likely states to expand and likely operators to select.
Human problem solvers appear to rely heavily on heuristic search methods. Simon
[Simon, 1982] has proposed a theory that combines models of human memory
with information-processing models to explain human problem solving
mechanism. Although, the capacity of human short-term memory is severely
limited, it has also been shown that this limitation can be overcome by forming
chunks. When asked to remember artificial input, people can hold only about
seven symbols in memory at one time. However, given sufficient experience in a
domain, humans form chunks to describe regularities in that domain which is
called the familiarisation. This familiarisation occurs during the conscious
problem solving stage. As one carries out a heuristic search through the problem
space, one also builds up higher-level structures that describe regularities in that
space. The goals and states that are generated during search are held in the
short-term memory, and these chunks which are related to a higher level-structure
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are stored in the long-term memory. Although the structures in the short-term
memory will fade rapidly, the chunks in the long-term memory will remain. These
chunks that contain detailed domain specific knowledge are necessary for the
creative problem solving activity and may allow one to move directly to the goal.
Recent research on problem solving emphasises the importance of detailed
knowledge. Detailed past experience is crucial in determining how efficiently an
individual solves a novel problem. Developing expertise involves acquiring much
knowledge about specific situations, so that one can deal with a new situation on
the basis of how it resembles situations faced before. Greeno notes that much of
real problem solving is due to an inability to identify the knowledge underlying the
problem solver’s performance [Greeno, 1980]. Adriaan deGroot [deGroot, 1966]
studied the skill of chess masters. Although there is no difference in the number of
considered moves at each turn from those of less skillful players, those moves are
almost always appropriate. This expertise, which is one of the prerequisites for
master chess players, comes from years of study and detailed visual memory of
chess positions.
From the above argument, it is reasonable to assume that creativity is an activity
resulting from the ordinary thought process of ordinary individuals. Creative
action is slow and incremental, and comes from a sound basis of background
knowledge. Past experience is the basis for the initial approach to a problem.
Provided with a set of supporting facts and all corresponding knowledge, with
the help of computer, the result produced by execution of that procedure could be
original and novel. Intelligent design systems are based on the premise that there is
nothing mystical in the human thinking process. By calculating large sets of
design criteria and providing appropriate information at each design stage, the
outcome is more likely to bring surprising results because nobody has tried to
solve such problems by hand. A creative idea does not always mean an original
idea. A creative idea could be a complex of existing ideas or methods. For
instance, stylistic properties could be part of the creativity. Therefore, intelligent
design system could also show not only originality but characteristic styles.
It is often said the computer can not develop an original creative thought that is
the main characteristic of a good architect. John Watson [Watson, 1984] tries to
remove the mystery by arguing that nothing that a person ever does is truly
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creative. He argued that if a new situation is similar to an old situation, those
similar elements in a new situation serve as the basis for generalising one’s old
response to the new situation. Therefore, in such a case, the new situation is not
really new. If the new situation is not similar to some old situation, then the person
would behave randomly, combining various responses in all sorts of ways.
The machine could have all the rules for creativity and it could follow them so
as to enable it to create new ideas. It is possible to interpret and analyse not only in
terms of available knowledge structures, but also in terms of relevant previous
experiences in memory. Therefore, a proper task environment that provides a set of
plausible problem solving mechanisms can play an influential role in the design
creativity.

2.4

A Design Decision Support System

Design is a exploratory activity. Design of any artifact does not follow a fixed
processes, but involves evolutionary change. An ideal CAAD system should allow
a variety of design concepts and design process mechanisms.
In applying computers appropriately to systematic domains, it is necessary to
develop effective tools. A system equipped with sophisticated tools would be able
to relate higher level design concepts to the syntax of an architectural database.
Design can be simulated by means of heuristic search procedures and a network of
inter-related objects. Such simulation will facilitate the transition between
successive design states, maintain their internal consistency and guide the process
to recognisable solution. With the right representation and structure, computers
can provide multiple abstractions and decompositions for managing and exploring
partial design descriptions. Compiled design histories for bringing to bear on the
present task relevant design knowledge from previous design experience
[Winograd and Flores, 1986].
Simon [Simon, 1973] has attempted to build intelligent computer programs on
the basis of his general theories of “problem solving” which has been developed
from decision-making theories. He argues that systematic reasoning rules can be
applied for effective decision making and can be programmed into computers 8 .
8

He argues, “The task is characterized in terms of a problem space. Each node of the space is
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However, the cognitive science has important limitations in its scope and in its
power to explain what we are and what we do. If a design problem is ill-defined, it
is very intricate and complicated for cognitive theories to be implemented in the
computer. Many difficult issues are raised by the attempt to relate programs to
theory and to cognitive mechanisms. Architects design both the computational way
and cognitive way in the process of design. As both methods have merits, it would
be better to combine both types of methods in constructing design representation.
Future CAAD system should concentrate on a system which does not confine
designer’s creativity. The potential for creative design occurring is increased when
designers are provided with the capability to explore an expanded formulation
space or more of a given solution space for a task. An intelligent decision support
system enhances human decision making by suggesting alternatives, predicting
consequences, and pulling together the information that goes into making
decisions. A decision support should suggest alternatives, valuations, choice and
conversation. Although, computers cannot perform anything that a human cannot
think of, a computer can help explore pre-constrained sets of alternatives which
have been the basis for the development of a family of tools known as decision
support systems.
A decision support system can be realized by involving the computer in the
decision making process. Decision support implies the use of computers to [Keen
and Scott-Morton, 1978]:

 help designers in their decision processes in semi-structured tasks.
 support, rather than replace design decision.
 improve the effectiveness of decision making rather than its efficiency.
One of the important goals of decision support system is to achieve
effectiveness measured in terms of global outcomes rather than efficiency
measured in terms of the speed of making decisions or their immediate payoffs
reached by some sequence of actions, and has some consequences relevant to structure of the task.
The computer program searches for solution in this potentially huge space of possibilities, using
heuristics to guide the search and to provide valuations. In this search it will explore only some of
the possible alternatives, and will apply its valuation heuristics in the absence of full knowledge.”
[Winograd and Flores, 1986]
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[Keen and Scott-Morton, 1978]. A system can be ineffective but highly efficient at
making decisions that are in fact irrelevant or harmful to the enterprise.
An ideal decision support system can be accomplished by building evolving
human-computer systems that support the conditions in our conjecture and provide
means for continually attenuating the limitations and expanding on the strengths of
the participants in the design environment. The following are several important
prerequisites for the systems:

 Modelling design as an exploration process with human/computer
co-operation.

 Immediate enhancement of the creative potential of human designers
coupled with the evolutionary enhancement of the role of the computer
toward a more autonomous, creative partner.

 Design theory in domains and insights into creativity should be accumulated
experimentally and empirically through the normal use of design systems.
Computers are an excellent device for the rule-governed manipulation of
formal representations, and there are many areas of human endeavor in which such
manipulations are crucial. However, one thing which we should be aware of is
that, the computer cannot think. Blindness of computers is not something that can
be avoided, but it is something of which we can be aware [Winograd and Flores,
1986]. The designer is engaged in a conversation for possibilities. Attention to the
possibilities being eliminated must be in a constant interplay with expectations for
the new possibilities being created. By providing constant information and
suggestion, architects can avoid the blindness.
In designing computer-based devices, the decision support system is not a
system that covers the functioning of the organization. The resulting system is
flexible with great potentials. The system does not describe a pre-existing world,
but creates the world about which it speaks like languages.

Chapter 3

Object-Oriented Approach for CAAD System
The computer design environment has been evolving since the appearance of the
computer. As the required task process gets more complex, an integrated design
environment becomes a central issue. An integrated CAAD system, as different
tools which are based on different processors or different programming languages
have been integrated, can usually be broken down into layers and categories by
their functional and structural types. The majority of applications, when considered
as part of a bigger system, may be better served by a different architecture.
The concept of an object-oriented design 1 has emerged to remedy some of the
deficiencies of conventional software systems. Object-oriented concepts have
evolved in three different disciplines: 1) programming language 2) artificial
intelligence 3) database
Object-oriented development is fundamentally different from traditional
functional methods. Traditional CAAD systems decompose design problems into
modules which have the major functions or activities that need to be performed in
the overall process. They break down the problems into several tasks. These tasks
are then divided into sub-tasks that can be broken down even further. On the other
hand, with an object-oriented approach, for the same problem, the system is
structured around the objects that exist in the model of reality. The decomposition
of a system is based upon the concept of an object. Object-oriented design
decomposes a real world environment, that should be manipulated in the software,
into objects and classes, and establishes the relationship between them.
The object-oriented system views the world as a set of autonomous agents that
1

A method of design encompassing the process of object-oriented decomposition and a notation
for depicting both logical and physical as well as static and dynamic models of the system under
design.
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collaborate to perform some higher level of behaviour. The problem does not exist
as an independent algorithm, but it exists as an operation upon the object. In this
manner, each object in the solution embodies its own unique behaviour, and each
one models some object in the real world. From this perspective, an object is
simply a tangible entity which exhibits some well-defined behaviour.
The algorithmic view highlights the ordering of events, and the object-oriented
view emphasizes the agents that either cause action or are the subjects upon which
these operations act. Both views have their own merits. The object-oriented
approach is better at helping to organize the inherent complexity of software
systems. Object-oriented decomposition yields smaller systems through the reuse
of common mechanisms and is also resilient to change and thus better able to
evolve over time.
The difference between these two approaches has some important
consequences. Mostly, architectural data could be split into smaller problem.
These data can be easily implemented using the object-oriented concept. Instead
of viewing a stack as several distinct entities, the object-oriented concept views an
object as a single entity that can handle several messages (See Figure 3.1).

Interface
Data Structure

Operations
...
Real World Object

Message

...
...

Figure 3.1: Object and Message
An architect usually tries to solve a problem by decomposing the design
problem according to the key abstractions in the problem domain. An abstraction
arises from a recognition of similarities between certain objects, situations, or
processes in the design domain. An architect usually ignores the inessential
details, dealing instead with the generalized, idealized model of the object. A set
of abstractions forms a hierarchy, and by identifying these hierarchies in the
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design, the architect simplifies the understanding of the problem.
Another attraction of object-oriented CAAD software is well-defined interfaces
that are on the surface layer of the computer system. The stack offers a
well-defined external interface. Instead of focusing on the tasks to be performed,
object-oriented design environment focuses on the object.
It is also possible to implement object-oriented concepts through conventional
CAD system using symbols and layers. There have been several commercial and
non-commercial CAAD systems which adopted object-oriented concepts in their
design, such as Arch:MODEL [Borkin, 1988], GDS and Sonata by t2 Solutions.
These systems are not truly object-oriented systems but they contain several
essential elements of object-oriented design systems. Eastman [Eastman, 1991]
suggests the use of a symbol to describe and store an object. An object may be
abstract and conceptual, such as a building mass or activity space; or it may be
detailed and correspond to a component used to construct the building, such as a
window or door. Using symbols to implement object based modelling requires a
different type of layer management scheme from those typically recommended. It
is possible to realise different classes of representation for example, plan, section,
3-D model and elevation by allocating a separate set of layers for use. These sets
of layers need to be sub-divided further to support various scales of presentation
and level of detail, and different design disciplines.

3.1

Concepts and Definitions

Object-oriented design introduces a new set of terminology and procedures. The
concepts of a class and an object are tightly interwoven. Whereas an object is a
concrete object, a class represents only an abstraction of the object (See Figure
3.2). For example, the class of building represents the characteristics common to
all buildings. Thus, a class can be defined as a set of objects that share a common
structure and a common behaviour [Booch, 1991]. A single object is simply an
instance of a class. Every object is the instance of some class and every class has
zero or more instances. In this section, a brief explanation of object-oriented
design terminology is introduced to understand the underlying concepts of
object-oriented design.
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Objects

Classes

Figure 3.2: Class and Object

3.1.1 Objects
An object is a component of inter-related real world data which is mapped into a
corresponding computer modelling domain that reflect real world object’s
behaviour (See Figure 3.3). The real world data could also be a set of relationships.
An object is an entity that is used to represent abstract or concrete real world
things in the application domain being modelled. An object has a local state and an

Window

Door

Real World Objects

Window Object

Conceptual Mirror

Door Object

Ojbects in Data Model

Figure 3.3: Computer modelling domain object and real world object
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ability to manipulate its local state in response to external requests. The local state
of an object is the set of values of its attributes. The external requests are called
messages and the program code that operates on the state to change it in response
to messages is called a method. The collection of all messages defined for an
object constitutes its abstract interface or type. The collection of all methods of an
object defines its behaviour. The principle of data abstraction or encapsulation
states that the local state and the methods of an object are not visible to users of the
object. They may only interact with the object by making requests to the object
through messages. This principle promotes modularity and maintainability.
Messages and Methods
An object mapped into the modelling domain consists of operations

2

or methods.

Those operations are private data structures which contain control and procedural
constructs. A message is a request to the control and construct of the object to
perform one of its operations. Object-oriented design provides a powerful core
which can easily be extended to arbitrarily high levels of abstraction through the
notion of messaging. This can be done by projecting a message as deep within the
above layered system structure as possible, in order to gain the greatest possible
degree of integration. For example, a building can be modelled as an
object-oriented way. A building can be defined as an object in the modelling
domain. A building contains many objects, such as windows and doors, each of
which can be defined as a single addressable and sharable object. Even a room can
be defined as an abstract object. In addition to the building components, a set of
design constraints and abstract building elements can be modelled. The functions
to calculate heat loss, lighting intensity or sound distribution can also be defined as
abstract objects. This one-to-one mapping reduces the semantic gap between the
real world and the data modelling of that world.

3.1.2 Class
An object has attributes and behaviour. Class is a means of grouping together
objects that share the same attributes and behaviour. A class is implemented by
2

The terms method and operation are usually interchangeable.
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choosing a collection of attributes, or instance variables, in which to store the
internal state of the instances, and by writing a method of each message defining
the abstract interface of the instances of the class. A class is, therefore, the
implementation of the abstract interface or type of an object, and an object
structure and behaviour are defined by its type and its class. Members of the class
are called instance objects or instances.
A class consists of a set of attributes. The domain of an attribute may be a
class that may have attributes with domains as classes. The nested structure of a
class can give rise to a directed, possibly cyclic, graph representing the
composition relationship between a class and its attributes. In object oriented
systems, the composition relationship is the equivalent of the data modelling
concept of aggregation. The composition hierarchy provides a way to model rich,
complex data structure without first flattening out the structure.

3.2

Key Elements for Object-Oriented Design

To design a complex design system, due to the limitation of the human capacity for
dealing with complexity, it is essential to decompose it into smaller parts as far as
each can be refined independently. To understand any given level of a system,
normally comprehension of a few parts related to that level of a system, rather than
all parts, is enough. In designing an object-oriented design system, identifying the
objects is important. Once the top-level design is complete, each top-level object
may be decomposed into sub-objects. Within each object, the types and operations
that make up its interface to the outside world should be designed [Katz, 1985].
To implement a design system using object-oriented methodology, several
important concepts should be included [Booch, 1991] [Peterson, 1987].

 Abstraction simplifies description or specification of a system that
emphasizes some of the system’s details or properties while suppressing
others. An abstraction focuses on the outside view of an object, and
separates an object’s essential behaviour from its implementation.

 Encapsulation shields objects at higher levels of abstraction from lower level
implementation details. Implementations must be encapsulated for
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abstraction to work.

 Hierarchy classifies objects into groups of related abstraction to explicitly
distinguish the distinct properties of different objects. Each instance of a
particular kind of object shares the same behaviour as all other instances of
that same kind of object.

3.2.1 Abstraction
Abstraction is one of the fundamental ways that humans cope with complexity. As
long ago as 1956, Miller showed that an individual can only comprehend about
seven chunks of information at one time [Miller, 1956]. To overcome this
limitation, humans use abstraction technique. Through abstraction, humans use
chunks of information with increasingly greater semantic content. If humans take
an object-oriented view of the world, abstractions of entities in the real design
domain represent a particularly dense and cohesive clustering of information.

3.2.2 Encapsulation
Abstraction and encapsulation are complimentary concepts. Whereas abstraction
focuses upon the outside view of an object, encapsulation hide all the details of an
object that do not contribute to its essential characteristics. Encapsulation provides
explicit barriers among different abstractions.
To understand certain levels and properties of a building drawing, using a high
level of abstraction, it is possible to ignore details of other properties such as door
handle or window type. The instance variable of the representation of this class is
encapsulated. If a user writes a shell code outside of this class, the system refuses
to accept the code by responding with an error message.

3.2.3 Hierarchy
This approach increases the semantic content of individual chunks of information
by explicitly recognizing both the class and object hierarchies within a complex
software system. The two most common hierarchies in a complex system include
its class structure and its object structure. The class structure highlights the
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redundancy within a system (the kind of hierarchy) and the object structure
illustrates how different objects collaborate with one another through patterns of
interaction (the part of hierarchy).
A hierarchical design approach does not necessarily imply a top-down
methodology. A description is expressed in terms of subsystems, which then needs
to be designed or extracted from a library, and then proceeds to describe each
subsystem and its interaction and interconnection with other subsystems as further
refining the design. A detailed description of building hierarchy of the HIDE is
shown in Chapter 4.
Inheritance
Inheritance is the most important kind of hierarchy. Inheritance defines a
relationship among classes. One class can share the structure or behaviour defined
in one or more classes. Inheritance thus represents a hierarchy of abstractions, in
which a subclass inherits from one or more superclasses. There are two different
types of inheritance according to the number of superclasses.

 Single inheritance: Each object descends from a single parent. Single
inheritance is a more specialised form of inheritance. A hierarchy developed
using a subclassing model resembles a tree structure. Subclasses also inherit
the behaviour of their superclasses. In designing a building hierarchy model,
single inheritance provides a simple search space for locating inherited
characteristics. Figure 3.4 illustrates the single inheritance relationships of
building classes.

 Multiple inheritance: An object can descend from one or more parents. In
other words, an object may be part of a set of objects that is superclass of the
object. It is often useful to derive from more than one class, because it
avoids possible duplicate codes. For some abstractions, it is useful to
provide inheritance from multiple superclasses.
Although this technique allows a great amount of information sharing, it is
difficult to implement this characteristic in a building hierarchy model,
because every node above the given object may need to be visited to
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Figure 3.4: Single Inheritance Relationships of Building Classes
determine a characteristic that the object has inherited. Figure 3.5 illustrates
the multiple inheritance relationships of building classes.
Typically, a subclass augments the existing structure and behaviour of its
superclasses. The structure and behaviour that are the same for different classes
will tend to migrate to common super classes. Inheritance can be described as a
generalisation/specialisation or aggregation/segregation hierarchy. Superclasses
represent generalised abstractions, and subclasses represent specialisations in
which fields and methods from the superclass are added, modified or even hidden.
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Figure 3.5: Multiple Inheritance Relationships of Building Classes: This drawing
is a part of simplified PADM diagram. See more detail in Chapter 4.
A well-structured information model evolves from successive abstraction
applications. Information content at each level of the hierarchy is controllable by
carefully choosing which abstraction method to apply in moving between layers.
Each successive level in the hierarchy will contain a more specific view of the
system data than the preceding level.
Generalisation
Generalisation refers to a mode of abstraction in which a set of similar objects is
regarded as a generic object 3 . The generic object includes the common
3

An object that serves as a template for other objects. The template may be parameterized by
other objects.
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characteristics of the whole group of similar objects. The similar objects can then
be referred to in a generic manner through the higher level object. For example,
doors of various sizes, materials, manufacturer, etc., can each be referred to
generically as a door.
Aggregation
Whereas the above kind of hierarchies denote generalisation/specialisation
relationships, part of the hierarchies describe aggregation relationships. When a
collection of related objects combine to form a higher level object, an aggregation
abstraction exists between the higher level object and the collection of related data
objects, in simple terms, the whole sum of its parts. In general, a building is an
aggregation of many subsystems; foundation, walls, electrical subsystem, etc.

3.3

Benefits from Object-Oriented Systems

An object-oriented approach makes the software clear to understand, reliable,
reusable and flexible. It also makes it easy to integrate into group-projects and help
to make a large and complex software system. Therefore it reduces the cost of
developing and maintaining its software system.

3.3.1 Productivity
It is typically estimated that object-oriented design is several times more effective
compared to conventional software design. As the size of the system gets bigger,
the benefits of object-oriented programming scale up significantly. Well designed
classes of object are often largely self-contained and have few external
dependencies. The object provides a way to develop software that can be used in
multiple parts of a system. As a result, the time to design and implement is
reduced and the software is easily modifiable and reliable.

3.3.2 Maintainability
If a software design is being undertaken by several developers, it is difficult to have
integrity for the design due to the maintenance problem. One of the most
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important technological requirements to develop a CAAD system is to find a
uniform way in which an individual developer could understand the data structures
and procedures in the system. CAAD packages should be easy to use and have a
uniform information structure. Even when an object is used only once, a clean
interface between software modules is an important benefit in itself. Systems are
more easily decomposed into manageable tasks and the interface between tasks
can be defined rigorously. Maintenance typically consumes more of the software
life cycle than initial development. Because objects are self-contained, changes
made to any particular object are less likely to affect other objects in the system.

3.3.3 Rapid-Prototyping
A completely object-oriented system uses the concept of an object as its storage
model, to provide a unifying medium that enables it to be extended to tackle a
whole range of applications. Therefore, the system should support a variety of
languages, databases and tools to integrate and share data and utilities of a variety
of applications.

3.3.4 Code Reusability
A large portion of development time for a complex design system is spent writing
the code that performs functions already implemented in many other modules.
Work on reusability has followed several approaches. The classical technique is to
build libraries of routines. Each routine in the library implements a well defined
operation. The routine library approach seems to work well in areas where a set of
individual problems can be identified.
There should be catalogs of software modules

4

as there are catalogs of

architectural standard material. However, the reuse of the code is limited because
designing reusable code object is difficult. No complex data structures should be
involved because they would have to be distributed among the routines and the
conceptual autonomy of modules would be lost.
4

Module can be defined as a unit of code that serves as a building block for the physical structure
of a system; a program unit that contains declarations, expressed in the vocabulary of a particular
programming language, that form the physical realization of some or all of the classes and objects
in the logical design of the system.
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Inheritance make an economical expression possible that results when a class
shares description with its superclasses. The common use of class libraries is a
good example of software reuse through the inheritance mechanism. Programmers
build upon basic objects provided by class libraries by specialising the classes in
the libraries.

3.4

Object-Oriented Approach in CAAD

3.4.1 Object Model
The object-oriented design is one of the promising method that can be employed to
attack the complexity inherent in very large systems. The basic foundation of the
object-oriented design is the object model. The object model 5 is fundamentally
different to the models embraced by the traditional methods of structured design.
Using programming languages, the concept of data models can be implemented
through an abstract data type.
An abstract data type is a class of objects characterized by the operations
available on them and the abstract properties of these operations. It is important to
separate the programs from the physical structure of the objects they handle. An
abstract data type describes a class of objects through the external properties of
these objects instead of their computer representation. Abstract data types which
provide an excellent basis for software specification are useful at the design and
implementation stage. They are essential to the object-oriented approach and
enable us to refine the definition of object-oriented design. The designer may
create his or her own abstract data types and functional abstractions and map the
real-world domain to these programmer-created abstractions [Booch, 1991].

3.4.2 Building Modelling
The conceptual building data model can be constructed in a variety of ways. The
approach chosen should reflect the needs of the users of the data and the level of
detail of the model can be changed according to the future needs. With additional
5

The collection of principles that form the foundation of object-oriented design.
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levels of abstraction and more object classes, one should be able to describe the
internal structure to as fine a level of detail as is necessary. The model could be
expanded to define the external structure as well.
For instance, Figure 3.6 shows a simple building hierarchy which uses
abstraction techniques. In the Figure, the label G indicates generalization, while
the label A denotes an aggregation that includes exactly one of the specified
component [Belford and Santone, 1991]. The building is defined as an aggregation
of one or more storeys. A storey is defined as the set of rooms on the same level of
a building. In most cases, the rooms on a storey serve different functions and may
have different characteristics based on these functions.

Building

A
Storey

A
Volume

G
Room

G
Corridor

Figure 3.6: Object Aggregation and Generalisation: Adapted from [Belford, 1989]
Numerous object-oriented environments are available for developing
object-based systems. These environments range from programming languages
that provide abstract data types, such as C++, Objective C or Smalltalk, to
complete programming environments, such as frame based systems for
interpreting semantic nets information.

3.4.3 Building Hierarchy
Combining aggregation and generalisation produces data abstraction hierarchies.
The term “inheritance” describes the sharing of information between adjacent
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Figure 3.7: Selected inheritance in the Object Hierarchy
levels of the abstraction hierarchy. The types of inheritance permitted determines
the style of the hierarchy. Through abstraction techniques, building data can be
classified as a hierarchy of data (See Figure 3.7). The top layer represents the most
general view of the data. Moving down the hierarchy reveals progressively more
complex views of the data. Such a data model offers information with the correct
level of detail for users of differing needs. The root of each hierarchy represents a
different view of the object being designed. The children of the root represent the
system’s decomposition into major subsystems. These subsystems are further
decomposed into more detailed subsystems at the next lower level, and so on.
An implementation description of a class has three parts: class name, variable
declarations and method declarations. The class name section contains the names
of the class and of the superclass. The superclass specifies the class’s parent class
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in the class hierarchy. The variable declarations include both instance variables
and class variables. The values of class variables are shared by all instances of the
class, while instance variables have values that are private to the instance of the
class that they are defined for. This is a very valuable feature for the construction
application, allowing, for example, all doors of the same dimensions and materials
to form a class, while colour may be defined for specific instance. The instance
methods and their corresponding interface messages provide the means to set and
retrieve variable values, among other things.

3.4.4 Benefits from Object-Oriented Approach
Reusability
Reusability allows the user to treat an object as a component that can be used
wherever they are needed. For instance, a reference library which includes all
standardised building elements such as walls or doors, would be great benefit. In
the reference library, A wall is defined as a class which has all general properties
common to all walls. An object of the wall class can have different values for its
attributes, such as sizes and colours. This facility will make the design more
productive. Changes of design in positioning of wiring, pipes, even of doors or
windows in the middle of designing can be dealt with easily with this ability.
Extensibility

 Software Extensibility: Individuals who are not involved with the initial
development of software could add additional applications without intensive
learning and without drastic modification to the basic structure.

 Design Extensibility: Architects frequently try to solve problems by
attempting to produce whole or partial solutions, and evaluating not only
those solutions but the general approach they represent. They employ a
methodology which centres around the idea of analysis by synthesis.
It is difficult to predict the sequence of decisions about solutions in the early
phases of design. Design problem is not easy to foresee the next design
stage. CAAD systems should have a appropriate data structure to deal with
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the needs of the natural design process of early design stages. In an
object-oriented system, all data and the functions that operate on the data are
contained in one location, instead of being distributed throughout an
application. Therefore, the implementation of individual objects can be
changed or added without affecting other parts of a system.
Conceptual Consistency
Conceptual consistency is important in designing a CAAD system. The objects
often correspond directly to the abstractions modelled by the architectural
structure, which is in accordance with building semantics and therefore make the
system easier to understand.
Polymorphism
Polymorphism allows different types of objects to respond to the same message in
different ways, without requiring the program to know the object’s exact type. It is
useful for classifying a hierarchical structure of building elements.
Object-oriented approaches provide a function to attach more than one
meaning to a name, such as the name of an operation. For example, when different
representations of doors are each defined by a separate type declaration, it is
possible to use overloading to give the same name to all associated search
procedures. In this way, an appropriate operation will always be invoked
regardless of the implementation chosen for the type of elements.
With overloading, the programmer may write the same code when using
different implementations of the same data abstraction, as provided by different
modules. However, overloadings are not flexible enough because they cannot
capture fine grains of commonality between groups of implementations of the
same general data abstraction. In traditional structured design, modularization is
primarily concerned with the meaningful grouping of subprograms
Modularity
Partitioning a program creates a number of well-defined, documented boundaries
within the program. If developers were simultaneously creating applications it
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would be important to present a development environment in which they could
create an application as separate modules. Modularisation consists of dividing a
program into modules which can be compiled separately, but which have
connections with other modules. Most programming languages which support the
module as a separate concept also distinguish between the interface of a module
and its implementation.
In object-oriented design, the problem is different: the task is to decide where
to physically package the classes and objects from the design’s logical structure,
which is distinctly different from the subprogram. There are several useful
guidelines that can help us achieve an intelligent modularisation of classes and
objects.
Britton and Parnas [Britton and Parnas, 1981] observed, “The overall goal of
the decomposition into modules is the reduction of software cost by allowing
modules to be designed and revised independently”. Each module’s structure
should be simple enough that it can be understood fully; it should be possible to
change the implementation of other modules without knowledge of the
implementation of other modules and without affecting the behaviour of other
modules; and the ease of making a change in the design should bear a reasonable
relationship to the likelihood of the change being needed.

3.5

Object-Oriented Database System

Object-oriented database programming and object-oriented approaches to
designing complex software systems are the most promising approaches to coping
with the increasingly complex software systems and the corresponding costs of
developing, maintaining, and evolving such software systems. Object-oriented
concepts form a good basis for a rich data model for CAAD systems,
knowledge-based systems, multimedia information systems and human interface
systems.
Object-oriented development can let the structure of a program closely reflect
the structure of the problem being solved. Relational databases become
cumbersome to interface from an object-oriented programming language. To
enable an Object-Oriented Data Base Management System [OODBMS] to support
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the object oriented model it should facilitate object-oriented concepts such as
information hiding, data abstraction, dynamic binding, long duration transactions
and inheritance.
Object-oriented programming environments support a rich data model. The
objects created in application programs are richly interconnected to reflect real
world relationships. The data could be numbers, text, graphics, images, video and
audio. It is imperative that the object model of the application program and the
database must be as similar as possible. The difference in the data models
supported by databases and programming environments create a seam. The
integration of the database with the rest of object-oriented programming
environments should be realised in a non-obstructive manner. Seamlessness
requires that the database support as rich a data model as those found in
programming languages. Object-oriented database systems are a natural outcome
in response this to requirement.
In a relational schema, such as SQL, the only identification are targets of
queries. In Object-Oriented Data Base [OODB], the targets and results are objects
and sets of objects. An object has attributes consisting of tangled family
relationships with other objects. It also has its behaviour changed depending on
external requests made to it. Object-oriented database technology combines the
expressive power of programming languages with effective support for persistent
data typical of database management systems.

3.5.1 Database Requirement for Object-Oriented Design System
The database should support enough aspects of the object-oriented modelling
paradigm to allow a developer to define complex objects and relationships. A
difference between object-oriented database systems and non object-oriented
database systems is that object-oriented database systems can directly support the
needs of the applications that create and manage objects that have the
object-oriented semantics. An object-oriented database system that supports a
unified object-oriented programming and database language will be a better
platform for developing object-oriented database applications. The data model
should be based on a language such as C++ and support its features such as
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classes, multiple inheritance, strong type checking etc.
Date [Date, 1986] describes database as
“a repository for stored data, In general, it is both integrated and shared. By
integrated, we mean that the database may be thought of as a unification of
several otherwise distinct data files, with any redundancy among those files
partially or wholly eliminated. By shared we mean that individual pieces of
data in the database may be shared among several different users.”

Designing an effective database is a difficult task because there are so many
competing requirements. In database technology, design is often viewed as an
incremental and iterative process involving both logical and physical decisions.
Large applications typically create complex graphs of objects, it must be
possible to efficiently navigate through these graphs even after they have been
stored in a database. This is particularly important in applications such as
hypermedia, which require efficient interactive performance. It is also quite natural
to retrieve objects by a query. The database system should also support distributed
object storage. There may be tens of thousands of images, along with text in a large
multimedia application. The volume of such information and the need to share it
effectively among widely separated users require that storage be distributed.
Database systems for next generation applications must clearly support at least
conventional concurrency and transaction mechanisms. Design applications, like
CAD, operate on data for a much longer duration than conventional databases.
Many researchers in CAD databases attempt to deal with long duration
transactions in cooperative design work. There should be additional mechanisms
to support cooperative work.
Objects in a database are created using templates. These templates are
relations in a relational system and classes in an object system. Application
programs are not static entities, they undergo change, especially in large
applications. It is not possible to know the correct structure of all templates when
the application is first launched. Persistent objects also undergo version changes
and evolve through their entire lifecycle. As a result it is necessary to provide
support for managing this lifecycle evolution.
The next-generation database systems should have facilities to [Kim, 1990]
[Voyatzaki, 1993]:
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 Support Evolution of Object Instances and Classes: It should be possible to
represent and manipulate complex nested objects to allow the successive
refinement of complex entities. Objects in a database are created using
templates. These templates are relations in a relational system and classes in
an object system. Application programs are not static entities, they undergo
change, especially in large applications. It is not possible to know the correct
structure of all templates when the application is first launched. Persistent
objects also undergo version changes and evolve through their entire
lifecycle. As a result it is necessary to provide support for managing this
lifecycle evolution.

 Define and manipulate arbitrary data types, and store and retrieve
arbitrarily long data: Large applications typically create complex graphs of
objects, it must be possible to efficiently navigate through these graphs even
after they have been stored in a database. This is particularly important in
applications such as hypermedia, which require efficient interactive
performance. It is also quite natural to retrieve objects by a query.

 Represent and manipulate various semantic modelling concepts:
Object-oriented concepts can be used to model application data and
relationships in natural manner. This modelling is realised in the transient
memory of the computer. Many applications need to deal with persistent
data (data that lives after the processes that created them terminate) and
share the data among multiple users. These applications will benefit from
extending the powerful modelling capabilities of the transient environment
to persistent, shared data.

 Manage long-duration co-operative transaction for Cooperative Design
Work: Database systems for next generation applications must clearly
support at least conventional concurrency and transaction mechanisms.
Design applications, like CAD, operate on data for a much longer duration
than conventional databases. Many researchers in CAD databases attempt to
deal with long duration transactions in cooperative design work. There
should be additional mechanisms to support cooperative work.
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 Support distributed Object Storage: There may be tens of thousands of
images, along with text in a large multimedia application. The volume of
such information and the need to share it effectively among widely separated
users requires that storage be distributed.

 Specify rules and extended constraints to support inferencing and constraint
management: This facility is basic for supporting knowledge-based
application.

3.5.2 Rich Data Modelling
The object-oriented data model is a natural response to address some of
deficiencies of the conventional database systems. The relational models are too
simple for modelling complex nested design objects. They do not support general
data types found in programming languages and do not allow the storage and
retrieval of long unstructured data such as image, audio and textual document.
They also do not have useful semantic concepts, such as generalisation and
aggregation. This means that the developer should explicitly represent and manage
such relationships in his/her program, since the database system does not provide
the necessary functions.
Object-oriented concepts can be used to model application data and
relationships in a natural manner. Programming languages support object-oriented
concepts by means of a rich system of user defined classes. Many applications
need to deal with persistent data (data that lives after the processes that created
them terminate) and share the data among multiple users. These applications will
benefit from extending the powerful modelling capabilities of the transient
environment to persistent, shared data.

3.5.3 Object Identity
Each object is associated with a unique identifier, regardless of its current state.
Identity is a stronger concept than simply a value describing an object; it cannot be
changed in the same way other values describing the object can be changed.
Since identity is a stronger concept than value, it is possible to distinguish
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between two objects that have the same value. The object identifiers in
object-oriented databases and the record pointers in hierarchical databases are
similar; the major difference is that object identifiers are logical pointers, whereas,
record pointers are physical pointers. A consequence of this is that object pointers
can be used for referential integrity.

3.5.4 Design Database and Deficiency of Conventional Database
System
Design databases have long been of interest in the computer-aided design
community, and many design systems have been built on top of commercially
available database systems. The basic idea of an object oriented database is to
represent an item in the real world being modelled with a corresponding item in
the database. This includes modelling the behaviour of each object as well as the
object’s structure.
Design interactions require a stricter notion of consistency. Complicated
constraints on design data are not easy to specify or enforce. A design transaction
begins with a designer acquiring exclusive access to a portion of the design,
modifying it over a long period of time, and committing the changes only when
they have been shown to be valid. Design data is organised into complex
structures, with numbers of interconnected data. Database systems should have the
structure of a system that can handle the data management needs of design tools.
Necessary structures of database systems to handle the unique data management
requirements of architectural design data can be found in Figure 3.8.
Traditional database systems have not made a major impact in design
applications because of their inadequate performance and difficulty of use. Figure
3.9 shows an unintegrated database system which needs a separate translation
module to pass required data to each CAD tool, and an integrated database system
which place all design information under the control of a single data management
system.
Some of the deficiencies of conventional database systems are as follows.

 Conventional transactions have been developed for the short duration of
work typically found in the transaction processing environment. They do not
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Figure 3.9: Unintegrated vs. Integrated Design Environments: Adapted from
[Katz, 1985], page 11
adequately model design interactions.

 Conventional database systems do not adequately handle the basic storage
needs of design data. They have been tuned for large volumes of regularly
structured data.

 Relational systems lack data modelling facilities for specifying, querying
and updating complex nested entities (such as design objects and compound
documents), for accommodating arbitrary user defined data types, for
establishing frequently useful relationships like generalisations and
aggregations, and for dealing with the temporal evolution of data.

 Relational systems lack the ability to manage memory-resident objects for
extensive pointer chasing applications and the ability to handle long duration
cooperative transactions.
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 Entering and leaving the database system to extract a record at a time is too
great for the large quantities of data involved. It is more efficient to extract
and replace large aggregations of design data as a unit.
Data structures are a logical organisation of data. The manipulation of data is
based on logical data structure rather than physical storage structure. File systems
can provide data structuring capabilities. The UNIX file system [Thompson, 1978]
supports a constrained graph structure among directories and files. A directory file
can have at most one parent, but leaf files can have many parents. The internal
nodes form a tree, while the leaves participate in a general graph. Storage
structures are implementations of data structures on secondary storage (See Figure
3.10).
A
A
B
C
B

C

Data Structure

D

D

Physical Page
Storage Structure

Figure 3.10: Data Structure vs. Storage Structure. The description of data as a tree
of interrelated objects is a data structure. The implementation of these interrelations
and objects as address pointers among records on disk is storage structure: adapted
from [Katz, 1985]
A database model provides the primitives for describing a database , such as
minimum unit-line and primitive geometries. The choice of which of these
primitives are used to describe a specific database is called a database schema. A
database management system manages collection of data stored on secondary
storage. It provides a standard interface to this data for application programs.
A design data management system chooses how to structure the design data
within the database system. It provides a standard access for design tools. A
design data management system controls and interprets the data.
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3.5.5 Language Interface
The language interface is important for the database system to connect to an
object-oriented design environment. There are two approaches, namely designing
a high level database management language to interface to the OODBMS or opting
for a lower level interface based on class libraries (i.e. providing a persistent super
class). It is important to determine what languages and compilers can be interfaced
to the OODBMS. C++ and C are now the main languages used for new
development of engineering applications so it is important that the OODBMS
provides for this at least. The class library approach will integrate easily with
existing C++ code and compilers but may require more lines of code than the
database management language approach.
Today object-oriented databases appear to have little conflict with relational
databases. Relational databases are cumbersome to use with object-oriented
languages and many object-oriented principles are compromised when the
relational model is used.

3.6

An Object-Oriented Relational Database

The strength of an object-oriented data model is also its weakness. It is the
richness of an object-oriented data model that makes it possible to model complex
objects, but their relationships introduces added complexity. The richness of an
object-oriented data model also implies added difficulties in implementing a
database system that supports the model. Object-oriented data model and
relational data models are equally important and have merits and the potential for
the next productivity leap in application development must be their combination
into a single unified model.
Researchers have been trying to develop database systems that support not only
an object-oriented data model but an extension of a relational data model enriched
with some object-oriented facilities. There are a broad spectrum of database
applications that cannot be supported by the common relational database system.
It is necessary to achieve another productivity leap in application development.
Such a system should support a unified relational and object-oriented data
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model. Relational DBMSs have a firm theoretical base and satisfy most kinds of
applications. The relational Structured Query Language [SQL] database language
became an industry standard. Two major factors for the maximum productivity
they provided in application development were the simplicity of the relational
model of data and the dynamic management of the database. An object-oriented
data model allows not only the representation of data, and relationships and
constraints on the data, as the relational data model does, but also the encapsulation
of data and programs. Encapsulation and inheritance are a key to the search for
further productivity and promise to advance the database application system.
Before object oriented technology can deliver technology advances to the
database market in general, new database systems that incorporate an object
oriented data model must also support SQL compatible database language. SQL
compatibility will not only minimize the necessary training time for current
relational users but will also facilitate the migration of relational applications to the
new systems. Data may be stored in the relational databases. There are several
object-oriented database systems which support SQL. GemStone is one of the
older object-oriented databases on the market which includes a relational gateway
to SYBASE. Also Learmont and Cattell [Learmont and Cattell, 1991] describes an
object-oriented interface to a relational DBMS called ERIC. Both demonstrate it is
possible to have both object-oriented and relational operations to the same
database.
A relational DBMS and an object-oriented programming language can be
combined to yield a surprisingly effective OO DBMS for many applications. The
basic idea is to buffer the database with an object oriented layer that keeps relevant
data in memory. Locking and update protocols are built into this layer. One
achieves quick access to data, while storing it in a database between executions.
The object-oriented layer hides the database from applications, applications are
unaware that they are receiving DBMS services. The programmer sees an
object-oriented language with certain predefined operations that allows objects to
be retrieved from and stored in a database between program executions.
This approach demonstrates that it is possible to build an object-oriented
DBMS on top of a relational DBMS and still get a good performance. It combines
the best features of both RDBMS and object-oriented programming languages.
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They obtain the benefits of using objects to abstract an application. The
programming language allows complex algorithms to be written that would be
hard to express in an RDBMS, without frequent access of the RDBMS within the
algorithm. This approach minimizes the amount of new codes that must be written,
since it uses existing software subsystems. Although this system is not a full one,
it is quite effective for many applications.

3.7

Object-Oriented Expert Systems

Expert systems were amongst the first packages to try to exploit object-oriented
programming on a wider scale. Many are straight-forward rule-based systems, but
there are also many so-called hybrid expert system, which combine object-oriented
systems with rule-bases to reason about complex information structures, and these
are far more powerful. There are, however, few large purely object-oriented expert
systems deployed for they are still in the development stage and are classified as
research. When they appear, it will be in the form of embedded real-time process
control systems.
However, there is a danger in expert systems. The expert systems not only has
depth of understanding to solve specific well-formulated problems but also to put
them into a larger context. It is difficult to understand and convey a sense of
limitation of particular problems and of the approach in general. As the user does
not have practiceship 6 process, the user might be misled. Therefore, this approach
has some drawbacks.
As part of artificial intelligence research, blackboard systems have evolved as
general problem solving frameworks, enabling many knowledge sources to
participate in the formation of solutions to complex problems [Englemore and
Morgan, 1988]. The blackboard systems have been the most commonly accepted
paradigm for the development of different control architectures in the integrated
system. Traditional knowledge based systems consist of an inference engine,
knowledge base, and a working memory for manipulating the emerging solution
(See Figure 3.11).
In response to the need to make knowledge engineering and problem definition
6

See [Coyne and Subrahmanian, 1989] for the explanation of this term
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more modular, a common work area is provided which is monitored by several
domain related knowledge based systems [Rutherford, 1990]. The main function
of a blackboard is to hold on a blackboard panel computational and solution state
data generated and manipulated by knowledge sources [Englemore and Morgan,
1988]. Quinlan states that
The blackboard contains the problem data and a hierarchy of hypotheses
relevant to the problem. At any one time in a single hypothesis, the focus can
shift to another area of the board. From the point of view of system
architecture, each expert of knowledge source is a packet of situation-action
rules which may have its own internal database. Experts are activated by
events, which correspond to certain types of changes to the blackboard.

Within an object-oriented design system, a blackboard system should serve as a
storage device and an inter-resource notifier; and therefore should act as a
communication centre between the various HIDE modules or clients [Clarke et al.,
1989]. In the context of human-computer interaction, the system should show a
degree of intelligence to interpret information from a range of different users and
infer meaning in a particular domain of discourse to solve a particular problem.
The Intelligent Front-end [IFe] is a good example of how the blackboard
system works as a communications centre. The system is composed of a series of
independent knowledge sources attached to a central, dynamically partitionable
blackboard. In addition to maintaining data representing the current state of the
model under development, the blackboard is also a communications centre,
responsible for updating each of those clients expressing an interest in a particular
area [Rutherford, 1990]. The IFe system architecture is composed of a number of
cooperating modules supported by a central communications module. The
blackboard, illustrated in Figure 3.12, shows each module operating concurrently.
Although the blackboard may support any type of knowledge source, the following
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generic modules are required regardless of operational context.
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Figure 3.12: The IFe System Architecture
These cooperating modules are [Clarke et al., 1989] [Rutherford, 1990]:

 A Blackboard which unlike the traditional “pigeonhole” view, serves both as
a storage device and an inter-resource notifier; and therefore acts as a
communications centre between the various IFe modules or clients. As Yet
the existing configuration does not support scheduling.

 A Knowledge Handler to interpret utterances from the user and, by
inference, complete the current product description model in sufficient detail
for the target application program.

 A Dialogue Handler, which, although it is documented as being responsible
for conversing with the user in a manner suited to the users level of
experience and conceptual vocabulary, merely translates messages from a
neutral, internal format to that required by its clients, namely; interaction
modules.

 A User Handler to track the user’s progress and ensure that the system
responds in a manner suited to the conceptual awareness of the user.

 An Appraisal Handler to coordinate the performance assessment
methodologies.
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 A Data Handler which is responsible for creating a product description,
from information supplied by the user, in a format required by the
application program to which the IFe is interfaced.

 An Application Handler to orchestrate an application program against the
selected performance methodology, and passing the required product
description data.
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Chapter 4

Architectural Data Representation
An appropriate data representation which can capture and express the complex
relationships that exist between architectural data became a central issue in
developing an integrated design system. The inter-related data relationship in the
architectural discipline is difficult to represent within the procedural and
monolithic data structure of the conventional CAAD system. In addition, recent
developments on various CAAD tools, such as design development tools, building
performance evaluation tools and graphic display tools have required unified data
representations of building to support various aspects of the design process.
Unified data representation provides consistent and unambiguous representation of
data.
There have been many attempts to analyse and structure the design process as a
uniform hierarchical framework [Fenves et al., 1990] [Pohl et al., 1988] [Shaviv et
al., 1992]. However, it is very difficult to represent design knowledge, which
mostly comprises of graphic concepts, adequately within the area of existing
design systems. Moreover, most of the systems were used to facilitate information
flow within a pre-defined environment or to transfer information to and from
certain applications. Most of the attempts resulted in a vague and inappropriate
outcome due to the inconsistent control sequence and lack of understanding of
architectural design complexity.
The unified data representation that is appropriate to deal with the needs of the
natural design process during its early stages can also support a creative design
environment by performing data manipulation including geometric reasoning.
However, to solve a particular problem, there is not a single collection of objects
and attributes that can be identified as relevant for a designer in the modelling
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process because those should be selected according to the view that a designer has
of the problem [Lawson and Roberts, 1991]. As we cannot predict all designers’
views, multiple data representations within a unified data model should be
provided according to the designers’ requirements. The unified data model has a
uniform knowledge-base and database description that defines a general view of
architectural design.
The unified data model accelerates a uniformed data communication. Some of
the purposes of having a unified data model are to have:

 continuity from the conceptual design stage to the final construction stages:
The information created in the conceptual design stage should be passed to
later stages of design and construction, which often entails translating the
initial data for use by other software tools.

 effective inter-disciplinary data communication: The communication
difficulties often affect the quality of the final building and the time required
to achieve design consensus. A building design project is undertaken by a
multi-disciplinary team of professional designers. As the design of the
building evolves and each of the design team members investigates and
communicates alternative solutions using separate models of the design for
each discipline and diverse media for transferring design information. Each
member of the team critiques the evolving design, applying different criteria.
By having a unified data model, different applications can be successfully
integrated with each other. In consequence, inter-disciplinary
representations of single design object without any data integrity problem
can be easily achieved.

4.1

Background

From the early seventies, some pioneers of CAAD suggested an integrated design
system with a unified data model linking with a database system that contains a
complete three-dimensional representation 1 of a building [Eastman, 1975]. In
1

The three-dimensional representation implies the representation of all information defined in
the data model including non-geometric information.
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connection with the data model, different application tools can be integrated with
the help of a control module which can interpret the representation and perform
computation on them accordingly. This ideal CAAD system has been sought for
more than twenty years and is yet to be realized.
There are a number of paradigms to consider in an integrated design system.
Among the many paradigms, the linguistic paradigm gives a useful basis for
structuring architectural knowledge.

4.1.1 Linguistic Approaches
As the volume of knowledge increases, it is very hard for the human designer to
understand the information unless it is organized in some order. On the
computational side, the task of checking each rule to see if its condition is satisfied
in the data base consumes a lot of time. Therefore, the best way is to divide the
knowledge into labeled compartments, for instance, only focusing on one section
of the problem at a time, using as much local context as possible. The blackboard
model [Quinlan, 1980] is one of the models which was developed for this reason.
The blackboard model, first developed in the context of a speech understanding
system, is an architecture that tries to carry ideas over in rule-based systems. In the
linguistic approach, it is possible to say that each vocabulary

2

carries with it

various descriptions and formalizes the mappings between vocabulary elements
and their descriptions. The method of representing semantic content derived from
artifacts syntactically is very important. An architect’s representation of design
within a medium is different from built artifacts such as line drawings. In order to
capture basic meaning from a digital representation within a computer, it is
necessary to map between syntactic representation and semantic content. The
relationship can be known by describing its mapping hierarchically.
The hierarchical levels are separable at the lower levels of description [Coyne
and Gero, 1986]. For instance, the syntactic representation of numbers within a
data structure may be interpreted as points and lines and these points and lines can
be interpreted as the primitive shapes of building elements. To keep these semantic
as well as syntactic relationships, a good way of organizing design data and
2

As a general term, vocabulary can be used instead of building data
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knowledge should be provided. There have been many ways of suggesting design
data organization throughout different designing disciplines.
Organization of Design Knowledge
Coyne and Gero [Coyne and Gero, 1986] presented three levels of language and
meta-language as a way of structuring knowledge in the spatial layout problem: a
language of forms, a language of actions, and a language of plans. Figure 4.1
shows schematic representation of the relationship among the three levels of
language:
1. The language of forms deals with transformations involving spatial forms at
the object level.
2. Rules that transform states can be regarded as actions. These actions
constitute the vocabulary elements of a language of actions.
3. The language of plans takes these tasks as its vocabulary elements arranged
within a hierarchical schedule and selects tasks according to its grammar,
Thus exploiting the redundancies inherent in the way designers view the
world so as to operate multiple abstractions of the design.
Similar spatial grammars are suggested by Stiny and Mitchell, and Flemming
[Stiny and Mitchell, 1978] [Flemming, 1987]. Stiny and Mitchell operate on
shapes that consist of points and maximal lines. Flemming suggests a grammar
which can generate dissections of rectangles into rectangular components in order
to obtain solutions to space-allocation problem.
These linguistic approaches give a way of formalizing the complex mappings
between meaning and artifact in design. However, these approaches
over-simplified the dynamic nature of the design process using a simple
grammatical basis control mechanism. The linguistic approach is generally too
simple to accommodate complex relationship between architectural data in
developing a design system. These suggestions of design data organization are not
very useful without a data modelling process, along with a neutral data format
which helps to communicate other possible CAD applications throughout the
whole design processes. A neutral data format keeps semantic as well as syntactic
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Language of plans

Language of actions

Language of form

Figure 4.1: Three levels of language in the spatial layout problem proposed by
[Coyne and Gero, 1986]
relationships and helps these structured information to be communicated through
an integrated design system or different CAAD applications.
Knowledge Structures
Of the many ways of knowledge representation in a design, the production system
is one of the most popular ways of structuring and selecting design knowledge and
gives positive guidance in formulating design knowledge for future design
systems. The production system was first proposed in 1943, but its use today stems
from the work of Newell and Simon [Newell and Simon, 1972]. The basic idea is
very simple. There is a data base and a collection of production rules. Each has the
rule form: situation >> action. “The situation part of each rule specifies changes
to be made to the data base every time the rule is used.” [Quinlan, 1980] A
production system conceptually goes through an evolutionary process: at each
cycle, one rule whose situation is satisfied is selected and used, thus changing the
data base and so affecting the rules that could possibly be fired on the next cycle.
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They have three basic components in their underlying structure [Gips and Stiny,
1979] [David and King, 1980].
1. A global database is generally represented by certain kinds of structures,
such as an ordered list, an array, or a set.
2. Production rules are used for transforming the domain from one state into
another.
3. A control strategy is concerned with matching, selecting and executing
procedures.
A matching mechanism may search from a one-to-one mapping between
literals in the conditions part of a production rule and the global database. It must
also play a more sophisticated role in order to infer a new rule from the global data
base. An executing procedure works when there is a match between the conditions
part of the production rule and the current state. At that time, those matching
elements are deleted from the global database, and consequent parts of the rule are
substituted. Selection procedure works when a state of the global database is given
and there are several rules applicable for transforming that state. Selecting the
appropriate rule among several applicable rules is important, and it will be
necessary to adopt some strategy for choosing which rules are necessary to execute
in order to achieve an end state. The difficult part of controlling a knowledge based
system is devising methods for efficiently selecting and ordering production rules.
Transitivity Facilities
As stated earlier, linguistics paradigms provide a sound route to a knowledge
structuring method. Much complex design knowledge can be decomposed into
simpler forms. It is possible to obtain two most common and useful properties of
knowledge from this decomposition. Some of the most common and useful
properties of knowledge structure, which are used in relevant A.I. systems, are ISA
(“is a”) and ISPART (“is part”) [Rich, 1983]. Both of these properties are
relationships of objects to other objects (See Figure 4.2).
Same objects participate in both ISA and ISPART relationships, and are
usually part of many other relations. One of the the most important properties of
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Figure 4.2: Examples of ISA and ISPART hierarchies found in [Rich, 1983]
both the ISA and ISPART relationship is transitivity. If ’A ISA B’ and ’B ISA C’,
then it must also be the case that ’A ISA C’. It is usually better to store only the
first-level ones and to provide a mechanism for generating the others when needed,
rather than storing all of them explicitly. This transitivity facility is very important
in developing automatic propagation with the design system. Although, the
production system provides a sound basis for many automated problem-solving
methods, it generally lacks the facility of presenting, organizing and propagating
design knowledge appropriately.
A proper CAAD system should support transitivity and should propagate the
update of change throughout the relevant data storing area. As transitive relations
are so important in describing the structure of a design problem domain, a design
knowledge representing module in a CAAD system should have a good
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system [Krishnamurti, 1986a]

claims to have such a data updating facility.

4.1.2 Example System: MOLE
The MOLE system is a logic modelling environment for spatial and non-spatial
object descriptions developed in EdCAAD [Tweed, 1985] [Krishnamurti, 1986a].
The MOLE system adopts a slot-and-filler structure method and three kinds of
entities: kinds, slots and fillers. A kind corresponds to an object. A filler can be
any object or any value for some feature which a kind may have. A slot denotes a
relationship between a kind and a filler. Using these three entities, a user can
organize, update and query the knowledge base [Krishnamurti, 1986a]. A notable
function of MOLE is its database updating facility. For example, if the user wants
to define an object which has special properties different from the generic object,
the corresponding slot masks the filters inherited from the corresponding slots.
Figure 4.3 shows more details about MOLE database updating function.
The MOLE system has a sound method of structuring knowledge in a
hierarchical way and has some important object-oriented concepts. However, this
database updating facility is fairly limited because of the limited capability of
implementation environment of the MOLE system. The prolog programming
language, which is used to implement the MOLE system, is good in selecting and
ordering rules for logic expression similar to natural language systems, but
supports poor object-oriented concepts such as the inheritance concepts and
generalization or specialization concepts. Some of the main problems which
resulted in the MOLE system as a prototype system are stated below:

 It is difficult to implement object-oriented concepts through a logic
programming language.

 The selected programming environment is not adequate for a big system
which deals with great complexity of architectural data.

 The programming environment shows problems in maintaining big system
and calculating complex problem.
3

MOLE is an acronym for “modelling objects with logic expressions”.
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Figure 4.3: This figure shows how updating the database works in the MOLE
system. If a user wishes to state that the door knob on the back door which is a
different object from normal door knob defined as a default one, the door knob and
material slots of DOOR and DOOR-KNOB respectively mask the filters inherited
from the corresponding slots in DOOR and DOOR-KNOB [Krishnamurti, 1986a].

 As it uses its own data format, it is difficult to have clear communication
with other CAAD applications.
These problems can be partially solved by having several different system
structures for different type functions. Some of the modules or functions as part of
a bigger system, may be better served by a different architecture.
More detail about the development of a unified data model using
object-oriented concepts to provide selected inheritance and propagating facilities
under a hybrid environment is discussed in Chapter 5. The central concept of the
suggested design environment is a description which is the collection of features
one associates with an object. It is designed to acquire the capability of accepting
object descriptions, both textually and graphically, and to be reflective of a user’s
intentions and descriptions.
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Geometric Representation

Some of the information is the description of the part in terms of geometry.
Geometric modelling is the start of the discussion, because it is the primary input
from the designer and design cannot be described without it. Geometry is one of
the languages of design. A building is defined at first in terms of its geometry and
secondly in terms of other parameters, such as functionality and material. Several
types of geometric definitions are discussed.
Geometric models are symbolic descriptive models. The designer uses a
geometric model to describe the physical shape and properties of an object. Since
geometric models have the potential of defining both the interior and exterior of
the object being designed completely, ambiguities in viewing and interpreting the
object are minimized. With the three-dimensional database generated by
geometric modelling, the designer can be provided with most of the information
needed to design a building.
CAAD systems become more useful in the earlier stages of design, where
shapes are generated and revised. In the explorative stages of design, a CAAD
system can assist the designer by performing manipulations involving geometric
reasoning.

4.2.1 Graphic and Non Graphic Design Information
Design information includes non-graphic information in addition to the graphic
information. Therefore, CAAD software should cope with the two kinds of
information in the same environment. The non-graphic information should be
linked or associated with their related graphics. An object-oriented database
system is most suitable for handling these attributes.
Most of the current CAAD systems have weak facilities for linking graphical
and non-graphical data, although some CAAD systems support limited
non-graphical design information extraction from a geometrical model. Therefore,
the two kinds have to be handled entirely separately [Port, 1989]. Conventional
CAAD systems cannot handle large volumes of graphical and non-graphical data
by using the same methods. Therefore, those CAAD systems have been
concentrating on dealing with the graphical information.
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The non-graphical information has more relevance for scheduling, costing and
project management purposes. The conventional CAAD system normally has a
unique data structure for the graphical database so as to be especially efficient at
manipulating graphical information. This structure is unlikely to be equally
suitable for handling non-graphic data. For these reasons a CAAD system can
benefit from integrated databases.
One of the reason why integrated modelling systems are not available is that
the use of paper as a conventional way for drawing work has allowed designers to
abstract the various issues associated with their designs. Various two-dimensional
abstractions have evolved to allow these issues - like circulation, air flows,
structural grids and electrical services. The abstraction allows the designer to focus
attention on one particular design variable, to the exclusion of others. By the help
of this, complex design work could be carried out comparably easily. Therefore,
the ideal CAAD system should hide information and show only necessary
information to the design for each design stage.

4.2.2 Traditional Geometric Definitions
There are multi-view orthographic drawings, wire frames and surface modellers.
Traditionally, a designer defines an object by a two-dimensional drawing, usually
in three views; a plan view and front and side elevations.
In the three-dimensional wire frame method, the user enters three-dimensional
vertices and joining the vertices to create a three-dimensional object called a wire
frame. This representation contains only points and lines. Wire frame models lack
the surface information which is needed to store for the shape analysis. In the case
of a object with a hole, the wire frame cannot distinguish the hole. In an attempt to
solve the drawback of wire frames, surface models appeared. In these systems, the
user enters the vertices and edges outlining or bounding one face at a time. In a
object with a hole, the user may first define the base of the block by specifying the
vertices, then connect them in order to bound the bottom surface. A surface
modeller, although it is a major advance over wire frame modellers, also has
disadvantages. The modeller contains definitions of surfaces, edges, and vertices,
but does not store the topology, or connectivity of these entities. For this reason,
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the modeller has no concept of the part inside or outside. It does not store the face
normal vectors and, therefore, cannot distinguish the side of the face pointing
toward the air from the side pointing toward the material.
Nowadays, a solid model is generally accepted as the most suitable technology
to describe the geometry of a real object. As solid modelling systems gives a clear
description of the object being represented, it can calculate the volumes,
dimensions, mass and properties of the objects. The model is more complete
compared with surface modelling, but as a trade-off the assembly process is often
tedious and time consuming for the user. Also the computer has difficulty in
coping with the large volume of data. Therefore, solid modelling is not generally
suitable to create detailed models of complete buildings with each and every one of
their components fully represented.

4.2.3 Geometric Models
Geometric modelling must be seen as an integral part of the design process. Many
parts of evolving design solution can be represented efficiently by the evolving
geometric model. The traditional two-dimensional data model has certain
limitations and is incomplete. The two-dimensional data model can only describe
a building partially compared to a integrated building model. In consequence,
most design problems require more than one data model. Ideally a designer needs
only one design model in which there are no inconsistencies for the multiple
representation of an object.
Although two-dimensional representation is very efficient to develop the basic
design concept, it is a planar concept that could not easily convey the
three-dimensional concept. Two-dimensional drawings such as a plan, section or
elevation only shows the information partially. It is very hard to make all the
discontinuous information connect as the human cognitive process is continuous
and could not combine several drawing images into a single image. If there is
some way to see all the disconnected information in one overview, it would serve
an important role to elicit good design. It is possible to have a unified global model
by relating two-dimensional and three-dimensional information to see the building
in a global view. Simple extension of a conventional two-dimensional data model
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is not adequate for the complex data representation. There is some graphic
information that could not be extracted as sections or projections from a
three-dimensional model of the building. Moreover, most two-dimensional
drawings are only partially geometric, because some graphic information is more
easily understandable by symbols and other representations. Therefore, there
should be other representations of geometry
To meet the needs presented, the concept of integration by uniform
representation must be extended to encompass not only common data, but also
knowledge representation and graphic images.
In the suggested data model, all information for building design should be
defined in one unified format that could help the designer to design a building from
the three-dimensional concept. In the process of design, as the designer constructs
two-dimensional information, the information should be added to the
three-dimensional information set. Also if there are duplicated components that
have a complex shape then the components should be simplified not to take up
memory to store all the details of the component. Duplicated components should
just point to the object in the database to save the display memory. There should
also be information hiding facilities that make the designer see only wanted
information.
Current CAAD systems are inadequate to deal with information aggregation.
Only limited layer functions can be used to organize graphic data at different levels
of detail, but not in three-dimensions. Also it is not easy to aggregate non-graphic
information such as wall or room properties. There should be appropriate
information hiding facilities that show the user only necessary information. Design
also has been dealt with many non-geometric information because geometry is
only one attribute of an object. It should be possible to define objects functionally
before defining them spatially. The growing requirements on capturing the
semantics of a architectural data make more design oriented systems enabling the
addition of design semantics to shape representation.
In the suggested building modelling, each element partially describes the
model and individual elements are aggregated hierarchically. Some parts of the
projection are defined at some scales and others can be inherited from above. Any
element used in design has multiple geometric representations. By using the
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building modelling, the designer can combine whatever he/she wants by
differentiation of abstraction to represent his/her intention from the database.

4.3

A Data Model

A definition of building data common to relevant applications allows the creation
of a building data model. A data 4 model is a logical organization of the real-world
objects, constraints on them and relationships among objects. A data model
describes the data for a design application, but doesn’t necessarily required all the
details for computer implementation. The data model should allow representation
of its product information in a common computer-interpretable form. The
representation provides a single definition of product information common to
many applications. As a result, some of the benefits are listed below:

 It gives neutral file exchange mechanism and in consequence, different
applications can be successfully integrated with each other.

 Throughout the design and construction process, there is a single definition
for consistent and unambiguous data representation.

 Information generated about a product during its design can be used for
many purposes during that design and construction cycle.

 It is easy to implement a shareable database.
 It is possible to give direct access to product data by application programs.

4.3.1 Conventional Neutral Data Format
The internal data structures and functionality of dissimilar CAD systems are
usually incompatible, thus data exchange between systems requires the use of a
neutral format [Boyle, 1992]. The most popular neutral formats are Initial
Graphics Exchange Specification [IGES] [Reed et al., 1990] and Data eXchange
Format [DXF]. IGES is one of the most widely used data exchange formats which
4

Data can be defined as a representation of facts, concepts or instructions in a formal manner
suitable for communication, interpretation, or processing by human beings or computers.
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was originally developed in 1980. It is the preferred standard for product data
exchange in many industries [Davies, 1994]. DXF was developed by Autodesk
Inc. to provide a standard interface to AutoCAD’s internal database and became a
de-facto standard. However, the use of these conventional neutral formats can
cause many problems and a complete and accurate exchange of data is not always
possible. These conventional neutral formats do not transfer product information
which must be understood and interpreted by the receiving system, as well as the
use of more sophisticated database technology. Some of the major problems are
listed below [Davies, 1994] [TC184/SC4, 1992]:

 They can only specify the syntax of the exchange representation, in
consequence, the precise meaning of all data constructs can not be
exchanged.

 They do not use formal methods which can help in integration of various
application.

 They do not have formal computer-readable language to write standards.
Therefore, a neutral format should support consistent implementations across
multiple applications and systems.

4.3.2 Standards for the Building Description
In order to have an integrated design system, as a pre-requisite condition, there
should be standards for the description of the building in computerized form. The
standards would be a neutral mechanism able to represent building data
throughout the life cycle of a building, independent from any particular system.
An international research effort on standards product

5

models produced ISO

[International Standardisation Organization] 10303, or STEP [the Standard for the
Exchange of Product Data]

6

as it is commonly known, as a series of international

standards for the computer-interpretable representation and exchange of product
data [TC184/SC4, 1992]. Unlike the IGES or DXF format, STEP is the first
5

A product being defined as “A thing or substance produced by a natural process or manufacture.
[TC184/SC4/WG4, 1991]”.
6
The purpose of ISO 10303 is “to specify a form for the unambiguous representation and exchange
of computer-interpretable product information throughout the life of a product”.
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international standard for use in the exchange of product data. STEP differs from
standards such as IGES or DXF in its use of formal methods and use of a
computer-readable language called EXPRESS.
General STEP
STEP

Electrical/
Electronical

Industry-type
layer

Product-type
Aircrafts

Automotive

Shipbuilding

Mechanical

Plant

Civil

Architecture

AEC

layer

layer

Non-STEP
layer

Figure 4.4: STEP model can be classified as general, industry-specific, or product-specific: found in [Geilingh, 1989]
When the first draft version of STEP appeared in 1989, one single standard
which covers all areas of data exchange was suggested (See Figure 4.4). This
model was very large, contradictory in places and was completely rejected as an
international standard. After that, the data modelling standard was divided into
manageable functional parts. Now, STEP concerns a variety of product-types.
Three major classes of products are currently defined: mechanical products,
electrical and electronic products, and AEC [Architecture, Engineering and
Construction] products. Within the area of AEC product models, building data
models has gained an interest to achieve standardisation. The building product
data models structure the information about the building and its components.

4.3.3 Overview of STEP Research in AEC
STEP related work in the AEC industry has been progressing since the
mid-eighties. Some of the main projects include the RATAS and BEC projects
from Finland, the GARM [General AEC Reference Model] from the Netherlands
and the Pan-European CIMSTEEL project [Boyle, 1992].
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 RATAS Project: The RATAS model has been developed with the
“entity-relationship” methodology. A model of objects is connected by
relationships. The RATAS model is not complete as yet, but covers all basic
principles of a building product model.

 BEC Project: This project includes a product model for pre-cast concrete as
well as data exchange of two-dimensional drawings and guidelines for the
use of computers in the design-detailing-fabrication process. The recent
BEC III project is expected to incorporate ISO/STEP methodologies.

 GARM Project: GARM was originally developed by the Institute of
Building Materials and Structures [IBBC] in Netherlands. It was further
developed within the AEC committee of ISO STEP/PDES.

 CIMSTEEL Project: This project is looking at the exchange of Steel
structure and associated data within the Construction Industry.
Within the AEC committees of STEP, there have been two major architectures
related data models: AEC Building Systems Model [Turner, 1988] and GARM
[Geilingh, 1988]. The AEC Building Systems Model can be characterised as a
model that shows the decomposition of building systems into sub-systems, the
connectivity of these systems and sub-systems, and the classification of building
systems and components. GARM was developed as an aid to combine and relate
the various specific models developed within the STEP development. It is used as
the "integrator" model within AEC. To have a clear division of information about
requirements placed on objects and the characteristics of the solutions that have
been chosen, GARM uses the entity types functional unit and technical solution.
GARM was developed as a high level abstract model to cover all AEC
applications, however, it is not general enough to cover all AEC application areas.
From the early nineties, the development and methodology of STEP has taken
many changes in direction. The underlying methodology and the knowledge
gained from developing GARM has aided CIMSTEEL project [Boyle, 1992].
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4.3.4 Data Specification Languages
To ensure consistency and avoid ambiguity the description of product data to
communicate throughout design stage, the use of a formal data specification
language is necessary. The use of a formal language enables precision and
consistency of representation and facilitates the development of implementation.
To develop a building product model, formal modelling tools can be used. There
are several modelling tools:

 Nijssen Information Analysis Method [NIAM] [Nijssen and Halpin, 1989],
uses natural language constructs to describe the system. Each noun
represents a node while descriptive verbs are used to relate nodes together
(See Figure 4.5).

is internal
environment of

is external
environment of
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Building
is located to

Has

Has
Object

Of

Of

Building
System

Site System
is connected to

Figure 4.5: Example of graphical NIAM: from [Turner, 1990]

 IDEFIX is a graphical modelling tool which has as its basic constructs the
entity, the attribute and the relationship [Appleton, 1985].
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 EXPRESS [TC184/SC4/WG3/P6, 1991] is a formal data specification
language 7, to specify the representation of product information. EXPRESS
provides the basis for all description of product data. Each implementation
method defined in ISO 10303 specifies mapping rules from the syntax of
EXPRESS into the language used for implementation. The structure and
syntax of each resource construct as it appears in the implementation is
derived by applying the mapping rules. Any schema defined in EXPRESS
can be mapped to the implementation method.

 EXPRESS-G has recently become popular. EXPRESS-G is a graphical
version of EXPRESS being developed along with EXPRESS. EXPRESS-G
maps exactly into EXPRESS and with the help of automatic software tools,
direct translation from EXPRESS-G to EXPRESS is possible [Boyle, 1992].
Among the formal data specification languages, as the EXPRESS modelling
tools have become a Draft Standard for STEP 8 , the prototype system of HIDE
chose the EXPRESS data specification language as a prime modelling tool. In the
process of the modelling, EXPRESS-G has also been used to show the complex
relationship of data constructs in a graphical way.

4.3.5 Integrated Resources
The representation of product information is provided by a set of integrated
resources. Each resource consists of a set of product data descriptions in
EXPRESS. The integrated resources are divided into two separate groups
[TC184/SC4/WG3, 1992] :
7

In ISO TC184/SC4, the EXPRESS language is described to be both human-readable and computer interpretable to facilitate human understanding and to facilitate the generation of computerinterpretable applications and supporting tools. It is a formal data specification language that
provides the mechanism for the normative descriptions of product data for both integrated resources
and application protocols. It also allows a complete description of the data and constraints applicable to product data. EXPRESS permits the definition of resource constructs from data elements,
constraints, relationships, rules and functions. The language permits classification and structuring
of resources constructs. Resource constructs may be interpreted. The interpretation capability of
EXPRESS is a mechanism to facilitate the development of application protocols by allowing the
modification and addition of constraints, relationship and attributes to existing resource constructs.
8
In 1992, STEP committee adopt EXPRESS as a Draft International Standard for STEP
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 Generic Resources: The generic resources are independent of applications
and can reference each other. The application resources reference and extend
the generic resources for use by a group of similar applications.

 Application Resources: Generic resources are not sufficient to support the
information requirements of an application without the addition of more
specific constraints and relationships. ISO 10303 defines application
protocols to interpret the integrated resources to meet the information
requirements of specific applications. The interpretation is achieved by
selecting appropriate resource constructs, refining their meaning, and
specifying any appropriate constraints and relationships. This interpretation
results in an application interpreted model.
Some parts of the product data descriptions in the integrated resources are used
as a part of the building description in the HIDE prototype building system. The
product data descriptions are partially modified to suit the topology and geometry
structure of the prototype building of HIDE system.

4.4

Data Classification

As the number of domains involved in the building project increase as a
consequence of the increasing complexity of the building, it is necessary for the
people involved in the different stages of the building industry to communicate and
understand each other throughout the building design process. In addition, as the
design works are basically the same from project to project, systematic approach
of building data classification has been started. A common language is a generally
accepted way of structuring the information which passes from one agent to the
other. The first common language is the SfB system developed in the 1940’s. From
the early 1960’s, British CI/SfB was adopted widely in architects practices for the
purpose of organizing product literature [Ray-Jones and McCann, 1971]. The
architect’s and construction libraries in the UK are dominated by CI/SfB.
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4.4.1 CI/SfB classification within the HIDE system
Building data computerisation requires a common language for the different agents
in the building process in the form of a well performing classification and coding
system. To create relations between objects in databases and to have printed
outputs, classification is the most important requirement. Classification
developments within CI/SfB are an alpha-numeric system for classification of
information statements in the building industry (See Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6: CI/Sfb Tables
Standardized classification systems provide a mechanism for structuring
project information in a consistent manner throughout the building industry. While
many national standards exist, an effort has been underway for some time to
develop international standards for classification systems to support increasing
international trade of construction products and services [Froese, 1994].
Several major benefits of using CI/SfB are as follows:

 It is easily applicable in relational databases.
 It is very useful to classify building data in computerised form.
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 If a data model is connected with CI/SfB, future connection with other
building applications is possible.

4.5

Recent Developments and Prospects

Although there are considerable complexities of data requirement for a complete
building representation, Hafmann and Majkowski [Harfmann and Majkowski,
1992] showed the possibility of three-dimensional representation based on actual
construction components. They used a single accurate three-dimensional model of
the building’s physical components as a basis of the model of building design.
This component based approach requires accurate definition of each piece of data.
It is possible to classify architectural data as at least three types [Seebohm, 1994]
[Turner, 1992]:
1. Project specific data such as the building type and location
2. Project independent data such as manufacturer’s product data
3. Application specific and project independent data such as moduli of
elasticity and allowable stresses for structural applications
It is important to organize this data to make a relationship between components
and related properties, and attributes and dependency relationships, as an
integrated design system can only be realised once CAD systems can represent
physical features and components rather than graphical primitives.
However, the complete and accurate description of the building’s physical
components is not enough to understand and evaluate the design and analysis
activities. For instance, spaces are fundamental to most design and analysis
activities and must form part of the data model. In addition, the data model should
have the capability of multiple representations and inter-disciplinary
representations, as there are many ways of structuring architectural data for
different types of designing and evaluating purposes. For instance, to perform a
thermal evaluation of a building it is necessary to see the building in terms of
envelope; and to perform a structural evaluation, it is necessary to see the building
in terms of a collection of structural elements. Lawson and Roberts suggested four
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different ways of organizing knowledge in building design [Lawson and Roberts,
1991] to support various design and evaluation activities:

 Component Basis Data Organization: wall, window, door, floor, ceiling, roof
 Envelope Basis Data Organization: space, courtyard, external skin
 Stratum Basis Data Organization: floor level, section, elevation
 System Basis Data Organization: structure, cladding, service, circulation
These kinds of data structuring help a designer to interactively add or modify data
according to the mode of an integrated design system.
The future CAAD system should have the capability of more than one mode of
organizing architectural knowledge which can be used in combination with others.
The data organisation discussed by Lawson and Roberts has similarities to the way
STEP related product models in the AEC industry are defined [Walsh, 1994]. The
RATAS model developed in Finland is close to a component organisation but also
has some system properties. The GARM has component, envelope and system
characteristics.
The core part of the future CAAD system would be the data model of the
system, which can represent explicit and fairly complete definition of building
semantics. Eastman states [Eastman, 1989b]:
if computer aided design is to move from its current plateau, explicit and
fairly complete definition of building semantics: that is the necessary
structure and relations for a building database model is required.

There have been some attempts to demonstrate and formalize complex
mappings between meaning and artifact in design. However, it is very difficult to
represent design knowledge, which mostly comprises graphic concepts, adequately
within the area of existing design systems. Almost all attempts to organize
knowledge structure in a design system have not succeeded in obtaining the
appropriate knowledge structure, and have revealed several critical problems. Two
of the problems are as follows:

 At what level of detail should a design be represented?
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 How to make machines understand architectural semantic expressions?
These problems can be partially solved by using object-oriented concepts
within STEP product data modelling approach as it can efficiently solve
hierarchical relationships between component and sub-components. Although
STEP provides a definition for a general product model, it is necessary that a
domain specific model should be developed.
The design system must have decision procedures based on rules that allow
new assertions and invalidate old deductions because, in real design any new
assertion about a design may be different from previous assertions about design.
The proposed knowledge structure of HIDE has no prescribed interpretation
associated with the relational links between objects.

4.6

HIDE Prototype Architectural Data Model

A data model provides the basic tools for describing the data types, relationships
and constraints of the information that is stored in a database. Well-designed data
models can be a suitable substitute for the real object. They have the potential to
fully represent the object through the information needed to analyse and simulate
the object. Within a single common conceptual foundation, a variety of possible
future data models can be eventually developed and communicated. A data model
can be constructed using the abstraction techniques and the inheritance property.
The hierarchies of encapsulated elements of the HIDE building data model are
derived from ISO-STEP EXPRESS model. STEP provides a well-designed
standard for the exchange of product definition data. It also supports the
development of an open integrated computer aided design and construction
environment. STEP makes it suitable not only for neutral file exchange, but also as
a basis for implementing and sharing product databases and archiving.
The suggested environment, HIDE, has Prototype Architectural Data Model
[PADM] developed according to the methodology of STEP for its data model
definitions as its core part.
PADM defines the structure of the data instantiation model, as well as the
syntax of the exchange format. All schemata make use of integrated resources
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following the STEP methodology. Therefore a subset of the generic resources for
topology, geometry and geometric-model [TC184/SC4/WG3, 1992] has been
defined as application integrated resources. Building components are represented
in an object hierarchy that reflects the “part-of” relation and “connected-to”
relation between the various components including building spaces. Such semantic
structure can be kept throughout the design process and construction processes
within single common conceptual foundation.

4.6.1 The Data Structure of HIDE PADM
A building data model is an especially complex domain because of its complex and
heterogeneous nature. Representing data as a unified format is very complicated.
It is difficult because integration limits the amount of data to be processed whereas
the data structure should be flexible enough to satisfy the diverse focus of the views
required in actual design. The data structure of the desired building model should:

 be able to decompose a design problem into separate nested components.
This approach divides the design problem into more manageable fragments.

 be flexible to permit both top-down and bottom-up approaches to design.
 be able to represent building products as hierarchies of encapsulated,
reusable modules.
PADM was divided into two main layers, each consisting of several schemata 9
(See Figure 4.7):

 the layer of building and construction comprises the schemata
building-project and building-system,

 the layer of specific building systems comprises the schemata
enclosure-system and spatial-system.
The development of PADM has been carried out using EXPRESS-G. More
detailed specifications, such as constraints, functions and rules, can be added to the
9

In addition there is often an AEC core model layer, as the common integration level for process
plants, offshore, ship building, building and construction, as well as a layer for each specific AEC
sector.
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Figure 4.7: Schema level model of PADM: From [Kim and Liebich, 1994]
model. Therefore, the graphical notation has to be mapped into a textual form.
EXPRESS offers the functionality to include these specifications, although there
are still some restrictions. In particular, EXPRESS does not support the definition
of behavioural aspects of objects, and in this sense it does not provide all features
of the object-oriented paradigm. In PADM, the constraints are described by where
clauses, containing the additional specification for the entity space as follows [Kim
and Liebich, 1994]:
ENTITY space
SUBTYPE OF (artificial_space);
belongs_to
: floor_space;
included_in
: SET [1:?] OF floor_space;
bounded_by
: SET [1:?] OF space_boundary;
connected_by
: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF space_connection;
adjacent_to
: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF space;
has_rep
: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF space_repres
has
: OPIIONAL SET [0:?] OF space_behaviour;
WHERE
WR_1: SELF.included_in[1] = SELF.belongs_to;
WR_2: (SIZEOF(QUERY temp <* SELF.bounded_by | TYPEOF(temp) =
’SPATIAL_SYSTEM.VIRTUAL_SPACE_BOUNDARY’) OR
(LOINDEX (SELF.connected_by >= 1);
END_ENTITY;

4.6.2 Topology and Geometry Models of PADM
PADM has a network of structure for a data model. In the data model, a
topological model and geometrical model of data structure are defined as a basis
for developing a building data model. These viewpoints are embedded in a single
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unified structure permitting the communication and propagation of changes among
its specialised aspects. The schema PADM contains all entities, describing the
topology, geometry and geometric models, used to specify the shape representation
of any building and space element within the scope of the project. The schema
uses the generic resources of ISO-DIS 10303-42 [TC184/SC4/WG3, 1992], which
are partly subjected to some changes regarding the specific needs of the
implementation environment.
In the data model, a distinction is made between the geometry and topology of
the object. The topology model has its basis in boundary representation soild
modelling. The adjacency information between vertices, edges and faces is
referred to as the topology. The geometry contains both face and curve
descriptions and point location.
Topology Model of PADM
Topology is used to specify the shape representation of any building and space
component within the scope of the project. The schema uses the generic resources
of ISO-DIS 10303 part 42 [TC184/SC4/WG3, 1992], which are partly subjected to
some changes with regards to the specific needs of the implementation
environment. The topology serves as the glue holding all the element information
together. Figure 4.8 shows the topology of PADM.
The topological entities, vertex, edge etc., specified here have been defined
independently of any “use” that may be made of them, either use by higher-level
topological entities or use by a CAD system. Minimum constraints have been
placed on each entity with the intention that any additional constraints will be
specified by the using entity or by a defined context in which the entity is used.
The topological entities have been defined in a hierarchical manner with the
vertex being the primitive entity. That is, all other topological entities are defined
either directly or indirectly in terms of vertices [TC184/SC4/WG3, 1992]. Each
entity has its own set of constraints. A higher-level entity may impose constraints
on a lower level entity. At the higher level, the constraints on the lower level entity
are the sum of the constraints imposed by each entity in the chain between the
higher and lower level entities. The basic topological entities in order of increasing
complexity are vertex, edge, poly loop, face and shell (See Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.8: The schema of PADM Topology
In addition to the high-level structured topological entities, closed shell which
is specialised subtypes of connected face set is defined. This entity is designed for
the communication of collections of topological data where the constraints applied
to shell are inappropriate. The poly loop is a loop with straight and coplanar edges
and is defined as an ordered list of points. The poly loop entity is used for the
communication of facetted B-rep models.
Many of the topological entities have a specialised subtype which enable them
to be associated with geometric data. The specialised subtypes of vertex and face
are vertex point and face surface respectively. The key concept relating geometry
to topology is the domain [TC184/SC4/WG3, 1992]. The domain of a vertex,
edge, or face is the corresponding point, curve, or surface.
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Figure 4.9: Topology and Geometry: Adapted from [Kempen et al., 1993]
Geometry Model of PADM
The subject of the geometry schema is the geometry of parametric curves and
surfaces. The representation schema provides the context in which the geometry is
defined enabling a distinction to be made between those items which are
geometrically related and those existing in independent co-ordinate spaces. The
space dimensionality dim is an inherited attribute of all subtypes of
geometric-representation-item (See Figure 4.10).
Further description of fundamental concepts and assumptions of the STEP
geometry model is beyond the scope of the thesis. For the detailed description of
the space dimensionality, curves and surfaces, See ISO 10303-43
[TC184/SC4/WG3, 1992]. All the entities defined in the geometry model of
PADM are subtypes of geometric-representation-item defined in ISO 10303-43
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Figure 4.10: The schema of PADM Geometry
[TC184/SC4/WG3, 1992].
As geometry is defined in a right-handed cartesian co-ordinate system. The
curve and surface definitions are all given essentially in terms of points and
vectors. The subtype entities include:

 Cartesian Point: A point defined by its co-ordinates in a two or three
dimensional rectangular Cartesian co-ordinate system. A point is a location
in some real Cartesian co-ordinate space Rm , for m = 2 or 3
[TC184/SC4/WG3, 1992].

 Curve: The curve entities include lines, elementary conics, a general
parametric curve, and some referentially or procedurally defined curves. All
the curves have a well defined parametrisation which makes it possible to
trim a curve or identify points on the curve by parameter value
[TC184/SC4/WG3, 1992].

 Surface: The surface entities support the requirements of simple boundary
representation (B-rep) solid modellers and enable the communication of
general polynomial and rational parametric surfaces. The simple surfaces
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are the planar, spherical, cylindrical, conical and toroidal surfaces, a surface
of revolution and a surface of linear extrusion [TC184/SC4/WG3, 1992].

 Vector: This entity defines a vector in terms of the direction and the
magnitude of the vector. The value of the magnitude attribute defines the
magnitude of the vector.

 Direction: This entity defines a general direction vector in two or three
dimensional space. The actual magnitudes of the components have no effect
upon the direction being defined, only the ratios x:y:z or x:y are significant.

4.6.3 Overall Structure of PADM
PADM uses abstraction hierarchies for element, system and building. However, the
data model can be constructed in a variety of ways. The approach chosen should
reflect the needs of the users of the data. Based on the requirements, the most
general object to be represented in the system is a object. On a generic level, each
project object can include a geometrical description using a boundary
representation. Figure 4.11 shows a overall structure of PADM. PADM models
architecturally meaningful placement relationship between objects. A structure is
a natural aggregation of the sub-structures and materials it is constructed from. An
instance object includes information about its x, y and z co-ordinates in the
building co-ordinate system. Information about the shape of elements was
included in the descriptions of the type-object, which the instance objects referred.
The implicit conceptual model was explicitly modelled in Express-G.

4.6.4 Space Model of PADM
The partial model of space, within the schema spatial-system, is used to explain
the definition of a data entity for an architectural object [Kim and Liebich, 1994].
The following explanation is given by a pruned natural language to express the
relationships within the model (See Figure 4.12). A space is defined within the
hierarchy of spaces. A space belongs to exactly one floor space and can be
included in one-to-many floor spaces. A space is bounded by at least one space
boundary, which is either a physical space boundary or a virtual space boundary.
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Figure 4.11: The schema of PADM Overall Structure
A space might be connected by a physical space connection. Further on, a space
has zero-to-many space representations and zero-to-many space properties. A
space might be adjacent to zero-to-many other spaces.
In the model, a building-space is defined as an aggregation of one or more
floor-space. A floor-space is defined as an aggregation of room-space and
LiftCorridor.

4.6.5 Building Element of PADM
The boundary-element is a super-class of the following elements:

 vertical element: This class includes wall entity and vertical-open-fill entity.
The vertical-open-fill entity include window, door and arch.

 horizontal element: This class includes floor, ceiling and
horizontal-open-fill.
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Figure 4.12: The schema of PADM Space Element

 structural element: This class includes column and beam and slab entities.
A room-space (See Section 4.6.4) is an aggregation of one floor, one ceiling
and one or more objects of the type vertical-open-fill. A wall represents a
homogeneously covered section of vertical space inside a room. For simplicity,
only rectangular areas will be considered. Note that the definition for this object
refers to the space inside a room. The floor, ceiling and wall surfaces entities for
instance share enough attributes to motivate the inclusion of an implicit supertype
surface in the schema.
In the model, the relationship between spaces and opening elements is explicit.
Both the relationships to spaces and enclosing structures is included in the model.
The notion of a hole in a structure, which is filled by an object such as a door or
window is added. Since doors and windows belong to the same category of
physical objects as enclosing entities, it was decided to model them as a subtype of
elements. The schema for building elements and their relationships to other
entities is shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: The schema of PADM Building Element
The explicit geometrical description of entities is handled by associating the
model entities with volume, face edge and vertex entities in a so-called extended
relational reference representation. The house model can be used independently of
the shape representation.
For the representation of geometry, HIDE uses some STEP resource entities.
Thus entities such as face and closed shell are imported from STEP. PADM ignores
most of the entities belonging to the bearing structure, to the HVAC and the electric
systems. In the modelling of the enclosing structures PADM by-passes possible
subtypes needed for the description of roof and foundation structures, which also
may participate in the forming of spaces. PADM concentrates on identifying the
main entities having clear physical counterparts in real buildings. The modelling
effort concentrates on their principal part-of and connected-to relationships.

Chapter 5

Data Processes in the Hybrid Integrated
Design Environment
An integrated design environment is difficult to implement yet important. There
have been many attempts to integrate design tools in a uniform hierarchical
framework [Fenves et al., 1990] [Pohl et al., 1988] [Shaviv et al., 1992].
However, most of the systems were used to facilitate information flow within a
pre-defined environment or to transfer information to and from certain applications.
Most of the attempts resulted in a vague and inappropriate outcome due to the
inconsistent control sequence and due to the lack of communication standards.
Building an integrated design environment raises several fundamental issues
[Fenves et al., 1990]. One of the major issues in constructing an integrated design
environment is how to accommodate the multiple disciplinary nature of design. For
instance, a structural engineer is mostly interested in the structural elements such
as beams or columns, and views those properties as a part of the total structural
load calculation, whereas an architect gives more emphasis to its appearance and
location in relationship with other elements. A mechanical engineer, an electrical
engineer and a construction engineer also have their unique view with the same
building elements. The misunderstanding and poor communication among these
disciplines has been a major deterrent to a smooth design and construction process.
Effective data communication among the various design stages is essential to
ensure quality and time saving in the final construction of the building.
To solve these misunderstandings and communication problems among the
multiple disciplines of architectural design, The Hybrid Integrated Design
Environment [HIDE] has been suggested. Within the environment, a unified data
model and detailed data control modules have been implemented. HIDE is a
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prototype system concentrating on implementing a data control mechanism from
the initial data modelling process to final design of a building. The environment
also has been used as a testbed for various design tools of a multi-disciplinary
nature involved in building design. Several design tools have been implemented
and used to test HIDE.

5.1

Hybrid Design Environment

A CAAD system can usually be broken down into modules, categorized by their
functional and structural type. It is true that the majority of applications, when
considered as part of a bigger system, may be better served by a different
architecture; one based on a different processor or a different programming
language. HIDE combines several software development approaches in developing
a design system. The system structure of HIDE has the concept of object-oriented
programming which has many useful concepts in organizing architectural data.
However, HIDE comprises declarative programming concepts for many parts of
the system as well. For example, for a knowledge-based subsystem, to infer
knowledge from architects and architectural engineers, a linguistic approach,
which has rules to infer data, has been used. These different application tools are
communicated through a blackboard system (See Section 5.4).

5.2

The Structure of HIDE

Using a standardized product model (or similar conceptual models) for structuring
that part of application data which describes the product to be designed, should in
an analog way make it much easier to jump from one application to the other. Thus
an architect using CAAD and wanting to use an energy calculation program would
have no real problems in understanding the data structuring mechanisms of the
calculation programs since he uses part of these data structure himself in his
architectural design programs. Today the difficulty of understanding and using
such programs is recognized as one of the major obstacles to their use in everyday
design work. If the underlying data structure implicit in hundreds of application
programs could be even partly standardized, significant savings could be achieved
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not only in computer to computer communications but also in human interpretation
of the data furnished by the computers [Bjork, 1991].

5.2.1 The Modular Structure of the HIDE System
The organization of integrated design systems is inherently complex because of
many arbitrary details that must be precisely right for the system to be correct. It
was not always possible to confine information to a single module in a real system.
As a result of these considerations, the modular structure for the system is an
essential requirement. HIDE has a modular structure. The module structure is
based on the decomposition criterion known as information hiding. System details
that are likely to change independently should be the secrets of separate modules.
The information appears in the interfaces between modules that are considered
unlikely to change. However, some modules in the data management framework
require certain information to be pre-processed from other modules. Each module
could have its own data structure which can be used only within the module. Any
other program that requires information stored in a module’s data structures must
obtain it by calling access handlers belonging to that module.
Suggested CAAD environment consists of:

 a unified data model to provide semantically meaningful descriptions of
buildings,

 a data management system, which includes a data management framework
and a set of data control tools, to seamlessly connect building design tools,
and

 a set of computer based design and assessment tools to assist a designer in
creating and evaluating the design artifact and validating its correctness.
The data management system organizes the structure of the design data to keep
the design consistent, and forms the framework in which the tools can be built.
The data management system is also responsible for creating, maintaining, and
viewing a consistent database of the design description.
Figure 5.1 shows a three dimensional illustration of the suggested design
environment. The design environment supports both horizontal and vertical
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Figure 5.1: Hybrid Integrated Design Environment
integration of design process - horizontal meaning the support data process for
multiple purposes, and vertical meaning the support of multi-level computing
layers at the same time.

 Horizontally, the environment consists of three kinds of data modules:
1. the data modelling module provides a unified data model.
2. the data control modules reside in the center of the management
framework. The data control modules consists of:
– the data instantiation module,
– the data classification module and
– the data projection module.
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These three modules have built-in internal private CAD tools to process
design data in the environment framework. These modules control
design data according to the message of the interface module. See
Chapter 6 for more details of the control modules.
3. the data display module is the front-end control module.
4. the CAD tool control module is used to control domain independent
external CAD tools which are “plugged in” according to the
requirement in the design environment. External CAD tools, such as
geometric analyzer, space layout system and building performance
evaluation tools, require specific data according to their own data
format. When the tool object sends a message to ask for an appropriate
data defined by its methods, the tool control module responds to this
message and sends the appropriate data to the tool object. The role of
the CAD tool control module is to select required data from the central
data management module and change the data according to the specific
data format of each CAD tool.

 Vertically, the environment consists of four layers;
1. At the surface level, there is a graphical user interface.
2. At the second level, there is a object domain.
3. At the third level, there are control mechanisms.
4. At the bottom level, there is a distributed system.

5.3

Implementation Issue

The data modelling module, the data management system and the user interface
system is the three main targets concerned with the implementation issue.
Two existing buildings have been used to test the capability of the HIDE
system:

 The Barcelona Pavilion by Mies van der Rohe has been used mainly to test
the capability of the data modelling module and the data management
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system. The building has a simple structure with simple geometry which is
suitable for the test purpose. Most of the building elements are defined in
PADM, and the building has been instantiated and processed to DataProbe
and HIDE. The screen image in the Figure 5.2 illustrates a typical interaction
session using the prototype building.

Figure 5.2: Typical Interaction Window

 The Broomielaw building, a medium-rise office building located alongside
the Clyde river in Glasgow, has been chosen to develop a desired prototype
with great potential for improvement. This building has been used mainly to
test the capability of the data management system and the user interface
system. Figure 5.3 shows a typical data instantiation process by integrating
several external CAD tools in HIDE.
Several CAAD tools have been developed by the author and integrated in the
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Figure 5.3: Integration of CAD Tools in HIDE interface
environment (See Chapter 8 for more detail).

 Geometry Analyzing Tool: The prototype geometry analyser plays a critical
role in the environment as a means for improving the designer’s
understanding of his/her design by providing computerised evaluation of that
design in a geometrical and topological aspect. This tool also automates the
extraction of geometry related data for certain evaluation.

 Space Layout Tool: This application helps a user to explore alternative
layouts of a certain building with the impact of various constraints and
criteria. It can also be used to expand the scope of problems it can handle by
adding additional constraints or by replacing existing constraints with new
ones. The application provides the ability to enumerate alternative layouts
with interesting trade-offs.
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 Graphic Display Tool: This tool helps the user to create, view, or edit the
required object. The graphic entity editing facility is not fully developed yet.

 Simple Database Management Tool: A simple command based database tool
has been designed to support basic queries of the project building data.

5.3.1 Software/Hardware Issues
Some of the widely used CAD packages, such as AutoCAD, that could be easily
available in the future are used rather than developing all the modules of the
system.
1. XMotif/OSF system, which could be one of the standard interface systems in
the near future for the UNIX based workstation has been used as a main user
interface system.
2. C and C++ programming language have been used as the main program
language.
3. EXPRESS, a formal STEP data specification language, have been used as the
data structuring language.
4. PHIGS and PEX libraries have been used as the main graphic display library.
5. AutoCAD Release 12 which has a capability of solid modelling and C
interface has been used for the purpose of the graphic displaying system.
6. Prototype Database system has been developed to accommodate the design
database of the prototype building.

5.4

Data Management System

The data management system has to control and interpret the collection of data
instances within an application form of the data model. The framework is
responsible for creating, maintaining, and viewing a consistent database of the
design description as well as the consistency checking and constraint propagation
of the database. The data management framework is connected to each of the
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design tool handlers which help the data to be processed for a design tool, which
can be either realized as a file-based exchange or provided as a direct access
interface 1 . The data management framework integrates a design model so as to
expand the design at any point in the design process in any direction. To support
this facility, the framework should have an explicit structure for managing the
multiple description of elements at multiple levels of aggregation.
A blackboard system and an integrated object-oriented database provide
efficient means to meet the above requirements in the data management framework
(See 7.3.2 for more details).
The integrated design database, which has the same semantic structure as the
suggested PADM, helps to create an integrated design environment by which
design data can be shared among the different design tools of the design
environment. The integrated design databases have long been of interest in the
computer-aided design community, as existing commercial database systems are
not well-matched to the needs of the architectural design applications.
With the help of these software support systems, the data management
framework organizes the design description within each representation, correlates
equivalent descriptions across the representations, and attempts to maintain these
correspondences as the design incrementally evolves. Furthermore, the data
structures have the possibility of allowing for evaluative procedures which may
need to access data according to features and may need to manipulate data
according to an appropriate mode (See [Lawson, 1990] for more detail).
The data management system includes several modules, i.e.:

 Data modelling module
 Data instantiation module
 Data classification module
 Data projection module
1

Using STEP, there are two standardized definitions for data interchange.
Part 21
[TC184/SC4/WG3/P6, 1992] describes the implementation method to physically exchange data
(often referred to as STEP physical file). Part 22 [TC184/SC4/WG7, 1992] describes the common
access interface.
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The interplay between those rather independent modules is given in the
environment’s architecture (See Figure 5.4). The environment is further described
in terms of its parts below.

Conceptual
Level
Modelling Tool

Data Modelling

Instantiating

Evaluation Tools

Process

OR
Instantiating within
Conventional CAD
System Using Layer
and Symbols

Graphic Editing Tools

Data Instantiation
Model
or DBMS

Instantiation
Level

Non-Graphic Info.Tools
Data Instantiation
Filtering

Figure 5.4: Conceptual Data Processes

5.4.1 Data Modelling Module
STEP provide a structure to share data in a complex computer environment by
providing a basis for common understanding and communication of product data
[Sauder, 1993]. HIDE has the Prototype Architectural Data Model [PADM]
developed according to the methodology of STEP for its data model definitions as
its core part (See Section 4.6). The PADM defines the structure of the data
instantiation model, as well as the syntax of the exchange format. The design
tools, which are connected to HIDE, communicate on the basis of STEP physical
file, the common exchange format of the environment. The data modelling module
specifies entity types that represent objects within the model (Figure 5.5). Based
on this specification, the data instantiation module allows the definition and the
exchange of unique entity instances. In consequence, every time the unified data
model has been changed, the data instantiation module has to be recompiled as
well. More information on the data modelling procedure is described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.5: Part of the entity list of PADM

5.4.2 Data Instantiation Module
In STEP definitions, a data model has its specific entity types that represent objects
within the model. From these entity types, its unique entity instances can be
generated. The entity types defined in the information model provide a framework
around which entity instances have meaning. The data instantiation module
creates, edits or views entity instances which are in the instantiation model.
The module supports two kinds of instantiation: The direct instantiation uses a
tool which is specially designed for data instantiation according to a given PADM
definition. The indirect instantiation uses an external CAD tool to instantiate
entities. In this case, it is necessary to have an accessory tool to convert the
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external CAD tool data format to the STEP physical file format in order to import
data to the project database. In the HIDE system, DataProbe 2 has partially been
used to create, edit, or view data corresponding to the information model for which
it was created. DataProbe can be used for any information model written in
EXPRESS. DataProbe also reads, merges and writes STEP physical files (See
Appendix D for the STEP exchange file of the Barcelona Pavilion). Figure 5.6
shows DataProbe windows that describe the enclosure-system defined in PADM.
The EXPRESS code which matches with the figure is as follows:
ENTITY building_system
SUBTYPE OF (system)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( spatial_system
, enclosure_system ));
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY enclosure_system
SUBTYPE OF (building_system)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY boundary_element
SUBTYPE OF (building_element)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( horizontal_element
, vertical_element
, structural_element));
part_of
: SET [1:?] OF enclosure_system;
has_rep
: SET [1:?] OF geometric_representation_item;
END_ENTITY;

Direct Instantiation
The main objective of this instantiation module is to have an instance manipulation
environment for the semantically structured entities defined in the suggested data
model. Every value of a particular attribute within an entity instance should abide
by the format defined in the data model written in EXPRESS. An attribute’s type
represents the domain of values that are valid for the attribute. The type checking
mechanism is essential to have non-violating input data. The instance validation
2

DataProbe is a tool written in the C++ programming language on top of the X Window System
using the InterViews user interface toolkit developed by NIST [Sauder, 1993]. DataProbe can have
an entity type list which contains the list of entity types defined in the information model. It also
provides a functionality for manipulating and maintaining the individual instances and the list of
instances. Entity instances may be created and edited interactively within a DataProbe from its list
of entity types.
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Figure 5.6: PADM in DataProbe
handler helps the user to keep attribute values true by validating them against the
attribute’s type. In addition to validation based on attribute type, a validation
mechanism for checking whether the type requires optional or compulsory data has
been provided. Every instance should be edited according to an change in the
model. An incomplete instantiation can be accepted until the data is required for a
certain process. After that, an editing handler can be processed to check a
validation.
It is a tedious and time consuming task to actually instantiate values of each
attribute of a data model, if every instance should be entered manually. Thus, a
new generation of CAAD systems which provide mechanisms to instantiate data in
a graphical way as well a non-graphical way and to classify data according to the
data model when entering into the database is needed. However, until they are
available, conventional CAD systems can be used as data instantiation tools with
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special conventions and some restrictions as well. More details are described in the
next section.
Indirect Instantiation Using External CAD Tools
The creation of building design instances can be done using conventional CAD
systems especially for the input of geometry. Beside the geometrical
representation, more semantic information is needed to extract data for the input
into the instantiation model. Therefore, the inherent data base structure of the
CAD system, provided by layers, macros, and attached attributes, plays a key role
to enable the extraction of appropriate data. The naming convention, as suggested
by AIA in U.S. [Schley, 1990] has several recommendations to classify graphic
and textual data 3 . The usage of layers as blocks to classify data within a
conventional CAD system gives the opportunity to map this implicit information
into the object-oriented method of data representation.
The converter DXF2STEP, which was developed as part of the proposed
environment, reads a DXF file and translates it into a STEP physical file, according
to the given PADM [Kim and Liebich, 1994]. DXF2STEP makes use of a user
defined mapping table, thus other layer conventions can be easily adopted. (See
Figure 5.7). The mapping table defines the relation between certain layer names
and entity types as well as between attached attributes in the CAD system and
attributes in the STEP file. Semantic information, however, which cannot be
created in the CAD system, has to be added within the instantiation model. In this
case, the instantiation model is further refined within DataProbe, after the STEP
file has been read in. The usage of file-based exchange between traditional CAD
systems and the HIDE system also shows a way to preserve the usability of existing
tools for a certain period after the introduction of a new software generation.
Besides DXF2STEP, HIDE communicates through other converters, such as
STEP2OBJ (See Section 5.4.4), as well. All converters, which are developed as
part of the suggested design environment, have in common that they map the
unified data model, as contained in the instantiated data model and in the STEP
3

A layer name using the short format, has the principle form xyyzz-00, where x is the major
group, representing the different disciplines (e.g., A = architecture, S = structural engineering), yy is
the minor group, designating construction systems, zz is an user-defined minor group, and 00 reflects
the level.
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Figure 5.7: CAD layer structure and the mapping table of DXF2STEP
physical file, to the specific format, used by other modules (See Figure 5.8).

5.4.3 Data Classification Module
The module is designed to acquire the capability of accepting object descriptions,
both textually and graphically, and to be reflective of a user’s intentions and
descriptions.
Selected Inheritance for a Required Discipline
This module classifies the project database according to the design discipline and
elicits necessary information for the required discipline from the classified
database (See Figure 5.9). To elicit appropriate information from the project
database, a highly sophisticated control mechanism is needed. The data
classification process checks the desired entity types, filters necessary information
from the database, and sets special marks on the information to identify the
necessary information (See Figure 5.10).
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Figure 5.8: Data Exchange, using converters from and to the standard STEP physical
file format.
High Level Command Interface
A language-like command interface can be very useful to query entities in the
project database, as an entity is described as a collection of features one associates
with the object. Within the HIDE system, to view or edit the desired information
from the project database, a high level command based interface is provided. For
example, to check all walls which consist of a certain material, a simple command
like
Display::wall:has_material:value="onyx"
can recursively check all walls in the project database and highlight them on the
monitor (See Figure 5.11). Similarly, a bill of quantities for a certain building can
be generated by HIDE, providing all necessary information. An assessment tool
might send a message to calculate the total cost for walls:
Retrieve::wall:has_behavior:name="cost"
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Figure 5.9: Data Classification Tool
Multiple Discipline Selection
To have a totally integrated design environment, a designer or engineer should be
able to examine information of relevant disciplines which are stored in the project
database. In HIDE, by using the Data Grouping Toggle Tool, the user can view or
edit building data of one or more disciplines at the same time (See Figure 5.12).
Layer Control
The layer control facility in the conventional CAAD system, AutoCAD, has been
used to manage the different presentations of an object. To extract a series of flat
views from an integrated 3D graphic database, layers can be used to differentiate
information that is not seen in all views [Port, 1989]. For example, on a furniture
plan, only the outline of a chair is shown; the details of the chair base are
suppressed. In an elevation drawing, detail beyond the plane of the elevation is
suppressed. Most CAD systems that support 3D drawing can also control the
display depth settings, effectively hiding information that is behind or in front of
the viewing plane.
Plan views represent the largest number of shared information drawings. To
facilitate the reuse of common information (walls, doors, windows and etc.), the
architectural floor plan, reflected ceiling plan, and finish plan will be combined
into a single computer file for use by the architects.
In a similar fashion, architectural elevations and sections will be combined into
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Figure 5.10: Filtering Processes
a single computer file. Though no common information from the architectural
plans will be actually visible on the foundation plan drawing, a copy of the
architectural floor plan will be used by the structural engineer for co-ordinating his
structural edge of slab line work with the architects’ wall location information.

5.4.4 Data Projection Module
The data projection process is invoked by the input of the user dialog handler and
the result of the blackboard processor. At first, the process checks relevant entity
types and attributes and the data projection process [second filtering process] is
executed with possible partial model projection and possible re-execution of the
data classification process [first filtering process]. In other words, the object to be
represented is cross-referenced to all its relevant parent classes and its constituent
entities to subsequently allow its geometry to be determined. For example, to have
a certain floor plan of a building, at first it is necessary to concentrate on data of the
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Figure 5.11: Data classification, using high level command interface

Figure 5.12: Select Multiple Discipline
architectural discipline (See Figure 5.13). With proper projections including
selected inheritance, data desegregation, and geometric transformation, partial
information for the required plan view can be generated. In this case, re-entering at
a higher level of data abstraction is necessary to have a section view of necessary
columns and their positions.
Figure 5.14 shows a display of ground floor plan of the prototype building as a
result of data projection process. In the Figure, the display depth control
mechanism has been used to include several different levels of layers in the plan
view drawing: The outline of the plan view is derived from “outline” layers,
section views of column objects are derived from column layers in the structural
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layering set, and section views of windows or doors in the level of the floor are
derived from a layer library of “Reusable Object”.
Figure 5.15 shows the display of multiple views of the prototype building for
the structural discipline. By choosing the Structural button of the Discipline
Selection Panel, the user can view the building as a structural engineer’s point of
view.
As a result of the data classification process and data projection process, an
OBJ data file can be generated. The OBJ file is a projected file of the STEP
physical file, which can store the semantic as well as syntactic information since it
is allowed to have structured entities in its file. The converter STEP2OBJ4 , which
has been developed by the author to exchange design information at semantic level
in the suggested environment, reads a STEP physical file and translates it into OBJ
file format which is a standard data manipulation format for HIDE. The following
C code shows how the semantically structured information is transferred to the
OBJ file.
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef
typedef

struct
struct
struct
struct
struct
struct
struct
struct

point point;
/* POINT*/
line_array line_array; /* LINE_ARRAY*/
info_array info_array;
polyloop_array polyloop_array;
direction direction;
face_array face_array;
extrusion_array extrusion_array;
closed_shell_array closed_shell_array;

struct ctsn_point_array{
int id;
point ctsn_point;
}ctsn_point_set[CARTESIAN_POINT_MAXIMUM];
...
...
...
struct face_array{
int id;
int polyloop_id[10];
}face_set[ID_NO_MAXIMUM];
struct extrusion_array{
int id;
int face_id;
double thickness;
int direction_id;
}extrusion_set[ID_NO_MAXIMUM];
struct closed_shell_array{
int id;
int point_id[30];
}closed_shell_set[ID_NO_MAXIMUM];
4

See Appendix E.4, for the source code.
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Figure 5.13: Data Filtering Process in HIDE
The display setting can be controlled by several levels of the control module
through a well designed interface handler, as the interface system allows the
selection of desired entities from the instantiated data model.
if

(!strcmp(minor_layer_type,
fprintf(fout_c3," rotate
fprintf(fout_c3," rotate
fprintf(fout_c3," rotate

"EN")) {
z
-30.0\n");
x
-60.0\n");
y
0.0\n");

}
else if(!strcmp(minor_layer_type, "OU")) {
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
z
-30.0\n");
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
x
-60.0\n");
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
y
0.0\n");
fprintf(fout_c3,"translate
20.0
20.0
0.0\n");
}
else if(!strcmp(minor_layer_type, "PL")) {
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Figure 5.14: Display of ground floor plan of the prototype building as a result of
data projection process
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
else if(!strcmp(minor_layer_type,
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
}
else if(!strcmp(minor_layer_type,
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
}
else if(!strcmp(minor_layer_type,
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
}
else if(!strcmp(minor_layer_type,
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
}
else if(!strcmp(minor_layer_type,
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
}
else if(!strcmp(minor_layer_type,
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate

z
x
y
"PLRF")) {
z
x
y

0.0\n");
0.0\n");
0.0\n");
0.0\n");
0.0\n");
0.0\n");

"ELEA")) {
x
y

-90.0\n");
-90.0\n");

"ELWE")) {
x
y

-90.0\n");
90.0\n");

"ELSO")) {
x
y

-90.0\n");
0.0\n");

"ELNO")) {
x
y

-90.0\n");
180.0\n");

"SEH1")) {
x
y

-90.0\n");
0.0\n");
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Figure 5.15: Display of multiple views of the prototype building for structural
discipline
}
else if(!strcmp(minor_layer_type, "SEV1")) {
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
x
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
y
fprintf(fout_c3,"rotate
y

-90.0\n");
-90.0\n");
0.0\n");

}

Standard Building Element As a Reusable Object
To reduce the complexity of a design, it is helpful to use standard building
elements and a few rules of composition. Standard building elements are defined
as Reusable Objects in the prototype environment. The Reusable Objects is
derived from “template” objects. The “template” objects are defined as object
oriented classes to be used as “templates” in creating copies of a generic object.
Reusable objects are stored in the secondary storage area. The location of the
insertion point of the object is stored in each instantiated data model and, with
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appropriate projections, the objects are inserted in the drawing. Figure 5.16 shows
the layer lists of the Reusable Object which follow the naming convention as
suggested by AIA in U.S. [Schley, 1990]

Figure 5.16: Naming Convention for Reusable Objects
Figure 5.17 shows a screen display of several different views of two Reusable
Objects, a door and a window, as a result of different projections. To use these
Reusable Objects in the building, a user need to specify a location point and, if
necessary, parametric values of the object. The following code shows the way how
to add the location point in the building.
void add_base_location()
{
float start[3], end[3];
char *tmp_f;
tmp_f = outfile2;
/*temporary make a file to add base value for xref object */
cat_pathname(fullpath_outfile2, outfile2);
fout_c2 = fopen(fullpath_outfile2, "r");
while(!feof(fout_c2)){
fscanf(fout_c2,"%f %f %f %f %f %f\n",
&start[0],&start[1],&start[2],&end[0],&end[1],&end[2]);
start[0] += base[0];
start[1] += base[1];
start[2] += base[2];
end[0] += base[0];
end[1] += base[1];
end[2] += base[2];
fprintf(fout_c1,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f\n",
start[0],start[1],start[2],end[0],end[1],end[2]);
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}
fclose(fout_c2);
}

Figure 5.17: Screen display of several Reusable Objects, a door and a window, with
different projections.

5.4.5 Data Propagation Facility
To keep the representations of the program consistent, the data propagation facility
has been developed. To propagate changes across representations, the design
propagation facility will require the detailed semantics of the design
representations to be interpreted by the system. When the data are changed, the
whole relevant data are propagated accordingly. Dependency analysis tools allow
the user to specify such dependencies and to give commands for what to do when
the dependency has been violated.
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Recursive Aggregation
For instance, to have a south elevation of a building, a general outline is first
extracted to view the general image. Within an interactive interface system, a
deeper view can be generated. To have a window view of the elevation, window
object is recursively generated according to the given operational viewing
commands. More detailed images of the window, e.g., the hinge or frame details,
can be shown recursively according to the given commands.

5.4.6 Integration Example
The author proved the interplay between the different modules of HIDE, using the
Barcelona Pavilion by Mies van der Rohe as a design example. The graphical
representation, including additional information such as material, was created in
AutoCAD and structured according to the given layer naming convention. The
AutoCAD file was later converted by DXFSTEP and included into the data
instantiation module (See Figure 5.18). After more semantic information had been
directly entered, relevant data were sent to the data classification module and the
data projection module. The screen display of the whole data managing system is
given (See Figure 5.19).

5.4.7 File Interchanges in HIDE
There are two types of files associated with the data management module; the
STEP exchange file provided by ISO 10303 and the OBJ file developed for the
HIDE project. These files are organized in a modular manner. The exchange
structure of these files is described by unambiguous, context-free grammar to
facilitate parsing by software. The grammar is expressed in Wirth Syntax Notation
(See [TC184/SC4/WG3/P6, 1992] for more detail).

 STEP exchange file: The form of product information in the structure is
defined using a mapping form of the EXPRESS language which is not
dependent on any particular application. The structure consists of two
sections: the HEADER section and the DATA section. Each section begins
with a section keyword and each section keyword is immediatedly followed
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Figure 5.18: Instantiation Process with Converter
by a semicolon “;”. The HEADER section provides data relating to the
structure itself. The DATA section provides the data to be transferred
[TC184/SC4/WG3/P6, 1992]. STEP exchange file requires that all entity
instances should be valid. All required attributes in the entity instance must
contain values and all attribute values must be valid. Below is part of a
prototype building STEP exchange file:
ISO-10303-21;
HEADER;
/*beginning of header section*/
FILE_DESCRIPTION((’contains entities’),’1’);
FILE_NAME(’/usr/abacus1/ccar21/out.stp’,$,$,$,$,$,$);
FILE_SCHEMA($);
ENDSEC;
/*end of header section*/
DATA;
/*beginning of data section*/
#1=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.975,7.125,0.000);
#2=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,7.125,0.000);
...
...
#255=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#256=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#254,3.200,#255);
#257=MATERIAL(’onyx’,$);
#258=WALL($,$,$,$,(#257),(#17),(#256));
...
...
#518=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#516,0.700,#517);
#519=FLOOR($,$,$,$,(#324),(#17),(#518));
ENDSEC;
/*end of data section*/
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END-ISO-10303-21;

 HIDE exchange file: The HIDE exchange file can store the semantic as well
as syntactic information since it is allowed to have structured entities in its
file. This file is the result of mapping required information from the STEP
file to the final data viewing module according to the selected options. This
file format is not dependent on any particular application.
HIDE exchange file consists of object data section and translation section.
The structure consists of three sections: the HEADER section,
COMPOUND OBJECT TRANSFORMATION section and the BASIC
OBJECT DATA section. Each section begins with a section keyword
“beginsec” and ends with a keyword “endsec”. The HEADER section
provides data relating to the structure itself. The COMPOUND OBJECT
TRANSFORMATION section provides the compounded object data which
is a combination of basic object entities. The BASIC OBJECT DATA
section provides the data of basic object. The data in the COMPOUND
OBJECT TRANSFORMATION section and the BASIC OBJECT DATA
section will be transferred to the final displaying system. Below is part of an
OBJ exchange file:
beginsec
HEADER
FILE_DESCRIPTION((’contains entities’),’1’);
FILE_NAME(’/usr/abacus1/ccar21/acad/out.stp’,$,$,$,$,$,$);
FILE_SCHEMA($);
endsec
beginsec
compound-objects
prototype-building
wall
end
window
translate
0.0
10.0
0.0
translate
0.0
0.0
9.0
end
...
...
...
box
scale
6.0
1.0
1.0
translate
-3.0
0.0
0.0
translate
0.0
9.0
0.0
translate
0.0
0.0
6.0
end
end
window
box
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scale
end

0.1
1.0

1.0
5.0

1.0
1.0

scale
scale
translate
end

0.1
1.0
0.0

1.0
5.0
0.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

box

end
...
...
...
end
endsec
beginsec
basic-objects
window
material
glass
8
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
...
...
...
1.0
1.0
18
1
2
2
4
...
...
...
box
8
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
12
1
2
2
4
4
3
3
1
end
endsec

0.0
0.0

1.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
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Figure 5.19: Screen display of data management system (Mies: Barcelona Pavilion)

Chapter 6

HIDE User Interface System
A user interface is the only communication medium by which the user and
computer can communicate with each other. Through the user interface, the user
can truly realize the application software capability and power. Nowadays, the user
interface has emerged as a critical issue in the development of CAD systems.
However, it is getting more important to design a successful interface system, due
to the complexity of CAD systems. Although many CAD tools which can do
sophisticated operations and complex calculations become available, most of the
design systems that comprise the CAD tools have been developed with a poor user
interface, mainly due to the technical restrictions. The lack of good user interface
today has made current tools difficult to use and the basic philosophy difficult to
explain. Especially, in the area of data modelling 1 , developers did not concentrate
much on the user friendly interface.
This concept of an integrated design system requires information to be
transferred from one application to another through a standard user interface.
Research efforts on a user friendly interface and data models have in the past been
carried out almost in parallel. There is a great deal of work which should be done
in the integration of a data model into the overall framework of an intelligent user
interface system [Bjork, 1991]. From the development of the early data model to
the final design, an architect could benefit from the prototypes and methods of the
well designed interface system.
A user interface is inherently interactive and should facilitate a continuing
dynamic dialogue between the user and computer system. The ease and
completeness of detecting application software’s message is the key element for
1

In this thesis, the “data model” is interchangablely used with the term “product model”.
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the successful interface design. Recent advances in standardized graphic
environments associated with fast processors have given the opportunity of
changing the situation (See section 6.1.3 for more details).
The proposed user interface system aims to provide users easy interaction with
the rest of HIDE. Some of the basic capabilities of this system include dynamic
data management and fast prototyping of user interfaces for design tools, process
representation, and visualisation. The HIDE interface allows a user to explore the
HIDE system in a highly interactive manner. With the interface system, the user
can view or manipulate attributes in the project database in an interactive manner.
The interface system is designed to run and produce interfaces that run on
high-performance workstations. Its implementation environment includes the
UNIX operating system, the C and C++ programming language, the X window
system (version 11, release 5) and the OSF/Motif toolkit 2 [Foundation, 1989].
This chapter reviews current Human Computer Interaction [HCI] development
strategies and describes the methodology and structure of HIDE interface system.

6.1

Design of User Interface System

The only way to truly realize the capability and power of application software is
through its interface system, as the interface system is the only means to
communicate between the user and computer. The design of any interactive
systems should be based upon a proper understanding about the prospective user
and the intended application. The interaction controls the scope and construct of
the algorithms that perform the functions, which thereby become tailored to a set
of user-accessible functions. Taking the user into account through the design
process, it is possible to design a user interface before implementating the software
with required functions. Correspondingly, it is necessary to use certain models
which can be used by the designer to define both the dialogue and the function of
an interactive system.
There are two main characteristics to consider in designing an interface system:
2

Recently, a great deal of effort has been spent in producing standard window systems and
interface toolkits. One such effort by the Open Software Foundation [OSF] has resulted in proposing
the X window system and the the OSF/Motif toolkit as standard.
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 Ergonomics Characteristics have a basis in ergonomics and seek optimal
interface features such as response time, font size, shape, size of menus and
icons, etc. [Davis and Swezey, 1983][Murch, 1984][Marcus, 1984] . This
perspective often tries to establish general principles for the format of
interactive interface system design.

 Cognitive Characteristics have a basis in the human cognitive process. This
perspective tries to develop models for cognition in HCI based on the user’s
interaction with computer systems [Rasmussen, 1988] [Norman, 1986].
Each of the two characteristics comprise lots of valuable information in designing
HCI. These characteristics are essential elements of the interface to support the
performance of the tasks that the user must accomplish via the system. They may
be best understood in terms of progressive stages in the development of HCI. The
ergonomics characteristics is the basis to develop the cognitive interface model.
The ergonomics approach has formulated pragmatic design rules to lead to the
underlying cognitive theories of interaction.

6.1.1 The Models in the Design of Interactive System
The designer of an interface system has to acquire a comprehensive and thorough
knowledge about both the user and the intended application domain. Several
design models have been used to make inference and decisions about the design of
an interactive user interface. Two distinctive models 3 are widely used by the CAD
system developers to define both the dialogue and the function of an interactive
system: The User Model is the system’s model of an actual user which is built up
3

There have been several different ways of defining and classifying of models around interactive
system design. The user model and the user’s model have often been misunderstood. The term
’model’ itself has a considerable diversity in its concept - mental model, conceptual model, cognitive
model, etc [Choi, 1991]. Similar to the author’s definitions of two distinctive models, Norman
[Norman, 1986] identifies three distinctive models in an attempt to clear up the confusion:
1. Design Model: the designer’s conceptual model of the system to be built.
2. User’s Model: the mental model a user has of the actual system, and
3. System Image: what the user sees, hears and feels while interacting with the built system.
While the User’s Model is used as the criteria of design, a design or the System Image of an actual
system comes from the Design Model. The better the System Image reflects the Design Model, the
closer the User’s Model will be to the Design Model, and the user will be able to exploit the system
to its full potential.
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by the computer during an interactive session with the user [Alty and McKell,
1986]. The User’s Model is the mental model that a user has of the actual system,
i.e an individual user’s interpretation of the actual system [Barfield, 1993].
These models can play a central role in the design of interactive systems,
providing concrete means of the design and specification of interactive systems
[Norman, 1986]. Figure 6.1 illustrates a system whereby the user model is
represented within the computer environment, thus enabling the user to
communicate in a manner suited to his/her level of conceptual awareness. The user
conceptual models of a number of typical user types may be coded and
dynamically interchanged at the dictate of a user model.
User’s Model

User Environmnet

Application Environmnet
User
Handler
Interpreter

Interaction
Handler

Graphics
Display Environment

Interpreter

Interpreter

User
Conceptual
Models

Interpreter
Domain
Knowledge

Generic
Product
Model

Design tools
and applications

Figure 6.1: User Adaptable Environment: adapted from [Rutherford, 1990]

 User Model is the view the system has of the prospective user’s behaviour in
the context of the task domain. It is constructed by the system and plays a
crucial and direct role in the design process. A user model tends to
concentrate on the study and identification of the characteristics of the
prospective user. This model is widely used to construct an adaptive and
knowledge based interface [Alty and McKell, 1986].

 User’s Model is the mental model a user has of the actual system, i.e an
individual user’s interpretation of the actual system. It is usually obtained
through interacting with the system and from the associated manuals and
other background knowledge. Since humans spend most of their life
observing and interacting with the world around them, humans are
constantly building up user models of a whole range of things. A user model
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of interactive systems is composed of two parts; The physically oriented
parts are connected through interaction with the physical aspects of the
system. The conceptual oriented parts of the user model can be reasoned
about and verbalized. They are connected more with the behaviour, ideas
and logic underlying the system. When interacting with a system some of
the interaction will be based upon the physical user model and some will be
based upon the conceptual user’s model [Barfield, 1993]. A user then tries to
operate the system using the user’s model. An interactive system should be
designed so that the system’s actual behaviour matches as closely as possible
with the anticipated user’s model which can be obtained through the study of
the user’s behaviour, i.e., a user model.

6.1.2 Criteria for Good User Interface System
The user interface of a system has become one of the primary determinants of user
satisfaction with that system. Ensuring usability is a key goal of interactive system
development. No matter how efficiently a system can compute, without proper
usability, users cannot communicate effectively with the system. Several reports
show the cost of the user interface at over half of the total cost of a system [Myers
and Rossner, 1992] [Sutton and Sprague, 1978]. Several criteria in designing a
good user interface system have been suggested [Moran, 1980] [Choi, 1991]:

 User Errors: How many errors does a user make and how serious are they?
 Learning: How long does it take for a novice or an occasional user to learn
how to use the system to do a given set of tasks?

 Functionality: What range of tasks can a user do in practice with the system?
 Concentration: How many things does a user have to keep in mind while
using the system?

 Recall: How easy is it for a user to recall how to use the system on a task
that he has not done for some time?
However, these are just surface criteria for the good user interface. The criteria
are diverse and varying in different applications.
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6.1.3 Object-Oriented High-Level Graphics Toolkits
As an interface system became a separate module in the system, a diversity of
software tools have been developed to alleviate the problems of traditional
software development. An integrated set of software tools is built to assist the
software designer in the design and management of the user interface. There are
many high level function libraries and toolkits each providing functions to handle
specific types of representation, interacting and graphical output (e.g. GAS,
PHIGS, etc.). The major advantage of utilizing a high-level graphics toolkit is that
the application developer could be freed from the low-level details of user interface
and concentrate upon aspects specific to application development.
Modern toolkits are object-oriented. With the traditional programming
languages, the toolkits can realize an object model of its own. Xwindows Toolkit
[McCormack and Asente, 1988] defines its own object representation in the C
programming language4. There are several reasons for the strong connection
between user interfaces and objects [Linton, 1993]:

 Users think naturally in terms of objects as the elements of a user interface.
 Objects provide a good abstraction mechanism, encapsulating state and
operations, and inheritance makes extension easy.

 Polymorphism, the ability of different objects to provide distinct
implementations for a common operation, matches the characteristics of a
direct manipulation interface. The user has a sense of performing a single
operation for which specific objects may need to provide alternative
implementations.
Although, there is no toolkit standard for the interface system, many
commercial companies and international organisations developed high level
graphic toolkits. Examples of toolkits are the OPEN LOOK and OSF/Motif
[Foundation, 1989] toolkits for Xwindows, Macintosh Toolbox, and NeXTStep.
4

The disadvantage of this approach is that an embedded object model can be cumbersome to use.
For example, subclassing in Xt requires writing a substantial amount of code to declare and initialize
method dispatch tables.
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Most of the toolkits require the programmer to specify call-backs 5 for almost
every widget in the interface, and some widgets even take more than one call-back.
OSF/Motif has been used as a main interface toolkit for HIDE. OSF/Motif is a
window-manager and user-interface developed from the Open Software
Foundation [OSF]. The Motif window manager exists as a software layer on top of
the network-oriented X-Window System. Appearance can be modified
independently of the functional characteristics of the resulting system. The
standard widget-set provides a simulated three-dimensional appearance.

6.1.4 X Motif Toolkits and Its Library
Current implementation of HIDE interface system is based on Xwindows and
OSF/Motif. X Motif library of the graphical objects provides basic support
mechanisms for handling event processing and graphics. Figure 6.2 shows
user-application interaction through a set of graphic objects, such as windows,
menus, command buttons and dialogue boxes.

Mouse

Events

Windows

Run-Time
Support

Menus

Motif

Display
Command Buttons
Dialogue Boxes

Keyboard

X window
System

Environment
Events

Figure 6.2: User-Application Interaction Through a Set of Graphic Objects
Some of the important capabilities of X windows toolkit library for the
implementation of HIDE interface system are as follows [Vidovic, 1990]
[Foundation, 1989]:
1. Representation of design objects (i.e. design tools and data) and the
relationship between them through: interactive icons, links and hierarchical
5

A “call-back” is a procedure defined by the application programmer that is called when a widget
is operated by the end user. A “widget” is an interaction technique such as a menu, button or
scroll-bar. A collection of widgets is called a toolkit.
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graph structures.
2. Graphical browsing through large structures of inter-connected objects by
scrolling, panning and previewing with paging.
3. Automatic verification of user requests provided by callback properties built
in all graphical objects.
4. Hierarchical view of the application and problem domain space.
5. Concurrent evaluation of design options.
6. Sharing design objects and exchange of objects among independent views
within the same problem context.
7. Built-in distributed communication interface which allows separate
execution of user interface processes from the application process thus
providing frontend process dynamic binding to an application.
8. Standard object-oriented language to manipulate graphical objects (i.e.
Smalltalk or Lisp) through simple command messages.

6.1.5 User Interface Management System
A User Interface Management System [UIMS] is a set of software tools, supported
by the dialogue-task separation paradigm, for providing better interface between
the user and the application. An independent UIMS provides an important tool in
allowing the application developer to design, implement and evaluate systems as a
whole so as to command effective control over the user interface [Thomas and
Hamlin, 1983]. The UIMS is separate from the application code and the graphics
package used. Some of the benefits expected from an UIMS are:

 Exploitation of various physical devices and interaction techniques
 Cost savings through fast prototyping and easier modification of a user
interface and through reuse of the UIMS across applications

 Increased reliability of the user interface
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 Increased consistency of the user interface across applications and across the
various interactions within an application.
Figure 6.3 illustrates a generic description of a UIMS in context. Some of
important UIMS characteristics are adapted in the design of HIDE. A preprocessor
is used at the development stage mainly to specify and compile a user interface.
An interaction handler has been developed to process the interaction between the
user and the application at run time.

User Interface Management System

System
Pre-Processor

User

Interaction
Handler

Designer

Application

Figure 6.3: Typical User Interface Management System: adapted from [Choi, 1991]

6.2

Design Methodology

Nowadays, the interface system is regarded as a major concern in the design of
computer systems. A well designed user interface makes the contents of systems
accessible to new or casual users who possess a minimum of computer experience.
The design of the HIDE interface system is based upon a generic architecture
derived from a language view of the user-interfaces. The clear separation of the
semantics and functionality of the data and applications from the actual physical
implementations in user interfaces alleviates the development work.
Object-oriented programming supports this methodology. The HIDE user
interface is of great benefit to the data modelling process by using graphical
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descriptions of conceptual data schemas as a part of their explanation facilities.
The dialogue between the user interface and the data modelling process has been
elaborated. A user who may be asked to input some data about the product into an
application could ask to see the place of the data in the conceptual schema and any
related data which has already been defined [Bjork, 1991]. By encoding the
conceptual mapping between the user’s domain and that of a performance
prediction package, the interface system is capable of interfacing complex
modelling systems between a broad spectrum of users.
An integrated software environment for building design is impossible without a
well-designed graphic user interface. As the interface is intended for a variety of
users with different backgrounds, it should have certain graphical standards and
should exhibit a degree of intelligence. The implementation of the HIDE interface
system is focused on [Daniell and Director, 1989] [Vidovic et al., 1990] [Dewan,
1993] [Sauder, 1993].:

 Consistent user interface for manipulating abstract objects.
– Graphic iconic representational form for abstract object types.
– Graph abstraction models for representation of relationship of design
information.

 Design tool integration using an object-oriented approach.
– Run-time interactions with the process to provide process-specific
input, interactions and user decisions.
– Run-time process display that includes process specific information not
accessible through the common user interface.

 Design process monitoring using high-level graphical toolkits
– Program tracing facilities.
– Error reporting facilities.
– Performance monitoring facilities.
– Back-tracking facilities to recover recently executed actions.
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– A module that calculates estimated execution time for the current
module.

 Graphical display of design process
– Graphical display of the status of all processes. Each process could be
shown as either active, completed, or acting.
– Graphical display of data at any level of the project data store
representation. As soon as a process is completed, the content of the
project data store can be displayed. The designer sees the geometric
representation of these data as 3D objects or as charts and symbols.
– Graphical display of selected items. The designer can specify
constraints to view objects of a certain class or that fall within
user-defined limits. All objects that are related to the constraints are
highlighted on the graphical display.
– Graphical navigation to select specific objects. Once selected
graphically, the object is highlighted and the appropriate database
information appears on screen in a pop-up window.

 A clean separation between application and the user-interface together with
providing a high level dialogue control mechanism.

 Support distributed and parallel problem solving.
– Some of the problems of a database system can be overcome if the
clients interacting with different users directly exchange information
with each other [Dewan, 1993]. A tool which provides high-level
support for communicating information among distributed clients
should be developed. It allows a client to invoke procedures in remote
clients’ distributed constraint system and allows programmers to define
constraints among the data maintained by different distributed clients.

 Minimum hardware dependencies by confining dependencies within a single
module and by utilising a high-level graphics toolkit ensure portability
across a range of hardware platforms.
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6.2.1 User interface Structure
HIDE user interface system could be decomposed by four major layers [Bass,
1993]:

 Base: performs functions that are independent of the existence of a user.
 Dialogue: performs functions that support metaphoric tasks. Also includes
functions that map between data from the base adaptor and presentation
components.

 Presentation: a mediation, or buffer, component between the dialogue and
the interaction toolkit components that provides a set of toolkit-independent,
metaphor dependent functions. These functions map from data in the
dialogue component to data in the interaction toolkit component.

 Interaction Toolkit: performs functions that support concrete tasks.
The user interface toolkit component implements the physical interaction with
the user via hardware and software. At run time, it contains interaction objects that
actually perform the physical interaction. Each interaction object is an instance of
an element of the toolkit. Although the interaction objects themselves are
contained in the interaction toolkit component, the specification of these objects is
shared between the interaction toolkit and the presentation components. That is,
the presentation component provides the data that controls interaction objects and
retrieves the input from the end user. The presentation objects contain the data
interchanged between the dialogue component and the presentation component.

6.2.2 User Interface Basics
This section describes the basics of the HIDE user interface including command
basics and menu systems. The interface system is designed primarily to
communicate between an application system and a user utilizing a visual rather
than verbal language, employing entities, explanations and redirection instructions.
Much of the HIDE interface offers two methods of issuing a command. The first
method is using keystrokes and the other method is using the mouse to press
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buttons or select a command from a menu. Some of the commands will execute
immediately while others will execute in batch mode:

 Mouse: The HIDE user interface is built to take advantage of the intuitive
use of a mouse. The mouse may be used to select entries in lists, press
buttons in a window, choose commands from a menu, scroll lists or text or
place the cursor within text. Some commands issue from a menu have an
additional step such as choosing a file name. Commands executed using the
mouse to press buttons, or choose menu options will execute immediately.

 Keystroke: Keystroke commands may be single character commands or
character sequences. Command languages have been widely used in
human-computer systems stemming from the availability of the keyboard.
The string which is typed at the keyboard is parsed and analysed by a control
module embedded within the application code. The application is
responsible for checking the syntactic and semantic validity of the command
within the context of the application domain. The position of keywords and
arguments is often critical and the user must remember the correct syntax
and ordering.
In order to alleviate the burden on a user’s memory a natural language solution
attempts to equip the computer system with a more comprehensive vocabulary and
knowledge of grammatical constructions [Rutherford, 1990]. The natural language
communication between the user and application program is an ideal solution.
However, the creation of natural language front ends requires too much. Since the
nature of the queries is limited by the formal structure of the data base, it may well
be more efficient for a person to learn a specialized formal language designed for
that purpose, rather than learing through experience just which English sentences
will and will not be handled [Winograd and Flores, 1986]. It is not clear that the
additional costs of natural language, such as verbosity, redundancy and ambiguity,
are worth paying in place of a more streamlined formal system.
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Data Modelling Interface

The data modelling interface module is designed to facilitate an efficient data
modelling process in an interactive manner. The implementation of an interactive
user interface is concentrated on the data instantiation process rather than the
conceptual data modelling process. The conceptual building data model should be
coded manually using data description language in advance to be integrated in the
data modelling module 6 . The conceptual data model is specified using the
EXPRESS data specification language and compiled to be used in the data
modelling interface.
The data modelling interface comprises two parts:

 The information model dependent interface is an information model specific.
On the basis of the conceptual data modelling schema, an information model
dependent interface is generated. A user needs to compile the code to
produce an information specific library. This library is used later to create a
data model interface system which includes data model dependent
information. The compiled conceptual data modelling code is included in a
framework to instantiate actual values of the project building.

 The information model independent interface comprises several interactive
data manipulation windows including a STEP entity creating and editing
window, an entity instance list viewing window and an input/output dialogue
window to read/write a instance list from a file.
As a result of the data modelling procedure, the STEP physical file will be
produced. The STEP physical file will be processed to the project data control
modules either directly without the help of external CAD tools or indirectly with
the help of external CAD tools. The HIDE system incorporates several external
CAD tools for the purpose of an efficient data modelling process, such as
DataProbe and AutoCAD.
6

In connection with the interactive development of a conceptual data model, there have been
efforts to develop a processor which translates the graphical modelling language to data modelling
language to facilitate easy data model development at a commercial and research level. However,
most of them are at prototypical level and were not available at the time of implementation stage.
The author foresees, in near future, an automatic processor from graphical language descriptor to
data modelling language will be developed.
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In the data modelling interface module, two kinds of window are used for the
user-friendly communication between a user and the project data instantiation
module: The centrally managed windows are provided by HIDE and support direct
data instantiation process. The externally supported windows are provided by
various external CAD tools and work as off-line data instantiation tools. In the
figure 5.3, an instantiated data model is developed using external CAD tools;
DataProbe as an entity data manipulation tool and AutoCAD as a graphical data
entering tool.

6.3.1 Centrally Managed Windows
The centrally managed windows is responsible for the data communication
between various CAD tools and a user’s domain. The windows help the process of
data instantiation by providing prototypical data processing tools between a user
and HIDE data control modules. Some of the centrally managed HIDE windows
are:

 CI/SfB Item Selection Button Tables: It is necessary to categorize
construction information according to specific criteria for efficient data
manipulations. These categorizations make up classification tables which
list the code, name and description of each item [Froese, 1994]. In HIDE,
CI/SfB tables 7 have been used as project data classification tables (See
Figure 4.6).
The pop-up classification table windows enable project information to be
structured in a consistent manner throughout the design process by providing
selection buttons for each item. A user can select these buttons to set-up or
store categorized construction information such as types of facilities
according to their main purpose, types of spaces according to their user, or
types of physical building elements according to form or function, to the
instantiated data model.
7

CI/SfB is a British standard of building data classification system. In U.K., CI/SfB is adopted
widely in architects practices for the purpose of organizing product data. For more detail, See
Chapter 4
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 Mapping Table: The mapping table defines the relation between certain
layer names and entity types as well as between attached attributes in CAD
and attributes in STEP files. The mapping table helps to exchange a
semantic data model to external CAD tools in keeping semantic structure
(See Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.4: CAD layer structure and the mapping table of DXF2STEP
By encoding the conceptual mapping between the user’s domain and that of
an external design assessment tool, the interface system is capable of
interfacing complex modelling systems between a broad spectrum of users.

 Project Data Construct Menu: HIDE provides basic tools to instantiate
building data entities through the pull-down menu. The structure of menu
item in Figure 6.5 is pre-defined in the PADM found in Appendix A. A user
can instantiate building elements choosing the building construct object such
as wall or door from the pull-down menu. The building elements are
hierarchically defined. The Vertical Element is defined as a parent class of
wall, arch path, door and window, and the Horizontal Element is defined as
a parent class of floor, ceiling and roof elements respectively.
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Figure 6.5: Construct Menu

 Design Editing Panel: The panel provides a number of selection buttons for
the manipulation of graphical entities of the project database. This facility
helps a designer to develop a prototypical building model in an interactive
manner (See left side column buttons in Figure 6.19). This module is not
fully implemented due to the time constraints.

 Data Import/Export Menu: Although HIDE has a capability of directly
processing a STEP physical file directly without the help of external data
processing tools, HIDE has importing and exporting capabilities of several
different data formats by providing various converters to support an
integrated environment. It is also possible to have direct access to the STEP
file as well. The data file to be imported/exported should keep semantic as
well as syntactic structure.
Regardless of which data format is employed by the user, all data is
converted and stored in a neutral format (HEF format). Therefore, the
import capability works as a preprocessor as the resulting neutral data file
will be transferred to the data control module. This facilitates cross
migration of the product model and enables the user to interact with it in any
manner (See Figure 6.6).
– STEP IN: reads in a STEP physical file.
– STEP OUT: writes out a STEP physical file.
– DXF IN: reads in a DXF file. This function is provided because the
AutoCAD DXF format is a de facto industrial standard for exchange of
a CAD file.
– DXF OUT: writes out a DXF file.
– OBJ IN: reads in a OBJ file.
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Figure 6.6: File Menu
– OBJ OUT: writes out a OBJ file.

6.3.2 External Tool Windows
Mainly two external CAD tools, DataProbe and AutoCAD, are integrated in HIDE.
Some of these tool interfaces are modified or redesigned according to the
requirements of HIDE to be integrated.
DataProbe Interface Windows
DataProbe entity and type control windows have been used as entity manipulation
tools in HIDE [Sauder, 1993]:

Figure 6.7: DataProbe Data Exchange Menu

 Data Exchange Menu: deals with STEP exchange files (See Figure 6.7). It
contains a menu of commands for reading and writing files with a list of the
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Figure 6.8: Entity Type List of PADM Model
EXPRESS schema names DataProbe was created to work with
[TC184/SC4/WG3/P6, 1992]. Two main menu items are:
– Read Exchange File: This menu item reads in a STEP exchange file
and replaces all the entity instances in the entity instance list window
with the instances read in from the STEP exchange file.
– Write Exchange File: This menu item writes out a STEP exchange file
from the entity instance list.

 Entity Type List Window: contains a list of all the entity types that were
defined within the information model. This window also provides
commands for creating new entity instances and displays information about
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Figure 6.9: DataProbe Instance List
entity types by placing STEP entity descriptor windows on the screen.
Figure 6.8 shows some of the entity types defined in the HIDE data model.

 Entity Instance List Window: contains a list of entity instances. The format
of this list is based on the STEP exchange format. This window is used to
manage the list of all the entity instances that exist in a DataProbe editing
session. This window provides for manipulating instances using either
keystroke commands or command buttons. Figure 6.9 shows some of the
instances of the prototype building, the Barcelona Pavilion by Mies van der
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Figure 6.10: DataProbe Entity Descriptor Window
Rohe.

 STEP Entity Descriptor Window: is used for displaying information about an
entity type from the information model. Figure 6.10 shows a window for a
beam entity type within DataProbe created from the data model found in
Appendix A (i.e. PADM). This figure also shows a list of entity description
boxes in the order of inheritance starting at the root entity type down to the
selected entity type. The bottom entity description box displays information
local to the selected entity type.

 STEP Entity Editor Window: is used for editing an entity instance. Figure
6.11 shows a window containing an instance of window entity being edited
within DataProbe created from the information model of Appendix A. The
window is created for an instance when it is newly created from the entity
type list or when it is to be edited for the first time after having been read
from a file.
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Figure 6.11: DataProbe Entity Editor Window
AutoCAD Interface Windows
AutoCAD provides several useful dialogue boxes to control graphical data. The
layer control dialogue box and the main displaying window have been integrated in
HIDE to facilitate efficient data instantiation processes.

 Layer Control Dialogue Box: has been used to control user defined layer
conventions (See Figure 6.12). The names of the layer and block follow the
naming convention defined in section 5.4.4.

Figure 6.12: Layer Control Panel
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 AutoCAD Graphics Displaying Canvas: has been used as a graphical entity
verification window. There are two ways of converting AutoCAD drawing
files to STEP files: direct conversion of an AutoCAD drawing file to a STEP
file using Autolisp routines; indirect conversion of an AutoCAD drawing file
to a STEP file using a DXF file. For both cases, the AutoCAD graphics
displaying canvas can be used to check whether the graphic entities in the
file are instantiated correctly or not. The AutoCAD displaying canvas is only
used temporarily for the graphics data instantiation process, as the main
HIDE displaying canvas is normally used for other graphical data control
and manipulation processes afterward.

6.4

Project Data Control Interface

Through the HIDE interface system, a user can have multiple represented views of
same data simultaneously on a single screen. For instance, information on a
project database can be accessed and changed both in plan drawing windows and
elevation drawing windows. As some of the researchers in the data modelling area
suggested, the interface system should have the facilities to view or edit different
aspects of the same data information, such as drawings, catalogues and structural
properties [Eastman, 1989a] [Bjork, 1991]. There have been several prototype
systems which can generate queries of product data in relational data bases by the
simultaneous use of pointing devices and conceptual schema navigation (See
Figure 6.13).

6.4.1 Design Process Tools
Project Information Panel
Figure 6.14 illustrates the project information panel. This window provides the
user with the basic project information. By default, it shows initial information of
the design project including general concepts of the current project. This domain
dependent project information panel is controlled by the data control modules.
The window consists of three different fields related to the project information:
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Figure 6.13: The separation of the conceptual model from the multiple possible
physical representations: from [Bjork, 1991]

 Project Name Field: is a domain specific concept presented to the user, at
this point in the dialogue is that of a project name field. At any time the user
is free to change the values set by the knowledge bases. This change will
effect the database and knowledge base. As a results of changing the value
in the name field, a project database is updated accordingly. The currently
illustrated screen image (Figure 6.14) shows the name of a prototype
building, Broomieslaw Building.

 Project Date Field: shows the current date and time at the middle of the
panel window.

 Project Version Number Field: shows current project data version number.
This field is controlled by the data control module.
Progress Monitoring Panel
This panel monitors the progress of the design. Although it is difficult to measure
the progress of the design, this panel displays vital information, although it is only
measurable and calculatable, of the design performance. Figure 6.15 shows three
kinds of process monitor item:
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Figure 6.14: Project Information Panel

 Schema Design: This sliding widget shows the completeness of the
schematic data model in the data modelling process.

 Data Instantiation: This sliding widget shows the completeness of the data
instantiation process.

 Model Completeness: This sliding widget shows the completeness of
general design processes including all aspects of building construction:
structural, mechanical, etc.

Figure 6.15: Project Progress Monitor Panel

Interactive Message Box
Figure 6.16 shows an interactive message box which is provided to communicate
with the user in the middle of the session. This interactive message box is located
on the top right part of the main HIDE window. This interactive message box is a
vital communication area between a user and HIDE system, as all changes of the
system process invoked from the user or the system will be informed in this area
and give some recommendations or warning message at certain stages. This
provides the user with a familiar response region.
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Figure 6.16: Interactive Message Box

6.4.2 Data Classification Tools
Discipline Selection Panel
The discipline selection panel helps the user to examine or edit data for certain
discipline of building design (See Figure 6.17). As the panel is connected to the
data classification module, if the user selects one of the buttons which represent
each discipline, knowledge bases related to those domains of discourse are
dynamically flagged and classified. One of the significant functions is that the user
can select multiple buttons to examine one or more discipline at the same time. By
default, the initial discipline is set to “Architectural”.

Figure 6.17: Discipline Selection Panel

Toggle Activating Button
The toggle activating button can be invoked by the user to post a message which
indicates the currently activating disciplines (See Figure 6.18). As the user can
choose multiple disciplines as the same time, it is necessary to have a special
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message box to indicate the current status of any activating disciplines whenever
the user wants to know.

Figure 6.18: Toggle Activating Button

6.4.3 Displaying Canvas
The Main Drawing Canvas
Figure 6.19 shows the main HIDE window which can instantiate and edit a data
model as well as display the instantiated data model.This canvas can be divided
into four different windows to show several different projections of same physical
object at the same time. To display a large image which is bigger than the actual
canvas size, the window can be scrolled. This window accepts mouse input to edit
an existing data model.
The display of the main canvas can be modified by interacting with the
computer

 to input new viewing parameters for an object;
 to change the projection type from orthographic to perspective; and
 to change attributes such as colour, line type, line style, surface type, rotation
angle, and other attributes pertinent to the definition of geometry.
Data entry and data modification can be accomplished using two types of input
methods; (1) using pop-up menu which can be invokes by pressing left hand side
mouse button; (2) using push buttons on the left hand side of the main canvas.
The graphical imagee on the screen is only a representation of the real object.
Details of the object are kept in the data structure. The graphic image is only a
communication tool. Modifying the display modifies the data structure.
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Figure 6.19: Main Drawing Canvas
Multiple viewing Control Buttons
The icons in Figure 6.20 illustrate how the multiple viewing operations could be
invoked. By selecting one of these buttons, the main drawing canvas will be
divided into four regions accordingly. Separate pop-up windows could also be
used to compare or examine several images at the same time, as sometimes it is
much more convenient to have over-lapping windows rather than tiled windows.

Figure 6.20: Multiple Viewing Control Buttons
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Pop-up Displaying Canvas
Besides the main drawing canvas, HIDE also provides several pop-up canvases for
various purposes. A user can examine different data models simultaneously, other
than the current data model, by running domain independent design assessment
tools. For instance, an animation tool has been developed to have a dynamic view
of a data model. The viewing operations of the animation tool can be controlled by
keyboard and the animation direction and speed can be changed on run-time.
Figure 6.21 shows a scrollable pop-up displaying window which analysizes a
building by functional elements.

Figure 6.21: Pop-up Drawing Window

6.4.4 Menu System
HIDE basically provides two kinds of menus:
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 A pop-up menu: is designed so that it is controlled by a mouse button acting
as an action-release switch: press and the menu pops up, move the cursor to
the required option and release and that option is selected and the menu
disappears.

 A pull-down menu: is accessible from a box with the name of the menu
inside it called a menu bar. When the mouse cursor is placed over the menu
bar it changes to look like a menu. When a mouse button is pressed and held
down while the mouse cursor is inside the menu bar, the menu pulls down or
draws itself beneath the menu bar [Sauder, 1993].

6.4.5 Pop-up Menu Pane
This pop-up menu performs geometrical transformation operations. The
operations are performed in an interactive manner. The pop-up menu can only be
activated when a drawing is displayed in the main canvas (See Figure 6.22). The
pop-up menu pane is used to modify the display, i.e., to change the view, type of
projection, or object attributes.

Figure 6.22: Pop-up Menu Pane

6.4.6 Pull-down Menu Panel
The menu pane contains several key menu items, such as Database, CI/sFb Tables,
Geometry, Construct, Drawable, Other Appl, Tools and Help. These menu items
are further decomposed by lower level sub-items (See Figure 6.23).
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Figure 6.23: Pull-down Menu Pane
Database Menu
The Database Menu is provided to manipulate given project databases (See Figure
6.24).
The Database Menu consists of four sub-menu items. The first two menu
items, Project DB and Reusable Objects, are used to load the database into HIDE.
The Project DB menu item is used to load a project database. The Reusable
Objects is used to load a project independent database, such as standard windows
and doors, which is used as a library object. A user can examine a Reusable Object
instead of a project database. The Reusable Object can be decomposed like the
project database to the appropriate disciplines.
A user can choose a desired database from the given scrollable list of available
databases (See Figure 6.25). The most recently used database is set as a default
project database. The user still has the chance to cancel the selection until the last
stage by selecting the cancel button [Foundation, 1989]. As the user selects a
database, both appropriate database and knowledge bases relating to those domains
of discourse are dynamically loaded. The path of the database file will be
automatically searched and assigned.

Figure 6.24: Database Menu
In addition to supporting graphic manipulation of the database, HIDE supports
low-level command based database query and data manipulation. It is more natural
to look for a design object of interest by traversing through a design database in an
interactive browsing manner. The last two sub-menu items, Choose DB and DB
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Figure 6.25: Database Selection Pop-up Window
Query, are used to view and edit attributes of a object in a specific database.

 Data Query: Figure 6.26 show a database query window which can view
lower level detail of every attribute in the database. In addition, this window
lets a user edit or delete entity attributes one by one. These low-level
command functions give a user a flexible capability to handle the details of a
project database.

Figure 6.26: Database Query
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 Data Manipulation: Figure 6.27 shows a Database manipulation window
which can add, search or modify a database attribute.

Figure 6.27: Database Manipulations

Geometry Menu
This menu performs a projection of the project data which is processed from the
data classification module. When a user selects a sub menu item, the selection will
be passed to the data projection module. To generate the appropriate view of the
building, the detail beyond the required level will be suppressed. Only required
entity shape information is retrieved. The entity information could be a shape
detail or symbol information. According to the pre-defined rule, the required view
will be generated and shown on the canvas. Below are some of sub menu-items of
the geometric data projection menu:

 Plan: This menu item executes the projection to generate plan views of the
building. Detailed plan views are generated according to the requirement.
Appropriate menu items, shown in Figure 6.28, will be generated in the
compiling stage according to the PADM. For the prototype building, the
Broomielaw building, detailed plan drawings of the following projection has
been generated.

 Elevation: This menu item executes projections to generate the elevation
views of the building (See Figure 6.29):
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Figure 6.28: Plan Menu Item

Figure 6.29: Elevation Menu Item

 Section: This menu item executes projections to generate the section views
of the building. The location of the section view is dependent on the user’s
definition. The user can pre-define the position of the section view or can
change the position through the provided main canvas. In this case, the user
can input the position of the section view through a command based
interactive pop-up window using a mouse or a keyboard (See Figure 6.30):

 View Special Properties: This menu is provided to show special views, such
as column view, or beam view of the project database.
(See Figure 6.31).
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Figure 6.30: Section Menu Item

Figure 6.31: View Special Properties

 View All General Properties: This menu item is provided to show the
general geometrical view of the selected database.
File Menu
This item contains several submenu items (See Figure 6.32). The Projection and
Import/Export menu items are described in section 6.3.1 There are other essential
functions such as, edit a data file, save or print a normal ascii file or window
dumpfile and to quit (See Figure 6.32).
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Figure 6.32: File Pull-down Menu Item
Quit Pop-up Window
This option is provided by the File Menu. Even if the user chooses the quit button,
he still has the chance to cancel the selection until the last stage by selecting cancel
button (See Figure 6.33).

Figure 6.33: Pop-up Quit Window

Help Menu
The help message is displayed in a pop-up window when the help item in the main
pull-down menu pane is selected. It is important to pass the current stage of the
process to have the appropriate help messages. Therefore the information which
the design process monitor panel has received should be passed to the help module
to show the appropriate message. Figure 6.34 shows a help message when the
GOAL, A CAD tool for building performance evaluation, is executed. It allows the
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parent process, or other monitoring resources, to respond appropriately by
overwriting information. The help window remains active until the user wishes to
remove it. When the number of lines in the text block exceeds the maximum
defined depth, the window becomes scrollable.

Figure 6.34: Pop-up Help Window

Other Applications Menu
A user can execute several external applications through the HIDE pull-down
menu system (See Figure 6.35). These execution run a process as a background
job and is not actually customized as a CAD tool for HIDE.
Tools Menu
This menu provides a set of external CAD tools for HIDE. Alternatively, the user
can choose CAD tools from the CAD tools icon panel.
Design Tool Icons
Tool icons are concepts represented graphically. This icon panel is a collection of
tools (See Figure 6.36). Currently seven CAD tools, although some of them are
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Figure 6.35: Pull-down Misc. Application Menu Items
not fully implemented, have been integrated in HIDE.

Figure 6.36: Design Tool Icons

6.5

Conclusion

A successful CAAD system should not only provide the user with superior
functional capabilities for various tasks involved, but also offer a congenial
interface to architects who are still considered as the major decision maker playing
a central role in creative design synthesis. The user-friendly interface of HIDE
helps to merge the interests of computer-based and human-based development of
interactive computer systems.

Chapter 7

Control Mechanisms in the Environment
The current structured capabilities of the CAAD system do not accommodate the
dynamic and fast changing design strategies. Development of the framework
should consider the fundamental interaction between each module. Traditional
design environments are not many concerned with the usability of the designer.
Learning to use a new CAAD tool is not a trivial task. The designer needs to learn
the exact format of input and output and sometimes needs to know the side effects
of the tool if there is no consistent data control mechanism. It would be much
easier if there were simplified mechanisms to control the CAAD modules. More
consistent and easier mechanisms to control the data representation through the
inter-connected modules would be of great benefit in the integrated design
environment.
To satisfy the afore-mentioned problems, the suggested environment integrates
all required CAAD tools and modules in a unified environment and within which
there should be a data structure and data control facilities to seamlessly connect
all these applications.

7.1

Evolving Design Environment

Along with the fast development of computer technology, the design environment
has been experienced in three distinctive stages. Figure 7.1 shows the evolution of
design environment.
1. Since the outcome of computers, many computer design resources have been
developed, such as general CAAD tools, databases, graphic systems, etc..
However, in the first stage, there was no appropriate design framework to
170
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Figure 7.1: Evolving Design Environment adapted from [Vidovic, 1990a]
control these resources. Consequently, these design resources have been
controlled manually by a user.
2. The integrating of tools in a design framework made it possible to
accommodate various activities required to support the automation of the
design process into a unified design environment. A design framework,
which includes CAAD tool management system and user interface,
integrates various resources into a design environment.
3. At the final stage, a design expert has been added along with the design
framework in the environment to include specific knowledge about design
process in a particular problem domain. The design expert could be
represented by knowledge base tools.
Today, the design framework and domain specific design expert became a
major research area. This Chapter mainly investigate the control mechanism
between the design resources and design framework in the suggested design
environment. Suggested CAAD environment consists of two components; (1) a
data management framework; (2) a set of computer based design tools.

 The data management framework organises the structure of the design data
to keep the design consistent and form the framework in which the tools can
be built. The structure of design data is organized in the data modelling
modules to be processed to the central data control modules to provide a
semantically meaningful description of the building. The data management
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modules are responsible for creating, maintaining and viewing a consistent
database of the design description. The data management framework
includes private CAAD tools to support the functions of the environment,
such as, a version control for the design data management,

 The computer based tools assist a designer in creating and evaluating the
design artifact and validate its correctness.
From the implementation point of view, HIDE can be seen as a tree-like
hierarchical structure where each layer is devoted to one aspect of the design
integration methodology. In the environment, design tools and modules are defined
as objects 1. Each object has a list of properties and actions or methods. The
objects are organized in a class hierarchy to share information between similar
objects. Multiple instances of object, each with different values for some of its
properties, can exist at the same time [Vidovic and Siewiorek, 1990]. The objects
can be grouped together to form complex objects.
The blackboard system has also been used to provide a mechanism to
orchestrate several problem solving knowledge sources within a single domain.
The blackboard system is connected to a set of control modules which monitor
activities in the various levels of the solution space.

7.2

Modular Structure of the Environment

Having an object-oriented view in CAAD module structure is crucial for a well
and easily understandable CAAD system. The structure could be implemented by
representing each module as an object. Any module could be characterised by its
properties and the set of actions it can perform. HIDE is designed on the basis of
the modular decomposition of a software system. HIDE is designed on the basis of
classes of objects it manipulates, whereas classical functional design is designed
on the basis of functions it performs. The external interface of each object is
defined by the object’s methods. The exact form of each method and any data
1

There have been several similar approaches which define design tools as objects. This is
quite a common approach in the area of object-oriented environment development. For instance,
CADWELD [Daniell and Director, 1989], DFE [Vidovic et al., 1990] and DEMETER [Siewiorek et
al., 1984] view CAAD tools as design objects.
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items contained in the object are not visible from outside the object. Through the
object-oriented approach, consistency, re-usability and portability in regard to user
interface and programming environment have been increased.
In architectural design, function and form can not easily be divided and could
not always define one of them before the other. Sometimes the decision should
remain to the designer. Intelligent CAAD system should satisfy both methods of
designing. This could be satisfied by implementing intelligent design process
control mechanisms. The implementation of the control process has been
concentrated on the following basic requirements:

 All the design modules should be integrated in one so as to expand a design
at any point of the design process in any direction [Siewiorek et al., 1984].

 The framework should be possible to run independent modules
simultaneously so as to evaluate interactively in an arbitrary sequence.
CAAD tools which are used within the context of a single design problem
should be executed concurrently. Also, within the same context, different
solution paths should be explored in parallel [Vidovic, 1990].

 It should be possible to add or remove modules without re-designing old
modules and with minimal impact to the main control mechanism or main
interface [Siewiorek et al., 1984].

 A simplified tool control mechanism should be provided to control the
CAAD modules instead of learning all the details of subtle tool structure.

 The framework should give designers a whole picture of the current
execution of the design by means of a well-designed browser, navigator or
overviewer.

 The framework should suggest the next available steps (or module/modules)
in the execution [Vidovic, 1990].

 The framework should have a help module to query or ask the framework
about the module.
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 The implementation should be concentrated on the information hiding
because the information hiding facility is very important in a complex design
system [Vidovic, 1990]. Each module’s structure should be simple enough
to be understood fully. Also it should be possible to change the
implementation of one module without knowledge of the implementation of
other modules and without affecting the behaviour of other modules.
Although not all these principles are actually used in implementing HIDE, by
providing the above facilities, ideally, if the designer suddenly has a new idea, the
intelligent CAAD system can be well prepared to receive this sudden input or
change of the design. Most of the modules in HIDE are divided into submodules
and some of those are not shown here.

7.2.1 Data Sharing between Modules
The object-oriented approach enables tools to share common classes and methods.
Only the code for the methods that differ has been developed. A developer can edit
those methods that differ from those specified in the tool class. Information about
a tool is encapsulated in the tool object associated with the tool.
A designer can invoke a tool without having any operational knowledge about
it. ULYSSES [Bushnell, 1986] demonstrates detailed data sharing mechanism. In
this system, general information about the tool, for instance, host on which the tool
resides, the pointer to its binary and the pointer to its manual page are encapsulated
in the tool object. In HIDE, the structure of tool object class follows CADWELD
definitions [Bushnell, 1986]. The following is an example of an object class.
Although it is beyond the scope of the thesis to fully describe the semantics of the
following framebody, several of its more important slots are explained in this
section. The object class is partially described as follows:
CLASS: geometry_analysing_tool
USER-NAME: ‘i.kim’’
HOST: marvin:130.159.200.30
PATH: /usr/abacus1/i.kim/hide/geo
SYSTEM-NAME: hide/bin
USER-INTERFACE-TYPE: xmotif
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MAN-PATH: /homedir/ccar21/man
INPUT-OUTPUT-PATH: /usr/abacus1/i.kim/hide/geo/io
DESCRIPTION: tool class for geometry analyser
ARG-TYPE: Default
ARG-LIST: geo -i -f inputfilename

The HOST, PATH and SYSTEM-NAME slots are used to determine where the
CAAD tool binary resides. The ARG-TYPE, and ARG-LIST, and
USER-INTERFACE-TYPE are used to determine how to invoke the tool. The
ARG-TYPE is used to determine if the tool receives arguments on the UNIX
command line or if the tool has piped input/output or a mixture of both. The
USER-INTERFACE-TYPE allows the framework to determine if a special window
is needed to be created for the tool’s user interface. In the case where a tool is
interactive, the INTERACTIVE slot informs the framework that the tool may
override the user interface and use its own interface [Daniell and Director, 1989].

7.3

Key Control Systems in the Environment

There are three main elements in the suggested data management framework; 1)
Design Database; 2) Blackboard System; 3) Multi-user Support System. These
elements have the potential of automating a significant amount of cooperative
work. These systems reside as separate elements in the framework.

7.3.1 Design Database
Database facilities have evolved to support both high performance transaction
processing and interactive use by non-programmers [Date, 1986]. Conventional
file systems do not provide dynamically changeable file structure, a variety of data
access mechanisms, control mechanisms for secure and concurrent access, and
recoverable storage of data. A hierarchical database management system organizes
all data into a single logical file. Within this file or data base, records are organised
as header or parent record types. This hierarchical approach to data organization is
easy to implement. However, the top-down functional approach is adequate if the
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program solves a fixed problem once and for all. It is not flexible and is unable to
easily model the complexity of an entire object in which different hierarchies may
exist or in which more general relationship must be represented.
An architectural design database has a particularly rich and complex structure.
The design data should be organized across the multiple representations of the
design (See Figure 7.2). By calling necessary projection of the database,
appropriate projection should be viewed.

Structural

Ducting

Electrical

Lighting

Figure 7.2: Four different representations of the same design space data. Adapted
from [Vidovic, 1990]
The CAAD database is the prime source of building information and should
reside at the core of integrated computer system. However, normally current
CAAD systems have their CAAD data as an unordered set of graphical primitive.
Database should organise the design description within each representation,
correlates equivalent descriptions across the representations, and attempts to
maintain these correspondences as the design incrementally evolves. Besides
issues of data organisation, managing concurrent access and update, and insuring
that data is never lost due to system crashes, information management is
responsible for version and configuration control.
Framework must efficiently manage large volumes of information that describe
design including the descriptions of the different representations of a design and
versions of a design as it evolves. Over time, a sub-system of the design may
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evolve, creating an improved realization of its function. These evolutionary
changes represent a new version of the portion of the design. If a portion of a
design changes, all databases should be updated without violation. An integrated
database is the basis by which design data can be shared among the design tools of
the design environment.
To support these requirements, The object-oriented concept has been adopted
in HIDE (See section 3.5 for more details). It is more natural to look for a design
object of interest by traversing through a design database in an interactive
browsing manner. The suggested system support to change or query design
information at the level of users way of thinking, i.e. semantic level, such as
components and features rather than graphical primitives such as points, lines, and
arcs. This method of design data control mechanism will be the first step towards a
free flow of information between various CAAD tools.

7.3.2 Blackboard System
The HIDE blackboard system plays a central role to support communication
among the designer, the CAAD tools and other modules within the framework.
This communication medium must be flexible and independent of the individual
modules within the design framework. For efficiency reasons, the blackboard is a
place to store pointers to design data stored in the file system rather than a place for
global data storing. The blackboard allows the control of the design process to be
opportunistic rather than procedural, as the blackboard is inherently event driven
[Daniell and Director, 1989].
As a good example of distribution of design and control information,
ULYSSES [Bushnell, 1986] demonstrated a blackboard architecture. The
blackboard system serves as a storage device and as an inter-resource notifier, and
acts as a communication centre between the various HIDE modules or clients (See
Figure 7.3). The blackboard system contains the problem data and a hierarchy of
hypotheses relevant to the problem. At any one time a single hypothesis, the focus
can shift to another area of the blackboard. In the blackboard system, data sharing
is controlled by not permitting more than one user to update the same portion of
the design at the same time.
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Figure 7.3: Data Management System in the Environment

7.3.3 Multi-User Support System
The multi-user support system helps users in several different places to
collaboratively interact and carry out a complex task. A multi-user application
must perform computation tasks such as testing a module and interacting tasks
such as processing input commands and displaying results, like a single-user
application. In addition, it must efficiently and flexibly carry out several
collaborating tasks such as dynamically making and breaking connections with
possibly remote users, informing users of input entered by other users, helping
users co-ordinate their interacting, and providing concurrency and access control
[Dewan, 1993]. For this reason, few multi-user applications have been developed
so far despite the tremendous potential of these applications. Several experimental
multiuser applications have been implemented recently including the MACE
[NewmanWolfe et al., 1991] graphics editor, GROVE [Ellis et al., 1990] outline
editors, PREP [Neuwirth et al., 1990] co-authoring system and FLECSE [Dewan
and Riedl, 1993] collaborative software development environment. Today,
multi-user applications do not have to be implemented from scratch, since a variety
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Figure 7.4: Multi-User Support System: The top pair of windows is created on the
workstations of the user A while the bottom pair is created on the workstation of
user B. The left hand side windows are the test windows and the right-hand side
windows are edit windows.
of tools exist that support the implementation of their user-interface.
For instance, two users, geographically dispersed, responsible for
collaboratively designing a building using HIDE. They use their workstations,
which are connected by a network, to interact with a distributed application that
supports their collaborative task. Although this module is not implemented, it will
give great potential benefits in using HIDE with this facility. This facility should
be supported in HIDE in the future.
Figure 7.4 shows the windows created by the application of the two users. The
top pair of windows in the figure is created on the workstations of the user A while
the bottom pair is created on the workstation of user B. The application displays in
edit windows created on both workstations. It allows either user to select one or
more procedures for testing and underlines in test windows the parts of these
procedures that are not covered by the test data. The test windows display identical
images. As a result, the users can collaboratively browse through these windows.
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The edit windows, however, can display different images but display a common
semantic state, that is, display the same set of procedures 2 .

7.4

Module Control Methodology

One of the main purposes of the control modules is to apply the control strategies
in order to resolve a pending problem. It is virtually impossible to have a tight
pre-defined relationship between each module, although it is also very difficult or
impossible to add new modules without a kind of pre-defined relationship. To
reduce the confusion of a designer by the complexity of the design and module
structure, there should be a uniform interface format between each module.
The object-oriented approach encapsulates a module into a single structure data
and the procedures, also called methods, that manage that data. User interaction
between each module is controlled by sending messages. A domain independent
environment provides a consistent view of tools. By choosing an appropriate
abstraction and representation form, a module independent control environment
could be built.

7.4.1 Graphics Icons
To reduce the complexity of module manipulation, the best form of representation
is a graphical icon. Graphic representation for the relationship between modules
and their inter-dependences provide a structured way for better understanding of
the problem.
Each design object has an iconic representation in the graphical user interface.
Most of the designer’s interactions are through selecting options in pop-up menus
associated with the icons. Operations that are supported include viewing, and
modifying an object’s properties, executing an object’s method, creating and
selecting objects.
2

The methodology of the Multi-User Support System of HIDE follows Dewan’s principles
[Dewan, 1993]. As a result, the two users can independently browse through and modify the
procedures displayed in their windows. These procedures are divided into private procedures, which
can be modified by only one of these users, and shared procedures, which can be modified by both
users. The application allows both users to modify the procedures they are authorized to edit.
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7.4.2 Hierarchical Directory Structure
The modules are hierarchically structured. Figure 7.5 shows the structure of
modules. The modules within HIDE are generic and may be utilised in a number
of different situations. The modules are simbolically linked to one of the
pre-defined stereotypes. Thus, the user accesses required module through this
generic link. Non of the HIDE modules is aware of particular user
conceptualisation. Therefore, to have a user dependent conceptualisation, The
HIDE creates a new directory containing the relevant knowledge base.

HIDE
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lib

bin

util

data_manag

database

interface

animation

graphics

StepSchema

Transform

DataProbe

input/output

icons

project

util

Datafile

blackboard

Figure 7.5: HIDE Directory Structure

7.5

Design Process Control Methodology

The system’s infra-structure relies upon the multi-processor environment of the
hardware platform. While this enables processes, such as database systems,
knowledge-based systems, modelling systems, calculation, to be executed in
parallel, the exchange of information in the form of messages is done. Figure 7.6
shows a transparent file structure.
In HIDE, the design process is viewed as a directed graph, where nodes
represents operators and arcs represent either flow of data or control. Conceptually
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the design process is derived from design goals and design constraints specified by
the design task. This process is done manually by the designer or it can be
performed automatically by a design planner tool [Vidovic et al., 1990].

7.5.1 Distributed Data Processing Support
A user transparent remote-tasking faciltiy is provided to allow tools to exist on
arbitrary hosts in a computer network. Any computer in the network can be
included in the environment. To the designer each tool appears as executing
locally. The distributed facility forwards all requests to remote executing tools and
reports back all messages intended for the user or dispatches messages to other
tools possibly executing on different hosts [Vidovic et al., 1990].

node a

node b

node b

node d

Figure 7.6: Networked File System. Remote processes can be accessed transparently.

7.5.2 Backtracking
The design framework must be able to keep track of design decisions and design
data so that when the need for backtracking arises, previous design information
can be restored. Backtracking is essential in a design framework in which error
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recovery, design optimization, and recursive design styles are to be handled. Since
control decisions are always made in context, we can employ a design log
mechanism to save context data as well as a file version server to protect files that
are changed. The design log contains all context dependent information that was
active when each control decision was made. When the designer wishes to
backtrack through the control sequence, the design log is used to restore context
information. In the case that files were modified, archived versions of the original
file are replaced. Overall, backtracking problem is difficult as it requires
information not only of an individual tool but its interaction with other tools and
tasks within the design context. The backtracking should be handled by a high
level tool or task. This ensures that the designer is shielded from low level
backtracking information that is more framework dependent and less design
specific [Daniell and Director, 1989].

7.6

Design Data Control Methodology

Some of the basic requirement for the data control mechanism is as follows:

 A flexible choice of design representations should be possible
 Multiple correlated design representations should be possible
 Consistency checking should be possible
 Structured entity manipulation should be possible

7.6.1 Propagation Control Facility
As the HIDE modules support cross representations, mechanisms for keeping the
design consistent are needed. To assist in keeping the design consistent, the
framework should provide dependency analysis tools which provide check-in
procedures and release mechanisms [Katz, 1985]. The dependency analysis tools
allow user to specify such dependencies and to give a command for what to do
when the dependency has been violated.
As it is difficult for a design management system to automatically propagate
changes across representations (this requires the detailed semantics of the design
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representations to be interpreted by the system), it should at least use the structure
of the design database to identify the possible ramifications of a design change.
For example, if a portion of a design is changed in one representation, the system
should flag the portions of the design in its other representations that could have
been affected by the change. When the data is changed, the modules that refer to it
must be re-compiled, and the system must be re-assembled.
In an integrated design environment, an integrated design database is a
pre-requisite to have a proper propagation facility. Placing all design information
under the control of a single data management system makes it easier to maintain
the self-consistency. A database is more than merely a collection of files. It
organises the design information across representations, alternative
implementations, and evolutionary versions.

7.6.2 Version Control Facility
As the design constantly evolves, it is necessary to have a version control tool
which can support efficient access to versioned data, stored with a minimal amount
of physical redundancy. The version control tool follows the methodology of unix
based front end Source Code Control System [SCCS] [Que, 1990].
The version control tool applies the indicated sub-command to the history file
associated with each of the indicated files. The name of a history file is derived by
prepending the ‘s.’ prefix to the filename of a working copy. It is normally expects
these ‘s.files’ to reside in a current sub-directory. Thus, when the user changes a
certain amount of data or after a certain amount of time has passed, it normally
applies the sub-command to a file named s.filename in the sub-directory. If the
filename is a pathname, the tool looks for the history file in the sub-directory of that
file’s parent directory. If the filename is a directory, however, the tool applies the
sub-command to every s.file it contains. There are several kinds of different mode
to execute the version control tool. These modes are menu driven commands.

 info: display a list of files being edited, including the version number
checked out, the version to be checked in, the name of the user who holds
the lock, and the date and time the file was checked out.

 edit: extracts a version of the file that is writable for editing, and creates a
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p.file in the sub-directory as lock on the history, so that no one else can
check that version in or out. ID keywords are retrieved in unexpanded form.

 diffs: compare the working copy of a file that is checked out for editing, with
a version from the history. Use the most recent checked-in version by
default.

 get: retrieve read-only copies of the resulting new version.
 delta: check in pending changes. Records the line-by-line changes
introduced while the file was checked out. The effective user ID must be the
same as the ID of the person who has the file checked out.

 create: create history files.
 print: print the entire history of each named file.
Along with the version control facility, history tracking aids, and the ability to
perform a comparative analysis of versions, are needed. Facilities for declaring a
design released and no longer subject to update, along with mechanisms insuring
that the appropriate approval is also needed.

7.7

Design Tools Control Module

This module supports the hierarchical construction and verification of the system.
This is in part due to the way in which the systems have been assembled from
individual tools. Each tool creates or analyzes a portion of the design in its own
particular idiosyncratic representation. Tool control module resolves the conflict
between tools when the designer needs to span representations. The execution of
each tool can proceed in parallel unless it violates global integration.
A number of tactics have been developed over time to reduce the complexity of
a design by making it easier to understand. In many design domains, the cost of
system maintenance and evolution far exceeds the cost of the original design and
implementation. The CAAD tool control module has a collection of information
that describes the CAAD tool it represents and control information about the tool
(See Figure 7.7).
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Figure 7.7: HIDE Environment Layers: Adapted from [Daniell and Director, 199]
Much of the information in the module concerns how the tool is to be invoked
and how to compute its arguments in context.
Tools are activated in response to posts on the blackboard from the designer
and other tools. It is convenient to distinguish between two types of users: the data
modeller and the architect. The data modeller is primarily concerned with initial
data modelling. Often the modeller is an expert tool user for a subset of the tools
he or she uses most often. Although HIDE cannot surpass this type of expertise, it
does offer the modeller more freedom in tool selection, removes much of the
burden of learning to program CAAD tools, and allows the modeller to experiment
with new tools as they become available. The architect is more concerned with
creating a correct and timely design that meets a set of specifications. HIDE allows
the architect to automatically control tools and enforce design step standardisation
and to minimize the dependency the design framework has on a particular tool
suite.
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7.7.1 CAAD Tool Integration
All tools have localised interactions with the environment. Tool integration is
accomplished by instantiating an appropriate tool class. Using the object-oriented
approach, the tool integrator only has to develop code for those methods which
differ from the methods specified in the tool’s class. Modeled as abstract object
types, tools share a number of common methods [Vidovic et al., 1990].
A new version of a design sub-system cannot be incorporated into the design
description until it has been shown to be consistent. To add an entirely new tool to
the framework, he or she must first determine if a similar class of tools exists and if
the new tool is similar to an existing tool. By examining the hierarchy view, he or
she may quickly determine where the tool belongs in the hierarchy, its potential
class, and if a similar tool exists. The user can update the following slots in the
tool object [Daniell and Director, 1989] [Vidovic et al., 1990]:

 The tool’s HOST and PATH information
 The tool’s DESCRIPTION, MAN-PATH, and EXAMPLE files to generate
help for tool usage

 The tool’s ARG-TYPE, USER-INTERFACE-TYPE, and ARG-LIST to
determine how to invoke this tool.

7.7.2 Programming Language Interfaces
The design management system must provide access to design data in other
computing environment. Because design and construction activities take place in
different locations. Interface to the database from standard programming
languages must be supported. CAAD application manipulate structured entities,
e.g. a collection of standard objects, primitive geometry or a collection of source
code that implements useful executions. These objects are stored as interrelated
collections of records, rather than as individual records, and are manipulated as a
logical group.
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Consistent Tool Interface

Unfortunately, existing CAAD tools either run in batch mode or have a unique user
interface. HIDE does not attempt to override the user interface of interactive tools
but rather provides an icon driven system from which to control the tools.

7.8.1 Tool Decomposition and Tree Browser
A designer may want to span or examine the design at a certain stage or level of
design abstraction. A designer may also piece together a design from a library of
building blocks, proceeding in a bottom-up fashion. In either case, the designer
will need to span representations, giving more breadth to the design as he
proceeds. Organising the design into a hierarchy supports a conceptual partitioning
of the design. Alternative implementations of the same portion of the design can
be represented as sub-trees in parallel with the root of the original sub-system.
The process by which portions of the design are created is both tentative and
iterative. By tentative, we mean that the activity of design is exploratory; a
designer tries out a number of alternative approaches to the problem, some of
which may turn out to be dead ends. By iterative, we mean that a design proceeds
through a number of evolutionary versions: a design is refined piece by piece and
at each step, more details are added, corrections are made, and enhancements are
incorporated.
A design task is a set of specifications detailing the goals and constraints. A
design method represents a solution to a design task and can be viewed as a
directed graph, where nodes represent tools and arcs represent either flow of data
or control. The graph abstraction mechanisms in the environment supports the
acquisition of design methods. The user is able to browse through, modify, and
combine templates of the existing design methods. Also, the user is able to query
the environment about tools used in a particular template and inspect designs
produced by the application of the template. More than one design method can be
active at the same time, working on a different or the same design task [Vidovic
and Siewiorek, 1990].
Use of hierarchy and abstraction are powerful tools that humans employ to deal
with complexity. It is better to view it in terms of sub-systems of less complexity,
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e.g., as composed of a datapath and control unit. The hierarchical decomposition
of the design proceeds recursively. Abstraction makes it possible to repress
unnecessary details, making the design more comprehensible. A large, complex
system must be partitioned into smaller, more manageable pieces in order to be
understood.
To simplify the control process, the tool environment and the user interface are
run as separate UNIX processes. This requires creating two way communication
where the user interface must send requests for information and action to the tool
and the tool must construct views of the tools that the user interface can then
display.
Current HIDE Object Browsers follows CADWELD [Daniell and Director,
1989] tool interface methodology.
A flexible design tool would allow the designer to run tentative design
solutions in order to investigate various ideas. In order to accommodate this
function a browsing mechanism has been provided. The browse tool scans a
predefined directory which contains a set of sub-directories corresponding to the
current user conceptualisation. The browse facility therefore allows a complete
picture of the current progress of the design to the user. This facility will also
enable related attribute data to be stored and retrieved. The object browsers
supports the following browsers:
1. The Toolbox View - A view of the tools as a collection of icons (See Figure
6.36).
2. The Hierarchy View - A view of the various classes of tools and how each
tool fits into the CAAD tool class hierarchy (See Figure 7.8).
3. The Control View - A view of the current control flow, i.e. the tool
invocation sequence (See Figure 7.9).
4. The Data View - A view of the data flow through the design session showing
the files that have been created by each tool. The browsing tool is invoked by
selecting the Tool menu item. The browsing tool interacts with the
knowledge base which in turn interacts with the user, by means of two
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Figure 7.8: Hierarchy Browser
menus. For instance, simply by selecting a building class, the browsing tool
returns the names of sub-classes of buildings (See Figure 7.10).
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Figure 7.10: Data Browser
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Chapter 8

CAAD Tools in HIDE
HIDE has been used as a testbed for various design tools of multi-disciplinary
areas involved in the building design. Several external CAAD tools have been
implemented to support basic functionalities of the integrated design environment
and test the capability of interactive data communication of the environment. The
domain independent CAAD tools use an object-oriented approach and easily can
be integrated in the environment.
The aim of various CAAD tools is to improve the architect’s understanding of
his/her design by providing computerised evaluations of that design in various
aspects. Ideally all internal and external CAAD tools should support the semantic
data structure which does not violate the common building data model. However,
in the suggested environment, stand-alone external CAAD tools can be
“plugged-in” in order to access the required information with the help of CAD tool
control module which controls input and output data between the CAAD tools and
the central database. By this means, an independent CAAD tool can be transferred
into a high level object-oriented system that can communicate with the central data
management framework and other CAAD tools relatively easily. The following
CAAD tools have been implemented:
1. Geometry Analyzing Tool: In the integrated design environment, it is
necessary to have a geometry analysing tool which has the basic function of
analysing a physical description of building design which is held in the
computer database. In the environment, the geometry analysing tool assists
the user both in the modelling of a design and in the preparation of various
geometry-related data for the evaluation.
2. Space Layout Tool: This tool helps a user to explore alternative layouts of a
192
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certain building with the impact of various constraints and criteria in the
early design stages.
3. Graphic Display Tool: This tool helps the user to create, view, or change the
required object graphically.
4. Other Tools: Other tools such as a building performance evaluation tool and
a simple database querying tool have also been implemented by the author
within the context of intelligent design assistance (See Chapter 6 for more
detail).
External CAAD tools require specific data according to their own data format.
When the tool object sends a message to ask for appropriate data defined by its
methods, the tool control module responds to this message and sends the
appropriate data to the tool object. Thus, the tools should have a uniform external
interface and common data structure to be communicated with the tool control
module. The tools are described on the basis of the following classification:

 Tool Class: This part describes the attribute values of each tool class which
contains the tool specific values.

 Required Input: This part describes the required input for each particular
tool.

 Definitions and Control Mechanism: This part describes the definitions of
data type and data structure and the analysis algorithm.

 Output: The result can either be displayed on the screen or redirected to and
stored in an external file, as a part of a distributed database, for later access
by the application as well as by the user. The result of the analysis could be
formatted in a number of different ways according to the requirements of the
intended application.

8.1

Geometry Analyzing Tool

The Geometry Analyzing Tool is developed originally for the KNODES Project
[Rutherford, 1993] by the author. As for the intelligent assistance, the prototype
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geometry analyser plays a critical role in the environment as a means for
improving the designer’s understanding of his/her design by providing
computerised evaluation of that design geometrical and topological aspect. This
tool also automates the extraction of geometry related data for certain evaluation.
Baer [Baer, 1979] identifies three stages of modelling a physical system at
increasing levels of sophistication.
1. Image Model: The first stage is image modelling, which is focussed at the
reproduction of drawings. An Image Model usually consists of an
unstructured set of surfaces and provides information for a graphic display,
possibly including hidden line or surface elimination.
2. Shape Model: An elaboration of this purely visual model is a Shape Model.
A Shape Model represents volume-enclosing surfaces, often as polyhedra,
and is spatially complete. Techniques for dealing with the Shape Model are
often called geometric modelling, though it should cover both geometric and
topologic information.
3. Object Model: For an actual evaluation, we often need models with more
information than shape. An Object Model is an extension of a Shape Model,
which includes attributes other than shape such as colour, material, density,
function or whatever is relevant to the application.
Although the Object Model is the eventual requirement for various evaluations
of design, the Shape Model has been given more attention as the key issue in
CAAD. The suggested geometry analyser is based on the Object Model. The
Object Model can accommodate sufficient information for deriving any spatial
functions as well as for a range of shape manipulation operations. Phillips [Phillips
et al., 1988] suggests a geometric system for CAAD, which handles geometric
information and relations in the way that a relational database handles data. He
argues that the user should be allowed to define appropriate geometric operations
to manipulate, organise and query certain parts of the model. The definable
operations should include a set of standard ones such as, testing for contamination,
finding the nature of interactions between objects, joining two objects to form a
new one, calculating areas and volumes and producing projections and
perspectives.
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Certain geometric aspects of the design to be treated as data for some
evaluations should be derived from its model. With respect to shape operations,
the Boolean operations and/or the Euler operator are available in many existing
systems, but their sets of operations are often not powerful enough due to the lack
of generality. Many systems allow the standard shape operations of union,
intersection and difference on any combinations, but only for a restricted set of
primitives. In order for a geometric system to represent an actual design with the
minimum of user efforts, it should have an optimal set of operations, appropriately
balanced between the diversity and the efficiency.
A Geometry Analyser can be used for a number of different purposes in design
[Choi, 1991]:

 to identify the enhanced geometrical attributes created when a number of
primitive elements are combined to form a complex object.

 to act as an input management utility, identifying the interaction between
two or more bodies and using the resulting complex structural interaction to
realise the topology of the target object.

 to facilitate shape operations, such as the Boolean operations, for a group of
primitive bodies to create a new single body with complex shape, and

 to automate the preparation of geometry related data, extracted by analysing
a composite object, for certain evaluations of that object.

8.1.1 Tool Class
The tool can be linked to other application programs and then interfaced with the
user through the tool class object. The following shows the values of the tool class:
CLASS: geometry_analysing_tool
USER-NAME: ‘i.kim’’
HOST: marvin:130.159.200.30
PATH: /usr/abacus1/i.kim/hide/geo
SYSTEM-NAME: hide/bin
USER-INTERFACE-TYPE: xmotif
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MAN-PATH: /homedir/ccar21/man
INPUT-OUTPUT-PATH: /usr/abacus1/i.kim/hide/geo/io
DESCRIPTION: tool class for geometry analyser
ARG-TYPE: Default
ARG-LIST: geo -i -f inputfilename

8.1.2 Required Input
Currently this tool deals with only rectangular objects. To have compatibility with
the currently existing building performance evaluation tool, GOAL 1, the data
exchange with the tool control module is normally performed through a file. Thus,
the input format of the tool is similar to the input format of GOAL. The necessary
input information includes:

 Building name: name of the building to analyse.
 Room type: functional type of the room
 Shape type: shape type of the room
 Position: position of the room (x, y and z)
 Size: size of the room (x, y and z)
Following is a sample input file:
SampleSpaceDesign:GEOMETRY1
room11
1 1 0 0
4.0 11.5 1.0 8.0 13.5 3.0 0.0
room12
1 2 0 0
12.0 11.5 0.0 6.0 6.5 3.0 0.0
room21
2 1 0 0
8.5 0.0 0.0 9.5 11.5 3.0 0.0
room31
1

GOAL is originally designed by numerous ABACUS researchers over twenty years. The new
version of GOAL is designed by the author. GOAL is a tool designed for use at the conceptual
design stage, and enables the designer to appraise the functional and economic aspects of a sketch
design layout. The program, given a sketch description of the proposed plan can display outline
plans, sections, perspective views etc., and, using pre-specified cost and environmental data can
calculate planning efficiency measures, energy performance and capital and running costs. If any of
these measures are proven unsatisfactory it is possible to change the plan or construction details and
receive immediate feedback on the effects of those changes.
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3 1 0 0
12.0 18.0 0.0 6.0 10.0 3.0 0.0
room32
3 2 0 0
18.0 23.0 0.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 0.0
room41
4 1 0 0
18.0 5.0 0.0 11.0 18.0 3.0 0.0
room42
4 2 0 0
21.0 23.0 0.0 8.0 2.0 3.0 0.0
room43
4 3 0 0
29.0 7.0 0.0 5.5 8.0 3.0 0.0
room51
5 1 0 0
29.0 15.0 0.0 27.0 10.0 3.0 0.0
room61
6 1 0 0
29.0 0.0 0.0 13.0 7.0 3.0 0.0
room62
6 2 0 0
34.5 7.0 0.0 8.0 8.0 3.0 0.0
room71
7 1 0 0
21.0 25.0 0.0 18.0 14.0 3.0 0.0
room81
8 1 1 0
0 11.5 3 56 13.5 3 0
room82
8 2 2 0
0 11.5 6 56 13.5 3 0

8.1.3 Definitions and Control Mechanism
Data Structure
The process by which structured geometric data can be analysed with respect to
the interaction of the individual elements is a complex task. The basic-object
contains basic attributes common for every space object. Each space object is
defined as a boundary -object and general abstract properties of the
boundary-basic-object class are inherited from the basic-object . The boundary
-basic-object is defined as a linked list. Each boundary-basic-object has attributes
which define four directions. These attributes can again have a linked list of
common-object. The common-object has two boundary-basic-object as adjacent
spaces ( See Figure 8.1).
If there are pairs of objects separated with an obvious gap between them, as
there is no potential adjacency, the analysis can be simplified without going
through the typical analysis process consisting of highly computational routines.
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Main classes include:
Bndry_Obj
Obj_dir[south]
Obj_dir[west]
Obj_dir[north]
Obj_dir[east]
Bndry_Obj
Obj_dir[south]
Obj_dir[west]
Obj_dir[north]
Obj_dir[east]

Common_Wall

Bndry_Obj

Owner[first]
Owner[Second]

Obj_dir[south]
Obj_dir[west]
Obj_dir[north]
Obj_dir[east]

Common_Wall
Owner[first]
Owner[Second]

Owner[first]
Owner[Second]

Common_Wall
Bndry_Obj

Common_Wall

Owner[first]
Owner[Second]

Obj_dir[south]
Obj_dir[west]
Obj_dir[north]
Obj_dir[east]

Common_Wall

Common_Wall

Owner[first]
Owner[Second]

Owner[first]
Owner[Second]

Bndry_Obj

NIL

Obj_dir[south]
Obj_dir[west]
Obj_dir[north]
Obj_dir[east]

Pointer

Linked List

NIL

Figure 8.1: Internal Structure of Geometric Data

 basic-obj: This object contains basic attributes which are common for every
sub-class object.
class basic_obj :
public:
char
int
point
point
double
basic_obj
void

public point{

name[20];
id1, id2, floor_lev, type;
start_point;
xyz_dim;
angle;
*next;
print();

};

 bndry-basic-obj: The analysis mechanism is based on the boundary model.
The boundary object contains face direction information. The face direction
attribute can have a list of common -object.
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bndry_basic_obj :public basic_obj, public face_pnts{

public:
same_dir_obj*
same_dir_obj*
double
double
double
double
double
face_pnts
double
double
bndry_basic_obj
void
print();
};

obj_dir[4];
same_dir_obj_list[4];
ext_wall_area[4];
int_wall_area[4];
tmp_wall_area[4];
tot_ext_wall_area;
tot_int_wall_area;
face_dir[4];
volume;
floor_area;
*next;

 same-dir-obj: This object has a linked list of common -object.
class same_dir_obj : public bndry_basic_obj{
public:
common_obj*
com_obj;
same_dir_obj
*next;
};

 common-obj: This object has two boundary objects which represent the
object of both side of the common -object.
class
/*

common_obj : public same_dir_obj{
double wall_area;*/
public:
point
points[4];
bndry_basic_obj*
owner[2];
/*common_obj
common_obj(name*);*/
/*˜common_obj();*/
/*AppendPoint(DDD_Point);*/
double
low[3];
double
high[3];
int
wall_type; /*vitual=0, real=1*/
double
wall_area;
double
get_wall_area();
common_obj
*next;
void print();

};
#endif __common_obj

Adjacency Test
Concentrating on the improvement of the informativeness of a geometric model,
the Geometry Analyzer mainly checks and classifies the adjacency condition
between a number of element bodies consisting of composite objects. The
adjacency condition is classified into three categories:
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 Separation: a pair of bodies are clear of each other without any contacting or
overlapping surfaces.

 Surface Contact: a pair of surfaces, each of which belongs to its own body,
shares the whole or some part of them.

 Overlapping: at least a surface of one body penetrates into one or more
surfaces of the other.
Based on the result of adjacency classification, Geometry Analyzer then augments
the geometry of relevant objects. For example, when there are a pair of contacting
surfaces, a new plane body is created and added to the database, representing the
common part of the contacting surfaces [Choi, 1991].

8.1.4 Output
Since the Geometry Analyser is intended to act as a general utility to be linked to
various applications, its result are stored in a standard format. Thus, the required
data for an application can either be picked up by the application itself, or prepared
by a dedicated post-processor for, or pre-processor to the application. The
standard output of the analyzer includes the complete information obtained by the
analysis, which is arranged to be as concise as possible.
The format is the sort of tables, for each of which titles and comments are
provided for the user’s visual reference, including the general statistics as defined
in the “statistics” class. Appendix F.1.4 shows sample output file which contains a
list of space objects and the position of common spaces and their areas.
The analyser calculates various geometrical attributes of both element bodies
and composite objects, which include:

 Surface Area: external, internal and total surface area
 Orientation: orientation of each surface
 Volume: volume of each space
 Overlapping Position and Area: overlapping position and area of each object
 Total Floor Area: total floor area of the building
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class statistics {
public:
double
get_overlapped_points();
double
get_total_internal_wall_area;
double
get_total_external_wall_area;
double
get_total_floor_area;
double
get_total_volume;
};

8.2

Graphic Display Tool

The graphic viewing operations performed interactively. Interactive computer
graphics is used in three different areas; (1) to modify the display, i.e., to change
the view, type of projection, or object attributes; (2) for data entry and data
modification; (3) in command and monitoring.
Data entry and data modification can be accomplished using many types of
input methods. The most common form is keyboard entry. Normally, commands
are entered via the keyboard, but the suggested interface allows the user to choose
a menu item to initiate a command using a mouse.
The graphic display tool consists of a set of functions that can be classified in
four groups. The tasks that these groups of routines perform are described in the
following subsections.
1. Display Functions: These functions generate a picture of the model
described by the current data structure. The data structure is built using the
world description in the input file. The display functions perform the
following operations:

 Read the input file
 Create the data structure
 Display the image on display device
2. Synthetic Camera Functions: These functions control the viewing
parameters and specify what part of the world, seen from what vantage
point, is to be displayed. The functions that specify the part of the view
surface on which the image should appear are included in this group. The
synthetic camera functions achieve the following tasks:
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 Place the synthetic camera
 Define the camera model
 Specify the output device
 Define the output image boundaries
3. Geometric Transformation Functions: These functions perform basic linear
transformations and projections on the world. The following transformations
are supported by Graphic Viewing System:

 Rotation of the world about an arbitrary axis
 Translating the world along an arbitrary direction
 Scaling the world uniformly or nonuniformly
 Reflecting the world about a coordinate axis
Projections transform the world of three dimensions into a two dimensional
image. Two types of projections are supported:
(a) Orthographic projection
(b) Perspective projection
The geometric transformation functions are called by other functions from
the above groups.
4. User Interface Functions: These functions include all the routines that are
used to support the interaction between the user and the system. This
includes the following:

 Create menus and dialog boxes
 Display options and descriptions
 Retrieve input data and check its validity
 Invoke corresponding functions
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8.2.1 Tool Class Values
The following shows the values of the tool class.
CLASS: graphic_display_tool
USER-NAME: ‘i.kim’’
HOST: marvin:130.159.200.30
PATH: /usr/abacus1/i.kim/hide/3d
SYSTEM-NAME: hide/bin
USER-INTERFACE-TYPE: xmotif
MAN-PATH: /homedir/ccar21/man
INPUT-OUTPUT-PATH: /usr/abacus1/i.kim/hide/3d/io
DESCRIPTION: tool class for graphic display tool
ARG-TYPE: Default
ARG-LIST: 3d -s 500x500 -f inputfilename

8.2.2 Required Input
This tool reads its input from a file. Each data entry is on an individual input line.
Four different groups of items is input, in the order specified below:

 The number of coordinate points
 The individual coordinate points, as a set of x, y and z coordinates as real
numbers. Each coordinate point is on a new input line.

 The number of line end point pairs.
 The individual line end points, as a pair i, j, indicating a line from i to point j.
Each value is an integer. Each pair of end points will be on a new input line.

8.2.3 Definitions and Control Mechanism
Data Structure
The tool utilises two primary data structures:

 Coordinate Points: A two-dimensional array of coordinates. Each row in the
array contains three items, the x, y and z coordinates of a point. Point i is
stored in row i in the coordinate array.
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 End Points: A two-dimensional array of line end points. Each row in the
array contains two items, the points i and j at the ends of a line. The row in
the array implies that a line exists in 3-D between the point defined by row i
in the coordinate array and the corresponding point j.
Data Types
Graphic Display Tool defines a variety of data types that are always used for
arguments and return values. These types are defined in the header file xcadd.h.
The following data types are defined:

 XDnode: A structure that contains object data
 XDpoint: A vector of three float numbers (representing the coordinates of a
point)

 XDtrans: A 4 x 4 array representing a transformation matrix.
The header file also contains the global variables and their initializations. The
global variables used by the graphic display tool are:

 MATRIXR: A global transformation matrix of type XDtrans, initialized to the
identity matrix.

 DISWINDOW: An X window on the display screen, initialized to the whole
display.

 XNCP: The near clipping plane value, initialized to Xepsilon.
 XFCP: The far clipping plane value, initialized to Xinfinity.
 DISTYPE: The type of display, initialized to “framebuffer”.
 DISNAME: The name of the output display, initialized to the machine name.
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The Synthetic Camera Functions
This section describes the functions that are used to set up the synthetic camera.
These functions control the viewing parameters and specify what part of the world,
seen from what vantage point, is to be displayed. The parameters that are passed to
these functions specifies, among other things, how much of the world the camera
sees in the direction it points to (its field of view) and the camera’s output as a
rectangular region (the screen window) of the image plane on which the lens
focuses. This information defines the virtual camera for viewing a scene.
The functions that control the various aspects of viewing are classified in three
groups:

 Functions that control the placing of the camera
 Functions that describe the camera model
 Functions that describe the output display of the scene
These functions are described below in detail.
1. Camera Placement: In the graphic display tool, a scene is displayed from a
viewpoint at the coordinate origin of camera space, looking along the
positive z axis. The default value of the camera space is the world space.
The initial coordinate system of the camera coincides with the coordinate
system of the world. If the camera needs to be some place other than the
world origin, or pointing in some other direction, then a viewing
transformation must be provided to transform points from world space to the
new camera space.

 XPlaceCamera() performs a set of transformations on the world so as
to place it in front of the camera according to the new placement
specifications. This function establishes a viewpoint, viewing direction
and orientation for a scene.
– position: a point giving the camera position
– direction: a point giving the camera direction relative to position
– roll: a rotation of the camera about its axis
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 Xaimz rotates the world so that the direction vector points in the
positive z axis. The rotation is done about the y axis first and then
about the x axis. The position vector is defined by the direction point
and the origin. The cosine of each rotation is given by components of
the normalized direction vector. Before the y rotation, the direction
vector might be in negative z, but not afterward.
The function Xaimz() points the z axis in the specified direction.
Similar to the translation, the world is rotated so that the desired
direction vector points along the z axis: any point that formerly lay
along the direction vector from the viewpoint now lies on the z axis.
Xaimz() assumes that the “upper” side of the film is parallel to the
positive y axis. The rotation performed by Xrotate() in Xplacecamera()
provides for “head tilting” via a rotation about z controlled with the roll
parameter.
2. Camera Model: The synthetic camera model is defined by how it derives a
bounded image on some image plane from the three-dimensional world
before it. The camera model description provides information about how
much of the world is to be projected and what type of projection is to be used.

 Clipping Planes: Only objects which are in front of the camera should
appear in an image. Two clipping planes perpendicular to the z axis in
camera space can be specified: a near clipping plane and a far clipping
plane. The default values for the clipping planes are Xepsilon for the
near clipping plane and Xinfinity for the far clipping plane. Xepsilon is
slightly greater than zero and it is the minimum value allowed for the
near plane. Xinfinity is the largest representable value that is used to
include all objects. The function Xclipping() is used to change the
default values of the clipping planes.

 Model of Projection: The following function Xframecamera() takes the
camera description in terms of the focal length of a lens and the width
and height of the film. Xframecamera manipulates the screen window
to simulate the camera, leaving the field of view fixed at 90 degrees.
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The screen window is a rectangular region of the image plane that
contains the content of the image to be displayed on the display device.
The screen window represents the film frame in the synthetic camera.
The size of the output image is independent of the size of the screen
window 2. The distance between the focal point and the image plane is
the focal length of the camera. A focal length of zero indicates that an
orthographic projection onto the image plane is to be used, otherwise, a
perspective projection is used.
Xframecamera() defines the screen window according to the ratio
between the frame width and the focal length, normalizing the camera
to a focal length of one3 .

 The Screen Window: The size of the output image in pixels is
independent of the size of the screen window. The screen window
concerns the contents of the image, while the size of the output image
is a function of how that content is represented.
Xscreenwindow specifies the screen window as a bounding box in x
and y on the image plane. The image will consist of exactly the part of
the scene that projects onto the image plane within the screen window.
This function declares a screen window, the boundaries of an image on
the image plane.
Geometric Transformation
1. Basic Transformations:

 Xscale: This function scales an object. All x, y, z coordinates are
multiplied by sx, sy, sz, respectively.

 Xtranslate: This function translates an object by dx in x, dy in y and dz
in z.

 Xreflection: Makes a reflection matrix using a given reflection axis and
initial matrix.
2

In the same sense that the size of the print made from a negative is independent of the negative
itself
3
This is compatible with the RenderMan Specifications
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 Xmirror: Makes a mirror matrix using a given mirror axis and initial
matrix.

 Xrotate ’XRotate’ function rotates the world about an axis defined by
the vector specified by the origin and the point (dx, dy, dz). If the
thumb of the left hand is pointed along the axis from the origin to the
point (dx, dy, dz), the fingers curl to point in the direction of positive
rotation. The angle parameter is expressed in degrees. Rotation about
an arbitrary axis by some angle c is accomplished using the following
procedure:

;1 Rx];1

M ] = Rx]Ry]Rz]Ry]

(a) Rotate target object about x and y successively so that the axis of
rotation coincides with the original z-axis.
(b) Rotate about the z-axis by the angle c.
(c) Perform the inverse of the step one rotation transformations.

 XbasicRotate: When rotating an object about the x-axis, the x
coordinates of the position vectors do not change. The rotation occurs
in planes perpendicular to the x-axis. Similarly, rotations about the y
and z-axes occur in planes perpendicular to the y and z-axes,
respectively.

 XmatrixCalculation This function updates the global transformation
matrix by multiplying with the new basic transformation matrix.
2. Projection:

 Xprojection: Projection takes the name of a projection method, such as
"perspective" and "orthographic", and focal parameter. Projection
method type maps three-dimensional points onto the image plane.

 Xperspective: All lines which are not parallel to the projection plane
will converge to a vanishing point. If the set of lines is parallel to one
of the three principal axes, the point is called a principal vanishing
point. Perspective is divided by three groups, such as one-point
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perspective, two-point perspective, three-point perspective. These
groups are defined by the number of principal vanishing points. This
function concatenates a perspective transformation onto the current
transformation. Points within the viewing angle before perspective
have x and y coordinates between -1 and +1 afterward.

 Xorthographic: An orthographic projection performs a parallel
projection. This represents all z coordinates of any points is 0.
Output Display Function
The output display functions concern how the image within the screen window is
displayed on the output device. The functions that define the visual attributes of
the display region on the physical screen are XoutDisplay() and Xformat(). These
functions are described below.
This function performs the required output operations to set the screen or the
output file to receive the image. The default value for DISTYPE is “framebuffer”,
which causes the image to be displayed on the screen. The default display name is
the machine name that is currently running the graphic display tool. This function
creates a window on the display screen. This window will be the destination of the
image being displayed. The xoffset and yoffset provide the values of the horizontal
and vertical offset for the image relative to the display coordinate system origin.
xresolution and yresolution define the size of the rectangular region of pixels to be
displayed onto the display. If the image does not fit on the display, any pixels that
cannot be displayed are dropped.

8.2.4 Output
The result can either be displayed on the screen for the user’s immediate reference,
or redirected to and stored in an external file. By default, the tool generates output
to a file. Each of the three groups of output entities is on individual lines. The lines
to be drawn are described by a pair of two commands in the output file. The first
command of the pair specifies the starting end i of the line. The second command
specifies the end point j of the line. Each command is on an individual line in the
output file. Each point is specified by its x and y coordinates as the first two entities
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on the output line. A third entity of the form start or end specifies if the point is the
start of end point of a line. Lines will be drawn from the start to the end point.

8.3

Space Layout Tool

The purpose of this tool is to suggest alternative layout for a single storey
apartment. This tool is an application of LOOS [Flemming, 1986a]. This
application has been developed by the author as a part of LOOS project [Kim,
1991]. Although this tool has not been directly developed to be integrated with the
environment, it is easily integrated within the environment and shows a great
potential of the integration capability of the environment.
This tool helps a user to explore alternative layouts of a single storey house and
apartment with the impact of various constraints and criteria. It can also be used to
expand the scope of problems it can handle by adding additional constraints or by
replacing existing constraints by new constraints. The application provides the
ability to enumerate alternative layouts with interesting trade-offs.
LOOS is a system for the generation of layout alternatives that can be adapted
to different domains. It consists of five major components, three of which have
been modified or re-written for the present domain (See Figure 1.2).
1. Pre-Processor: This component accepts a problem statement from the user
and does preliminary work needed to start the generation of alternatives.
Specifically, it creates a starting configuration.
2. Generator: This component generates all possibilities for adding a rectangle
to a given configuration. The generator consists of a collection of generation
rules that find possibilities for adding a rectangle to a given configuration
and a collection of propagation rules that determine the dimensional
attributes of the newly inserted rectangle and update those of the rectangles
that are already allocated. The author added propagation rules that are able
to handle objects with variable sizes.
3. Tester: This component accepts a configuration and evaluates it with respect
to all criteria that can be evaluated, given the information contained in the
configuration.
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Postprocessor
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Figure 8.2: The Component of LOOS
4. Controller: This component inspects the results obtained from the tester and
selects a next configuration for expansion or terminates generation. The
controller and the expansion strategy employed by prior applications have
not been modified for the present application.
5. Post-Processor: This component fine-tunes the alternatives selected by the
controller and displays them to the user.
A Class is a type of data structure of CLOS [Keene, 1989]. Each individual
object of that type is an instance of the class. Each instance of a given class has the
same structure, behavior, and type as the other instances of the class. Instances of
classes are made by specific functions that must be defined by the programmer.
The following function illustrates a constructor function to create, initialize and
return a new effi-living-room instance.
(defun make-effi-living-room (
&rest plist)
"Constructor function for making effi-living-room objects."
(apply #’pcl::make-instance ’effi-living-room plist)
)
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Below is an example of a predicate function used for testing whether an object
is of a specific class:
(defun effi-living-room-p (obj)
"Predicate function for testing whether objects
are of the class (or subclasses of) effi-living-room."
(typep obj ’effi-living-room)
)

8.3.1 Tool Class Values
As this tool uses CLX (Common Lisp Xwindow Interface System) for the interface
system, it needs special tool class values. The following shows the values of the
tool class.
CLASS: space_layout_tool
USER-NAME: ‘i.kim’’
HOST: marvin:130.159.200.30
PATH: /usr/abacus1/i.kim/hide/layout
SYSTEM-NAME: hide/bin
USER-INTERFACE-TYPE: clx
MAN-PATH: /homedir/ccar21/man
INPUT-OUTPUT-PATH: /usr/abacus1/i.kim/hide/layout/io
DESCRIPTION: tool class for space layout system
ARG-TYPE: Default
ARG-LIST: layout -f inputfilename

8.3.2 Required Input
The input file defines a particular problem to be solved. A valid input file name has
the extension ".cfg". The whole file is read by the preprocessor. The input format
was originally developed to handle complex layout problems which have a
multi-level object structure. Although the house application problem is a relatively
simple domain, which has only one level of object hierarchy, the author followed
the formal input file format to give the possibility of extensibility. An example
input file is shown in Appendix F.2.1.

 name: This is a slot for the name of the problem. The name should be in
quotes.
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Dimension(in)
Min.
Max.
48
240
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Area(in2 )
Min. Max.

Required Neighbors
Space Min. Overlap
1 Hall
East
32
Space 2
32
Space 4
28
2 Living/Sleeping
144
35200
West
140
Space 1
32
Space 3
48
3 Kitchenette
72
6720
Space 2
48
4 Bathroom
72
5000
Space 1
28
Maximum Horizontal Dimension = 280 inches
Maximum Vertical Dimension = 220 inches
Figure 8.3: The Spaces and the Constraints for the Sample Input File.
:name "house"

 range: This is the dimensional range of the context. Lower left x and y
coordinates and upper right x and y coordinates are needed. In this example,
the unit is inches:
:range (make-range :xlo 0 :xhi 560 :ylo 0 :yhi 360)

 constituents: This slot is explained in the following section.
Constraints on the size of an object can be specified either in the class
definition or in the input file that specifies an instance of a class by given values to
some of the following slot:

 min-size: minimum size of the room
 max-size: maximum size of the room
 min-area: minimum area of the room
 max-area: maximum area of the room
 aspect-ratio: maximum aspect ratio of the room
 adjacency-list: compulsory list of adjacency rooms
 access-obj: accessible object
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 access-dir: accessible direction
 access-overlap: minimum overlapping size
The constraints for the sample input file is shown in Figure 8.3. The following
example shows that each instance stores individual values for the local slots. Slot
"adjacency-list" is used for the adjacency test and slot "access-obj", "access-dir"
and "access-overlap" are used for the access test.
(defclass effi-living-room (variable-size-obj)
((adjacency-list
:initarg :adjacency-list
:accessor adjacency-list
)
(access-obj
:initarg :access-obj
:accessor access-obj
)
(access-dir
:initarg :access-dir
:accessor access-dir
)
(access-overlap
:initarg :access-overlap
:accessor access-overlap
)
(test-list
:initform ’(
test-access
;access test
test-all-adjacencies ;adjacencies test
)
:allocation :class
)
)
(:default-initargs
:name "living"
;name of this class
:access-obj ’context
;should be access from context object
:access-dir ’(2 3)
;south or west
:access-overlap 140
;minimum overlap is 140 inches
:adjacency-list ’((effi-hall 32 0));should adjacent to the hall
;with minimum overlap 32 inches.
)
)

8.3.3 Definitions and Control Mechanism
Current Class Definitions
For the present application, the following classes have been defined with the
default slots as listed:

 effi-living-room
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:name "living"
:min-size 160
:max-size nil
:min-area 38000
:max-area nil
:aspect-ratio nil
:access-obj ’context
:access-dir ’(3)
:access-overlap 140
:adjacency-list ’((effi-hall 32 0))

Current Rules
Two general test rules have been written and implemented which can be used to
test a certain house plan. The test-access tests whether a room is accessible from
another room with the desired direction and overlap. The test-all-adjacencies tests
whether a room is adjacent to each room in a list of rooms, without concern for a
particular direction.
Test Class Definition
The test class definition requires explanations, score-slot and possibly
default-initargs slots.

 explanations: This slot gives an explanation if the test method returns nil.
 score-slot: This slot is used in updating the score.
 default-initargs: This slot includes default initial arguments. All the slots
that are used should have default values.
There could be other slots depending on the case at hand.
Test Method Definition
The test method must have four arguments:

 test-obj: The test class on which the method specializes.
 des-obj: The design object for which the test is executed.
 cfg: id of the configuration being tested.
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 des-id: id of vertex representing the design object.
If the test method returns NIL, the explanations slot gives explanation and the
score slot is updated.
Elements of Constituents Slot

 firstsol-gen: This is the control portion of a design phase. You can set its
value either "t" or "nil"
:firstsol-gen t

 order-by-area: If you want to order the design objects by area, you can set
this slot to t.
:order-by-area nil

 subgobs: If you set this slot value to "t", it means there is another level to
expand.
:subgobs t

 preplaced-objs: If there are preplaced objects such as walls or windows, you
can make a list of make-vertex calls to create instances of their objects and to
indicate their position. Pre-placed objects are normally fixed sizes.
:preplaced-objs
(list
;facing east
(make-vertex :dim (make-range :xlo 0 :ylo 0
:xhi 10 :yhi 40)
:object (make-wall
:front-long nil))
(make-vertex :dim (make-range :xlo 0 :ylo 40 :xhi 10 :yhi 100)
:object (make-window :facing-list ’(1):sill-ht 45))

 design-objs: This slot is similar to the preplaced-objs slot. It is a list of
make-vertex calls to create instances of the objects and to fill slots that have
no or the wrong default values.
(make-living-room
:name "living"
:min-size 160
:max-size nil
:min-area 38000
:max-area nil
:aspect-ratio nil
:access-obj ’context
)
)

;name of the class, possibly room name
;minimum size of the room (inches)
;maximum size of the room. (optional)
;minimum area of the room. (optional)
;maximum area of the room. (optional)
;aspect-ratio of the room. (optional)
;accessible room. (optional)
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 point-objs: Sometimes there can be point-objs.
:pos-objs
(list (list ’pstubs (make-position :xcoord 30 :ycoord 142))

8.3.4 Output
The outputs are graphical displays of alternative layouts of the example building.
Figure 8.4 shows 15 perfect scored alternative layouts of the example building.
Each also has a mirror layout that is generated, but not shown.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future Developments
Architectural design problems are distinguished from other types of problem
solving activities by the complexity of their open-ended and exploratory nature.
These characteristics of architectural design are related to creativity in design. The
ultimate goal of a CAAD system is to produce better designs by providing more
information and to invoke creative imagination for each design stage.
It has been shown that traditional CAAD systems suffer from a number of
disadvantages regarding their use in design. The interrelated data relationship in
the architectural disciplines is difficult to represent within the procedural and
monolithic data structure of the conventional CAAD system. To overcome these
problems the HIDE has been developed in order to provide the designer with:

 a unified data model which can capture and express the complex
relationships that exist between architectural data.

 an evolving human-computer environment that supports designers to have
minimum discontinuity in their creativity by accommodating both human
and computer ability in a complementary form. The environment supports
the multiple representations of same design object and facilitates
cooperation between the different disciplines of building design and
construction. The environment includes:
1. a data management system that supports the consistent and straight
forward mechanisms for controlling the data representations and
inter-disciplinary communication of design concepts and decision
through the inter-connected modules.
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2. a high level user interface system that allows a user to explore the
environment in a highly interactive manner.
3. various CAAD tools which are integrated in the environment to support
designers to develop better design solutions by enabling them to
manipulate and appraise varying solutions.
There are mainly two different aspects in developing a CAAD system. A
CAAD system can be seen as a design automation system or an information
retrieval system. Both aspects have been considered in designing HIDE. The
suggested environment has been designed to provide an integrated framework to
accommodate both human and computer ability in a complementary form and to
support multiple representations and inter-disciplinary design.

9.1

Unified Data Model

Recent developments on various CAAD tools, such as design development tools,
building performance evaluation tools and graphic display tools have required a
unified data representation of building to support various aspects of the design
processes. Unified data representations provide consistent and unambiguous
representation of data.
There are mainly two ways of developing a unified data model. The first one is
that each CAAD tool uses its own conceptual model and the data model exists only
as an intermediate format. The second one is that each CAAD tool uses the
universal data model’s structure and uses its concepts directly in their queries. This
approach has all the project data stored in one logical database according to the
schema of the building product model. In the suggested design system, both of
these two approaches have been supported (See Section 9.4 for more detail).
In the suggested environment, the STEP approach has been used to provide a
unified data model of building data. A prototype conceptual data model, PADM,
which is described in Chapter 4, has been developed to be used as a universal data
model for the environment. PADM models data which describes a particular
building. In the environment, CAAD tools use the product model conceptual
schema directly for the the data which is within the product model standard
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domain. With the unified data model, information about the same object can be
accessed and changed from any representation windows, such as plan drawings,
from a command based database query windows or entity object windows. Future
product models should include more complicated data models, including rules,
methods, etc.
There are some concerns in standardising building product models, mostly this
critique comes from architects who fear it will confine the creativity of designers.
However, this standardisation is not to confine the creativity of the designer. The
author strongly believes that the standardisation of the building product models
allows the architects to have more time in the creative activity rather than spending
time on communication problems and trivial details of building data and its
representations.
Although domain specific information in the design and construction process
should be left to the developer of individual application programs, any information
which is required and needed to be transferred by more than one party in the
design and construction process consequently should be standardised. The
standardisation is not to constrain creativity of the designer but to enhance it.

9.2

Design Data Processes and Control Mechanisms
in HIDE

Building an integrated design environment raises several fundamental issues. One
of the major issues in constructing an integrated design environment is how to
accommodate the multiple disciplinary nature of design, as every one who is
involved in different domains of the building design and construction area have
their unique view of the same building elements. The misunderstanding and poor
communication among these disciplines has been a major deterrent to the smooth
process of design and construction processes. Effective data communication
among the various design stages is essential to ensure quality and time saving in
the final construction of the building.
The suggested environment partially solves these misunderstandings and
communication problems among the multiple disciplines of architectural design by
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offering a framework which provides unified data modelling. In the integrated
design environment, all the computational methods can be integrated into the
design procedures so that computerised design tools can assist designers to
develop better solutions, thus enabling them to manipulate and appraise varying
solutions quickly and with a minimum of effort in an environment conducive to
creative design.
The suggested environment has an explicit structure for managing the multiple
descriptions of elements at multiple levels of aggregation. Traditional design
environments are not so much concerned with the usability of the designer, as the
designer needs to learn the exact format of input and output and sometimes needs
to know the side effects of the tool if there is no consistent data control mechanism.
In response to satisfying the afore-mentioned problems, all required CAAD
tools and modules have been integrated in a unified environment. It has been
shown in Chapter 7 how the data structure and data control facilities are used to
seamlessly connect all these applications in the unified environment. The design
environment concentrates on implementing a data control mechanism from the
initial project data modelling process to the final design of a building. The
consistent and easy mechanisms to control the CAAD modules and the data
representation through the inter-connected modules would be of great benefit in
the integrated design environment. The scope of HIDE will be extended to include
the construction process as well as the design process in the future. In the
environment, automatic construction techniques, e.g. the usage of robots, can be
used for the construction process.

9.3

User Interface System

A user interface is the only communication medium by which the user can truly
realise the capability and power of the application software. In a complex design
environment, an intelligent user interface system enables users of varying levels
and types of expertise to participate in the design activity. Thus, designing a
successful user interface is a critical part in the development of a successful design
system.
In the suggested environment, various CAAD tools can perform sophisticated
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operations and complex calculations by virtue of the high level user interface
system which has been designed on the basis of easiness and completeness in
detecting application software’s messages.
There is a great deal of work which should be done to integrate a unified data
model into the overall framework of intelligent user interface systems. The
implementation of the interface system is concentrated on the seamless connection
of the data modelling processes and various CAAD tools. The user interface
system helps to maintain a seamless working environment by providing a capability
to communicate high level semantic information throughout the data processes.
It was shown in Chapter 6 how the interface system provides users easy
interaction with the rest of HIDE. With the interface system, the user can view or
manipulate attributes in the project database in an interactive manner. Some of the
basic capabilities of this system include dynamic data management and fast
prototyping of user interfaces for design tools, process representation, and
visualisation.

9.4

CAAD Tools in the Environment

In the environment, several design tools of multi-disciplinary areas involved in the
building design have been implemented to test the capability of HIDE. In the fully
developed environment, in the near future, many evaluative tools can be routinely
used by all subjects in determining the manner in which a design problem must be
restructured. These include testing for adjacency, proximity, access, natural light,
ventilation, circulation and so on. Most of these are qualitative and context
sensitive measures that are extremely difficult to quantify. However, it is almost
inconceivable to imagine a CAAD environment that can be effective in the early
stages of architectural design without capabilities such as these. In addition,
hypermedia tools can be added to support the multi-disciplinary nature of design,
as the hypermedia techniques seem to offer interesting tools for presenting design
descriptions.
Several CAAD tools have been developed by the author and integrated in the
environment (See Chapter 8 for more detail). The unified conceptual building data
model which has a network structure for a data model and a topological model for
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geometric data structure permits the communication and propagation of changes
among its specialised aspects. One drawback of this model is that ideally all
internal and external CAD tools should support the semantic data structure which
does not violate the common building data model. However, in the suggested
environment, the stand-alone external CAD tools can be “plugged-in” in order to
access the required information with the help of CAD tool control module which
controls input and output data between the CAD tools and a central data model.
The CAAD tool control module is implemented to deal with the CAAD tools
which use their own conceptual model. By means of the CAAD tool control
module, a de-facto industry standard CAD system can be transferred into a high
level object-oriented system that can communicate with other CAD tools relatively
easily.

9.5

Future Developments and Final Remarks

The suggested data model, PADM, is a general reference model for building
projects. PADM is currently small and incomplete. The model treats fairly generic
concepts and does not pursue great depth of information for any of them. It also
ignores most of the entities belonging to the bearing structure and many of those in
other disciplines. In the modelling of the enclosing structures, PADM by-passes
possible sub-types needed for the description of roof and foundation structures,
PADM concentrates on identifying the main entities having clear physical
counterparts in real buildings.
In the future, further detailed conceptual models will be developed according
to sub-discipline. This includes, for example, more detailed and specific
conceptual models for AEC for establishing these models as standards. The
standard data representation and communication models which will be used by the
AEC industry will lead to greater computer-integrated construction for the AEC
industry. The benefits of this gradual definition and implementation process are
that the results from each step are useful in their own right.
The data model can be used as the basic data structures for project-related
applications, such as project information databases, planning and scheduling
systems, etc. It is also can be used as a basis for implementing related computer
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applications. These implementations should use object-oriented programming
environments and are likely to involve relational or object-oriented databases.
In response to the architect’s tendency to return to previously encountered
alternatives or alternatives generated from earlier states of the solution, some kind
of memory of earlier search states must be simulated in CAAD applications.
By developing a model which includes the concepts of “activities” and
“processes”, it is possible to satisfy the different information needs of the various
actors by capturing and extracting high level abstraction, in the different domains.
It would be of great benefit if data models supported multi-agent communication
during all phases of the project life-cycle. One of the key issues in this project is
how to capture and model the semantics of the diverse views, or perspectives of the
different participants [Oxman, 1993]. If a product modelling approach combines a
process and activity models, the architect can generate new alternatives with
relatively little effort. However, HIDE does not fully accommodate a process and
activity models. It was also found that many basic modelling capabilities which
were assumed to be available for implementing the PADM model are, in fact,
rarely offered by existing data modelling languages. For instance, EXPRESS does
not support the definition of behavioural aspects of objects, and in this sense it
does not provide all features of the object-oriented paradigm. In PADM, the
constraints are described by where clauses, containing the additional specification
for the entity space.
PADM offers a sound basis for standardisation efforts such as classification
systems. Using standardised conceptual models for structuring that part of
application data which describes the product to be designed is a great benefit to
AEC industry. If the underlying data structure implicit in hundreds of application
programs could be even partly standardised, significant savings could be achieved
not only in computer to computer communications but also in human interpretation
of the data furnished by the computers [Bjork, 1991].
Future developments include the development of the graphic data editing tool.
Currently the Design Editing Panel, which helps a designer to design a
prototypical building in an interactive manner, provides a number of selection
buttons for the manipulation of graphical entities of the project database. However,
this module is not fully implemented due to the time constraints.
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It would be of great benefit to have a multi-user environment for the
collaborative design, as problems of understanding, communication, and conflict
resolution within the environment of computer integrated construction are
particularly significant. However, the multi-user system issue is not touched in this
thesis, as this issue independently involves huge a research domain, such as
complex distributed and concurrent control technologies. The multi-user
collaboration design environment must carry out several collaborating tasks such
as processing input commands, displaying results, informing users of input entered
by other users, and providing concurrency and access control efficiently and
flexibly. In the future, the information exchange in the environment will be
expanded to accommodate approaches to computer supported collaboration in
computer integrated construction.
To conclude, the author argues that the human designer should have all the
flexibility possible for his or her work and the full responsibility for the project in
any design system. The designer should receive all possible support for the crucial
parts of the design work, such as collaboration and consistency. The suggested
design environment should lead the way to the "ideal CAAD environment" a
designer might want to use in future. The design environment shows a possibility
of a seamless and continuous working environment for architects from the initial
data modelling process to the final design solution by providing a unified data
model, integrated design data control modules and various design tools.

Appendix A

Prototype Architectural Data Model Schema
in EXPRESS
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Appendix A. Prototype Architectural Data Model Schema in EXPRESS

-------------------------

Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
Filename: bldg.exp
Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
consent of the author.

These schemata are developed by Inhan Kim and Thomas Leibich.
Most of the schema definitions are originated from the cooperative
research work of Inhan Kim and Thomas Leibich at ABACUS between
1993-1994.
The geometry and topology schemata are partly adapted from the
generic resources of ISO-DIS 10303-42, which are partly subjected
to some changes regarding the specific needs of the
implementation environment
The schema geo_topo_model contains all entities,
describing the topology, geometry and geometric
models, used to specify the shape representation
of any building and space element within the
scope of the project.

-- begin resource schema
SCHEMA geo_topo_model;
ENTITY geotopo_representation_item
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE;
END_ENTITY;
-- geotopo_representation_item
ENTITY topological_representation_item
SUBTYPE OF (geotopo_representation_item)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( vertex
, edge
, loop
, poly_loop
, face
, shell
, region
, closed_shell ));
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY geometric_representation_item
SUBTYPE OF (geotopo_representation_item)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( coordinate_system
, cartesian_point
, curve
, surface
, vector
, direction
, placement
, axis_placement
, transformation
, manifold_solid_brep
, swept_area_solid ));
END_ENTITY;

-- begin geometry
ENTITY coordinate_system
SUBTYPE OF (geometric_representation_item);
reference_coordinate_system : OPTIONAL coordinate_system;
axis_set
: transformation;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY point
SUPERTYPE OF (cartesian_point)
SUBTYPE OF (geometric_representation_item);
END_ENTITY;
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ENTITY cartesian_point
SUBTYPE OF (point);
x_coordinate : REAL;
y_coordinate : REAL;
z_coordinate : OPTIONAL REAL;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY direction
SUBTYPE OF (geometric_representation_item);
x_ratio
: REAL;
y_ratio
: REAL;
z_ratio
: OPTIONAL REAL;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY vector
SUBTYPE OF (geometric_representation_item);
orientation
: direction;
magnitude
: REAL;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY placement
SUBTYPE OF (geometric_representation_item);
location
: cartesian_point;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY axis_placement
SUBTYPE OF (geometric_representation_item);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY axis2_placement
SUBTYPE OF (axis_placement);
location
: cartesian_point;
axis
: OPTIONAL direction;
ref_direction : OPTIONAL direction;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY transformation
SUBTYPE OF (geometric_representation_item);
axis1
: OPTIONAL direction;
axis2
: OPTIONAL direction;
axis3
: OPTIONAL direction;
local_origin : OPTIONAL cartesian_point;
scale
: OPTIONAL REAL;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY curve
SUBTYPE OF (geometric_representation_item)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( line
, circle ));
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY line
SUBTYPE OF (curve);
start_point
: cartesian_point;
end_point
: cartesian_point;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY circle
SUBTYPE OF (curve);
position
: cartesian_point;
radius
: REAL;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY surface
SUBTYPE OF (geometric_representation_item);
bounded_by
: face;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY conic
SUBTYPE OF (curve);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY ellipse
SUBTYPE OF (conic);
semi_axis_1 : REAL;
semi_axis_2 : REAL;
position
: axis2_placement;
END_ENTITY;
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ENTITY elementary_surface
SUBTYPE OF (surface);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY plane
SUBTYPE OF (elementary_surface);
position : axis2_placement;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY cylindrical_surface
SUBTYPE OF (elementary_surface);
radius
: REAL;
position
: axis2_placement;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY conical_surface
SUBTYPE OF (elementary_surface);
semi_angle : REAL;
radius
: REAL;
position
: axis2_placement;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY spherical_surface
SUBTYPE OF (elementary_surface);
radius
: REAL;
position : axis2_placement;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY toroidal_surface
SUBTYPE OF (elementary_surface);
major_radius : REAL;
minor_radius : REAL;
position
: axis2_placement;
END_ENTITY;
-- end geometry
-- begin topology
ENTITY vertex
SUBTYPE OF (topological_representation_item);
vertex_point : OPTIONAL point;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY edge
SUBTYPE OF (topological_representation_item);
edge_start
: vertex;
edge_end
: vertex;
edge_curve
: OPTIONAL curve_logical_structure;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY curve_logical_structure;
curve_element : curve;
flag
: LOGICAL;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY edge_logical_structure;
edge_element : edge;
flag : LOGICAL;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY loop
SUBTYPE OF (topological_representation_item);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY vertex_loop
SUBTYPE OF (loop);
loop_vertex : vertex;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY edge_loop
SUBTYPE OF (loop);
loop_edges : LIST [1 : ?] OF UNIQUE edge_logical_structure;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY face
SUBTYPE OF (topological_representation_item);
outer_bound : OPTIONAL loop_logical_structure;
bounds
: SET [1 : ?] OF loop_logical_structure;
face_surface : OPTIONAL surface_logical_structure;
END_ENTITY;
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ENTITY loop_logical_structure;
loop_element : loop;
flag
: LOGICAL;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY surface_logical_structure;
surface_element : surface;
flag
: LOGICAL;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY poly_loop
SUBTYPE OF (topological_representation_item);
polygon
: LIST [3:?] OF UNIQUE cartesian_point;
DERIVE
edge_list
: LIST [3:?] OF edge
:= create_polyloop_edges (SELF);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY shell
SUBTYPE OF (topological_representation_item);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY face_logical_structure;
face_element : face;
flag
: LOGICAL;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY closed_shell
SUBTYPE OF (shell);
cshell_boundary : SET [1 : ?] OF face_logical_structure;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY region
SUBTYPE OF (topological_representation_item);
outer_region_boundary : OPTIONAL shell_logical_structure;
region_boundaries
: SET [1 : ?] OF shell_logical_structure;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY shell_logical_structure;
shell_element : shell;
flag
: LOGICAL;
END_ENTITY;
-- end topology
-- subschema geometric_model
ENTITY manifold_solid_brep
SUBTYPE OF (geometric_representation_item);
outer
: closed_shell;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY facetted_brep
SUBTYPE OF (manifold_solid_brep);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY swept_area_solid
SUBTYPE OF (geometric_representation_item)
SUPERTYPE OF
( solid_of_linear_extrusion );
swept_face
: face;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY solid_of_linear_extrusion
SUBTYPE OF (swept_area_solid);
depth
: REAL;
extruded_direction : direction;
END_ENTITY;
FUNCTION

create_polyloop_edges (l : poly_loop)
: LIST [0:?] of edge;

;
END_FUNCTION;
END_SCHEMA;

-- geo_topo_model

-- end resource schema
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SCHEMA building_data_schema;
(*
system_component
space_element

building_element

storey
room
boundary_element
horizontal

vertical

structural_element

service_element

column beam slab
mechanical electrical
floor ceiling h_opening_fill

wall v_opening_fill

door window arch
*)
-----------------

_________________________________________________
These schemata are developed by Inhan Kim and Thomas Leibich.
Most of the schema definitions are originated from the cooperative
research work of Inhan Kim and Thomas Leibich at ABACUS between
1993-1994.
The schema system_component comprises several
schemata for implementation reasons
on an AEC level:
AEC_project
AEC_system
on a building and construction level
spatial_system
enclosure_system
_________________________________________________

REFERENCE FROM geo_topo_model
( geotopo_representation_item
, topological_representation_item
, geometric_representation_item
);
------

_________________________________________________
|
|
|
basic type definitions
|
|_______________________________________________|

TYPE label = STRING (16);
END_TYPE;
TYPE length_measure = REAL;
END_TYPE;
TYPE numerical_value = NUMBER;
END_TYPE;
TYPE color = ENUMERATION OF (red, green, blue, yellow, orange, white, black, brown);
END_TYPE;
TYPE text = STRING (255);
END_TYPE;
-----

_________________________________________________
|
|
|
subschema AEC_project
|
|_______________________________________________|

ENTITY project
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (building_project);
name
: label;
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in_state
END_ENTITY;

: project_state;

ENTITY building_project
SUBTYPE OF (project);
for_building
: SET [1:?] OF building;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY project_state;
name
: state_name;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY actor;
performs
last_name
first_name
titel
address
END_ENTITY;

:
:
:
:
:

SET [1:?] OF actor_role;
label;
OPTIONAL label;
OPTIONAL label;
address;

ENTITY actor_role;
in_project
: project;
for_state
: project_state;
name
: role_name;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY address;
street
street_number
town
postal_code
country
telephone
facsimile
e_mail
END_ENTITY;
---------

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

label;
label;
label;
label;
label;
label;
label;
label;

_________________________________________________
The enumeration type role_name provides the most
relevant roles of actors (as person or
organisation) within the building industry
Bohms, M : Framework Proposal for AEC-APPP.
working paper. ISO TC184/SC5/WG3/AEC
_________________________________________________

TYPE role_name =
ENUMERATION OF (
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
END_TYPE;
---------

OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL

building_authority
client
project_manager
planning_engineer
architect
structural_engineer
HVAC_engineer
electrical_engineer
building_service_engineer
energy_engineer
quantity_surveyor
construction_supervisor
main_contractor
sub_contractor
supplier );

_________________________________________________
The enumeration type state_name comprises the
names of the life cycle stages of an AEC product.
Bohms, M : Framework Proposal for AEC-APPP.
working paper. ISO TC184/SC5/WG3/AEC
( The complete list was shortened. )
_________________________________________________

TYPE state_name =
ENUMERATION OF (
,
,
,
,
,
,

initial
feasibility
design_management
conceptual_design
global_design
detail_design
facility_management
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, maintenance);
END_TYPE;

------

_________________________________________________
|
|
|
subschema AEC_system
|
|_______________________________________________|

ENTITY representation_item
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE;
description
: OPTIONAL text;
time_context
: OPTIONAL state_name;
role_context
: OPTIONAL role_name;
END_ENTITY; -- representation_item
ENTITY behaviour
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE;
required
: measure;
actual
: measure;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY material;
name
: label;
code
: OPTIONAL label;
END_ENTITY; -- material
ENTITY measure;
amount
unit
END_ENTITY;

: value_select;
: OPTIONAL label;

ENTITY object
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( system
, element
, building
, site ));
name
: OPTIONAL label;
description
: OPTIONAL text;
has_rep
: OPTIONAL representation_item;
END_ENTITY; -- object
TYPE value_select =
SELECT
( label
, numerical_value );
END_TYPE;
------

_________________________________________________
|
|
|
subschema building_system
|
|_______________________________________________|

ENTITY system
SUBTYPE OF (object)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( building_system
, site_system ));
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY element
SUBTYPE OF (object)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( physical_element
, space_element ));
has
: OPTIONAL behaviour;
-- acts_as_system : OPTIONAL system;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY building
SUBTYPE OF (object);
has
: SET [1:?] OF building_system;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY site
SUBTYPE OF (object);
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has
END_ENTITY;

: SET [1:?] OF site_system;

ENTITY building_system
SUBTYPE OF (system)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( spatial_system
, enclosure_system ));
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY site_system
SUBTYPE OF (system)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY enclosure_system
SUBTYPE OF (building_system)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY spatial_system
SUBTYPE OF (building_system)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY space_element
SUBTYPE OF (element)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY physical_element
SUBTYPE OF (element)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF
( building_element);
has_material
: SET [1:?] OF material;
END_ENTITY; -- physical_element
ENTITY building_element
SUBTYPE OF (physical_element)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE;
END_ENTITY;

------

_________________________________________________
|
|
|
subschema spatial_system
|
|_______________________________________________|

ENTITY site_space
SUBTYPE OF (space_element);
aspect_of
: site;
bounded_by
: SET [1:?] OF space_boundary;
connected_by
: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF space_connection;
part_of
: SET [1:?] OF site_system;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY artificial_space
SUBTYPE OF (space_element)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( building_space
, floor_space
, space ));
part_of
: SET [1:?] OF spatial_system;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY group_of_spaces
SUBTYPE OF (spatial_system);
consists_of
: SET [1:?] OF space;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY building_space
SUBTYPE OF (artificial_space);
aspect_of
: building;
located_in
: site_space;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY floor_space
SUBTYPE OF (artificial_space);
belongs_to
: building_space;
END_ENTITY;
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ENTITY space
SUBTYPE OF (artificial_space);
belongs_to
: floor_space;
included_in
: SET [1:?] OF floor_space;
bounded_by
: SET [1:?] OF space_boundary;
connected_by
: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF space_connection;
adjacent_to
: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF space;
has_rep
: SET [1:?] OF topological_representation_item;
has
: SET [1:?] OF space_behaviour;
WHERE
WR_1 : SELF.included_in[1] = SELF.belongs_to;
WR_2 : ( SIZEOF ( QUERY ( temp <* SELF\space.bounded_by
| TYPEOF (temp) =
’VIRTUAL_SPACE_BOUNDARY’ )) <> 0 )
OR
( LOINDEX ( connected_by ) >= 1 ) ;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY elementary_boundary
SUBTYPE OF (element)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( space_boundary
, contact_surface));
has_rep
: SET [1:?] OF topological_representation_item;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY space_boundary
SUBTYPE OF (elementary_boundary)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF (( ONEOF
( physical_space_boundary
, virtual_space_boundary ))
AND ( ONEOF
( inner_space_boundary
, outer_space_boundary )));
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY physical_space_boundary
SUBTYPE OF (space_boundary);
bounds_1
: SET [1:1] OF void_select;
bounds_2
: SET [1:1] OF boundary_element;
covered_by
: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF finish;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY virtual_space_boundary
SUBTYPE OF (space_boundary);
bounds
: SET [2:2] OF void_select;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY inner_space_boundary
SUBTYPE OF (space_boundary);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY outer_space_boundary
SUBTYPE OF (space_boundary);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY space_connection
SUBTYPE OF (space_element)
SUPERTYPE OF
( physical_space_connection );
connects
: SET [2:2] OF space_or_site;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY physical_space_connection
SUBTYPE OF (space_connection);
interpenetrate : SET [2:2] OF physical_space_boundary;
provided_by
: opening;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY space_behaviour
SUBTYPE OF (behaviour);
name
: space_behaviour_name;
END_ENTITY;
TYPE space_behaviour_name =
ENUMERATION OF ( space_area
, space_volume );
END_TYPE;
TYPE void_select =
SELECT
( space
, site_space
, opening );
END_TYPE;
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TYPE space_or_site =
SELECT
( space
, site_space );
END_TYPE;

------

_________________________________________________
|
|
|
subschema boundary_element
|_______________________________________________|

ENTITY boundary_element
SUBTYPE OF (building_element)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( horizontal_element
, vertical_element
, structural_element));
part_of
: SET [1:?] OF enclosure_system;
has_rep
: SET [1:?] OF geometric_representation_item;
END_ENTITY;

ENTITY horizontal_element
SUBTYPE OF (boundary_element)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( floor
, ceiling
, h_opening_fill ));
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY vertical_element
SUBTYPE OF (boundary_element)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( wall
, v_opening_fill ));
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY wall
SUBTYPE OF (vertical_element);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY v_opening_fill
SUBTYPE OF (boundary_element)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
( door
, window
, arch ));
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY door
SUBTYPE OF (v_opening_fill);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY window
SUBTYPE OF (v_opening_fill);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY arch
SUBTYPE OF (v_opening_fill);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY floor
SUBTYPE OF (horizontal_element);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY ceiling
SUBTYPE OF (horizontal_element);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY h_opening_fill
SUBTYPE OF (horizontal_element);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY structural_element
SUBTYPE OF (boundary_element)
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF ( ONEOF
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( column
, beam
, slab ));
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY column
SUBTYPE OF (structural_element);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY beam
SUBTYPE OF (structural_element);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY slab
SUBTYPE OF (structural_element);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY service_element
SUBTYPE OF (boundary_element);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY mechanical
SUBTYPE OF (service_element);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY electrical
SUBTYPE OF (service_element);
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY opening
SUBTYPE OF (element);
within
: boundary_element;
bounded_by
: SET [1:?] OF space_boundary;
has_rep
: OPTIONAL SET [0:?] OF geometric_representation_item;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY finish
SUBTYPE OF (physical_element);
has_material
: material;
END_ENTITY;
ENTITY contact_surface
SUBTYPE OF (elementary_boundary);
bounds
: SET [2:2] OF boundary_element;
END_ENTITY;
END_SCHEMA;
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//

Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
// Filename: S GEO TOPO MODEL.h
//
// Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
// Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
// or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
// any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
// the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
// consent of the author.
//
header code of PADM geo topo schema generated by fedex plus.
// This is a C

++

#ifndef S GEO TOPO MODEL H
#define S GEO TOPO MODEL H
/
/ $Id$
#include <schema.h>
SchemaDescriptor z GEO TOPO MODEL;
extern void s GEO TOPO MODELInit (Registry & r);







 TYPES
 ENTITIES
//
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe GEOTOPO REPRESENTATION ITEM;
class s Geotopo Representation Item : public STEPentity f
//

protected:
public:

s Geotopo Representation Item ( );
s Geotopo Representation Item (s Geotopo Representation Item& e );
s Geotopo Representation Item ();
char Name () return "Geotopo Representation Item";
int opcode () return 58 ;



g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Geotopo Representation Item
create s Geotopo Representation Item () return new s Geotopo Representation Item ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe GEOMETRIC REPRESENTATION ITEM;





f

class s Geometric Representation Item : public s Geotopo Representation Item
protected:
public:

f

s Geometric Representation Item ( );
s Geometric Representation Item (s Geometric Representation Item& e );
s Geometric Representation Item ();
char Name () return "Geometric Representation Item";
int opcode () return 59 ;



g

g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Geometric Representation Item
create s Geometric Representation Item () return new s Geometric Representation Item ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe MANIFOLD SOLID BREP;
AttrDescriptor a 68OUTER;







f

class s Manifold Solid Brep : public s Geometric Representation Item
protected:
STEPentity outer ;
public:



s Manifold Solid Brep ( );
s Manifold Solid Brep (s Manifold Solid Brep& e );
s Manifold Solid Brep ();
char Name () return "Manifold Solid Brep";
int opcode () return 60 ;
class s Closed Shell outer();
void outer (s Closed Shell x);


g;



f

f

g






g

inline s Manifold Solid Brep
create s Manifold Solid Brep () return new s Manifold Solid Brep ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe SWEPT AREA SOLID;
AttrDescriptor a 69SWEPT FACE;





f

class s Swept Area Solid : public s Geometric Representation Item
protected:
STEPentity swept face ;
public:



s Swept Area Solid ( );
s Swept Area Solid (s Swept Area Solid& e );
s Swept Area Solid ();
char Name () return "Swept Area Solid";
int opcode () return 61 ;
class s Face swept face();





f


f

g

g

f

f

g

g
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g;



void swept face (s Face x);



inline s Swept Area Solid
create s Swept Area Solid () return new s Swept Area Solid ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe AXIS PLACEMENT;



f

g

class s Axis Placement : public s Geometric Representation Item
protected:
public:
s Axis Placement ( );
s Axis Placement (s Axis Placement& e );
s Axis Placement ();
char Name () return "Axis Placement";
int opcode () return 62 ;


g
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f

f

g

f

g

;
inline s Axis Placement
create s Axis Placement () return new s Axis Placement ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe AXIS2 PLACEMENT;
AttrDescriptor a 70LOCATION;
AttrDescriptor a 71AXIS;
AttrDescriptor a 72REF DIRECTION;









f

g

class s Axis2 Placement : public s Axis Placement
protected:
STEPentity location ;
STEPentity axis ;
STEPentity ref direction ;
public:





// OPTIONAL
// OPTIONAL

s Axis2 Placement ( );
s Axis2 Placement (s Axis2 Placement& e );
s Axis2 Placement ();
char Name () return "Axis2 Placement";
int opcode () return 63 ;
class s Cartesian Point location();
void location (s Cartesian Point x);
class s Direction axis();
void axis (s Direction x);
class s Direction ref direction();
void ref direction (s Direction x);



g;

f



f

f



g







g





inline s Axis2 Placement
create s Axis2 Placement () return new s Axis2 Placement ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe CURVE;



f

class s Curve : public s Geometric Representation Item
protected:
public:
s Curve ( );
s Curve (s Curve& e );
s Curve ();
char Name () return "Curve";
int opcode () return 64 ;


g



;
inline s Curve
create s Curve ()
EntityDescriptor
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a






f

f

g

g

f

g

f return new s Curve ; g
GEO TOPO MODELe CIRCLE;
73POSITION;
74RADIUS;

f

class s Circle : public s Curve
protected:
STEPentity position ;
s Real radius ;
public:



s Circle ( );
s Circle (s Circle& e );

s Circle ();
char Name () f return "Circle"; g
int opcode () f return 65 ; g
class s Cartesian Point  position();
void position (s Cartesian Point  x);
g;

s Real radius();
void radius (s Real x);



inline s Circle
create s Circle () return new s Circle ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe TOPOLOGICAL REPRESENTATION ITEM;

f


g
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class s Topological Representation Item : public s Geotopo Representation Item
protected:
public:

242

f

s Topological Representation Item ( );
s Topological Representation Item (s Topological Representation Item& e );
s Topological Representation Item ();
char Name () return "Topological Representation Item";
int opcode () return 66 ;


g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Topological Representation Item
create s Topological Representation Item () return new s Topological Representation Item ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe LOOP;





f

class s Loop : public s Topological Representation Item
protected:
public:
s Loop ( );
s Loop (s Loop& e );
s Loop ();
char Name () return "Loop";
int opcode () return 67 ;


g



f

f

g

g

f

g

;
inline s Loop
create s Loop () return new s Loop ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe EDGE LOOP;
AttrDescriptor a 75LOOP EDGES;





f


g

f

class s Edge Loop : public s Loop
protected:
EntityAggregate loop edges ;

//

of EDGE LOGICAL STRUCTURE

public:
s Edge Loop ( );
s Edge Loop (s Edge Loop& e );
s Edge Loop ();
char Name () return "Edge Loop";
int opcode () return 68 ;
EntityAggregate& loop edges();
void loop edges (EntityAggregate& x);


g;



f



f

g

g

inline s Edge Loop
create s Edge Loop () return new s Edge Loop ;
TypeDescriptor t 28;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe DIRECTION;
AttrDescriptor a 76X RATIO;
AttrDescriptor a 77Y RATIO;
AttrDescriptor a 78Z RATIO;







f

g

class s Direction : public s Geometric Representation Item
protected:
s Real x ratio ;
s Real y ratio ;
s Real z ratio ;
public:
s Direction ( );
s Direction (s Direction& e );
s Direction ();
char Name () return "Direction";
int opcode () return 69 ;
s Real x ratio();
void x ratio (s Real x);
s Real y ratio();
void y ratio (s Real x);
s Real z ratio();
void z ratio (s Real x);



g;



f


f


f

g

f

g

inline s Direction
create s Direction () return new s Direction ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe LOOP LOGICAL STRUCTURE;
AttrDescriptor a 79LOOP ELEMENT;
AttrDescriptor a 80FLAG;




g

class s Loop Logical Structure : public STEPentity
protected:
STEPentity loop element ;
s Logical flag ;
public:



f

// OPTIONAL
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s Loop Logical Structure ( );
s Loop Logical Structure (s Loop Logical Structure& e );
s Loop Logical Structure ();
char Name () return "Loop Logical Structure";
int opcode () return 70 ;
class s Loop loop element();
void loop element (s Loop x);
Logical& flag();
void flag (LOGICAL x);



g;



f


f

g
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g

inline s Loop Logical Structure
create s Loop Logical Structure () return new s Loop Logical Structure ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe EDGE LOGICAL STRUCTURE;
AttrDescriptor a 81EDGE ELEMENT;
AttrDescriptor a 82FLAG;






f

g

class s Edge Logical Structure : public STEPentity
protected:
STEPentity edge element ;
s Logical flag ;
public:



f

s Edge Logical Structure ( );
s Edge Logical Structure (s Edge Logical Structure& e );
s Edge Logical Structure ();
char Name () return "Edge Logical Structure";
int opcode () return 71 ;
class s Edge edge element();
void edge element (s Edge x);
Logical& flag();
void flag (LOGICAL x);



g;



f


f

g




g

inline s Edge Logical Structure
create s Edge Logical Structure () return new s Edge Logical Structure ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe POLY LOOP;
AttrDescriptor a 83POLYGON;
AttrDescriptor a 84EDGE LIST;






f

class s Poly Loop : public s Topological Representation Item
protected:
EntityAggregate polygon ;
public:
s Poly Loop ( );
s Poly Loop (s Poly Loop& e );
s Poly Loop ();
char Name () return "Poly Loop";
int opcode () return 72 ;
EntityAggregate& polygon();
void polygon (EntityAggregate& x);


g;



f



f

g

g

inline s Poly Loop
create s Poly Loop () return new s Poly Loop ;
TypeDescriptor t 29;
TypeDescriptor t 30;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe CONIC;





f

g

class s Conic : public s Curve
protected:
public:

s Conic ( );
s Conic (s Conic& e );
s Conic ();
char Name () return "Conic";
int opcode () return 73 ;


g

f



;
inline s Conic
create s Conic ()
EntityDescriptor
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a







f

f

g

g

f return new s Conic ; g
GEO TOPO MODELe ELLIPSE;
85SEMI AXIS 1;
86SEMI AXIS 2;
87POSITION;

f

class s Ellipse : public s Conic
protected:
s Real semi axis 1 ;
s Real semi axis 2 ;
STEPentity position ;
public:



g

f
// of

CARTESIAN POINT
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s Ellipse ( );
s Ellipse (s Ellipse& e );
s Ellipse ();
char Name () return "Ellipse";
int opcode () return 74 ;
s Real semi axis 1();
void semi axis 1 (s Real x);
s Real semi axis 2();
void semi axis 2 (s Real x);
class s Axis2 Placement position();
void position (s Axis2 Placement x);





f

f

g



g;
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g




f


inline s Ellipse
create s Ellipse () return new s Ellipse ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe FACETTED BREP;

g

class s Facetted Brep : public s Manifold Solid Brep
protected:
public:

f

s Facetted Brep ( );
s Facetted Brep (s Facetted Brep& e );
s Facetted Brep ();
char Name () return "Facetted Brep";
int opcode () return 75 ;





f
g
f
g
g;
inline s Facetted Brep 
create s Facetted Brep () f return new s Facetted Brep ; g
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe VERTEX LOOP;
AttrDescriptor a 88LOOP VERTEX;
class s Vertex Loop : public s Loop f
protected:
STEPentity  loop vertex ;
public:

s Vertex Loop ( );
s Vertex Loop (s Vertex Loop& e );
s Vertex Loop ();
char Name () return "Vertex Loop";
int opcode () return 76 ;
class s Vertex loop vertex();
void loop vertex (s Vertex x);


g;



f
f




g

g


inline s Vertex Loop
create s Vertex Loop () return new s Vertex Loop ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe REGION;
AttrDescriptor a 89OUTER REGION BOUNDARY;
AttrDescriptor a 90REGION BOUNDARIES;






f

g

class s Region : public s Topological Representation Item
protected:
STEPentity outer region boundary ;
EntityAggregate region boundaries ;



f
//

// OPTIONAL
of SHELL LOGICAL STRUCTURE

public:
s Region ( );
s Region (s Region& e );
s Region ();
char Name () return "Region";
int opcode () return 77 ;
class s Shell Logical Structure outer region boundary();
void outer region boundary (s Shell Logical Structure x);
EntityAggregate& region boundaries();
void region boundaries (EntityAggregate& x);



g;



f

f


f








g

g





inline s Region
create s Region () return new s Region ;
TypeDescriptor t 31;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe TRANSFORMATION;
AttrDescriptor a 91AXIS1;
AttrDescriptor a 92AXIS2;
AttrDescriptor a 93AXIS3;
AttrDescriptor a 94LOCAL ORIGIN;
AttrDescriptor a 95SCALE;

g

class s Transformation :
protected:
STEPentity
STEPentity
STEPentity





public s Geometric Representation Item
axis1 ;
axis2 ;
axis3 ;

f
// OPTIONAL
// OPTIONAL
// OPTIONAL
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STEPentity local origin ;
s Real scale ;

// OPTIONAL
// OPTIONAL

public:
s Transformation ( );
s Transformation (s Transformation& e );
s Transformation ();
char Name () return "Transformation";
int opcode () return 78 ;
class s Direction axis1();
void axis1 (s Direction x);
class s Direction axis2();
void axis2 (s Direction x);
class s Direction axis3();
void axis3 (s Direction x);
class s Cartesian Point local origin();
void local origin (s Cartesian Point x);
s Real scale();
void scale (s Real x);



g;



f

f







g








f

class s Surface : public s Geometric Representation Item
protected:
STEPentity bounded by ;
public:



s Surface ( );
s Surface (s Surface& e );
s Surface ();
char Name () return "Surface";
int opcode () return 79 ;
class s Face bounded by();
void bounded by (s Face x);



g;



f


f




f


g



inline s Transformation
create s Transformation () return new s Transformation ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe SURFACE;
AttrDescriptor a 96BOUNDED BY;



g

g

f

g

inline s Surface
create s Surface () return new s Surface ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe ELEMENTARY SURFACE;

g

class s Elementary Surface : public s Surface
protected:
public:

g

f

s Elementary Surface ( );
s Elementary Surface (s Elementary Surface& e );
s Elementary Surface ();
char Name () return "Elementary Surface";
int opcode () return 80 ;





f

f

g

g

;
inline s Elementary Surface
create s Elementary Surface () return new s Elementary Surface ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe SURFACE LOGICAL STRUCTURE;
AttrDescriptor a 97SURFACE ELEMENT;
AttrDescriptor a 98FLAG;








f

g

class s Surface Logical Structure : public STEPentity
protected:
STEPentity surface element ;
s Logical flag ;
public:



g;

f

s Surface Logical Structure ( );
s Surface Logical Structure (s Surface Logical Structure& e );
s Surface Logical Structure ();
char Name () return "Surface Logical Structure";
int opcode () return 81 ;
class s Surface surface element();
void surface element (s Surface x);
Logical& flag();
void flag (LOGICAL x);





f

f


g



g



inline s Surface Logical Structure
create s Surface Logical Structure () return new s Surface Logical Structure ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe SHELL;
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f

class s Shell : public s Topological Representation Item
protected:
public:

f

g
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s Shell ( );
s Shell (s Shell& e );
s Shell ();
char Name () return "Shell";
int opcode () return 82 ;


g



f

f

g
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g

;
inline s Shell
create s Shell () return new s Shell ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe CLOSED SHELL;
AttrDescriptor a 99CSHELL BOUNDARY;





f


g

f

class s Closed Shell : public s Shell
protected:
EntityAggregate cshell boundary ;

// of FACE LOGICAL STRUCTURE

public:
s Closed Shell ( );
s Closed Shell (s Closed Shell& e );
s Closed Shell ();
char Name () return "Closed Shell";
int opcode () return 83 ;
EntityAggregate& cshell boundary();
void cshell boundary (EntityAggregate& x);



g;



f



f

g

inline s Closed Shell
create s Closed Shell () return new s Closed Shell ;
TypeDescriptor t 32;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe POINT;




f

g

class s Point : public s Geometric Representation Item
protected:
public:
s Point ( );
s Point (s Point& e );
s Point ();
char Name () return "Point";
int opcode () return 84 ;


g



;
inline s Point
create s Point ()
EntityDescriptor
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a







f

g

f

g

f return new s Point ; g
GEO TOPO MODELe CARTESIAN POINT;

class s Cartesian
protected:
s Real
s Real
s Real
public:

100X COORDINATE;
101Y COORDINATE;
102Z COORDINATE;

Point : public s Point

f

x coordinate ;
y coordinate ;
z coordinate ;

// OPTIONAL

s Cartesian Point ( );
s Cartesian Point (s Cartesian Point& e );
s Cartesian Point ();
char Name () return "Cartesian Point";
int opcode () return 85 ;
s Real x coordinate();
void x coordinate (s Real x);
s Real y coordinate();
void y coordinate (s Real x);
s Real z coordinate();
void z coordinate (s Real x);



g;

f

g



f

f



g

g

inline s Cartesian Point
create s Cartesian Point () return new s Cartesian Point ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe TOROIDAL SURFACE;
AttrDescriptor a 103MAJOR RADIUS;
AttrDescriptor a 104MINOR RADIUS;
AttrDescriptor a 105POSITION;







f

class s Toroidal Surface : public s Elementary Surface
protected:
s Real major radius ;
s Real minor radius ;
STEPentity position ;
public:



s Toroidal Surface ( );
s Toroidal Surface (s Toroidal Surface& e );

g

f
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s Toroidal Surface ();
char Name () f return "Toroidal Surface"; g
int opcode () f return 86 ; g

g;

s Real major radius();
void major radius (s Real x);
s Real minor radius();
void minor radius (s Real x);
class s Axis2 Placement position();
void position (s Axis2 Placement x);







inline s Toroidal Surface
create s Toroidal Surface () return new s Toroidal Surface ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe VERTEX;
AttrDescriptor a 106VERTEX POINT;





f

class s Vertex : public s Topological Representation Item
protected:
STEPentity vertex point ;
public:



s Vertex ( );
s Vertex (s Vertex& e );
s Vertex ();
char Name () return "Vertex";
int opcode () return 87 ;
class s Point vertex point();
void vertex point (s Point x);


g;





f


inline s Vertex
create s Vertex ()
EntityDescriptor
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a




f

g


g

f
// OPTIONAL

g

f return new s Vertex ; g
GEO TOPO MODELe COORDINATE SYSTEM;
107REFERENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM;
108AXIS SET;

class s Coordinate System : public s Geometric Representation Item
protected:
STEPentity reference coordinate system ;
STEPentity axis set ;
public:




s Coordinate System ( );
s Coordinate System (s Coordinate System& e );
s Coordinate System ();
char Name () return "Coordinate System";
int opcode () return 88 ;
class s Coordinate System reference coordinate system();
void reference coordinate system (s Coordinate System x);
class s Transformation axis set();
void axis set (s Transformation x);



g;



f

f





g

g






inline s Coordinate System
create s Coordinate System () return new s Coordinate System ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe CONICAL SURFACE;
AttrDescriptor a 109SEMI ANGLE;
AttrDescriptor a 110RADIUS;
AttrDescriptor a 111POSITION;







f

class s Conical Surface : public s Elementary Surface
protected:
s Real semi angle ;
s Real radius ;
STEPentity position ;
public:

f



s Conical Surface ( );
s Conical Surface (s Conical Surface& e );
s Conical Surface ();
char Name () return "Conical Surface";
int opcode () return 89 ;
s Real semi angle();
void semi angle (s Real x);
s Real radius();
void radius (s Real x);
class s Axis2 Placement position();
void position (s Axis2 Placement x);



g;

f



f

f

g





g



inline s Conical Surface
create s Conical Surface () return new s Conical Surface ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe PLACEMENT;
AttrDescriptor a 112LOCATION;





f

class s Placement : public s Geometric Representation Item

g
f

g

// OPTIONAL
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protected:
STEPentity
public:



location ;

s Placement ( );
s Placement (s Placement& e );
s Placement ();
char Name () return "Placement";
int opcode () return 90 ;
class s Cartesian Point location();
void location (s Cartesian Point x);


g;



f
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f

g



g



inline s Placement
create s Placement () return new s Placement ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe SHELL LOGICAL STRUCTURE;
AttrDescriptor a 113SHELL ELEMENT;
AttrDescriptor a 114FLAG;






f

g

class s Shell Logical Structure : public STEPentity
protected:
STEPentity shell element ;
s Logical flag ;
public:



f

s Shell Logical Structure ( );
s Shell Logical Structure (s Shell Logical Structure& e );
s Shell Logical Structure ();
char Name () return "Shell Logical Structure";
int opcode () return 91 ;
class s Shell shell element();
void shell element (s Shell x);
Logical& flag();
void flag (LOGICAL x);



g;



f


f

g




g

inline s Shell Logical Structure
create s Shell Logical Structure () return new s Shell Logical Structure ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe FACE;
AttrDescriptor a 115OUTER BOUND;
AttrDescriptor a 116BOUNDS;
AttrDescriptor a 117FACE SURFACE;







f

class s Face : public s Topological Representation Item
protected:
STEPentity outer bound ;
EntityAggregate bounds ;



STEPentity
public:

f
//

face surface ;



f

f

g



g







inline s Face
create s Face () return new s Face ;
TypeDescriptor t 33;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe LINE;
AttrDescriptor a 118START POINT;
AttrDescriptor a 119END POINT;

f





g

f

class s Line : public s Curve
protected:
STEPentity start point ;
STEPentity end point ;
public:




s Line ( );
s Line (s Line& e );
s Line ();
char Name () return "Line";
int opcode () return 93 ;
class s Cartesian Point start point();
void start point (s Cartesian Point x);
class s Cartesian Point end point();





f

f




g

// OPTIONAL
of LOOP LOGICAL STRUCTURE
// OPTIONAL

s Face ( );
s Face (s Face& e );
s Face ();
char Name () return "Face";
int opcode () return 92 ;
class s Loop Logical Structure outer bound();
void outer bound (s Loop Logical Structure x);
EntityAggregate& bounds();
void bounds (EntityAggregate& x);
class s Surface Logical Structure face surface();
void face surface (s Surface Logical Structure x);



g;



g

g
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g;

void end point (s Cartesian Point
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 x);

inline s Line
create s Line () return new s Line ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe PLANE;
AttrDescriptor a 120POSITION;

f



g

class s Plane : public s Elementary Surface
protected:
STEPentity position ;
public:



s Plane ( );
s Plane (s Plane& e );
s Plane ();
char Name () return "Plane";
int opcode () return 94 ;
class s Axis2 Placement position();
void position (s Axis2 Placement x);


g;





f

inline s Plane
create s Plane ()
EntityDescriptor
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a

f



g

g



f return new s Plane ; g
GEO TOPO MODELe EDGE;





121EDGE START;
122EDGE END;
123EDGE CURVE;

class s Edge : public s
protected:
STEPentity
STEPentity
STEPentity
public:

Topological Representation Item







edge start ;
edge end ;
edge curve ;



f
f



inline s Edge
create s Edge ()
EntityDescriptor
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a




// OPTIONAL




g

g





f return new s Edge ; g
GEO TOPO MODELe VECTOR;
124ORIENTATION;
125MAGNITUDE;

class s Vector : public s Geometric Representation Item
protected:
STEPentity orientation ;
s Real magnitude ;
public:



s Vector ( );
s Vector (s Vector& e );
s Vector ();
char Name () return "Vector";
int opcode () return 96 ;
class s Direction orientation();
void orientation (s Direction x);
s Real magnitude();
void magnitude (s Real x);



g;

f

s Edge ( );
s Edge (s Edge& e );
s Edge ();
char Name () return "Edge";
int opcode () return 95 ;
class s Vertex edge start();
void edge start (s Vertex x);
class s Vertex edge end();
void edge end (s Vertex x);
class s Curve Logical Structure edge curve();
void edge curve (s Curve Logical Structure x);



g;

f





f

inline s Vector
create s Vector ()
EntityDescriptor
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a




f



g

f

g



f return new s Vector ; g
GEO TOPO MODELe CURVE LOGICAL STRUCTURE;
126CURVE ELEMENT;
127FLAG;

class s Curve Logical Structure : public STEPentity
protected:
STEPentity curve element ;
s Logical flag ;
public:



f

s Curve Logical Structure ( );
s Curve Logical Structure (s Curve Logical Structure& e );
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s Curve Logical Structure ();
char Name () f return "Curve Logical Structure"; g
int opcode () f return 97 ; g
class s Curve  curve element();
void curve element (s Curve  x);

g;

Logical& flag();
void flag (LOGICAL x);



inline s Curve Logical Structure
create s Curve Logical Structure () return new s Curve Logical Structure ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe CYLINDRICAL SURFACE;
AttrDescriptor a 128RADIUS;
AttrDescriptor a 129POSITION;






f

class s Cylindrical Surface : public s Elementary Surface
protected:
s Real radius ;
STEPentity position ;
public:

g

f



s Cylindrical Surface ( );
s Cylindrical Surface (s Cylindrical Surface& e );
s Cylindrical Surface ();
char Name () return "Cylindrical Surface";
int opcode () return 98 ;
s Real radius();
void radius (s Real x);
class s Axis2 Placement position();
void position (s Axis2 Placement x);



g;



f

f

g





g



inline s Cylindrical Surface
create s Cylindrical Surface () return new s Cylindrical Surface ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe SOLID OF LINEAR EXTRUSION;
AttrDescriptor a 130DEPTH;
AttrDescriptor a 131EXTRUDED DIRECTION;






f

g

class s Solid Of Linear Extrusion : public s Swept Area Solid
protected:
s Real depth ;
STEPentity extruded direction ;
public:

f



s Solid Of Linear Extrusion ( );
s Solid Of Linear Extrusion (s Solid Of Linear Extrusion& e );
s Solid Of Linear Extrusion ();
char Name () return "Solid Of Linear Extrusion";
int opcode () return 99 ;
s Real depth();
void depth (s Real x);
class s Direction extruded direction();
void extruded direction (s Direction x);



g;



f

f

g





g



inline s Solid Of Linear Extrusion
create s Solid Of Linear Extrusion () return new s Solid Of Linear Extrusion ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe SPHERICAL SURFACE;
AttrDescriptor a 132RADIUS;
AttrDescriptor a 133POSITION;






f

class s Spherical Surface : public s Elementary Surface
protected:
s Real radius ;
STEPentity position ;
public:

f



s Spherical Surface ( );
s Spherical Surface (s Spherical Surface& e );
s Spherical Surface ();
char Name () return "Spherical Surface";
int opcode () return 100 ;
s Real radius();
void radius (s Real x);
class s Axis2 Placement position();
void position (s Axis2 Placement x);



g;



f

f

g





g



inline s Spherical Surface
create s Spherical Surface () return new s Spherical Surface ;
EntityDescriptor GEO TOPO MODELe FACE LOGICAL STRUCTURE;
AttrDescriptor a 134FACE ELEMENT;
AttrDescriptor a 135FLAG;






f

class s Face Logical Structure : public STEPentity
protected:

g

f

g
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STEPentity face element ;
s Logical flag ;
public:
s Face Logical Structure ( );
s Face Logical Structure (s Face Logical Structure& e );
s Face Logical Structure ();
char Name () return "Face Logical Structure";
int opcode () return 101 ;
class s Face face element();
void face element (s Face x);
Logical& flag();
void flag (LOGICAL x);



g;



f


f





inline s Face Logical Structure
create s Face Logical Structure ()
#endif

g

g

f return new s Face Logical Structure ; g
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//

Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
// Filename: S BUILDING DATA SCHEMA.h
//
// Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
// Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
// or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
// any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
// the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
// consent of the author.
//
header code of PADM schema generated by fedex plus.
// This is a C

++

#ifndef S BUILDING DATA SCHEMA H
#define S BUILDING DATA SCHEMA H





/
/ $Id$
#include <schema.h>
SchemaDescriptor z BUILDING DATA SCHEMA;
extern void s BUILDING DATA SCHEMAInit (Registry & r);








f

TYPES
//
TypeDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAt TEXT;
TypeDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAt SPACE OR SITE;
TypeDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAt VALUE SELECT;
TypeDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAt ROLE NAME;
enum ROLE NAME
PLANNING ENGINEER,
HVAC ENGINEER,
ARCHITECT,
CLIENT,
BUILDING AUTHORITY,
BUILDING SERVICE ENGINEER,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
PROJECT MANAGER,
MAIN CONTRACTOR,
QUANTITY SURVEYOR,
CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISOR,
ENERGY ENGINEER,
SUB CONTRACTOR,
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER,
SUPPLIER
;
class Role Name : public STEPenumeration
public:
Role Name (char n =0);
Role Name ()
protected:
inline virtual const char Name () const
return "Role Name" ;
inline virtual int no elements () return 15;
;

g


fg



f



f

g

f

g

g

f

class Role Names : public EnumAggregate
public:
virtual SingleLinkNode NewNode ()
return new EnumNode (new Role Name);
;



g






f

g

TypeDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAt LABEL;
TypeDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAt NUMERICAL VALUE;
TypeDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAt LENGTH MEASURE;
TypeDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAt STATE NAME;
enum STATE NAME
GLOBAL DESIGN,
DESIGN MANAGEMENT,
INITIAL,
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN,
FEASIBILITY,
MAINTENANCE,
DETAIL DESIGN,
FACILITY MANAGEMENT
;
class State Name : public STEPenumeration
public:
State Name (char n =0);
State Name ()
protected:
inline virtual const char Name () const
return "State Name" ;
inline virtual int no elements () return 8;
;

f

g



g


fg

f



g

f

f

g
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f

class State Names : public EnumAggregate
public:
virtual SingleLinkNode NewNode ()
return new EnumNode (new State Name);
;



g



f
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g

TypeDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAt SPACE BEHAVIOUR NAME;
enum SPACE BEHAVIOUR NAME
SPACE VOLUME,
SPACE AREA
;
class Space Behaviour Name : public STEPenumeration
public:
Space Behaviour Name (char n =0);
Space Behaviour Name ()
protected:
inline virtual const char Name () const
return "Space Behaviour Name" ;
inline virtual int no elements () return 2;
;

f

g





f


fg

f
g

f

g

g

f

class Space Behaviour Names : public EnumAggregate
public:
virtual SingleLinkNode NewNode ()
return new EnumNode (new Space Behaviour Name);
;



g

f

g


f

TypeDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAt COLOR;
enum COLOR
YELLOW,
BLACK,
ORANGE,
RED,
BLUE,
GREEN,
BROWN,
WHITE
;
class Color : public STEPenumeration
public:
Color (char n =0);
Color ()
protected:
inline virtual const char Name () const
return "Color" ;
inline virtual int no elements () return 8;
;

g

f


fg



g



f

f

g

g

f

class Colors : public EnumAggregate
public:
virtual SingleLinkNode NewNode ()
return new EnumNode (new Color);
;



f
g

g


 ENTITIES
//
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe OBJECT;
AttrDescriptor a 0NAME;
AttrDescriptor a 1DESCRIPTION;
AttrDescriptor a 2HAS REP;
class s Object : public STEPentity f

TypeDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAt VOID SELECT;

protected:
s String name ;
s String description ;
STEPentity has rep ;
public:

// OPTIONAL
// OPTIONAL
// OPTIONAL



s Object ( );
s Object (s Object& e );
s Object ();
char Name () return "Object";
int opcode () return 0 ;
s String name();
void name (s String x);
s String description();
void description (s String x);
class s Representation Item has rep();





f

f

g

g
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void has rep (s Representation Item

g;
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 x);

inline s Object
create s Object () return new s Object ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ELEMENT;
AttrDescriptor a 3HAS;



f


g

class s Element : public s Object
protected:
STEPentity has ;
public:



f
// OPTIONAL

s Element ( );
s Element (s Element& e );
s Element ();
char Name () return "Element";
int opcode () return 1 ;
class s Behaviour has();
void has (s Behaviour x);


g;



f

f






f


g

g

inline s Element
create s Element () return new s Element ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe PHYSICAL ELEMENT;
AttrDescriptor a 4HAS MATERIAL;



g

class s Physical Element : public s Element
protected:
EntityAggregate has material ;

f
// of MATERIAL

public:
s Physical Element ( );
s Physical Element (s Physical Element& e );
s Physical Element ();
char Name () return "Physical Element";
int opcode () return 2 ;
EntityAggregate& has material();
void has material (EntityAggregate& x);



g;



f

f

g



g

inline s Physical Element
create s Physical Element () return new s Physical Element ;
TypeDescriptor t 0;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BUILDING ELEMENT;




f

g

class s Building Element : public s Physical Element
protected:
public:

f

s Building Element ( );
s Building Element (s Building Element& e );
s Building Element ();
char Name () return "Building Element";
int opcode () return 3 ;


g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Building Element
create s Building Element () return new s Building Element ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BOUNDARY ELEMENT;
AttrDescriptor a 5PART OF;
AttrDescriptor a 6HAS REP;








f

g

class s Boundary Element : public s Building Element
protected:
EntityAggregate part of ;

f
//

EntityAggregate has rep ;

// of GEOMETRIC REPRESENTATION ITEM

public:
s Boundary Element ( );
s Boundary Element (s Boundary Element& e );
s Boundary Element ();
char Name () return "Boundary Element";
int opcode () return 4 ;
EntityAggregate& part of();
void part of (EntityAggregate& x);
EntityAggregate& has rep();
void has rep (EntityAggregate& x);



g;



f

f

g



inline s Boundary Element
create s Boundary Element ()
TypeDescriptor t 1;
TypeDescriptor t 2;




of ENCLOSURE SYSTEM

g

f return new s Boundary Element ; g
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EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe HORIZONTAL ELEMENT;
class s Horizontal Element : public s Boundary Element
protected:
public:

f

s Horizontal Element ( );
s Horizontal Element (s Horizontal Element& e );
s Horizontal Element ();
char Name () return "Horizontal Element";
int opcode () return 5 ;


g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Horizontal Element
create s Horizontal Element () return new s Horizontal Element ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ADDRESS;
AttrDescriptor a 7STREET;
AttrDescriptor a 8STREET NUMBER;
AttrDescriptor a 9TOWN;
AttrDescriptor a 10POSTAL CODE;
AttrDescriptor a 11COUNTRY;
AttrDescriptor a 12TELEPHONE;
AttrDescriptor a 13FACSIMILE;
AttrDescriptor a 14E MAIL;














f

class s Address : public STEPentity
protected:
s String street ;
s String street number ;
s String town ;
s String postal code ;
s String country ;
s String telephone ;
s String facsimile ;
s String e mail ;
public:

g

f
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL

s Address ( );
s Address (s Address& e );

s Address ();
char Name () f return "Address"; g
int opcode () f return 6 ; g
s String street();
void street (s String x);
s String street number();
void street number (s String x);
s String town();
void town (s String x);
s String postal code();
void postal code (s String x);
s String country();
void country (s String x);
s String telephone();
void telephone (s String x);
s String facsimile();
void facsimile (s String x);
s String e mail();
void e mail (s String x);

g;


f


inline s Address
create s Address () return new s Address ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ELEMENTARY BOUNDARY;
AttrDescriptor a 15HAS REP;



g

class s Elementary Boundary : public s Element
protected:
EntityAggregate has rep ;

f
//

of TOPOLOGICAL REPRESENTATION ITEM

public:
s Elementary Boundary ( );
s Elementary Boundary (s Elementary Boundary& e );
s Elementary Boundary ();
char Name () return "Elementary Boundary";
int opcode () return 7 ;
EntityAggregate& has rep();
void has rep (EntityAggregate& x);



g;



f

f

g



g

inline s Elementary Boundary
create s Elementary Boundary () return new s Elementary Boundary ;
TypeDescriptor t 3;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SPACE BOUNDARY;




f

g
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class s Space Boundary : public s Elementary Boundary
protected:
public:

s Space Boundary ( );
s Space Boundary (s Space Boundary& e );
s Space Boundary ();
char Name () return "Space Boundary";
int opcode () return 8 ;


g

f



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Space Boundary
create s Space Boundary () return new s Space Boundary ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe INNER SPACE BOUNDARY;





f

g

class s Inner Space Boundary : public s Space Boundary
protected:
public:

s Inner Space Boundary ( );
s Inner Space Boundary (s Inner Space Boundary& e );
s Inner Space Boundary ();
char Name () return "Inner Space Boundary";
int opcode () return 9 ;


g

f



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Inner Space Boundary
create s Inner Space Boundary () return new s Inner Space Boundary ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SYSTEM;





class s System : public s Object
protected:
public:



f

f

g

f

s System ( );
s System (s System& e );
s System ();
char Name () return "System";
int opcode () return 10 ;


g

f

g

g

;
inline s System
create s System () return new s System ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BUILDING SYSTEM;


f


g

class s Building System : public s System
protected:
public:

s Building System ( );
s Building System (s Building System& e );
s Building System ();
char Name () return "Building System";
int opcode () return 11 ;


g

f



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Building System
create s Building System () return new s Building System ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SPATIAL SYSTEM;





f

g

class s Spatial System : public s Building System
protected:
public:

f

s Spatial System ( );
s Spatial System (s Spatial System& e );
s Spatial System ();
char Name () return "Spatial System";
int opcode () return 12 ;





f
g
f
g
g;
inline s Spatial System 
create s Spatial System () f return new s Spatial System ; g
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe VERTICAL ELEMENT;
class s Vertical Element : public s Boundary Element f
protected:
public:

s Vertical Element ( );
s Vertical Element (s Vertical Element& e );
s Vertical Element ();
char Name () return "Vertical Element";
int opcode () return 13 ;


g



f

;
inline s Vertical Element

f



g

g
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f

create s Vertical Element () return new s Vertical Element ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe WALL;



class s Wall : public s Vertical Element
protected:
public:

g



f

f

g

f

s Wall ( );
s Wall (s Wall& e );
s Wall ();
char Name () return "Wall";
int opcode () return 14 ;
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g

g

;
inline s Wall
create s Wall () return new s Wall ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe STRUCTURAL ELEMENT;



f


g

class s Structural Element : public s Boundary Element
protected:
public:

f

s Structural Element ( );
s Structural Element (s Structural Element& e );
s Structural Element ();
char Name () return "Structural Element";
int opcode () return 15 ;


g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Structural Element
create s Structural Element () return new s Structural Element ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BEAM;





f

class s Beam : public s Structural Element
protected:
public:

f

s Beam ( );
s Beam (s Beam& e );
s Beam ();
char Name () return "Beam";
int opcode () return 16 ;


g



;
inline s Beam
create s Beam ()
EntityDescriptor
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a







f

f

g

g

g

f return new s Beam ; g
BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe PHYSICAL SPACE BOUNDARY;
16BOUNDS 1;
17BOUNDS 2;
18COVERED BY;

class s Physical Space Boundary : public s Space Boundary
protected:
GenericAggregate bounds 1 ;

f
// of VOID SELECT

EntityAggregate bounds 2 ;

//

EntityAggregate covered by ;

// OPTIONAL

public:
s Physical Space Boundary ( );
s Physical Space Boundary (s Physical Space Boundary& e );
s Physical Space Boundary ();
char Name () return "Physical Space Boundary";
int opcode () return 17 ;
GenericAggregate & bounds 1();
void bounds 1 (GenericAggregate & x);
EntityAggregate& bounds 2();
void bounds 2 (EntityAggregate& x);
EntityAggregate& covered by();
void covered by (EntityAggregate& x);



g;



f

f

g

g



inline s Physical Space Boundary
create s Physical Space Boundary () return new s Physical Space Boundary ;
TypeDescriptor t 4;
TypeDescriptor t 5;
TypeDescriptor t 6;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SPACE ELEMENT;






f

class s Space Element : public s Element
protected:
public:
s Space Element ( );

of BOUNDARY ELEMENT

f

g

//

of FINISH
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s Space Element (s Space Element& e );
s Space Element ();
char Name () return "Space Element";
int opcode () return 18 ;





f
g
f
g
g;
inline s Space Element 
create s Space Element () f return new s Space Element ; g
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SPACE CONNECTION;
AttrDescriptor a 19CONNECTS;
class s Space Connection : public s Space Element f
protected:
GenericAggregate connects ;

//

of SPACE OR SITE

public:
s Space Connection ( );
s Space Connection (s Space Connection& e );
s Space Connection ();
char Name () return "Space Connection";
int opcode () return 19 ;
GenericAggregate & connects();
void connects (GenericAggregate & x);


g;



f

f

g



g

inline s Space Connection
create s Space Connection () return new s Space Connection ;
TypeDescriptor t 7;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe PHYSICAL SPACE CONNECTION;
AttrDescriptor a 20INTERPENETRATE;
AttrDescriptor a 21PROVIDED BY;






f

g

class s Physical Space Connection : public s Space Connection
protected:
EntityAggregate interpenetrate ;
STEPentity
public:

// of PHYSICAL SPACE BOUNDARY

provided by ;

s Physical Space Connection ( );
s Physical Space Connection (s Physical Space Connection& e );
s Physical Space Connection ();
char Name () return "Physical Space Connection";
int opcode () return 20 ;
EntityAggregate& interpenetrate();
void interpenetrate (EntityAggregate& x);
class s Opening provided by();
void provided by (s Opening x);



g;



f



f

f

g

g







inline s Physical Space Connection
create s Physical Space Connection () return new s Physical Space Connection ;
TypeDescriptor t 8;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe PROJECT;
AttrDescriptor a 22NAME;
AttrDescriptor a 23IN STATE;






class s Project : public STEPentity
protected:
s String name ;
STEPentity in state ;
public:

f

f



s Project ( );
s Project (s Project& e );
s Project ();
char Name () return "Project";
int opcode () return 21 ;
s String name();
void name (s String x);
class s Project State in state();
void in state (s Project State x);



g;



f

f

g




f


g



inline s Project
create s Project () return new s Project ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ENCLOSURE SYSTEM;

g

class s Enclosure System : public s Building System
protected:
public:

f

s Enclosure System ( );
s Enclosure System (s Enclosure System& e );
s Enclosure System ();



g
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f

char Name () return "Enclosure System";
int opcode () return 22 ;

g

f

g
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g

;
inline s Enclosure System
create s Enclosure System () return new s Enclosure System ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SITE SYSTEM;





f

g

class s Site System : public s System
protected:
public:

f

s Site System ( );
s Site System (s Site System& e );
s Site System ();
char Name () return "Site System";
int opcode () return 23 ;


g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Site System
create s Site System () return new s Site System ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe V OPENING FILL;





f

g

class s V Opening Fill : public s Boundary Element
protected:
public:

f

s V Opening Fill ( );
s V Opening Fill (s V Opening Fill& e );
s V Opening Fill ();
char Name () return "V Opening Fill";
int opcode () return 24 ;





f
g
f
g
g;
inline s V Opening Fill 
create s V Opening Fill () f return new s V Opening Fill ; g
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe OUTER SPACE BOUNDARY;
class s Outer Space Boundary : public s Space Boundary f
protected:
public:

s Outer Space Boundary ( );
s Outer Space Boundary (s Outer Space Boundary& e );
s Outer Space Boundary ();
char Name () return "Outer Space Boundary";
int opcode () return 25 ;


g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Outer Space Boundary
create s Outer Space Boundary () return new s Outer Space Boundary ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe REPRESENTATION ITEM;
AttrDescriptor a 24DESCRIPTION;
AttrDescriptor a 25TIME CONTEXT;
AttrDescriptor a 26ROLE CONTEXT;









f

g

class s Representation Item : public STEPentity
protected:
s String description ;
State Name time context ;
Role Name role context ;
public:

f

s Representation Item ( );
s Representation Item (s Representation Item& e );
s Representation Item ();
char Name () return "Representation Item";
int opcode () return 26 ;
s String description();
void description (s String x);
State Name& time context();
void time context (STATE NAME x);
Role Name& role context();
void role context (ROLE NAME x);



g;



f

f

g



// OPTIONAL
// OPTIONAL
// OPTIONAL

g

inline s Representation Item
create s Representation Item () return new s Representation Item ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SITE;
AttrDescriptor a 27HAS;





f

f

class s Site : public s Object
protected:
EntityAggregate has ;
public:

g

// of

SITE SYSTEM
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s Site ( );
s Site (s Site& e );
s Site ();
char Name () return "Site";
int opcode () return 27 ;
EntityAggregate& has();
void has (EntityAggregate& x);


g;





f

f

g
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g

inline s Site
create s Site () return new s Site ;
TypeDescriptor t 9;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe WINDOW;

f



g

class s Window : public s V Opening Fill
protected:
public:

f

s Window ( );
s Window (s Window& e );
s Window ();
char Name () return "Window";
int opcode () return 28 ;


g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Window
create s Window () return new s Window ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ARTIFICIAL SPACE;
AttrDescriptor a 28PART OF;




f


g

class s Artificial Space : public s Space Element
protected:
EntityAggregate part of ;

f
//

of SPATIAL SYSTEM

public:
s Artificial Space ( );
s Artificial Space (s Artificial Space& e );
s Artificial Space ();
char Name () return "Artificial Space";
int opcode () return 29 ;
EntityAggregate& part of();
void part of (EntityAggregate& x);


g;



f

f



g

g

inline s Artificial Space
create s Artificial Space () return new s Artificial Space ;
TypeDescriptor t 10;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe FLOOR SPACE;
AttrDescriptor a 29BELONGS TO;





f

g

class s Floor Space : public s Artificial Space
protected:
STEPentity belongs to ;
public:



s Floor Space ( );
s Floor Space (s Floor Space& e );
s Floor Space ();
char Name () return "Floor Space";
int opcode () return 30 ;
class s Building Space belongs to();
void belongs to (s Building Space x);


g;

f



f



f



g

g



inline s Floor Space
create s Floor Space () return new s Floor Space ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe MEASURE;
AttrDescriptor a 30AMOUNT;
AttrDescriptor a 31UNIT;






f

g

class s Measure : public STEPentity
protected:
SCLundefined amount ;
s String unit ;
public:

f
// OPTIONAL

s Measure ( );
s Measure (s Measure& e );
s Measure ();
char Name () return "Measure";
int opcode () return 31 ;
SCLundefined amount();
void amount (SCLundefined x);
s String unit();





f

f

g

g
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void unit (s String x);

g;


f


inline s Measure
create s Measure () return new s Measure ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SLAB;

g

class s Slab : public s Structural Element
protected:
public:

f

s Slab ( );
s Slab (s Slab& e );
s Slab ();
char Name () return "Slab";
int opcode () return 32 ;


g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Slab
create s Slab () return new s Slab ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BEHAVIOUR;
AttrDescriptor a 32REQUIRED;
AttrDescriptor a 33ACTUAL;



f




g

class s Behaviour : public STEPentity
protected:
STEPentity required ;
STEPentity actual ;
public:




f

s Behaviour ( );
s Behaviour (s Behaviour& e );
s Behaviour ();
char Name () return "Behaviour";
int opcode () return 33 ;
class s Measure required();
void required (s Measure x);
class s Measure actual();
void actual (s Measure x);



g;



f



f







g

g

inline s Behaviour
create s Behaviour () return new s Behaviour ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SPACE BEHAVIOUR;
AttrDescriptor a 34NAME;





f

g

class s Space Behaviour : public s Behaviour
protected:
Space Behaviour Name name ;
public:

f

s Space Behaviour ( );
s Space Behaviour (s Space Behaviour& e );
s Space Behaviour ();
char Name () return "Space Behaviour";
int opcode () return 34 ;
Space Behaviour Name& name();
void name (SPACE BEHAVIOUR NAME x);



g;



f

f



g

g

inline s Space Behaviour
create s Space Behaviour () return new s Space Behaviour ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe VIRTUAL SPACE BOUNDARY;
AttrDescriptor a 35BOUNDS;





f

g

class s Virtual Space Boundary : public s Space Boundary
protected:
GenericAggregate bounds ;

f
// of VOID SELECT

public:
s Virtual Space Boundary ( );
s Virtual Space Boundary (s Virtual Space Boundary& e );
s Virtual Space Boundary ();
char Name () return "Virtual Space Boundary";
int opcode () return 35 ;
GenericAggregate & bounds();
void bounds (GenericAggregate & x);


g;



f

f

g



g

inline s Virtual Space Boundary
create s Virtual Space Boundary () return new s Virtual Space Boundary ;
TypeDescriptor t 11;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe FLOOR;




f

class s Floor : public s Horizontal Element
protected:

f

g
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public:
s Floor ( );
s Floor (s Floor& e );
s Floor ();
char Name () return "Floor";
int opcode () return 36 ;


g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Floor
create s Floor () return new s Floor ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SERVICE ELEMENT;



f


g

class s Service Element : public s Boundary Element
protected:
public:

s Service Element ( );
s Service Element (s Service Element& e );
s Service Element ();
char Name () return "Service Element";
int opcode () return 37 ;


g

f



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Service Element
create s Service Element () return new s Service Element ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe H OPENING FILL;





f

g

class s H Opening Fill : public s Horizontal Element
protected:
public:

f

s H Opening Fill ( );
s H Opening Fill (s H Opening Fill& e );
s H Opening Fill ();
char Name () return "H Opening Fill";
int opcode () return 38 ;





f
g
f
g
g;
inline s H Opening Fill 
create s H Opening Fill () f return new s H Opening Fill ; g
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe CEILING;
class s Ceiling : public s Horizontal Element f
protected:
public:

s Ceiling ( );
s Ceiling (s Ceiling& e );
s Ceiling ();
char Name () return "Ceiling";
int opcode () return 39 ;


g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Ceiling
create s Ceiling () return new s Ceiling ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe MECHANICAL;


f


g

class s Mechanical : public s Service Element
protected:
public:

s Mechanical ( );
s Mechanical (s Mechanical& e );
s Mechanical ();
char Name () return "Mechanical";
int opcode () return 40 ;


g

f



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Mechanical
create s Mechanical () return new s Mechanical ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe MATERIAL;
AttrDescriptor a 36NAME;
AttrDescriptor a 37CODE;








f

g

class s Material : public STEPentity
protected:
s String name ;
s String code ;
public:

f
// OPTIONAL

s Material ( );
s Material (s Material& e );
s Material ();
char Name () return "Material";
int opcode () return 41 ;





f

f

g

g
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g;

s String name();
void name (s String x);
s String code();
void code (s String x);


f


inline s Material
create s Material () return new s Material ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BUILDING SPACE;
AttrDescriptor a 38ASPECT OF;
AttrDescriptor a 39LOCATED IN;




g

class s Building Space : public s Artificial Space
protected:
STEPentity aspect of ;
STEPentity located in ;
public:




s Building Space ( );
s Building Space (s Building Space& e );
s Building Space ();
char Name () return "Building Space";
int opcode () return 42 ;
class s Building aspect of();
void aspect of (s Building x);
class s Site Space located in();
void located in (s Site Space x);



g;

f



f

f




g




g



inline s Building Space
create s Building Space () return new s Building Space ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe FINISH;
AttrDescriptor a 40HAS MATERIAL;





f

class s Finish : public s Physical Element
protected:
STEPentity has material ;
public:



g;





f

inline s Finish
create s Finish ()
EntityDescriptor
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a





f


g

g



f return new s Finish ; g
BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ACTOR ROLE;
41IN PROJECT;
42FOR STATE;
43NAME;

class s Actor Role : public STEPentity
protected:
STEPentity in project ;
STEPentity for state ;
Role Name name ;
public:




f

s Actor Role ( );
s Actor Role (s Actor Role& e );
s Actor Role ();
char Name () return "Actor Role";
int opcode () return 44 ;
class s Project in project();
void in project (s Project x);
class s Project State for state();
void for state (s Project State x);
Role Name& name();
void name (ROLE NAME x);



g;

f

s Finish ( );
s Finish (s Finish& e );
s Finish ();
char Name () return "Finish";
int opcode () return 43 ;
class s Material has material();
void has material (s Material x);



g



f



f






g

g



inline s Actor Role
create s Actor Role () return new s Actor Role ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe PROJECT STATE;
AttrDescriptor a 44NAME;





f

class s Project State : public STEPentity
protected:
State Name name ;
public:
s Project State ( );

g

f
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s Project State (s Project State& e );
s Project State ();
char Name () return "Project State";
int opcode () return 45 ;
State Name& name();
void name (STATE NAME x);


g;



f



f

g
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g

inline s Project State
create s Project State () return new s Project State ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ACTOR;
AttrDescriptor a 45PERFORMS;
AttrDescriptor a 46LAST NAME;
AttrDescriptor a 47FIRST NAME;
AttrDescriptor a 48TITEL;
AttrDescriptor a 49ADDRESS;









f

g

f

class s Actor : public STEPentity
protected:
EntityAggregate performs ;

//

s String last name ;
s String first name ;
s String titel ;
STEPentity address ;

// OPTIONAL
// OPTIONAL



public:

of ACTOR ROLE

s Actor ( );
s Actor (s Actor& e );
s Actor ();
char Name () return "Actor";
int opcode () return 46 ;
EntityAggregate& performs();
void performs (EntityAggregate& x);
s String last name();
void last name (s String x);
s String first name();
void first name (s String x);
s String titel();
void titel (s String x);
class s Address address();
void address (s Address x);





f

f



g;

g

g




f




inline s Actor
create s Actor () return new s Actor ;
TypeDescriptor t 12;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe GROUP OF SPACES;
AttrDescriptor a 50CONSISTS OF;

g

class s Group Of Spaces : public s Spatial System
protected:
EntityAggregate consists of ;

f
// of SPACE

public:
s Group Of Spaces ( );
s Group Of Spaces (s Group Of Spaces& e );
s Group Of Spaces ();
char Name () return "Group Of Spaces";
int opcode () return 47 ;
EntityAggregate& consists of();
void consists of (EntityAggregate& x);



g;



f

f



g

g

inline s Group Of Spaces
create s Group Of Spaces () return new s Group Of Spaces ;
TypeDescriptor t 13;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SPACE;
AttrDescriptor a 51BELONGS TO;
AttrDescriptor a 52INCLUDED IN;
AttrDescriptor a 53BOUNDED BY;
AttrDescriptor a 54CONNECTED BY;
AttrDescriptor a 55ADJACENT TO;
AttrDescriptor a 56HAS REP;
AttrDescriptor a 57HAS;











f

class s Space : public s Artificial Space
protected:
STEPentity belongs to ;
EntityAggregate included in ;



g

f
// of FLOOR SPACE

EntityAggregate bounded by ;
EntityAggregate connected by ;

//
// OPTIONAL

//

of SPACE BOUNDARY
of SPACE CONNECTION
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EntityAggregate adjacent to ;

//

EntityAggregate has rep ;

//

OPTIONAL

265

// of SPACE

of TOPOLOGICAL REPRESENTATION ITEM

EntityAggregate has ;

// of SPACE BEHAVIOUR

public:
s Space ( );
s Space (s Space& e );
s Space ();
char Name () return "Space";
int opcode () return 48 ;
class s Floor Space belongs to();
void belongs to (s Floor Space x);
EntityAggregate& included in();
void included in (EntityAggregate& x);
EntityAggregate& bounded by();
void bounded by (EntityAggregate& x);
EntityAggregate& connected by();
void connected by (EntityAggregate& x);
EntityAggregate& adjacent to();
void adjacent to (EntityAggregate& x);
EntityAggregate& has rep();
void has rep (EntityAggregate& x);
EntityAggregate& has();
void has (EntityAggregate& x);



g;



f

f



g


f








g



inline s Space
create s Space () return new s Space ;
TypeDescriptor t 14;
TypeDescriptor t 15;
TypeDescriptor t 16;
TypeDescriptor t 17;
TypeDescriptor t 18;
TypeDescriptor t 19;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe COLUMN;

g

class s Column : public s Structural Element
protected:
public:

f

s Column ( );
s Column (s Column& e );
s Column ();
char Name () return "Column";
int opcode () return 49 ;


g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Column
create s Column () return new s Column ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ELECTRICAL;


f


g

class s Electrical : public s Service Element
protected:
public:

f

s Electrical ( );
s Electrical (s Electrical& e );
s Electrical ();
char Name () return "Electrical";
int opcode () return 50 ;


g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Electrical
create s Electrical () return new s Electrical ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe CONTACT SURFACE;
AttrDescriptor a 58BOUNDS;







f

g

class s Contact Surface : public s Elementary Boundary
protected:
EntityAggregate bounds ;

f
//

public:
s Contact Surface ( );
s Contact Surface (s Contact Surface& e );
s Contact Surface ();
char Name () return "Contact Surface";
int opcode () return 51 ;
EntityAggregate& bounds();
void bounds (EntityAggregate& x);


g;



f

f

g

g

of BOUNDARY ELEMENT
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inline s Contact Surface
create s Contact Surface () return new s Contact Surface ;
TypeDescriptor t 20;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe DOOR;




f

class s Door : public s V Opening Fill
protected:
public:

g



;
inline s Door
create s Door ()
EntityDescriptor
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a
AttrDescriptor a







f

f

g

f

s Door ( );
s Door (s Door& e );
s Door ();
char Name () return "Door";
int opcode () return 52 ;
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g

g

f return new s Door ; g
BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe OPENING;
59WITHIN;
60BOUNDED BY;
61HAS REP;

f

class s Opening : public s Element
protected:
STEPentity within ;
EntityAggregate bounded by ;



EntityAggregate has rep ;

//

//
OPTIONAL

of SPACE BOUNDARY

// of GEOMETRIC REPRESENTATION ITEM

public:
s Opening ( );
s Opening (s Opening& e );
s Opening ();
char Name () return "Opening";
int opcode () return 53 ;
class s Boundary Element within();
void within (s Boundary Element x);
EntityAggregate& bounded by();
void bounded by (EntityAggregate& x);
EntityAggregate& has rep();
void has rep (EntityAggregate& x);



g;



f



f

g


g



inline s Opening
create s Opening () return new s Opening ;
TypeDescriptor t 21;
TypeDescriptor t 22;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BUILDING;
AttrDescriptor a 62HAS;






f

g

class s Building : public s Object
protected:
EntityAggregate has ;

f
// of BUILDING SYSTEM

public:
s Building ( );
s Building (s Building& e );
s Building ();
char Name () return "Building";
int opcode () return 54 ;
EntityAggregate& has();
void has (EntityAggregate& x);


g;



f

f

g


f







g

inline s Building
create s Building () return new s Building ;
TypeDescriptor t 23;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SITE SPACE;
AttrDescriptor a 63ASPECT OF;
AttrDescriptor a 64BOUNDED BY;
AttrDescriptor a 65CONNECTED BY;
AttrDescriptor a 66PART OF;

g

class s Site Space : public s Space Element
protected:
STEPentity aspect of ;
EntityAggregate bounded by ;



EntityAggregate connected by ;
EntityAggregate part of ;

f
//
// OPTIONAL

//

of SPACE BOUNDARY
of SPACE CONNECTION
// of

SITE SYSTEM
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public:
s Site Space ( );
s Site Space (s Site Space& e );
s Site Space ();
char Name () return "Site Space";
int opcode () return 55 ;
class s Site aspect of();
void aspect of (s Site x);
EntityAggregate& bounded by();
void bounded by (EntityAggregate& x);
EntityAggregate& connected by();
void connected by (EntityAggregate& x);
EntityAggregate& part of();
void part of (EntityAggregate& x);



g;







f

f



g

g

inline s Site Space
create s Site Space () return new s Site Space ;
TypeDescriptor t 24;
TypeDescriptor t 25;
TypeDescriptor t 26;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ARCH;






f

g

class s Arch : public s V Opening Fill
protected:
public:

f

s Arch ( );
s Arch (s Arch& e );
s Arch ();
char Name () return "Arch";
int opcode () return 56 ;


g



f

f

g

g

;
inline s Arch
create s Arch () return new s Arch ;
EntityDescriptor BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BUILDING PROJECT;
AttrDescriptor a 67FOR BUILDING;



f



g

class s Building Project : public s Project
protected:
EntityAggregate for building ;

f
// of BUILDING

public:
s Building Project ( );
s Building Project (s Building Project& e );
s Building Project ();
char Name () return "Building Project";
int opcode () return 57 ;
EntityAggregate& for building();
void for building (EntityAggregate& x);


g;



f

f



inline s Building Project
create s Building Project ()
TypeDescriptor t 27;
#endif



g

g

f return new s Building Project ; g
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//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
Filename: S BUILDING DATA SCHEMA.cc
Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
consent of the author.
This is a C

++

code of PADM schema generated by fedex plus.

#ifndef S BUILDING DATA SCHEMA CC
#define S BUILDING DATA SCHEMA CC





/ $Id$
/
#include <s BUILDING DATA SCHEMA.h>
Role Name::Role Name (char n )
static const char const l [] =
"PLANNING ENGINEER",
"HVAC ENGINEER",
"ARCHITECT",
"CLIENT",
"BUILDING AUTHORITY",
"BUILDING SERVICE ENGINEER",
"ELECTRICAL ENGINEER",
"PROJECT MANAGER",
"MAIN CONTRACTOR",
"QUANTITY SURVEYOR",
"CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISOR",
"ENERGY ENGINEER",
"SUB CONTRACTOR",
"STRUCTURAL ENGINEER",
"SUPPLIER",
0
;
set elements (l);
set value (n);



 f
f

g

g

 f
f

State Name::State Name (char n )
static const char const l [] =
"GLOBAL DESIGN",
"DESIGN MANAGEMENT",
"INITIAL",
"CONCEPTUAL DESIGN",
"FEASIBILITY",
"MAINTENANCE",
"DETAIL DESIGN",
"FACILITY MANAGEMENT",
0
;
set elements (l);
set value (n);



g

g

Space Behaviour Name::Space Behaviour Name (char
static const char const l [] =
"SPACE VOLUME",
"SPACE AREA",
0
;
set elements (l);
set value (n);



f

 f


f

g

g

Color::Color (char n )
static const char const l [] =
"YELLOW",
"BLACK",
"ORANGE",
"RED",
"BLUE",
"GREEN",
"BROWN",
"WHITE",
0
;
set elements (l);
set value (n);

g

g

s Object::s Object( )

f

n)f
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STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe OBJECT;
extern AttrDescriptor a 0NAME;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 0NAME, & name);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 1DESCRIPTION;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 1DESCRIPTION, & description);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 2HAS REP;

!

g







a = new STEPattribute ( a 2HAS REP, & has rep);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!



fg

s Object:: s Object ()



s String
s Object::name()
return (s String ) name;

f

g

void
s Object::name (s String x)
name = x;

f

g

s String
s Object::description()
return (s String ) description;

f

g

void
s Object::description (s String x)
description = x;

f

g



s Representation Item
s Object::has rep()
return (s Representation Item ) has rep;

f



g

void
s Object::has rep (s Representation Item
has rep = (STEPentity )x;

 x)
 g

f

s Element::s Element( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ELEMENT;
extern AttrDescriptor a 3HAS;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 3HAS, & has);
set null ();
a
attributes.push ( a);

!


s Element::s Element () f g
s Behaviour 
s Element::has()
f return (s Behaviour )
g

has;

g

void
s Element::has (s Behaviour x)
has = (STEPentity )x;



f

 g

s Physical Element::s Physical Element( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe PHYSICAL ELEMENT;
extern AttrDescriptor a 4HAS MATERIAL;



g



a = new STEPattribute ( a 4HAS MATERIAL, & has material);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Physical Element:: s Physical Element ()

fg

EntityAggregate&
s Physical Element::has material()
return (EntityAggregate&) has material;

f

g
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void
s Physical Element::has material (EntityAggregate& x)
has material = x;

f

g

s Building Element::s Building Element( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BUILDING ELEMENT;

g



s Building Element:: s Building Element ()

fg

s Boundary Element::s Boundary Element( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BOUNDARY ELEMENT;
extern AttrDescriptor a 5PART OF;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 5PART OF, & part of);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 6HAS REP;

!

g







a = new STEPattribute ( a 6HAS REP, & has rep);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Boundary Element:: s Boundary Element ()

fg

EntityAggregate&
s Boundary Element::part of()
return (EntityAggregate&) part of;

f

g

void
s Boundary Element::part of (EntityAggregate& x)
part of = x;

f

g

EntityAggregate&
s Boundary Element::has rep()
return (EntityAggregate&) has rep;

f

g

void
s Boundary Element::has rep (EntityAggregate& x)
has rep = x;

f

g

s Horizontal Element::s Horizontal Element( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe HORIZONTAL ELEMENT;

g



s Horizontal Element:: s Horizontal Element ()

fg

s Address::s Address( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ADDRESS;
extern AttrDescriptor a 7STREET;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 7STREET, & street);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 8STREET NUMBER;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 8STREET NUMBER, & street number);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 9TOWN;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 9TOWN, & town);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 10POSTAL CODE;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 10POSTAL CODE, & postal code);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 11COUNTRY;

!
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a = new STEPattribute ( a 11COUNTRY, & country);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 12TELEPHONE;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 12TELEPHONE, & telephone);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 13FACSIMILE;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 13FACSIMILE, & facsimile);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 14E MAIL;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 14E MAIL, & e mail);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!


s Address::s Address () f g
g

s String
s Address::street()
return (s String ) street;

f

g

void
s Address::street (s String x)
street = x;

f

g

s String
s Address::street number()
return (s String ) street number;

f

void
s Address::street number (s String x)
street number = x;

f

g

s String
s Address::town()
return (s String ) town;

f

g

void
s Address::town (s String x)
town = x;

f

g

s String
s Address::postal code()
return (s String ) postal code;

f

void
s Address::postal code (s String x)
postal code = x;

f

g

s String
s Address::country()
return (s String ) country;

f

g

void
s Address::country (s String x)
country = x;

f

g

s String
s Address::telephone()
return (s String ) telephone;

f

g

void
s Address::telephone (s String x)
telephone = x;

f

g

s String
s Address::facsimile()
return (s String ) facsimile;

f

void
s Address::facsimile (s String x)
facsimile = x;

f

g

s String
s Address::e mail()
return (s String ) e mail;

f

void
s Address::e mail (s String x)

g

g

g

g
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f

e mail = x;

g

s Elementary Boundary::s Elementary Boundary( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ELEMENTARY BOUNDARY;
extern AttrDescriptor a 15HAS REP;





g
s Elementary Boundary::s Elementary Boundary () f g

a = new STEPattribute ( a 15HAS REP, & has rep);
set null ();
a
attributes.push ( a);

!

EntityAggregate&
s Elementary Boundary::has rep()
return (EntityAggregate&) has rep;

f

g

void
s Elementary Boundary::has rep (EntityAggregate& x)
has rep = x;

f

g

s Space Boundary::s Space Boundary( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SPACE BOUNDARY;

g



s Space Boundary:: s Space Boundary ()

fg

s Inner Space Boundary::s Inner Space Boundary( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe INNER SPACE BOUNDARY;

g



s Inner Space Boundary:: s Inner Space Boundary ()

fg

s System::s System( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SYSTEM;

g



s System:: s System ()

fg

s Building System::s Building System( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BUILDING SYSTEM;

g



s Building System:: s Building System ()

fg

s Spatial System::s Spatial System( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SPATIAL SYSTEM;

g



s Spatial System:: s Spatial System ()

fg

s Vertical Element::s Vertical Element( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe VERTICAL ELEMENT;

g



s Vertical Element:: s Vertical Element ()

fg

s Wall::s Wall( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe WALL;

g



s Wall:: s Wall ()

fg

s Structural Element::s Structural Element( )

f
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STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe STRUCTURAL ELEMENT;

g



s Structural Element:: s Structural Element ()

fg

s Beam::s Beam( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BEAM;

g



s Beam:: s Beam ()

fg

s Physical Space Boundary::s Physical Space Boundary( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe PHYSICAL SPACE BOUNDARY;
extern AttrDescriptor a 16BOUNDS 1;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 16BOUNDS 1, & bounds 1);
set null ();
a
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 17BOUNDS 2;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 17BOUNDS 2, & bounds 2);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 18COVERED BY;

!

g







a = new STEPattribute ( a 18COVERED BY, & covered by);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Physical Space Boundary:: s Physical Space Boundary ()
GenericAggregate &
s Physical Space Boundary::bounds 1()
return (GenericAggregate &) bounds 1;

f

fg

g

void
s Physical Space Boundary::bounds 1 (GenericAggregate & x)
bounds 1 = x;

f

g

EntityAggregate&
s Physical Space Boundary::bounds 2()
return (EntityAggregate&) bounds 2;

f

g

void
s Physical Space Boundary::bounds 2 (EntityAggregate& x)
bounds 2 = x;

f

g

EntityAggregate&
s Physical Space Boundary::covered by()
return (EntityAggregate&) covered by;

f

g

void
s Physical Space Boundary::covered by (EntityAggregate& x)
covered by = x;

f

g

s Space Element::s Space Element( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SPACE ELEMENT;

g



s Space Element:: s Space Element ()

fg

s Space Connection::s Space Connection( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SPACE CONNECTION;
extern AttrDescriptor a 19CONNECTS;



g



a = new STEPattribute ( a 19CONNECTS, & connects);
set null ();
a
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Space Connection:: s Space Connection ()

fg
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GenericAggregate &
s Space Connection::connects()
return (GenericAggregate &) connects;

f

g

void
s Space Connection::connects (GenericAggregate & x)
connects = x;

f

g

s Physical Space Connection::s Physical Space Connection( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe PHYSICAL SPACE CONNECTION;
extern AttrDescriptor a 20INTERPENETRATE;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 20INTERPENETRATE, & interpenetrate);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 21PROVIDED BY;

!

g







a = new STEPattribute ( a 21PROVIDED BY, & provided by);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Physical Space Connection:: s Physical Space Connection ()
EntityAggregate&
s Physical Space Connection::interpenetrate()
return (EntityAggregate&) interpenetrate;

f

fg

g

void
s Physical Space Connection::interpenetrate (EntityAggregate& x)
interpenetrate = x;

f

f

g

s Opening
s Physical Space Connection::provided by()
return (s Opening ) provided by;



g

void
s Physical Space Connection::provided by (s Opening x)
provided by = (STEPentity )x;

f



 g

s Project::s Project( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe PROJECT;
extern AttrDescriptor a 22NAME;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 22NAME, & name);
set null ();
a
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 23IN STATE;

!





!


s Project::s Project () f g
g



a = new STEPattribute ( a 23IN STATE, & in state);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

s String
s Project::name()
return (s String ) name;

f

g

void
s Project::name (s String x)
name = x;

f



g

s Project State
s Project::in state()
return (s Project State ) in state;

f



g

void
s Project::in state (s Project State x)
in state = (STEPentity )x;


 g

f

s Enclosure System::s Enclosure System( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ENCLOSURE SYSTEM;

g
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s Enclosure System:: s Enclosure System ()

fg

s Site System::s Site System( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SITE SYSTEM;

g



s Site System:: s Site System ()

fg

s V Opening Fill::s V Opening Fill( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe V OPENING FILL;

g



s V Opening Fill:: s V Opening Fill ()

fg

s Outer Space Boundary::s Outer Space Boundary( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe OUTER SPACE BOUNDARY;

g



s Outer Space Boundary:: s Outer Space Boundary ()

fg

s Representation Item::s Representation Item( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe REPRESENTATION ITEM;
extern AttrDescriptor a 24DESCRIPTION;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 24DESCRIPTION, & description);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 25TIME CONTEXT;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 25TIME CONTEXT, & time context);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 26ROLE CONTEXT;

!

g







a = new STEPattribute ( a 26ROLE CONTEXT, & role context);
set null ();
a
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Representation Item:: s Representation Item ()
s String
s Representation Item::description()
return (s String ) description;

f

fg

g

void
s Representation Item::description (s String x)
description = x;

f

g

State Name&
s Representation Item::time context()
return (State Name) time context;

f

g

void
s Representation Item::time context (STATE NAME x)
time context.put (x);

f

g

Role Name&
s Representation Item::role context()
return (Role Name) role context;

f

g

void
s Representation Item::role context (ROLE NAME x)
role context.put (x);

f

g

s Site::s Site( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SITE;
extern AttrDescriptor a 27HAS;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 27HAS, & has);
a
set null ();

!
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g



attributes.push ( a);



s Site:: s Site ()

fg

EntityAggregate&
s Site::has()
return (EntityAggregate&) has;

f

g

void
s Site::has (EntityAggregate& x)
has = x;

f

g

s Window::s Window( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe WINDOW;

g



s Window:: s Window ()

fg

s Artificial Space::s Artificial Space( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ARTIFICIAL SPACE;
extern AttrDescriptor a 28PART OF;



g



a = new STEPattribute ( a 28PART OF, & part of);
set null ();
a
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Artificial Space:: s Artificial Space ()

fg

EntityAggregate&
s Artificial Space::part of()
return (EntityAggregate&) part of;

f

g

void
s Artificial Space::part of (EntityAggregate& x)
part of = x;

f

g

s Floor Space::s Floor Space( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe FLOOR SPACE;
extern AttrDescriptor a 29BELONGS TO;



g



a = new STEPattribute ( a 29BELONGS TO, & belongs to);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Floor Space:: s Floor Space ()



fg

s Building Space
s Floor Space::belongs to()
return (s Building Space ) belongs to;

f



void
s Floor Space::belongs to (s Building Space
belongs to = (STEPentity )x;

f

 g

g

 x)

s Measure::s Measure( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe MEASURE;
extern AttrDescriptor a 30AMOUNT;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 30AMOUNT, & amount);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 31UNIT;

!





!


s Measure::s Measure () f g
g



a = new STEPattribute ( a 31UNIT, & unit);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

SCLundefined
s Measure::amount()
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f return (SCLundefined)

amount;

g

void
s Measure::amount (SCLundefined x)
amount = x;

f

g

s String
s Measure::unit()
return (s String ) unit;

f

g

void
s Measure::unit (s String x)
unit = x;

f

g

s Slab::s Slab( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SLAB;

g



s Slab:: s Slab ()

fg

s Behaviour::s Behaviour( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BEHAVIOUR;
extern AttrDescriptor a 32REQUIRED;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 32REQUIRED, & required);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 33ACTUAL;

!

g







a = new STEPattribute ( a 33ACTUAL, & actual);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Behaviour:: s Behaviour ()


f

fg

s Measure
s Behaviour::required()
return (s Measure ) required;



g

void
s Behaviour::required (s Measure x)
required = (STEPentity )x;


f
 g
s Measure 
s Behaviour::actual()
f return (s Measure ) actual; g
void
s Behaviour::actual (s Measure x)
actual = (STEPentity )x;



f

 g

s Space Behaviour::s Space Behaviour( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SPACE BEHAVIOUR;
extern AttrDescriptor a 34NAME;



g



a = new STEPattribute ( a 34NAME, & name);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Space Behaviour:: s Space Behaviour ()

fg

Space Behaviour Name&
s Space Behaviour::name()
return (Space Behaviour Name) name;

f

g

void
s Space Behaviour::name (SPACE BEHAVIOUR NAME x)
name.put (x);

f

g

s Virtual Space Boundary::s Virtual Space Boundary( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe VIRTUAL SPACE BOUNDARY;
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extern AttrDescriptor a 35BOUNDS;



a = new STEPattribute ( a 35BOUNDS, & bounds);
set null ();
a
attributes.push ( a);

!


s Virtual Space Boundary::s Virtual Space Boundary () f g
g

GenericAggregate &
s Virtual Space Boundary::bounds()
return (GenericAggregate &) bounds;

f

g

void
s Virtual Space Boundary::bounds (GenericAggregate & x)
bounds = x;

f

g

s Floor::s Floor( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe FLOOR;

g



s Floor:: s Floor ()

fg

s Service Element::s Service Element( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SERVICE ELEMENT;

g



s Service Element:: s Service Element ()

fg

s H Opening Fill::s H Opening Fill( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe H OPENING FILL;

g



s H Opening Fill:: s H Opening Fill ()

fg

s Ceiling::s Ceiling( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe CEILING;

g



s Ceiling:: s Ceiling ()

fg

s Mechanical::s Mechanical( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe MECHANICAL;

g



s Mechanical:: s Mechanical ()

fg

s Material::s Material( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe MATERIAL;
extern AttrDescriptor a 36NAME;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 36NAME, & name);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 37CODE;

!





!


s Material::s Material () f g
g



a = new STEPattribute ( a 37CODE, & code);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

s String
s Material::name()
return (s String ) name;

f

void
s Material::name (s String x)
name = x;

f

g

g
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s String
s Material::code()
return (s String ) code;

f

g

void
s Material::code (s String x)
code = x;

f

g

s Building Space::s Building Space( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BUILDING SPACE;
extern AttrDescriptor a 38ASPECT OF;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 38ASPECT OF, & aspect of);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 39LOCATED IN;

!

g







a = new STEPattribute ( a 39LOCATED IN, & located in);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Building Space:: s Building Space ()


f

fg

s Building
s Building Space::aspect of()
return (s Building ) aspect of;



g

void
s Building Space::aspect of (s Building x)
aspect of = (STEPentity )x;

f


 g



s Site Space
s Building Space::located in()
return (s Site Space ) located in;

f



g

void
s Building Space::located in (s Site Space x)
located in = (STEPentity )x;


 g

f

s Finish::s Finish( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe FINISH;
extern AttrDescriptor a 40HAS MATERIAL;



g



a = new STEPattribute ( a 40HAS MATERIAL, & has material);
set null ();
a
attributes.push ( a);

!



f

s Finish:: s Finish ()

fg



s Material
s Finish::has material()
return (s Material ) has material;



g

void
s Finish::has material (s Material x)
has material = (STEPentity )x;



f

 g

s Actor Role::s Actor Role( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ACTOR ROLE;
extern AttrDescriptor a 41IN PROJECT;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 41IN PROJECT, & in project);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 42FOR STATE;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 42FOR STATE, & for state);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 43NAME;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 43NAME, & name);
a
set null ();

!
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attributes.push ( a);

g



s Actor Role:: s Actor Role ()


f

fg

s Project
s Actor Role::in project()
return (s Project ) in project;



g

void
s Actor Role::in project (s Project x)
in project = (STEPentity )x;



f



 g

s Project State
s Actor Role::for state()
return (s Project State ) for state;

f



g

void
s Actor Role::for state (s Project State x)
for state = (STEPentity )x;


 g

f

Role Name&
s Actor Role::name()
return (Role Name) name;

f

g

void
s Actor Role::name (ROLE NAME x)
name.put (x);

f

g

s Project State::s Project State( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe PROJECT STATE;
extern AttrDescriptor a 44NAME;



g



a = new STEPattribute ( a 44NAME, & name);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Project State:: s Project State ()

fg

State Name&
s Project State::name()
return (State Name) name;

f

g

void
s Project State::name (STATE NAME x)
name.put (x);

f

g

s Actor::s Actor( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ACTOR;
extern AttrDescriptor a 45PERFORMS;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 45PERFORMS, & performs);
set null ();
a
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 46LAST NAME;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 46LAST NAME, & last name);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 47FIRST NAME;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 47FIRST NAME, & first name);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 48TITEL;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 48TITEL, & titel);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 49ADDRESS;

!

g







a = new STEPattribute ( a 49ADDRESS, & address);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!



s Actor:: s Actor ()

fg
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EntityAggregate&
s Actor::performs()
return (EntityAggregate&) performs;

f

g

void
s Actor::performs (EntityAggregate& x)
performs = x;

f

g

s String
s Actor::last name()
return (s String ) last name;

f

g

void
s Actor::last name (s String x)
last name = x;

f

g

s String
s Actor::first name()
return (s String ) first name;

f

g

void
s Actor::first name (s String x)
first name = x;

f

g

s String
s Actor::titel()
return (s String ) titel;

f

g

void
s Actor::titel (s String x)
titel = x;

f
g
s Address 
s Actor::address()
f return (s Address )

address;

g

void
s Actor::address (s Address x)
address = (STEPentity )x;



f

 g

s Group Of Spaces::s Group Of Spaces( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe GROUP OF SPACES;
extern AttrDescriptor a 50CONSISTS OF;



g



a = new STEPattribute ( a 50CONSISTS OF, & consists of);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Group Of Spaces:: s Group Of Spaces ()

fg

EntityAggregate&
s Group Of Spaces::consists of()
return (EntityAggregate&) consists of;

f

g

void
s Group Of Spaces::consists of (EntityAggregate& x)
consists of = x;

f

g

s Space::s Space( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SPACE;
extern AttrDescriptor a 51BELONGS TO;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 51BELONGS TO, & belongs to);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 52INCLUDED IN;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 52INCLUDED IN, & included in);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 53BOUNDED BY;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 53BOUNDED BY, & bounded by);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 54CONNECTED BY;

!
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a = new STEPattribute ( a 54CONNECTED BY, & connected by);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 55ADJACENT TO;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 55ADJACENT TO, & adjacent to);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 56HAS REP;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 56HAS REP, & has rep);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 57HAS;

!

g







a = new STEPattribute ( a 57HAS, & has);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!



s Space:: s Space ()





fg

s Floor Space
s Space::belongs to()
return (s Floor Space ) belongs to;

f



g

void
s Space::belongs to (s Floor Space x)
belongs to = (STEPentity )x;



f

 g

EntityAggregate&
s Space::included in()
return (EntityAggregate&) included in;

f

g

void
s Space::included in (EntityAggregate& x)
included in = x;

f

g

EntityAggregate&
s Space::bounded by()
return (EntityAggregate&) bounded by;

f

g

void
s Space::bounded by (EntityAggregate& x)
bounded by = x;

f

g

EntityAggregate&
s Space::connected by()
return (EntityAggregate&) connected by;

f

g

void
s Space::connected by (EntityAggregate& x)
connected by = x;

f

g

EntityAggregate&
s Space::adjacent to()
return (EntityAggregate&) adjacent to;

f

g

void
s Space::adjacent to (EntityAggregate& x)
adjacent to = x;

f

g

EntityAggregate&
s Space::has rep()
return (EntityAggregate&) has rep;

f

g

void
s Space::has rep (EntityAggregate& x)
has rep = x;

f

g

EntityAggregate&
s Space::has()
return (EntityAggregate&) has;

f

g

void
s Space::has (EntityAggregate& x)
has = x;

f

g

s Column::s Column( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe COLUMN;

g
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s Column:: s Column ()

fg

s Electrical::s Electrical( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ELECTRICAL;

g



s Electrical:: s Electrical ()

fg

s Contact Surface::s Contact Surface( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe CONTACT SURFACE;
extern AttrDescriptor a 58BOUNDS;



g



a = new STEPattribute ( a 58BOUNDS, & bounds);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Contact Surface:: s Contact Surface ()

fg

EntityAggregate&
s Contact Surface::bounds()
return (EntityAggregate&) bounds;

f

g

void
s Contact Surface::bounds (EntityAggregate& x)
bounds = x;

f

g

s Door::s Door( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe DOOR;

g



s Door:: s Door ()

fg

s Opening::s Opening( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe OPENING;
extern AttrDescriptor a 59WITHIN;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 59WITHIN, & within);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 60BOUNDED BY;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 60BOUNDED BY, & bounded by);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 61HAS REP;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 61HAS REP, & has rep);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!


s Opening::s Opening () f g
s Boundary Element 
s Opening::within()
f return (s Boundary Element )
g

void
s Opening::within (s Boundary Element
within = (STEPentity )x;

f

 g

within;

g

 x)

EntityAggregate&
s Opening::bounded by()
return (EntityAggregate&) bounded by;

f

void
s Opening::bounded by (EntityAggregate& x)
bounded by = x;

f

g

EntityAggregate&
s Opening::has rep()
return (EntityAggregate&) has rep;

f

g

g
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void
s Opening::has rep (EntityAggregate& x)
has rep = x;

f

g

s Building::s Building( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BUILDING;
extern AttrDescriptor a 62HAS;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 62HAS, & has);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!


s Building::s Building () f g
g

EntityAggregate&
s Building::has()
return (EntityAggregate&) has;

f

g

void
s Building::has (EntityAggregate& x)
has = x;

f

g

s Site Space::s Site Space( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe SITE SPACE;
extern AttrDescriptor a 63ASPECT OF;





a = new STEPattribute ( a 63ASPECT OF, & aspect of);
set null ();
a
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 64BOUNDED BY;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 64BOUNDED BY, & bounded by);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 65CONNECTED BY;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 65CONNECTED BY, & connected by);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);
extern AttrDescriptor a 66PART OF;

!







a = new STEPattribute ( a 66PART OF, & part of);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!

g





fg

s Site Space:: s Site Space ()



s Site
s Site Space::aspect of()
return (s Site ) aspect of;

f



g

void
s Site Space::aspect of (s Site x)
aspect of = (STEPentity )x;

f



 g

EntityAggregate&
s Site Space::bounded by()
return (EntityAggregate&) bounded by;

f

g

void
s Site Space::bounded by (EntityAggregate& x)
bounded by = x;

f

g

EntityAggregate&
s Site Space::connected by()
return (EntityAggregate&) connected by;

f

void
s Site Space::connected by (EntityAggregate& x)
connected by = x;

f

g

EntityAggregate&
s Site Space::part of()
return (EntityAggregate&) part of;

f

void

g

g
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s Site Space::part of (EntityAggregate& x)
part of = x;

f

g

s Arch::s Arch( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe ARCH;

g



s Arch:: s Arch ()

fg

s Building Project::s Building Project( )

f

STEPattribute

 a;

EntityDescriptor = BUILDING DATA SCHEMAe BUILDING PROJECT;
extern AttrDescriptor a 67FOR BUILDING;



g



a = new STEPattribute ( a 67FOR BUILDING, & for building);
a
set null ();
attributes.push ( a);

!





s Building Project:: s Building Project ()

fg

EntityAggregate&
s Building Project::for building()
return (EntityAggregate&) for building;

f

g

void
s Building Project::for building (EntityAggregate& x)
for building = x;
#endif

f

g
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OOE

hids
XmForm
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panel
XmRowColumn menubar
XmCascadeButton File
XmCascadeButton DataBase
XmCascadeButton Ci/sfb Tables
XmCascadeButton Geometry
XmCascadeButton Construct
XmCascadeButton Drawable
XmCascadeButton Other Appl
XmCascadeButton Tools
XmCascadeButton Help
XmMenuShell popup_(null)
XmRowColumn
XmPushButton Save
XmPushButton File Edit
XmCascadeButton Print
XmPushButton Readin ...
XmSeparator separator
XmPushButton Quit ...
XmRowColumn
XmPushButton Choose DB
XmPushButton DB Query
XmRowColumn
XmPushButton Ci/sfb Table 0
XmPushButton Ci/sfb Table 1
XmPushButton Ci/sfb Table 2
XmPushButton Ci/sfb Table 3
XmRowColumn
XmCascadeButton Property
XmCascadeButton Projection
XmCascadeButton Geometry Change
XmSeparator separator
XmRowColumn
XmCascadeButton Vertical Element
XmSeparator separator
XmCascadeButton Horizontal Element
XmRowColumn
XmPushButton New Drawing
XmSeparator separator
XmPushButton Viewing
XmCascadeButton Grid
XmPushButton Clear all
XmRowColumn
XmPushButton ACAD
XmPushButton ORACLE
XmPushButton ANIMATION
XmPushButton ANIMATION ON CAVAS
XmPushButton MULTIPLE DISPLAY
XmPushButton ARB DISPLAY
XmPushButton HIET
XmPushButton PEX
XmRowColumn
XmPushButton Tree
XmRowColumn
XmPushButton Hids Help
XmPushButton About Hids
XmPushButton Guide Line
XmMenuShell popup_(null)
XmRowColumn
XmPushButton Choose Window
XmPushButton Printing
XmRowColumn
XmPushButton Outline
XmPushButton Structural
XmPushButton Electrical
XmPushButton Mechanical
XmRowColumn
XmPushButton Plan
XmPushButton Elevation
XmPushButton Sections
XmPushButton Axonometric
XmPushButton Perspective
XmRowColumn
XmPushButton Alter Numerically
XmPushButton Graphical Manipulation
XmRowColumn
XmPushButton Wall
XmPushButton Arch Path
XmPushButton Door
XmPushButton Window
XmRowColumn
XmPushButton Floor
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XmPushButton Ceiling
XmPushButton Roof
XmRowColumn Show/Hide
XmLabel Show/Hide
XmSeparator separator
XmPushButton Show grids
XmPushButton Hide grids
XmRowColumn options
XmDrawnButton Top-Down
XmDrawnButton Bottom-Up
XmDrawnButton Top-Bottom
XmDrawnButton Library
XmDrawnButton Level
XmDrawnButton Pan
XmDrawnButton Exit_command
XmDrawnButton System
XmDrawnButton Rotate
XmDrawnButton Scale
XmDrawnButton Zoom_Out
XmDrawnButton Zoom_In
XmDrawnButton Redraw
XmDrawnButton Undo_drawing
XmRowColumn icons
XmDrawnButton dbutton
XmDrawnButton dbutton
XmDrawnButton dbutton
XmDrawnButton dbutton
XmDrawnButton dbutton
XmDrawnButton dbutton
XmText text
XmRowColumn ini_info
XmForm ini_form
XmLabelGadget Project:
XmTextField Prototype Building1
XmForm ini_form
XmLabelGadget Date:
XmTextField Fri Feb 18 15:56:00 1994
XmForm ini_form
XmLabelGadget Version:
XmTextField 1.1
XmRowColumn scales
XmScale Design
XmLabelGadget scale_title
XmScrollBar scale_scrollbar
XmScale Geometry
XmLabelGadget scale_title
XmScrollBar scale_scrollbar
XmScale Modelling
XmLabelGadget scale_title
XmScrollBar scale_scrollbar
XmRowColumn radio_box
XmToggleButtonGadget Outline
XmToggleButtonGadget Normal
XmToggleButtonGadget Electrical
XmToggleButtonGadget Mechanical
XmToggleButtonGadget Structural
XmScrolledWindow modulesSW
XmScrollBar ListvScrollBar
XmList modules
XmRowColumn viewp_icons
XmDrawnButton dbutton
XmDrawnButton dbutton
XmDrawnButton dbutton
XmDrawnButton dbutton
XmScrolledWindow scrolled_win
XmDrawingArea ScrolledWindowClipWindow
XmDrawingArea canvas
XmScrollBar vScrollBar
XmScrollBar hScrollBar
XmMenuShell popup_menu
XmRowColumn menu
XmLabel Menu
XmSeparator separator
XmPushButton Scaling
XmCascadeButton View
XmPushButton Translation
XmPushButton Reflection
XmPushButton Mirror
XmMenuShell popup_Operations
XmRowColumn Operations
XmLabel Operations
XmSeparator separator
XmPushButton Perspective
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XmPushButton Oblique
TransientShell Drawing
XmScrolledWindow draw
XmDrawingArea ScrolledWindowClipWindow
XmDrawingArea panel
XmMenuShell popup_menu
XmRowColumn menu
XmLabel Menu
XmSeparator separator
XmPushButton Scaling
XmCascadeButton View
XmPushButton Translation
XmPushButton Reflection
XmPushButton Show
XmMenuShell popup_Operations
XmRowColumn Operations
XmLabel Operations
XmSeparator separator
XmPushButton Perspective
XmPushButton Oblique
XmPushButton Rotate
XmScrollBar vScrollBar
XmScrollBar hScrollBar
TransientShell Physical Environment
TransientShell Elements
TransientShell Constructions, Forms
TransientShell Materials
TransientShell Setup Files
XmForm setup_2D
XmLabel STANDARD DATA FILE NAME
XmText STANDARD DATA FILE NAME
XmLabel GEOMETRY DATA FILE NAME
XmText GEOMETRY DATA FILE NAME
XmLabel CONSTRUCTION DATA FILE NAME
XmText CONSTRUCTION DATA FILE NAME
XmLabel ENVIRONMENTAL DATA FILE NAME
XmText ENVIRONMENTAL DATA FILE NAME
XmPushButton OK
XmPushButton CANCEL
XmDialogShell QUIT_popup
XmMessageBox QUIT
XmLabelGadget symbol
XmLabelGadget
XmSeparatorGadget separator
XmPushButtonGadget OK
XmPushButtonGadget Cancel
XmPushButtonGadget Help
XmDialogShell OUTPUT_popup
XmSelectionBox OUTPUT
XmLabelGadget Selection
XmText sb_text
XmSeparatorGadget Separator
XmPushButtonGadget OK
XmPushButtonGadget Apply
XmPushButtonGadget Cancel
XmPushButtonGadget Help
XmDialogShell INPUT_popup
XmSelectionBox INPUT
XmLabelGadget Items
XmScrolledWindow sb_listSW
XmScrollBar ListvScrollBar
XmScrollBar ListhScrollBar
XmList sb_list
XmLabelGadget Selection
XmText sb_text
XmSeparatorGadget Separator
XmPushButtonGadget OK
XmPushButtonGadget Apply
XmPushButtonGadget Cancel
XmPushButtonGadget Help
XmDialogShell DB Files_popup
XmSelectionBox DB Files
XmLabelGadget Items
XmScrolledWindow sb_listSW
XmScrollBar ListvScrollBar
XmScrollBar ListhScrollBar
XmList sb_list
XmLabelGadget Selection
XmText sb_text
XmSeparatorGadget Separator
XmPushButtonGadget OK
XmPushButtonGadget Apply
XmPushButtonGadget Cancel
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XmPushButtonGadget Help
XmDialogShell Enimation Files_popup
XmSelectionBox Enimation Files
XmLabelGadget Items
XmScrolledWindow sb_listSW
XmScrollBar ListvScrollBar
XmScrollBar ListhScrollBar
XmList sb_list
XmLabelGadget Selection
XmText sb_text
XmSeparatorGadget Separator
XmPushButtonGadget OK
XmPushButtonGadget Apply
XmPushButtonGadget Cancel
XmPushButtonGadget Help
XmDialogShell Elevation Files_popup
XmSelectionBox Elevation Files
XmLabelGadget Items
XmScrolledWindow sb_listSW
XmScrollBar ListvScrollBar
XmScrollBar ListhScrollBar
XmList sb_list
XmLabelGadget Selection
XmText sb_text
XmSeparatorGadget Separator
XmPushButtonGadget OK
XmPushButtonGadget Apply
XmPushButtonGadget Cancel
XmPushButtonGadget Help
XmDialogShell Plan Files_popup
XmSelectionBox Plan Files
XmLabelGadget Items
XmScrolledWindow sb_listSW
XmScrollBar ListvScrollBar
XmScrollBar ListhScrollBar
XmList sb_list
XmLabelGadget Selection
XmText sb_text
XmSeparatorGadget Separator
XmPushButtonGadget OK
XmPushButtonGadget Apply
XmPushButtonGadget Cancel
XmPushButtonGadget Help
XmDialogShell Plan Files_popup
XmSelectionBox Plan Files
XmLabelGadget Items
XmScrolledWindow sb_listSW
XmScrollBar ListvScrollBar
XmScrollBar ListhScrollBar
XmList sb_list
XmLabelGadget Selection
XmText sb_text
XmSeparatorGadget Separator
XmPushButtonGadget OK
XmPushButtonGadget Apply
XmPushButtonGadget Cancel
XmPushButtonGadget Help
XmDialogShell Axonometric Files_popup
XmSelectionBox Axonometric Files
XmLabelGadget Items
XmScrolledWindow sb_listSW
XmScrollBar ListvScrollBar
XmScrollBar ListhScrollBar
XmList sb_list
XmLabelGadget Selection
XmText sb_text
XmSeparatorGadget Separator
XmPushButtonGadget OK
XmPushButtonGadget Apply
XmPushButtonGadget Cancel
XmPushButtonGadget Help
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ISO-10303-21;
HEADER;
FILE_DESCRIPTION((’contains entities, converted from acad-dwg’),’1’);
FILE_NAME(’/usr/abacus1/cc/acad/out.stp’,$,$,$,$,$,$);
FILE_SCHEMA($);
ENDSEC;
DATA;
#1=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.975,7.125,0.000);
#2=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,7.125,0.000);
#3=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,7.025,0.000);
#4=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.125,7.025,0.000);
#5=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.125,6.975,0.000);
#6=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,6.975,0.000);
#7=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,6.875,0.000);
#8=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.975,6.875,0.000);
#9=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.975,6.975,0.000);
#10=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.875,6.975,0.000);
#11=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.875,7.025,0.000);
#12=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.975,7.025,0.000);
#13=POLY_LOOP((#1,#2,#3,#4,#5,#6,#7,#8,#9,#10,#11,#12));
#14=FACE((#13));
#15=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#16=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#14,3.200,#15);
#17=ENCLOSURE_SYSTEM(’01’,$,$);
#18=MATERIAL(’steel’,$);
#19=COLUMN($,$,$,$,(#18),(#17),(#16));
#20=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.975,7.125,0.000);
#21=CARTESIAN_POINT(46.025,7.125,0.000);
#22=CARTESIAN_POINT(46.025,7.025,0.000);
#23=CARTESIAN_POINT(46.125,7.025,0.000);
#24=CARTESIAN_POINT(46.125,6.975,0.000);
#25=CARTESIAN_POINT(46.025,6.975,0.000);
#26=CARTESIAN_POINT(46.025,6.875,0.000);
#27=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.975,6.875,0.000);
#28=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.975,6.975,0.000);
#29=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.875,6.975,0.000);
#30=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.875,7.025,0.000);
#31=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.975,7.025,0.000);
#32=POLY_LOOP((#20,#21,#22,#23,#24,#25,#26,#27,#28,#29,#30,#31));
#33=FACE((#32));
#34=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#35=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#33,3.200,#34);
#36=COLUMN($,$,$,$,(#18),(#17),(#35));
#37=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.975,14.125,0.000);
#38=CARTESIAN_POINT(46.025,14.125,0.000);
#39=CARTESIAN_POINT(46.025,14.025,0.000);
#40=CARTESIAN_POINT(46.125,14.025,0.000);
#41=CARTESIAN_POINT(46.125,13.975,0.000);
#42=CARTESIAN_POINT(46.025,13.975,0.000);
#43=CARTESIAN_POINT(46.025,13.875,0.000);
#44=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.975,13.875,0.000);
#45=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.975,13.975,0.000);
#46=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.875,13.975,0.000);
#47=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.875,14.025,0.000);
#48=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.975,14.025,0.000);
#49=POLY_LOOP((#37,#38,#39,#40,#41,#42,#43,#44,#45,#46,#47,#48));
#50=FACE((#49));
#51=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#52=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#50,3.200,#51);
#53=COLUMN($,$,$,$,(#18),(#17),(#52));
#54=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.975,14.125,0.000);
#55=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,14.125,0.000);
#56=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,14.025,0.000);
#57=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.125,14.025,0.000);
#58=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.125,13.975,0.000);
#59=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,13.975,0.000);
#60=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,13.875,0.000);
#61=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.975,13.875,0.000);
#62=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.975,13.975,0.000);
#63=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.875,13.975,0.000);
#64=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.875,14.025,0.000);
#65=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.975,14.025,0.000);
#66=POLY_LOOP((#54,#55,#56,#57,#58,#59,#60,#61,#62,#63,#64,#65));
#67=FACE((#66));
#68=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#69=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#67,3.200,#68);
#70=COLUMN($,$,$,$,(#18),(#17),(#69));
#71=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.308,7.125,0.000);
#72=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.358,7.125,0.000);
#73=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.358,7.025,0.000);
#74=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.458,7.025,0.000);
#75=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.458,6.975,0.000);
#76=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.358,6.975,0.000);
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#77=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.358,6.875,0.000);
#78=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.308,6.875,0.000);
#79=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.308,6.975,0.000);
#80=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.208,6.975,0.000);
#81=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.208,7.025,0.000);
#82=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.308,7.025,0.000);
#83=POLY_LOOP((#71,#72,#73,#74,#75,#76,#77,#78,#79,#80,#81,#82));
#84=FACE((#83));
#85=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#86=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#84,3.200,#85);
#87=COLUMN($,$,$,$,(#18),(#17),(#86));
#88=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.642,7.125,0.000);
#89=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.692,7.125,0.000);
#90=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.692,7.025,0.000);
#91=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.792,7.025,0.000);
#92=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.792,6.975,0.000);
#93=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.692,6.975,0.000);
#94=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.692,6.875,0.000);
#95=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.642,6.875,0.000);
#96=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.642,6.975,0.000);
#97=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.542,6.975,0.000);
#98=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.542,7.025,0.000);
#99=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.642,7.025,0.000);
#100=POLY_LOOP((#88,#89,#90,#91,#92,#93,#94,#95,#96,#97,#98,#99));
#101=FACE((#100));
#102=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#103=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#101,3.200,#102);
#104=COLUMN($,$,$,$,(#18),(#17),(#103));
#105=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.308,14.125,0.000);
#106=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.358,14.125,0.000);
#107=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.358,14.025,0.000);
#108=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.458,14.025,0.000);
#109=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.458,13.975,0.000);
#110=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.358,13.975,0.000);
#111=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.358,13.875,0.000);
#112=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.308,13.875,0.000);
#113=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.308,13.975,0.000);
#114=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.208,13.975,0.000);
#115=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.208,14.025,0.000);
#116=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.308,14.025,0.000);
#117=POLY_LOOP((#105,#106,#107,#108,#109,#110,#111,#112,#113,#114,#115,#116));
#118=FACE((#117));
#119=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#120=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#118,3.200,#119);
#121=COLUMN($,$,$,$,(#18),(#17),(#120));
#122=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.642,14.125,0.000);
#123=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.692,14.125,0.000);
#124=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.692,14.025,0.000);
#125=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.792,14.025,0.000);
#126=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.792,13.975,0.000);
#127=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.692,13.975,0.000);
#128=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.692,13.875,0.000);
#129=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.642,13.875,0.000);
#130=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.642,13.975,0.000);
#131=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.542,13.975,0.000);
#132=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.542,14.025,0.000);
#133=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.642,14.025,0.000);
#134=POLY_LOOP((#122,#123,#124,#125,#126,#127,#128,#129,#130,#131,#132,#133));
#135=FACE((#134));
#136=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#137=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#135,3.200,#136);
#138=COLUMN($,$,$,$,(#18),(#17),(#137));
#139=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.000,16.000,3.400);
#140=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,16.000,3.400);
#141=CARTESIAN_POINT(51.000,14.000,3.800);
#142=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,13.975,3.800);
#143=POLY_LOOP((#139,#140,#141,#142));
#144=FACE((#143));
#145=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.000,5.000,3.400);
#146=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,5.000,3.400);
#147=CARTESIAN_POINT(51.000,7.000,3.800);
#148=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,6.975,3.800);
#149=POLY_LOOP((#145,#146,#147,#148));
#150=FACE((#149));
#151=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,6.975,3.800);
#152=CARTESIAN_POINT(51.000,7.000,3.800);
#153=CARTESIAN_POINT(51.000,14.000,3.800);
#154=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,13.975,3.800);
#155=POLY_LOOP((#151,#152,#153,#154));
#156=FACE((#155));
#157=CARTESIAN_POINT(25.000,17.000,3.200);
#158=CARTESIAN_POINT(25.000,17.000,3.400);
#159=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,17.000,3.400);
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#160=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,17.000,3.200);
#161=POLY_LOOP((#157,#158,#159,#160));
#162=FACE((#161));
#163=CARTESIAN_POINT(25.000,4.000,3.200);
#164=CARTESIAN_POINT(25.000,4.000,3.400);
#165=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,4.000,3.400);
#166=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,4.000,3.200);
#167=POLY_LOOP((#163,#164,#165,#166));
#168=FACE((#167));
#169=CARTESIAN_POINT(25.000,4.000,3.400);
#170=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,4.000,3.400);
#171=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,5.000,3.400);
#172=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.000,5.000,3.400);
#173=POLY_LOOP((#169,#170,#171,#172));
#174=FACE((#173));
#175=CARTESIAN_POINT(25.000,17.000,3.400);
#176=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,17.000,3.400);
#177=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,16.000,3.400);
#178=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.000,16.000,3.400);
#179=POLY_LOOP((#175,#176,#177,#178));
#180=FACE((#179));
#181=CARTESIAN_POINT(25.000,4.000,3.200);
#182=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,4.000,3.200);
#183=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,17.000,3.200);
#184=CARTESIAN_POINT(25.000,17.000,3.200);
#185=POLY_LOOP((#181,#182,#183,#184));
#186=FACE((#185));
#187=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.000,16.000,3.400);
#188=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.000,5.000,3.400);
#189=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,6.975,3.800);
#190=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.025,13.975,3.800);
#191=POLY_LOOP((#187,#188,#189,#190));
#192=FACE((#191));
#193=CARTESIAN_POINT(25.000,17.000,3.400);
#194=CARTESIAN_POINT(25.000,4.000,3.400);
#195=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.000,5.000,3.400);
#196=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.000,16.000,3.400);
#197=POLY_LOOP((#193,#194,#195,#196));
#198=FACE((#197));
#199=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,16.000,3.400);
#200=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,5.000,3.400);
#201=CARTESIAN_POINT(51.000,7.000,3.800);
#202=CARTESIAN_POINT(51.000,14.000,3.800);
#203=POLY_LOOP((#199,#200,#201,#202));
#204=FACE((#203));
#205=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,17.000,3.400);
#206=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,17.000,3.200);
#207=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,4.000,3.200);
#208=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,4.000,3.400);
#209=POLY_LOOP((#205,#206,#207,#208));
#210=FACE((#209));
#211=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,17.000,3.400);
#212=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,4.000,3.400);
#213=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,5.000,3.400);
#214=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,16.000,3.400);
#215=POLY_LOOP((#211,#212,#213,#214));
#216=FACE((#215));
#217=CLOSED_SHELL((#216,#210,#204,#198,#192,#186,#180,#174,#168,#162,#156,#150,#144));
#218=FACETTED_BREP(#217);
#219=MATERIAL(’reinforced_concrete’,$);
#220=ROOF($,$,$,$,(#219),(#17),(#218));
#221=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,4.700,0.000);
#222=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.300,4.700,0.000);
#223=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.300,16.300,0.000);
#224=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,16.300,0.000);
#225=POLY_LOOP((#221,#222,#223,#224));
#226=FACE((#225));
#227=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#228=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#226,3.200,#227);
#229=MATERIAL(’Tinian_marble’,$);
#230=WALL($,$,$,$,(#229),(#17),(#228));
#231=CARTESIAN_POINT(38.700,16.000,0.000);
#232=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,16.000,0.000);
#233=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,16.300,0.000);
#234=CARTESIAN_POINT(38.700,16.300,0.000);
#235=POLY_LOOP((#231,#232,#233,#234));
#236=FACE((#235));
#237=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#238=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#236,3.200,#237);
#239=WALL($,$,$,$,(#229),(#17),(#238));
#240=CARTESIAN_POINT(42.000,4.700,0.000);
#241=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,4.700,0.000);
#242=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,5.000,0.000);
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#243=CARTESIAN_POINT(42.000,5.000,0.000);
#244=POLY_LOOP((#240,#241,#242,#243));
#245=FACE((#244));
#246=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#247=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#245,3.200,#246);
#248=WALL($,$,$,$,(#229),(#17),(#247));
#249=CARTESIAN_POINT(38.300,11.350,0.000);
#250=CARTESIAN_POINT(43.700,11.350,0.000);
#251=CARTESIAN_POINT(43.700,11.650,0.000);
#252=CARTESIAN_POINT(38.300,11.650,0.000);
#253=POLY_LOOP((#249,#250,#251,#252));
#254=FACE((#253));
#255=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#256=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#254,3.200,#255);
#257=MATERIAL(’onyx’,$);
#258=WALL($,$,$,$,(#257),(#17),(#256));
#259=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.000,7.350,0.000);
#260=CARTESIAN_POINT(35.000,7.350,0.000);
#261=CARTESIAN_POINT(35.000,7.650,0.000);
#262=CARTESIAN_POINT(26.000,7.650,0.000);
#263=POLY_LOOP((#259,#260,#261,#262));
#264=FACE((#263));
#265=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#266=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#264,3.200,#265);
#267=WALL($,$,$,$,(#257),(#17),(#266));
#268=CARTESIAN_POINT(31.000,13.400,0.000);
#269=CARTESIAN_POINT(41.000,13.400,0.000);
#270=CARTESIAN_POINT(41.000,13.600,0.000);
#271=CARTESIAN_POINT(31.000,13.600,0.000);
#272=POLY_LOOP((#268,#269,#270,#271));
#273=FACE((#272));
#274=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#275=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#273,3.200,#274);
#276=MATERIAL(’grey_transparent_glass’,$);
#277=WALL($,$,$,$,(#276),(#17),(#275));
#278=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.400,6.700,0.000);
#279=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.600,6.700,0.000);
#280=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.600,14.300,0.000);
#281=CARTESIAN_POINT(45.400,14.300,0.000);
#282=POLY_LOOP((#278,#279,#280,#281));
#283=FACE((#282));
#284=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#285=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#283,3.200,#284);
#286=MATERIAL(’green_transparent_glass’,$);
#287=WALL($,$,$,$,(#286),(#17),(#285));
#288=CARTESIAN_POINT(32.000,7.650,0.000);
#289=CARTESIAN_POINT(32.200,7.650,0.000);
#290=CARTESIAN_POINT(32.200,13.400,0.000);
#291=CARTESIAN_POINT(32.000,13.400,0.000);
#292=POLY_LOOP((#288,#289,#290,#291));
#293=FACE((#292));
#294=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#295=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#293,3.200,#294);
#296=MATERIAL(’etched_glass’,$);
#297=WALL($,$,$,$,(#296),(#17),(#295));
#298=CARTESIAN_POINT(32.800,7.650,0.000);
#299=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.000,7.650,0.000);
#300=CARTESIAN_POINT(33.000,13.400,0.000);
#301=CARTESIAN_POINT(32.800,13.400,0.000);
#302=POLY_LOOP((#298,#299,#300,#301));
#303=FACE((#302));
#304=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#305=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#303,3.200,#304);
#306=WALL($,$,$,$,(#296),(#17),(#305));
#307=CARTESIAN_POINT(31.000,4.800,0.000);
#308=CARTESIAN_POINT(42.000,4.800,0.000);
#309=CARTESIAN_POINT(42.000,5.000,0.000);
#310=CARTESIAN_POINT(31.000,5.000,0.000);
#311=POLY_LOOP((#307,#308,#309,#310));
#312=FACE((#311));
#313=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#314=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#312,3.200,#313);
#315=WALL($,$,$,$,(#276),(#17),(#314));
#316=CARTESIAN_POINT(7.300,15.000,0.000);
#317=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.700,15.000,0.000);
#318=CARTESIAN_POINT(27.700,15.300,0.000);
#319=CARTESIAN_POINT(7.300,15.300,0.000);
#320=POLY_LOOP((#316,#317,#318,#319));
#321=FACE((#320));
#322=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#323=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#321,3.200,#322);
#324=MATERIAL(’Roman_travertine’,$);
#325=WALL($,$,$,$,(#324),(#17),(#323));
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#326=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.700,0.700,0.000);
#327=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,0.700,0.000);
#328=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,22.300,0.000);
#329=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.700,22.300,0.000);
#330=POLY_LOOP((#326,#327,#328,#329));
#331=FACE((#330));
#332=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#333=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#331,3.200,#332);
#334=WALL($,$,$,$,(#324),(#17),(#333));
#335=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,0.700,0.000);
#336=CARTESIAN_POINT(7.700,0.700,0.000);
#337=CARTESIAN_POINT(7.700,1.000,0.000);
#338=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,1.000,0.000);
#339=POLY_LOOP((#335,#336,#337,#338));
#340=FACE((#339));
#341=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#342=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#340,3.200,#341);
#343=WALL($,$,$,$,(#324),(#17),(#342));
#344=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,16.700,0.000);
#345=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.300,16.700,0.000);
#346=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.300,22.300,0.000);
#347=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,22.300,0.000);
#348=POLY_LOOP((#344,#345,#346,#347));
#349=FACE((#348));
#350=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#351=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#349,3.200,#350);
#352=WALL($,$,$,$,(#324),(#17),(#351));
#353=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,22.000,0.000);
#354=CARTESIAN_POINT(5.100,22.000,0.000);
#355=CARTESIAN_POINT(5.100,22.300,0.000);
#356=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,22.300,0.000);
#357=POLY_LOOP((#353,#354,#355,#356));
#358=FACE((#357));
#359=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#360=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#358,3.200,#359);
#361=WALL($,$,$,$,(#324),(#17),(#360));
#362=CARTESIAN_POINT(4.900,16.700,0.000);
#363=CARTESIAN_POINT(5.100,16.700,0.000);
#364=CARTESIAN_POINT(5.100,22.000,0.000);
#365=CARTESIAN_POINT(4.900,22.000,0.000);
#366=POLY_LOOP((#362,#363,#364,#365));
#367=FACE((#366));
#368=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#369=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#367,3.200,#368);
#370=WALL($,$,$,$,(#324),(#17),(#369));
#371=CARTESIAN_POINT(5.100,19.900,0.000);
#372=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,19.900,0.000);
#373=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,20.100,0.000);
#374=CARTESIAN_POINT(5.100,20.100,0.000);
#375=POLY_LOOP((#371,#372,#373,#374));
#376=FACE((#375));
#377=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#378=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#376,3.200,#377);
#379=WALL($,$,$,$,(#324),(#17),(#378));
#380=CARTESIAN_POINT(5.100,22.000,0.000);
#381=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,22.000,0.000);
#382=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,22.200,0.000);
#383=CARTESIAN_POINT(5.100,22.200,0.000);
#384=POLY_LOOP((#380,#381,#382,#383));
#385=FACE((#384));
#386=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#387=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#385,3.200,#386);
#388=MATERIAL(’glass’,$);
#389=WALL($,$,$,$,(#388),(#17),(#387));
#390=CARTESIAN_POINT(5.600,20.100,0.000);
#391=CARTESIAN_POINT(5.600,19.900,0.000);
#392=CARTESIAN_POINT(6.600,19.900,0.000);
#393=CARTESIAN_POINT(6.600,20.100,0.000);
#394=POLY_LOOP((#390,#391,#392,#393));
#395=FACE((#394));
#396=SURFACE(#395);
#397=MATERIAL(’wooden_frame’,$);
#398=DOOR($,$,$,$,(#397),(#17),(#396),#399);
#399=OPENING($,$,$,$,(#17),$,(#397));
#400=CARTESIAN_POINT(2.000,21.000,3.700);
#401=CARTESIAN_POINT(8.000,21.000,3.700);
#402=CARTESIAN_POINT(8.000,16.000,3.700);
#403=CARTESIAN_POINT(2.000,16.000,3.700);
#404=POLY_LOOP((#400,#401,#402,#403));
#405=FACE((#404));
#406=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,22.000,3.400);
#407=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,15.000,3.400);
#408=CARTESIAN_POINT(2.000,16.000,3.700);
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#409=CARTESIAN_POINT(2.000,21.000,3.700);
#410=POLY_LOOP((#406,#407,#408,#409));
#411=FACE((#410));
#412=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,22.000,3.400);
#413=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,15.000,3.400);
#414=CARTESIAN_POINT(8.000,16.000,3.700);
#415=CARTESIAN_POINT(8.000,21.000,3.700);
#416=POLY_LOOP((#412,#413,#414,#415));
#417=FACE((#416));
#418=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,23.000,3.400);
#419=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,14.000,3.400);
#420=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,15.000,3.400);
#421=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,22.000,3.400);
#422=POLY_LOOP((#418,#419,#420,#421));
#423=FACE((#422));
#424=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,23.000,3.400);
#425=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,14.000,3.400);
#426=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,15.000,3.400);
#427=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,22.000,3.400);
#428=POLY_LOOP((#424,#425,#426,#427));
#429=FACE((#428));
#430=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,23.000,3.200);
#431=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,14.000,3.200);
#432=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,14.000,3.400);
#433=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,23.000,3.400);
#434=POLY_LOOP((#430,#431,#432,#433));
#435=FACE((#434));
#436=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,23.000,3.200);
#437=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,14.000,3.200);
#438=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,14.000,3.400);
#439=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,23.000,3.400);
#440=POLY_LOOP((#436,#437,#438,#439));
#441=FACE((#440));
#442=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,23.000,3.200);
#443=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,23.000,3.200);
#444=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,14.000,3.200);
#445=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,14.000,3.200);
#446=POLY_LOOP((#442,#443,#444,#445));
#447=FACE((#446));
#448=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,14.000,3.400);
#449=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,14.000,3.400);
#450=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,15.000,3.400);
#451=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,15.000,3.400);
#452=POLY_LOOP((#448,#449,#450,#451));
#453=FACE((#452));
#454=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,14.000,3.200);
#455=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,14.000,3.200);
#456=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,14.000,3.400);
#457=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,14.000,3.400);
#458=POLY_LOOP((#454,#455,#456,#457));
#459=FACE((#458));
#460=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,15.000,3.400);
#461=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,15.000,3.400);
#462=CARTESIAN_POINT(8.000,16.000,3.700);
#463=CARTESIAN_POINT(2.000,16.000,3.700);
#464=POLY_LOOP((#460,#461,#462,#463));
#465=FACE((#464));
#466=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,23.000,3.400);
#467=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,23.000,3.400);
#468=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,22.000,3.400);
#469=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,22.000,3.400);
#470=POLY_LOOP((#466,#467,#468,#469));
#471=FACE((#470));
#472=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,23.000,3.200);
#473=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,23.000,3.200);
#474=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,23.000,3.400);
#475=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,23.000,3.400);
#476=POLY_LOOP((#472,#473,#474,#475));
#477=FACE((#476));
#478=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,22.000,3.400);
#479=CARTESIAN_POINT(9.000,22.000,3.400);
#480=CARTESIAN_POINT(8.000,21.000,3.700);
#481=CARTESIAN_POINT(2.000,21.000,3.700);
#482=POLY_LOOP((#478,#479,#480,#481));
#483=FACE((#482));
#484=CLOSED_SHELL((#483,#477,#471,#465,#459,#453,#447,#441,#435,#429,#423,#417,#411,#405));
#485=FACETTED_BREP(#484);
#486=ROOF($,$,$,$,(#219),(#17),(#485));
#487=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,0.000,-1.200);
#488=CARTESIAN_POINT(0.000,23.000,-1.200);
#489=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,23.000,-1.200);
#490=CARTESIAN_POINT(10.000,17.000,-1.200);
#491=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,17.000,-1.200);
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#492=CARTESIAN_POINT(53.000,4.000,-1.200);
#493=CARTESIAN_POINT(37.000,4.000,-1.200);
#494=CARTESIAN_POINT(37.000,1.000,-1.200);
#495=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.000,1.000,-1.200);
#496=CARTESIAN_POINT(39.000,0.000,-1.200);
#497=POLY_LOOP((#487,#488,#489,#490,#491,#492,#493,#494,#495,#496));
#498=FACE((#497));
#499=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#500=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#498,1.200,#499);
#501=FLOOR($,$,$,$,(#324),(#17),(#500));
#502=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,1.000,-0.700);
#503=CARTESIAN_POINT(1.000,10.000,-0.700);
#504=CARTESIAN_POINT(22.000,10.000,-0.700);
#505=CARTESIAN_POINT(22.000,1.000,-0.700);
#506=POLY_LOOP((#502,#503,#504,#505));
#507=FACE((#506));
#508=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#509=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#507,0.700,#508);
#510=FLOOR($,$,$,$,(#324),(#17),(#509));
#511=CARTESIAN_POINT(48.000,5.000,-0.700);
#512=CARTESIAN_POINT(48.000,16.000,-0.700);
#513=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,16.000,-0.700);
#514=CARTESIAN_POINT(52.000,5.000,-0.700);
#515=POLY_LOOP((#511,#512,#513,#514));
#516=FACE((#515));
#517=DIRECTION(0.000,0.000,1.000);
#518=SOLID_OF_LINEAR_EXTRUSION(#516,0.700,#517);
#519=FLOOR($,$,$,$,(#324),(#17),(#518));
ENDSEC;
END-ISO-10303-21;
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Code for HIDE
1

1

Only source code for main HIDE framework has been included owing to size. The source code
for implemented CAD tools, such as prototype database system and graphic and animation system
runs into 10,000 lines of C and C++ code.
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E.1

Header Files

Header files include:

 mt.h
 setting.h
 hiet.h
 helpwidget.h
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 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: mt.h

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/ THIS IS THE BEGINING OF HIDE HEADER FILE
/
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//
/

mt.h
/
/
/ include files
/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <curses.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <X11/StringDefs.h>
#include <X11/Intrinsic.h>
#include <X11/Xutil.h>
#include <Xm/Xm.h>
#include <Xm/XmP.h>
#include <Xm/DrawingA.h>
#include <Xm/RowColumn.h>
#include <Xm/BulletinB.h>
#include <Xm/MessageB.h>
#include <Xm/SelectioB.h>
#include <Xm/Form.h>
#include <Xm/Separator.h>
#include <Xm/SeparatoG.h>
#include <Xm/PushB.h>
#include <Xm/PushBG.h>
#include <Xm/CascadeB.h>
#include <Xm/Label.h>
#include <Xm/DrawnB.h>
#include <Xm/Text.h>
#include <Xm/TextF.h>
#include <Xm/LabelG.h>
#include <Xm/ScrolledW.h>
#include <Xm/ScrollBar.h>
#include <Xm/Scale.h>
#include <Xm/List.h>
#include <Xm/ToggleBG.h>
#include <Xm/MainW.h>
#include <Xm/Command.h>
#include <X11/Xmu/Editres.h>
/
/
/

#ifndef SYSV
#include <sys/wait.h>
#else
#define SIGCHLD SIGCLD
#endif





/
window size defination
/
#define ROOT WINDOW WIDTH 1100
#define ROOT WINDOW HEIGHT 800





/ utility definition /
#define BUTTON WIDTH 80
#define BUTTON HEIGHT 30
#define UP 1
#define DOWN 2
#define ON 1
#define OFF 0
#define GRID ON 1
#define GRID OFF 0

/



SYSV

/
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#define MAXLINESIZE 300
#define MAXLINE 2000
/ #define MIN(a,b)
(((a) < (b)) ? (a) : (b)) /
#define ABS(a) (((a) 0) ? (a) : -(a))
#define MAXI(a,b) ((a > b) ? a : b)
5 /
/ #define MARGIN










#define P NAME "data"
#define DB NAME "wall"
#define P NO "1"
#define MAX ARGS 20
#define DXFFILE SUFFIX ".dxf"
#define PRJFILE SUFFIX " db"
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/ ————————————————————————— /
/ ——————– Type and Struct declaration ————————– /
/ ————————————————————————— /



typedef struct pnt pnt;
typedef struct face pnts face pnts;
typedef struct basic obj basic obj;
typedef struct bndry basic obj bndry basic obj;

 POINT/
/

/



/

BASIC OBJECTS

typedef struct menu struct menu struct;
typedef struct graphics data graphics data;

f

typedef struct
char chars[MAXLINE];
int length[MAXLINE];
int rbearing[MAXLINE];
int descent;
XFontStruct font;
GC gc;
Widget scrollbar;
Widget canvas;
Dimension canvas height;
Dimension canvas width;
int fontheight;
int nitems;
int top;
text data, text data ptr;





g







/
/
/
/
/
/

/ Lines of text
/ Length of each line
/ right bearing of line
/ descent below baseline
/ The font struct
/ A read/write GC



 canvas dimensions /
/ descent + ascent
/
/ number of text lines /
/ line at top of window /
/



text data t data;
typedef struct DIRname DIRname;
struct DIRname
char name[15];
DIRname next;
;

f



g

f

typedef struct
Pixmap pix;
GC gc;
Dimension width, height;
pixmap data;

g

f

typedef struct
Widget drawn w;
char pixmap file;
char exec argv[10];
int pid;
ExecItem;

g




 10 is

/

f

struct menu struct
char name;
void ( func)();
char func flag;
caddr t c data;
int user data;
struct menu struct sub menu;
int n sub items;
char sub menu title;
;





g







/ TYPE POINT
struct pnt
double x;
double y;
double z;
;
struct face pnts
pnt p[4];
;

g
g



f

/















/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

consists of x, y and z coordinates

/

 z also serves as a flag after clipped
/ consists of x, y and z coordinates

/
/

/

f

f





/ name of the button
/ Callback to be invoked
Decide which callback should be invoked
/ Data for the callback
/ XmNuserData
/ data for submenu of this button
/ How many items in sub menu
/ Title of submenu



/

/ TYPE BASIC OBJECTS /
struct basic obj
char name[20];
int id1, id2, floor lev, type;
pnt start point;
pnt xyz dim;
double angle;
basic obj next;
;

g



/



arbitrary, but big enough /
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f

struct bndry basic obj
char name[20];
int id1, id2, floor lev, type;
pnt start point;
pnt xyz dim;
double angle;
double ext wall area[4];
double int wall area[4];
double tmp wall area[4];
double tot ext wall area;
double tot int wall area;
face pnts face dir[4];
double volume;
double floor area;
bndry basic obj next;



g;

f

struct graphics data
int start x, start y, last x, last y;
char command name[15];
;
graphics data g data;
pixmap data p data;

g



basic obj basic obj list;
bndry basic obj bndry basic obj list;











/ ————————————————————————— /
/ ——————– Widget Definitions
————————– /
/ ————————————————————————— /
/
defination of top level Widgets
/
Widget toplevel, shell2, setup 2D shell, drawing shell,
rowcolumn shell[4], sw2;









/
defination of panel drawing window Widgets
/
Widget canvas, canvas2, panel, menubar, popup menu, sw,
options, msg box, ini info, ini text, ini form, scales,
icons,viewp icons,
scale, list w, radio box, one, two, three, four, five,
six, seven, w1, toggle box, rowcol;
WidgetList command buttons;



/





defination of drawing window Widgets
/
Widget sw2, popup menu2, drawing canvas;

/
defination of 2D setup window Widgets
/
Widget setup 2D;
WidgetList setup 2D display, setup 2D editor, setup 2D buttons;





defination of message box widget
/
/
Widget bb dialog, quit box, output dialog, input dialog,
db dialog, elev dialog, plan dialog,sect dialog,axon dialog,
animation dialog, step dialog, view2 dialog;
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/ ————————————————————————— /
/ ——————– Other
declaration ————————– /
/ ————————————————————————— /
FILE fin, fout, fout2, fout3, fout4, fout5, fout6,
fin c1, fin c2, fout c1, fout c2, fout c3;

 




















int popup 2D flag, popup 3D flag, popup Elevation flag, popup Roof flag;
int data setup executed flag;
Pixmap pixmap, pixmap2, theDrawPixmap, theUndoPixmap;
XmStringTable str list;
Pixel fg, bg;
long tloc, rounded tloc;
GC theXorGC, theBlackGC, theWhiteGC;
GC theBoldlineGC, theWhiteBoldlineGC;
GC theSelectGC;
GC theWDGC, theWDxorGC;
GC gc;



/

 offscreen memory /

/









/

f






whole program /

/
/ for drawing building plan
/ for drawing oblique wall
/
/ for selecting object
/
/ for drawing window and door /
used to render pixmaps in the widgets /

 application context for the

XtAppContext app;



/ for unix time grep /

static XtResource resources[] =
XtNfont, XtCFont, XtRFontStruct, sizeof (XFontStruct ),
XtOffset(text data ptr, font), XtRString, "Fixed" ,
;

f
g

g



Dimension canvas width, canvas height;
Dimension drawingc width, drawingc height;
int canvas largewidth, canvas largeheight;
int viewport width, viewport height;
char set layer group major[1];
char layer type[8];
char DIR NAME;
char prj fname;
char ANIMATION FNAME[50];
char READIN FNAME[50];
char db name1[3];
char pdrawing name[100][50];
char t pdrawing name[50];
char fullpath outfile1[50];
char fullpath outfile2[50];
char fullpath outfile3[50];
char fullpath viewfile[50];





int toggle item set;
int obj num;
char geo name[30];
int grid flag, DRAW MODE;
int SHOWNAME MODE;
int NO OF VIEWING OP;
int NO OF VIEWPORT;
int NO OF DRAWING;
int ORDER OF VIEWPORT;
int DRAWING ID;
int CLICK VIEW DIVIDE FLAG;
int INPUT DATA TYPE;






char tmp standard data;
char tmp geometry data;
char tmp construction data;
char tmp environmental data;
int tmp DOOR HEIGHT;
int tmp DOOR LENGTH;




char minor layer type[5];
/ for converter /
char xref filename[16], tmp outfile[16];
char layer name[16];
char tmp var[50];
float base[3];
int LAYER FLAG, IGNORE XREF LAYER CHECK FLAG;
int DXF2VIEW FLAG;
int CONVERTED FILE NO, VIEWED FILE ID;







char t tmp view fname;





/ XmStringCharSet charset; /

/ Lines of text
/
 projected drawing file name /

/
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void handle exposures();
void scroll bar moved ();
void resize ();
unsigned long toggles set;



/

has the bits of which toggles are set

/
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E.1.2 Main Interface Setting Header File
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 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: setting.h

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/ THIS IS THE BEGINING OF HIDE HEADER FILE
/
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//
/

setting.h
/
/
//
/
Initialize
/
//
char strings[] = f
/
/
/

g;

"O", "T", "T","O", "T", "T",
"O", "One", "Two","Three", "Four","Five",
"O", "Six", "Seven", "Eight", "Nine", "Ten",





= f "data", "",""g;/
char Drawnbutton name[] = f "Top-Down",
/ char db name1[]

g;

"Bottom-Up",
"Top-Bottom",
"Library",
"Level",
"Pan",
"Exit command",
"System",
"Rotate",
"Scale",
"Zoom Out",
"Zoom In",
"Redraw",
"Undo drawing"



f

char setup 2D display name[] = "STANDARD DATA FILE NAME",
"GEOMETRY DATA FILE NAME",
"CONSTRUCTION DATA FILE NAME",
"ENVIRONMENTAL DATA FILE NAME"
"SPARE1",
"SPARE2" /
;

g






f

char labels[] = "Project:", "Date:", "Version:"
;
char labels value[] = "Mies: German Pavillion", "Fri Feb 11 1994 ", "1.1"
;

g
g

f



char setup 2D buttons name[] =

g;



f "OK",

f

"CANCEL"

char layer group major[] = "O",

g;



"A",
"E",
"M",
"S",
"X",
" ",

f

char full major layer group[] =
"Outline", "Architecture", "Electrical", "Mechanical", "Structural",



/ ,
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g;

"Axis", "Show All", "Fire Prot","Plumbing","Landscape",





/ char layer group minor[]

g;

= f"FL",

"EL",
"SE",
"EN",
"RE",
"OU",



= f"",



= f 



f

char layer group modifier[]
;

g
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char layer group user def[]
"- ",
;
/
char default setup 2D value[] = "/homedir/cics01/goal/goal/goals.dat",
"/homedir/cics01/goal/goal/goalg.dat",
"/homedir/cics01/goal/goal/goalc.dat",
"/homedir/cics01/goal/goal/goale.dat"
"Eastfield.dat",
/
"Eastfield.dat"
;

g


g





f

char modules[] =
"Drawings", "Schematic Drawings", "Component List", "Written Spec",
"Performance Eval", "Thermal","Lighting","Acoustics", "Realistic",
;

g

f

ExecItem prog list[] =
NULL, "design.icon", "xterm", NULL , 0 ,
NULL, "thermal.icon", "xterm", NULL , 0 ,
NULL, "acad.icon", "xterm", "-e", "mush", NULL , 0 ,
NULL, "layout.icon", "xcalc", NULL , 0 ,
NULL, "house.icon", "bitmap", "64x64", NULL , 0 ,
NULL, "modelling.icon", "foo", NULL , 0 ,
NULL, "obj.icon", "x3d", "-menu", "-stereo","-geometry", "500x500",
"-scale", "0.7", "temple.obj", NULL ,0 ,
/ this icon.icon is from current dir. ’icon’ is form x default /
/ dir, so special care with using ’icon’. Alway write .icon /
/ extension to all files /
;

g

f
f
f
f
f
f
f




f

f

f

f

f

f

f

g g
g g
g g
g g

g g
g g




ExecItem prog list2[] =
NULL, "view1.icon",
NULL, "view2.icon",
NULL, "view3.icon",
NULL, "view4.icon",
;

f
f
f
f

f

f "1", NULL g, 0 g,
f "2", NULL g, 0 g,
f "3", NULL g, 0 g,
f "4", NULL g, 0 g,



g
/ExecItem prog list2[] = f
0 g,
f NULL, "icon", f "xterm", NULL g,
f NULL, "icon",
f "xterm", "-e", "mush", NULL g, 0 g,
f NULL, "icon", f "xcalc", NULL g,
0 g,
f NULL, "icon",
f "bitmap", "64x64", NULL g,
0 g,
f NULL, "icon", f "xcalc", NULL g,
0 g,
f NULL, "icon",
f "bitmap", "64x64", NULL g,
0 g,
g;/

g g



/ ,
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Local definations
/
/

/
/
/
int model = 9;
Position x, y;
Dimension root height;
Pixmap create logo();

/int stand flag,geom flag,geom2 flag,const flag,environ flag,
envout flag, cosout flag, solout flag, solsav flag;
/
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 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: hiet.h

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/ THIS IS THE BEGINING OF HIDE HEADER FILE
/
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//
/

hiet.h
/
/
 C++ coding template

/
/
/
/

classname.h
#include
class <class1name>

f

private:
static <classvar1 decl>
<var1 decl>
<funct1 decl>
protected:
static <classvar2 decl>
<var2 decl>
<funct2 decl>
public:
<class1name> //constructor
<class1name> //destructor
<funct3 decl>

g

/

//externam area
<funct4 decl>

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stream.h>
typedef struct pt pt;
typedef struct face pnts face pnts;
typedef struct basic obj basic obj;
typedef struct same dir obj same dir obj;
typedef struct bndry basic obj bndry basic obj;
typedef struct common obj common obj;

f

class pt
public:
double x;
double y;
double z;
void print();
;

g
/
/
/
/
/
/

/

p[1]

j
j
j

p[0]

j

j
j



p[2]
elevation of each face of a basic object
clockwise direction
p[3]

class face pnts : public pt
public:
pt p[4];
;

f

g
/class building protocolf
public:



/ check it out /
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fg
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building protocol()
virtual building protocol()
virtual void print();



f
fg

class initial obj
public:
initial obj()
virtual initial obj()
void print();
;



g

fg

fg

f
fg

class building protocol
public:
building protocol()
virtual building protocol()
virtual void print();
;



g

fg

f

class basic obj : public pt
/ friend class face pnts; /
public:
char name[20];
int id1, id2, floor lev, type;
pt start point;
pt xyz dim;
double angle;
basic obj next;
void print();
;







g

f

class bndry basic obj :public basic obj,public face pnts
/ friend class face pnts; /
public:
same dir obj obj dir[4];
same dir obj same dir obj list[4];
double ext wall area[4];
double int wall area[4];
double tmp wall area[4];
double tot ext wall area;
double tot int wall area;
face pnts face dir[4];
double volume;
double floor area;
bndry basic obj next;
void print();
;










g

f

class same dir obj : public bndry basic obj
public:
common obj com obj;
same dir obj next;
;




g

class physical obj : public initial obj
protected:
float height;
float width;
float length;
float color;
float texture;
public:
void print();
;
/ float physical obj::height
return 20.0
/
class abstract obj : public initial obj

g

g;

g

f
//how initialize?

f

f
f

class rectangle : public physical obj, public abstract obj
pt origin;
pt corner;
;

g

f

class building : public physical obj, public abstract obj

=20.0
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float total area;
//
space room;
// space service area;
;
class office building : public building
int num people;
;

g

f

g

class room : public building
;

g

f

class service area : public building

g;

f
f

class vertical element : public room
public:
virtual void print() printf( "vertical element::
;

f

g

class floor : public room
;

g

f

class wall : public vertical element
public:
wall()
void geom();
void therm();
void draw();
void set();
void print();
;

fg

g

f

void wall::print()
printf("wall::

g

print

f

fg
f

print

nn");g

print

nn");g

print

nn");g

f

fg
f

f

class wall surf : public wall
private:
// double
public:
wall surf()
void set();
void print() printf("wall surf::
;

g

//

f

class wall insu : public wall
private:
// double
public:
wall insu()
void set();
void print() printf("wall insu::
;

g

// if i use ’virtual void geom()’ then undefined symbol error occur

nn");

class wall core : public wall
private:
// double
public:
wall core()
void set();
void print() printf("wall core::
;

g

nn");g

f

class ceiling : public room

g;

print

fg
f

class wall geom info :public wall core, public wall insu, public wall surf
private:
public:
wall geom info();
void print();
;

g

class wall opening : public vertical element

g;

class door : public wall opening

f

f

f

f

printf("wall:: print

nn");
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g;
class window : public wall opening

g;

class arch : public wall opening
;

g

/class elevation :
g;
class plan : f
g;
class axono : f
g;
class section : f
g;
class outline : f
g;
class mechanics :

g;

class electrical :

g;

class library :

g
/

f

public

f

f

f

f

f
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 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: help widget.h

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/ THIS IS THE BEGINING OF HIDE HEADER FILE
/
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//









/
/
/
help widget.h
/
/
/
/
/
/
Help
functions
/
/
/
static XmStringCharSet charset2 = (XmStringCharSet) XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET;
Widget CreateHelp (parent)
Widget parent;
/
parent widget

f



Widget button;
Widget message box;
Arg args[MAX ARGS];
register int n;

/






/
/

Message Dialog
arg list
arg count



static char message[BUFSIZ];
XmString title string = NULL;
XmString message string = NULL;
XmString button string = NULL;
/
/

/

help text

Generate message to display.

n

sprintf (message, "
You can start this program by selecting ’Setup Files’ from the ’Run’ n
menu to set up four different data files which are required to run n
this program. Those files are as follows: n
Standard Data File n
Geometry Data File n
Construction Data File n
Environmental Data File n n
After you set up the files, you can execute this program by selection n
’Execute’ from the ’Run’ menu. Now you can ’Library’, see n
the ’Construct’ of the execution, or Save the result into a ’File’. n
Whenever you want to use another input files, select the ’Setup’ Files n
and ’Execute’ again to get a new solution. n n
Press the ’Close’ button to close this window.
n
Select ’Quit’ from the ’File’ menu to exit this application. 0");

nn
nn

nn
nn

nn

nn
nnn

nn

nnn

nn

n

message string = XmStringCreateLtoR (message, charset2);
button string = XmStringCreateLtoR ("Close", charset2);
title string = XmStringCreateLtoR ("How to Start", charset2);


/
/

Create MessageBox dialog.

n = 0;
XtSetArg (args[n], XmNdialogTitle, title string); n++;
XtSetArg (args[n], XmNokLabelString, button string); n++;
XtSetArg (args[n], XmNmessageString, message string); n++;
message box = XmCreateMessageDialog (parent, "helpbox", args, n);
button = XmMessageBoxGetChild (message box, XmDIALOG CANCEL BUTTON);
XtUnmanageChild (button);
button = XmMessageBoxGetChild (message box, XmDIALOG HELP BUTTON);
XtUnmanageChild (button);


/
/

Free strings and return MessageBox.

if (title string) XmStringFree (title string);

nn
nn
nn

/
/
/
/
/
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if (message string) XmStringFree (message string);
if (button string) XmStringFree (button string);
return (message box);

g

Widget Create about goal (parent)
Widget parent;

f



/

Widget button;
Widget message box;
Arg args[MAX ARGS];
register int n;

/



/
/




/
/

static char message[BUFSIZ];
XmString title string = NULL;
XmString message string = NULL;
XmString button string = NULL;

parent widget

Message Dialog
arg list
arg count



/

help text

Generate message to display.

n

sprintf (message, "
Goal is designed for use at the conceptual design stage, and n
enables the designer to appraise the functional and economic aspects n
of a sketch design layout. n n
The program, given a sketch description of n
the proposed plan can display outline plans, sections, perspective n
views etc., and, using prespecified cost and environmental data can n
calculate planning efficiency measures, energy performance and capital n
and running costs. If any of these measures are proven unsatisfactory n
it is possible to change the plan or construction details and recieve n
immediate feedback on the effects of those changes.
n n n n
Goal is originally designed by numerous ABACUS researchers over twenty
years. n
This new X-Motif interface is designed by Inhan Kim at December 1992. 0");

nn

nnn

nn

nn
nn

nnnnn

nn

nn
nn
nn
n

message string = XmStringCreateLtoR (message, charset2);
button string = XmStringCreateLtoR ("Close", charset2);
title string = XmStringCreateLtoR ("About Hids", charset2);


/

/

Create MessageBox dialog.

n = 0;
XtSetArg (args[n], XmNdialogTitle, title string); n++;
XtSetArg (args[n], XmNokLabelString, button string); n++;
XtSetArg (args[n], XmNmessageString, message string); n++;
message box = XmCreateMessageDialog (parent, "helpbox", args, n);
button = XmMessageBoxGetChild (message box, XmDIALOG CANCEL BUTTON);
XtUnmanageChild (button);
button = XmMessageBoxGetChild (message box, XmDIALOG HELP BUTTON);
XtUnmanageChild (button);


/
/

g

nn

Free strings and return MessageBox.

if (title string) XmStringFree (title string);
if (message string) XmStringFree (message string);
if (button string) XmStringFree (button string);
return (message box);

/
/
/
/
/
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 inter.c
 domenu.c
 domenu.drawing.c
 misc.c
 pixmap.c
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 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: inter.c

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/ THIS IS THE BEGINING OF USER INTERFACE CODE /
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//
/

inter.c
/
/
/
/
/
/

Widget Hierachy

toplevel———-shell2

j
j

j

canvas2

j
j
panel drawing shell setup 2D shell rowcolumnshell1...4 quit box output dialog
j
j
j
input dialog db dialog elev dialog
j
j
j
plan dialog, sect dialog,axon dialog
j
j
j
animation dialog step dialog
j
j
j
j
sw2
setup 2D
j
j
j
j
drawing cavas setup 2D(Display,editor,buttons)
j
j
j
popup menu2
j
j
j
menu buttons(local definition)
j
(sw menubar popup menu options icons msg box ini info scales radio box
j
list w viewp icons)
j
j
j
j
j menu buttons menu buttons command buttons
j
canvas
/
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/ ————————————————————————— /
/ ——————– Include files
————————– /
/ ————————————————————————— /
#include "mt.h"
#include "setting.h"
#include "icon.icon"
#include "view1.icon"
#include "view2.icon"
#include "view3.icon"
#include "view4.icon"
/ #include "icons/icon.icon"
#include "icons/view1.icon"
#include "icons/view2.icon"
#include "icons/view3.icon"
#include "icons/view4.icon"
/
/ tmp for testing 3d /
/ #include "../t3d/gi.h"
#include "../t3d/char.h" /
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/ ————————————————————————— /
/ ——————– extern functions
————————– /
/ ————————————————————————— /
extern void reading();
extern void draw to window();
extern void input2();
extern void calc bndry basic obj();
extern char call db();
extern void copypixmap();
extern void clear pixmap();
extern void clear pixmap2();
extern Pixmap create pixmap();



extern void reset btn(), redraw button(), exec prog();
extern void exec view divide();
extern void toggled(), new value();
/ extern void toggled1(), check bits(); /
extern void do acad();
extern void do hiet();
extern void do pex();
extern void do tree();
extern void do choose window();
extern void do printing();
extern void do it2();
extern void do it();
extern void do oracle();
extern void multi drawing();
extern void arb drawing();
extern void anin on canvas();
extern void do multi drawing();
extern void do arb drawing();
extern void do anin on canvas();
extern void do animation();
extern void do read animation();
extern void do help2();
extern void do help();
extern void do about goal();
extern void do query db();
extern void do calc bndry();
extern void do tables();
extern void do clear();
extern void do read db();
extern void do read elev();
extern void do read plan();
extern void do read sect();
extern void do read axon();
extern void do func plan();
extern void do geom alter numerically();
extern void do axono();
extern void do solsav();
extern void do editor();
extern void do minor layers();
extern void do read view2();
extern void do read step();
extern void refresh2();
extern void resize2();
extern void do readin();
extern void displaying();
extern void resize();
extern void redisplay();
extern void post menu handler();
extern Pixmap create logo();
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/


/

/
/
Initialize
/
/
static XmStringCharSet charset = (XmStringCharSet) XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET;
canvas largewidth = 0;
canvas largeheight = 0;
ORDER OF VIEWPORT = 0;
NO OF DRAWING = 0;
NO OF VIEWPORT = 1;
CLICK VIEW DIVIDE FLAG =0;



f

char ci sfb table name[] =
"Physical Environment", "Elements", "Constructions, Forms", "Materials",
;
/ ————————————————————————— /
————————– /
/ ——————– local functions
/ ————————————————————————— /
/ extern "C" void hiet(); /

g
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/

Local
functions
/
/

f

/
/
/
/ void add message()
XmString str;
char buf[1024];

n
n
n
n

printf("tttt1 n");
sprintf(buf, "can’t create pixmap from");
printf("tttt11 n");
str
XmStringCreateSimple(buf);
printf("tttt2 n");
XtVaSetValues(msg box, XmNlabelString, str, NULL);
printf("tttt3 n");
XmStringFree(str);

=

g/




/ callback for all ToggleButtons. /
void toggled1(widget, bit, toggle data)
Widget widget;
int bit;
XmToggleButtonCallbackStruct toggle data;

f
g



if (toggle data set)
(1
toggles set

!
j=  bit);

/



if the toggle button is set, flip its bit

/

else

/



if the toggle is "off", turn off the bit.

/

(1  bit);

toggles set &=

void
check bits()

f

g

int i;
printf("Toggles set:");
for (i = 0; i < XtNumber(full major layer group); i++)
if (toggles set & (1 i))
printf(" %s", full major layer group[i]);
putchar(’ n’);



n

void is layer on()

f



/



/

 

register char p, q;
int tmp layer flag;
int i;
LAYER FLAG = 1;
printf("testing n"); /

n 

 6=
n 
n  

for (p = layer type, q = layer name; p NULL; p++, q++)
printf("print1p %c n", p);
printf("print1q %c n", q); /















f


/ compare the first letter of layer name,i.e, major group /
/ code. User can select multiple group code through toggle /
/ buttons, therefore turn on all group of layers that is /
/ appropriate to the selections /
/ p i.e. layer type doesn’t really represent actual layer type /
/ selected by a user. It is just the most recently turned on /
/ layer type which means that even if user turned off the /
/ layer type, the layer type is stored /
/ User can select multilpe group but all selected one are not /
/ stored in the layer type, the information is stored in /
/ toggles set as bit. The reason why I compared p & layer type /
/ is just to check whether it is the first character of the /
/ string or not. /
if (!strcmp(p, layer type))
tmp layer flag = 0;
for (i=0; i < XtNumber(layer group major); i++)
if (toggles set & (1 i))
if ( ( layer group major[i] == q) ( p == ’ ’) ( q == ’ ’))
tmp layer flag = 1;
/ printf("printp %c n", p);
printf("printq %c n", q);
printf("printm %c n", layer group major[i]); /









f




g

g

 f















f

 jj 
n 
n 
n 

jj 



f
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g

if (!(tmp layer flag))
LAYER FLAG = 0;

g


g
/compare the rest of string except first letter
else f
if ( (p == q) jj (p == ’ ’) jj (q == ’ ’))f
/printf("printp %cnn",p);
printf("printq %cnn",q);/
g
elsef
LAYER FLAG = 0;
g
g





/ this is temparary. just compared one letter /



of layer name /



/ add columm plan section and axises to the plan drawings /
if(!strncmp(minor layer type, "PL",2))

f

if(!strcmp(layer name,"S
LAYER FLAG = 1;
if(!strcmp(layer name,"S
LAYER FLAG = 1;



-C1"))
-C2"))

/ if(!strcmp(layer name,"XPL -01"))
LAYER FLAG
1; /

= 

f

if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "PLGF"))
if(!strcmp(layer name,"O GF-01"))
LAYER FLAG = 1;
if(!strcmp(layer name,"AELEA-01"))
LAYER FLAG = 1;
if(!strcmp(layer name,"AELWE-01"))
LAYER FLAG = 1;
/ if(!strcmp(layer name,"AELSO-01"))
1; /
LAYER FLAG
if(!strcmp(layer name,"AELNO-01"))
LAYER FLAG = 1;



= 

g

else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "PLFF"))
if(!strcmp(layer name,"O FF-01"))
LAYER FLAG = 1;

g

else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "PLNF"))
if(!strcmp(layer name,"O NF-01"))
LAYER FLAG = 1;

g

else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "PLRF"))
if(!strcmp(layer name,"O RF-01"))
LAYER FLAG = 1;

f
f
f

g
g
/printf("layerfg is %dnn",LAYER FLAG);/
/turn on all layers id file is a xref file/

if(IGNORE XREF LAYER CHECK FLAG)
LAYER FLAG = 1;
IGNORE XREF LAYER CHECK FLAG = 0;

g
/my proc & reset cannot moved to other files, because charset & /
/prog list is setted in mt.c & setting.h respectively /
void my proc(list w, client data, cbs)
Widget list w;
XtPointer client data;
XmListCallbackStruct cbs;

f







/



CallBack Structure /

char choice;
int i;

n

!

printf("reason: %d n", cbs reason);
if (cbs reason == XmCR EXTENDED SELECT)
if (cbs selection type == XmINITIAL)
printf("Initial Selection: ");
else if (cbs selection type == XmMODIFICATION)
printf("Modification of selection: ");
else
/ selection type
printf("Additional selections: ");
printf("%d items selected: n", cbs selected item count);
for (i = 0; i < cbs selected item count; i++)
XmStringGetLtoR(cbs selected items[i], charset, &choice);
printf("%d (%s) n", cbs selected item positions[i], choice);

!

!

f

!

!

n

!

n

!

!



f

=

XmADDITION

/
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XtFree(choice);

g else f

!

XmStringGetLtoR(cbs item, charset, &choice);
printf("%d (%s) n", cbs item position, choice);
XtFree(choice);

n

!

g
g
/ reset() – a program died, so find out which one it was and
 reset its corresponding DrawnButton widget so it can be reselected
/
void reset()
f
int pid, i;
#ifdef SYSV
int status;
#else
union wait status;
#endif

SYSV

/

not fatal

/

/

if ((pid = wait(&status)) == -1)
/ an error of some kind (fork probably failed); ignore it
return;





/

for (i = 0; i < XtNumber(prog list); i++)
if (prog list[i].pid == pid)
/ program died – now reset item. But not here! /
XtAppAddTimeOut(app, 0, reset btn, prog list[i].drawn w);
return;

f



g

g



n

 error, but

printf("Pid #%d ??? n", pid);

/

GC create black gc(w)
Widget w;

f

XGCValues values;
GC gc;
Arg wargs[2];
/
Get the colors used by the widget.
/
XtSetArg(wargs[0], XtNforeground, &values.foreground);
XtSetArg(wargs[1], XtNbackground, &values.background);
XtGetValues(w, wargs,2);
values.line style = LineSolid;
gc = XtGetGC(w, GCForeground GCBackground GCLineStyle, &values);
return gc;



g



j

j

GC create xor gc(w)
Widget w;

f

XGCValues values;
GC gc;
Arg wargs[2];
/
Get the colors used by the widget.
/
XtSetArg(wargs[0], XtNforeground, &values.foreground);
XtSetArg(wargs[1], XtNbackground, &values.background);
XtGetValues(w, wargs,2);
/
Set the fg to the XOR of the fg and bg, so if it is
XOR’ed with bg, the result will be fg and vice-versa.
This effectively achieves inverse video for the line.
/
values.foreground = values.foreground values.background;
/
Set the rubber band gc to use XOR mode and draw a dashed line.
values.function = GXxor;
gc = XtGetGC(w, GCForeground GCBackground GCFunction, &values);
return gc;












^

j

g
/ set

j

up gcs for drawing rubberband line
void gc setup(w)
Widget w;

f

/

theBlackGC = create black gc(w);
theXorGC = create xor gc(w);
/
theWhiteGC
create white gc(w);
theBoldlineGC
create boldline gc(w);
theWhiteBoldlineGC
create whiteboldline gc(w);
theWDGC
create WD gc(w);
theWDxorGC
create WDxor gc(w);
theSelectGC
create select gc(w); /



=

=
=

=
=

=



/
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g


/
initialize global variables
void init var(w)
Widget w;

f

/

int n;
Display dpy = XtDisplay(w);
Dimension win height;
Dimension win width;
Window win = XtWindow(w);
Arg wargs[2];



n=

0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &win height); n
;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &win width); n
;
XtGetValues(w, wargs, n);
printf(" win height %d n", win height);
printf(" win width %d n", win width);
printf(" win height12 %d n", XtNheight );
printf(" win width12 %d n n", XtNwidth );
/
/
printf("wclassnameis %s n",canvas.class name); /
XtSetArg(wargs[0], XtNwidth, &canvas width);
XtSetArg(wargs[1], XtNheight, &canvas height);
XtGetValues(canvas, wargs, 2);
/

n
n
n
nn




++
++

n

grid flag = GRID OFF;
SHOWNAME MODE = OFF;
theDrawPixmap = NULL;
theUndoPixmap = NULL;
/
DRAW MODE
OFF;
theSolidPixmap
NULL;
NULL;
Elev EditData
DIR NAME
NULL;
out temperature
in temperature
strcpy(EC DDcity, "NY"); /



g
/ initialize

=
=
=
=
=

global data
void initialize(w)
Widget w;

f

init var(w);
gc setup(w);
/
init global struct();
init default(); /


g





/



=

50.0;
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void draw border(w)
Widget w;

f

Dimension win height;
Dimension win width;
Arg wargs[2];
Display dpy = XtDisplay(w);
Window theWindow = XtWindow(w);



XtSetArg(wargs[0], XtNwidth, &win width);
XtSetArg(wargs[1], XtNheight, &win height);
XtGetValues(w, wargs, 2);
/



g

XDrawRectangle(dpy, theWindow, theBlackGC, 0, 5, win width-2, win height-5-2);
XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, theBlackGC, 5, win height-2-7, 15, win height-2-7);
XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, theBlackGC, 5, win height-2-7, 5, win height-2-17);
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, theBlackGC, 18, win height-2-4, "E", strlen("E"));
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, theBlackGC, 3, win height-2-19, "N", strlen("N")); /



void draw grid(w, gc)
Widget w;
GC gc;

f



Display dpy = XtDisplay(w);
Window theWindow = XtWindow(w);
Dimension a, b;
for(a = 5; a < canvas width; a = a+20)
for(b = 10; b < canvas height; b = b+20)
XDrawPoint(dpy, theWindow, gc, a, b);

f

g

g

if(grid flag == GRID ON)
grid flag = GRID OFF;
else if(grid flag == GRID OFF)
grid flag = GRID ON;

void show grid(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f
g

if(grid flag == GRID OFF)
draw grid(client data, theBlackGC);

void hide grid(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f
g

if(grid flag == GRID ON)
draw grid(client data, theXorGC);

void redraw grid(w)
Widget w;

f

g

f

if(grid flag == GRID ON)
XClearArea(XtDisplay(w), XtWindow(w),
1, 6, canvas width-2-3, canvas height-5-2-3, FALSE);
draw grid(w, theBlackGC);
if(grid flag == GRID ON)
grid flag = GRID OFF;
else if(grid flag == GRID OFF)
grid flag = GRID ON;

g

void draw to window2(w)

f

int i;



Display dpy = XtDisplay(w);
Window theWindow = XtWindow(w);

/
g

XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, theBlackGC, (int) 50,(int) 100,(int) 200,(int) 400);
XFlush(dpy);
/
for(i 0;i<510;i
)
XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, theBlackGC, 0,0,0,0);



=

++
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/

/
/

/
/
2D
functions
/
void popup setup 2D(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

int i, n;
Position x, y;
Dimension root height;
Arg wargs[5];
if (popup 2D flag == DOWN)
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &root height); n++;
XtGetValues(panel, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(panel, 0,
(Position)root height, &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNx, x-12); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNy, y+12); n++;
printf("r is %d n",root height);
/
printf("x is %d n",x);
printf("y is %d n",y);
printf("x is %d n",XtNx);
printf("y is %d n",XtNy); /
XtSetValues(setup 2D shell, wargs, n);
/
printf("x is %d n",XtNx);
printf("y is %d n",XtNy); /
if(data setup executed flag)
strcpy(default setup 2D value[0],tmp standard data);
strcpy(default setup 2D value[1],tmp geometry data);
strcpy(default setup 2D value[2],tmp construction data);
strcpy(default setup 2D value[3],tmp environmental data);

f



n
n
n
n



n

n



n


f

g

f

for (i = 0; i < XtNumber(setup 2D display name); i++)
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNvalue, default setup 2D value[i]); n++;
XtSetValues(setup 2D editor[i], wargs, n);

g

g

g

XtPopup(setup 2D shell, XtGrabNone);
popup 2D flag = UP;

void setup 2D ok(w, editor, call data)
Widget w;
WidgetList editor;
caddr t call data;

f

if(data setup executed flag == 0)
data setup executed flag =1;

f

if(popup 2D flag == UP)
tmp standard data=XmTextGetString(editor[0]);
tmp geometry data=XmTextGetString(editor[1]);
tmp construction data=XmTextGetString(editor[2]);
tmp environmental data=XmTextGetString(editor[3]);
XtPopdown(setup 2D shell);
popup 2D flag = DOWN;
/
stand flag 0;
geom flag 0;
geom2 flag 0;
const flag 0;
environ flag 0;
envout flag 0;
cosout flag 0;
solout flag 0;
solsav flag 0;
/



g

g



=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

void setup 2D cancel(w, editor, call data)
Widget w;
WidgetList editor;
caddr t call data;

f

f

if(popup 2D flag == UP)
XtPopdown(setup 2D shell);
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popup 2D flag = DOWN;

void setup 2D window layout(display, editor, buttons)
WidgetList display, editor, buttons;

f

Arg wargs[10];
int i, j, n;
/
first row
/
for (i = 0; i < XtNumber(setup 2D display name)=2; i++)
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;
if (i == 0)
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;





f

f

g

f

else
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftWidget, display[i-1]); n++;

g

f

if (i == XtNumber(setup 2D display name)=2-1)
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;

g

XtSetValues(display[i], wargs, n);
end for loop /
for (i = 0; i < XtNumber(setup 2D display name)=2; i++)
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopWidget, display[i]); n++;
if (i == 0)
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;

g /



f

f

g

f

else
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftWidget, editor[i-1]); n++;

g

f

if (i == XtNumber(setup 2D display name)=2-1)
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;

g

XtSetValues(editor[i], wargs, n);

g / end for loop /
/ second row /
for (i = 2; i < XtNumber(setup 2D display name); i++) f
n = 0;
for (j = 0; j < XtNumber(setup 2D display name)=2; j++) f
g

XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopWidget, editor[j]); n++;

f

if (i == 2)
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;

g

f

else
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftWidget, display[i-1]); n++;

g

f

if (i == XtNumber(setup 2D display name)-1)
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;

g

XtSetValues(display[i], wargs, n);
end for loop /
for (i = 2 ; i < XtNumber(setup 2D display name); i++)
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopWidget, display[i]); n++;
if (i == 2)
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;

g /

g



f

f

f

else
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftWidget, editor[i-1]); n++;

g

f

if (i == XtNumber(setup 2D display name)-1)
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;

g

XtSetValues(editor[i], wargs, n);

g / end for loop /
/ OK push button /

n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopWidget, editor[2]); n++;
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XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopOffset, 2); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH POSITION); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftPosition, 5); n++;
XtSetValues(buttons[0], wargs, n);
/
CANCEL push button
/
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopWidget, editor[3]); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopOffset, 2); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH POSITION); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightPosition, 95); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH NONE); n++;
XtSetValues(buttons[1], wargs, n);



g

334



void access db(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;

f



/



int i;



char db n tmp;
printf("print %s n", db name1);
printf("print %s n",db name1[1]);
printf("print %c n", db name1[1]);
db name1);
printf("print %c n",
printf("print %s n",
db name1);
printf("print %c n", db name1[1]); /

n
n
n
n
n

n 

++
++




if (strcmp(db name1[1],"") == 0)
i=1;
else if (strcmp(db name1[2], "") == 0)
i=2;
else
i=3;
db n tmp=db name1;
printf("dbname1 2 is %s n",db name1[2]);
printf("i is %d n",i);
call db(i,db n tmp);

n

n

/
g



call db(P NO,P NAME); /
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/

/
/




f

/
/
Local
functions
/
create pull down menu and its submenu
/
/
void create menu buttons(title, menu, menulist, nitems, Drawwidget)
char title;
Widget menu, Drawwidget;
menu struct menulist;
int nitems;
Arg wargs[2];
int i;
WidgetList menu buttons;
int separators = 0;

 Allocate a widget list to hold all button widgets. /
menu buttons = (WidgetList) XtMalloc (nitems  sizeof(Widget));
/ If a title is given, create Label and Separator widgets. /
if(title) f
/

XtCreateManagedWidget(title, xmLabelWidgetClass, menu,
NULL, 0);
XtCreateManagedWidget("separator", xmSeparatorWidgetClass,
menu, NULL, 0);

g
/ Create an entry for each item in the menu. /
for(i=0;i<nitems;i++) f
/ A NULL name represents a separator. /
if(menulist[i].name == NULL) f

XtCreateManagedWidget("separator",
xmSeparatorWidgetClass,
menu, NULL, 0);
separators++;

/

g
/ If there is a name and a callback, create a "normal" 
/
 menu entry and register the callback function.
else if(menulist[i].func) f



Count how many entries aren’t buttons

menu buttons[i-separators] = XtCreateWidget(menulist[i].name,
xmPushButtonWidgetClass,
menu, NULL, 0);
if(menulist[i].user data NULL)
XtSetArg(wargs[0], XmNuserData, menulist[i].user data);
XtSetValues(menu buttons[i-separators], wargs, 1);

6=

f

g

if(menulist[i].func flag == NULL)
XtAddCallback(menu buttons[i-separators], XmNactivateCallback,
menulist[i].func, menu buttons[i-separators]);
else
XtAddCallback(menu buttons[i-separators], XmNactivateCallback,
menulist[i].func, menulist[i].c data);

g
/ If there is a name, but no callback function, the
 must be a label, unless there is a submenu.

entry





/
else if(!menulist[i].sub menu)
menu buttons[i-separators] = XtCreateWidget(menulist[i].name,
xmLabelWidgetClass,
menu, NULL, 0);
If we got here, the entry must be a submenu.
/
Create a pulldown menu pane and an XmCascadeButton
widget. Attach the menu pane and make a recursive call
to create the entries in the submenu.
/
else
Widget sub menu;
sub menu =XmCreatePulldownMenu(menu,
menulist[i].sub menu title,
NULL, 0);
XtSetArg(wargs[0], XmNsubMenuId, sub menu);
XtSetArg(wargs[1], XmNmnemonic, menulist[i].name[0]);
menu buttons[i-separators] = XtCreateWidget(menulist[i].name,
xmCascadeButtonWidgetClass,
menu, wargs, 2);
/
Help pull down menu
/
if(!strncmp(menulist[i].name, "Help", strlen("Help")))
XtSetArg(wargs[0], XmNmenuHelpWidget, menu buttons[i-separators]);
XtSetValues(menu, wargs, 1);











f





f

g

create menu buttons(menulist[i].sub menu title,
sub menu, menulist[i].sub menu,
menulist[i].n sub items, sub menu);

g

g
g
/ Manage all

button wi
dgets. Menu panes are not managed.
XtManageChildren(menu buttons, nitems - separators);

/

/
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/

/
/

/
/
Command option set up
/
void draw symbol on button(w, name, call data)
Widget w;
char name;
caddr t call data;

f



Dimension width, height;
Arg wargs[2];
XGCValues values;
pixmap data data;



Display dpy = XtDisplay(w);
Window theWindow = XtWindow(w);
GC buttonGC = create black gc(w);
GC buttonSelectGC;
XPoint oblique points[4];
values.function = GXcopy;
values.line style = LineOnOffDash;
buttonSelectGC = XtGetGC(w, GCFunction GCLineStyle, &values);

j



data.gc = create black gc(w);

/ XtGetGC(w, GCForeground

j GCBackground, &values);/

f

if(!strncmp(name, "Top-Down", strlen("Top-Down")))
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 20, 19, "Top-Down", strlen("Top-Down"));

g

else if(!strncmp(name, "Bottom-Up", strlen("Bottom-Up")))
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 20, 19, "Bottom-Up", strlen("Bottom-Up"));
else if(!strncmp(name, "Top-Bottom", strlen("Top-Bottom")))
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 16, 19, "Top-Bottom", strlen("Top-Bottom"));

f

g

f

else if(!strncmp(name, "Library", strlen("Library")))
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 20, 19, "Library", strlen("Library"));

g

f

else if(!strncmp(name, "Level", strlen("Level")))
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 20, 19, "Level", strlen("Level"));

g

f

else if(!strncmp(name, "Pan", strlen("Pan")))
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 20, 19, "Pan", strlen("Pan"));

g

f

else if(!strncmp(name, "Exit command", strlen("Exit command")))
XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 15, 11, 25, 5);
XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 25, 5, 55, 5);
XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 55, 5, 65, 11);
XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 65, 11, 65, 19);
XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 65, 19, 55, 25);
XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 55, 25, 25, 25);
XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 25, 25, 15, 19);
XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 15, 19, 15, 11);
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 30, 19, "STOP", strlen("STOP"));

g

f

else if(!strncmp(name, "System", strlen("System")))
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 20, 19, "System", strlen("System"));

g

f

else if(!strncmp(name, "Rotate", strlen("Rotate")))
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 20, 19, "Rotate", strlen("Rotate"));

g

f

else if(!strncmp(name, "Scale", strlen("Scale")))
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 20, 19, "Scale", strlen("Scale"));

g

f

else if(!strncmp(name, "Zoom Out", strlen("Zoom Out")))
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 20, 19, "Zoom Out", strlen("Zoom Out"));

g

f

else if(!strncmp(name, "Zoom In", strlen("Zoom In")))
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 20, 19, "Zoom In", strlen("Zoom In"));

g

f

else if(!strncmp(name, "Redraw", strlen("Redraw")))
data.width = icon width;
data.height = icon height;
data.pix = create logo(w, data.gc, icon bits, icon width, icon height);
XtAddCallback(w,XmNexposeCallback, redisplay, &data);
XtAddCallback(w,XmNresizeCallback, resize, &data);

g

f

else if(!strncmp(name, "Undo drawing", strlen("Undo drawing")))
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 30, 12, "UNDO", strlen("UNDO"));
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, buttonGC, 5, 24, "LAST DRAWING", strlen("LAST DRAWING"));

g

XtReleaseGC(w, buttonGC);
XtReleaseGC(w, buttonSelectGC);
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g
void assign function(w, data, call data)
Widget w;
graphics data data;
XmDrawnButtonCallbackStruct call data;

f







char name;
Arg wargs[5];
if (call data reason == XmCR ARM)
XtSetArg(wargs[0], XmNuserData, &name);
XtGetValues(w, wargs, 1);
strcpy(data command name, name);
DRAW MODE = ON;

!

f

!

g

else
return;
if(!strncmp(data->command name, "Undo drawing", strlen("Undo drawing")))
/
undo drawing(); /
if(!strncmp(data command name, "Both truncate", strlen("Both truncate"))
!strncmp(data command name, "Truncate single", strlen("Truncate single"))
!strncmp(data command name, "Break wall", strlen("Break wall")))
/
XtAddEventHandler(canvas, PointerMotionMask, FALSE, track pointer, data); /
data last x = -20;
data last y = -20;




!
!


!
!
!

jj

f

g
g
/void create drawn buttons(parent, data)/

void create drawn buttons(parent, expose func, arm func,
data, buttons, button number, name)
Widget parent;
WidgetList buttons;
graphics data data;
void ( expose func) (), ( arm func) ();
int button number;
char name;

f








Arg wargs[5];
int n, i;
for (i = 0; i < button number; i++)
buttons[i] = XtCreateManagedWidget(name[i],
xmDrawnButtonWidgetClass,
parent, NULL, 0);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNuserData, name[i]); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, BUTTON WIDTH); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, BUTTON HEIGHT); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNpushButtonEnabled, TRUE); n++;
XtSetValues(buttons[i], wargs, n);
XtAddCallback(buttons[i], XmNexposeCallback,
expose func, name[i]);
XtAddCallback(buttons[i], XmNarmCallback, arm func, data);
XtAddCallback(buttons[i], XmNactivateCallback, do it, name[i]);

f

g

g

void popup drawing(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f



/

int i, n;
Position x, y;
Dimension root height;
Arg wargs[5];
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &root height); n++;
XtGetValues(panel, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(panel, 0,
(Position)root height, &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNx, x-12); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNy, y+12); n++;
printf("r is %d n",root height);
printf("x is %d n",x);
printf("y is %d n",y);
printf("x is %d n",XtNx);
printf("y is %d n",XtNy); /
XtSetValues(drawing shell, wargs, n);

n
n
n
n

n





jj
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g

XtAddCallback(drawing canvas, XmNexposeCallback, draw to window, drawing canvas);
XtPopup(drawing shell, XtGrabNone);

void viewing(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f
g

n
n

printf(" Sxtttt2% n");
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNexposeCallback, draw to window2, canvas);
printf(" Sxtttt3% n");



/ void viewing (w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

g/

XClearArea(XtDisplay(canvas),XtWindow(canvas),0,0,0,0,TRUE);
draw to window(canvas);
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNexposeCallback, draw to window, canvas);
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNresizeCallback, draw to window, canvas);
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/

/
/

/
/
QUIT Application
/
void quit action(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
XmAnyCallbackStruct call data;

f


switch(call data!reason) f
case XmCR CANCEL:
XtPopdown(quit box);/
/

break;
case XmCR OK:
XtCloseDisplay(XtDisplay(toplevel));
exit(0);

g

g

void quit(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

int n;
Position x, y;
Dimension quit width, quit height;
Arg wargs[2];
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &quit width); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &quit height); n++;
XtGetValues(quit box, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(panel, (Position)ROOT WINDOW WIDTH=2 - quit width=2,
(Position)ROOT WINDOW HEIGHT=2 - quit height=2, &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNx, x); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNy, y); n++;
XtSetValues(quit box, wargs, n);

g

XtManageChild(quit box);
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/
catenate some pointer of characters into a string
void cat pathname(path name, file name)
char path name[50], file name;

f
/



/

char tmp[50];
printf("testname3 %s n",file name); /
if(file name)
strcpy(tmp, "");
strcpy(tmp, "proj");
strcat(tmp, "/");
strcat(tmp, file name);

n

f

g


/
g
/



n
n



printf("testname4 %s n",tmp); /
strcpy(path name, tmp);
printf("testname5 %s n",tmp);
printf("testname6 %s n",path name); /

n





/
Callback function for readin prompt window’s OK and CANCEL buttons
void readin action(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
XmSelectionBoxCallbackStruct call data;

f



/ DIR

/



dfd;/

char wall model[30], material model[30];
switch(call data reason)
case XmCR CANCEL:
break;
case XmCR OK:
XmStringGetLtoR(call data value, XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET, &prj fname);
/
ORDER OF VIEWPORT
;
;
NO OF DRAWING
cat pathname(pdrawing name[NO OF DRAWING-1], DIR NAME);
displaying(NO OF DRAWING-1); /
/ input2(); /

!



!
++

++



g

f

g





break;



/
Callback function for readin prompt window’s OK and CANCEL buttons
void step read action(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
XmSelectionBoxCallbackStruct call data;

f



/ DIR

dfd;/

/



!

f

switch(call data reason)
case XmCR CANCEL:
break;
case XmCR OK:
XmStringGetLtoR(call data value, XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET, &DIR NAME);
ORDER OF VIEWPORT++;
NO OF DRAWING++;
cat pathname(t pdrawing name, DIR NAME);
printf("tmp pdrawing1 is %s n",t pdrawing name);
convert format();
/ change to datatype from step type to normal type /
INPUT DATA TYPE = 1;
cat pathname(pdrawing name[NO OF DRAWING-1], t tmp view fname);
printf("pdrawing3 is %s n",pdrawing name[NO OF DRAWING-1]);
printf("no of drawing2 is %d n",NO OF DRAWING-1);
displaying(NO OF DRAWING-1);
break;

!

n



n



n

g
g
/ Callback function for readin prompt window’s OK and CANCEL

void view2 read action(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
XmSelectionBoxCallbackStruct call data;

f



/ DIR

dfd;/



!

switch(call data reason)
case XmCR CANCEL:

f

buttons

/
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break;
case XmCR OK:
XmStringGetLtoR(call data value, XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET, &DIR NAME);
ORDER OF VIEWPORT++;
NO OF DRAWING++;

!

cat pathname(t pdrawing name, DIR NAME);
printf("tmp pdrawing1 is %s n",t pdrawing name);
/ convert format(); /
cat pathname(pdrawing name[NO OF DRAWING-1], DIR NAME);
do multi drawing(NO OF DRAWING-1);
break;



g

g

n





/
Callback function for db read prompt window’s OK and CANCEL buttons
void db read action(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
XmSelectionBoxCallbackStruct call data;

f



/



 

/ DIR dfd; /
char cp[20];
int n;
char wall model[30], material model[30];
n=0;
switch(call data reason)
case XmCR CANCEL:
break;
case XmCR OK:
XmStringGetLtoR(call data value, XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET,&DIR NAME);
db name1[1]=DIR NAME;

!

f

!

n 
n 

printf("print dir name %c n", DIR NAME);
printf("print dir name %c n", ++DIR NAME);
while ( DIR NAME ’.’)
printf("print n %d n",n);
printf("print dir name %c n", DIR NAME);
n++;
++DIR NAME;



g

6= f
n



n 

n

printf("print n2 %d n",n);
strncpy(cp,db name1[1],n+1);



=

/



cp strchr(DIR NAME,"."); /

n

printf("print dir name %s n",cp);
db name1[1]=cp;
db name1[2]="";
printf("print %s n",db name1[0]);
printf("print %s n",db name1[1]);
printf("print %s n",db name1[2]);

n
n
n

g

g

access db();
break;



/
Callback function for animaiton read prompt window’s OK and CANCEL buttons
void animation read action(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
XmSelectionBoxCallbackStruct call data;

f





char file name;

!

f

switch(call data reason)
case XmCR CANCEL:
break;
case XmCR OK:
XmStringGetLtoR(call data value,
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET,&file name);

!

n
n

printf("testname %s n",file name);
printf("testname %s n",file name);

/
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cat pathname(ANIMATION FNAME, file name);
printf("testnameaa %s n",ANIMATION FNAME);
do animation();
printf("testnamea3 %s n",ANIMATION FNAME);
/ draw elev(); /
break;



n
n



g
g
/ Callback function for elev read prompt window’s OK

and CANCEL buttons

void elev read action(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
XmSelectionBoxCallbackStruct call data;

f



/



char file name;

!

f

switch(call data reason)
case XmCR CANCEL:
break;
case XmCR OK:
XmStringGetLtoR(call data value,
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET,&file name);

!

ORDER OF VIEWPORT++;
NO OF DRAWING++;
printf("testname %s n",file name);
cat pathname(pdrawing name[NO OF DRAWING-1], file name);
printf("testname2 %s n",pdrawing name[NO OF DRAWING-1]);
printf("testname2 %s n",pdrawing name[NO OF DRAWING-1]);
do multi drawing(NO OF DRAWING-1); /
displaying(NO OF DRAWING-1);
/ draw elev(); /
break;

n

/



g

g



n
n







/
Callback function for plan read prompt window’s OK and CANCEL buttons
void plan read action(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
XmSelectionBoxCallbackStruct call data;

f

g

!

f



switch(call data reason)
case XmCR CANCEL:
break;
case XmCR OK:
XmStringGetLtoR(call data
/ draw plan(); /
break;

g



!value, XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET,&DIR NAME);





/
Callback function for sect read prompt window’s OK and CANCEL buttons
void sect read action(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
XmSelectionBoxCallbackStruct call data;

f

g

!

f

/



switch(call data reason)
case XmCR CANCEL:
break;
case XmCR OK:
XmStringGetLtoR(call data
/ draw sect(); /
break;

g



!value, XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET,&DIR NAME);





/
Callback function for axno read prompt window’s OK and CANCEL buttons
void axon read action(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
XmSelectionBoxCallbackStruct call data;

f

/

!

switch(call data reason)
case XmCR CANCEL:
break;

f



/
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case XmCR OK:
XmStringGetLtoR(call data
/ draw axon(); /
break;

g

g





!value, XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET,&DIR NAME);



f

/ getdialog (fname)
char fname;
int n;
Arg wargs[2];
printf("sdffn name is %s n", fname);
n
0;
XmCreateQuestionDialog(toplevel, "msgbox", wargs, n);
msgbox
XtManageChild(msgbox);
/

=

g



=

n

344
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/

/
/

/

/
/
Data I / O
/
Callback function for output prompt window’s OK and CANCEL buttons
/
void output action(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
XmSelectionBoxCallbackStruct call data;

f

!

switch(call data reason)
case XmCR CANCEL:
break;
case XmCR OK:
break;

f



g
g
/ pop up output prompt-dialog window /
void output(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

int n;
Arg wargs[3];
Position x, y;
Dimension output width, output height;
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &output width); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &output height); n++;
XtGetValues(output dialog, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(panel, (Position)(ROOT WINDOW WIDTH=2 - output width=2),
(Position)(ROOT WINDOW HEIGHT=2 - output height=2), &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNx, x); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNy, y); n++;
/ if(DIR NAME && (strcmp(DIR NAME, "") ! 0))
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtextString,
;
XmStringCreateLtoR(DIR NAME, XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n



g

f

else ain
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtextString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n
/
XtSetValues(output dialog, wargs, n);
XtManageChild(output dialog);

g
g

=

++

++;
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/

Create pop up
menu
/
/

 Describe the list of menu items for a submenu pane.
/
static menu struct sub menu a[] = f
f"Perspective" , do it,NULL, "Item 2 A",NULLg,
f"Oblique" , do it,NULL, "Item 2 B",NULLg,
f"Axonometric" , do it,NULL, "Item 2 C",NULLg,
g;
/
 Describe the main menu pane.
/
static menu struct MenuData[] = f
f "Scaling" , do it,NULL, "Item 1",
NULL, NULL,0, NULL g,
f "View" , NULL,NULL, "Item 2",NULL,
sub menu a, XtNumber(sub menu a), "Operations" g,
f "Translation" , do it,NULL, "Item 3",
NULL, NULL,0 , NULL g,
f "Reflection" , do it,NULL, "Item 4",
NULL, NULL,0 , NULL g,
f "Mirror" , do it,NULL, "Item 5",
NULL, NULL,0 , NULL g,
f "Rotate" , do it,NULL, "Item 6",
NULL, NULL,0, NULL g,
g;

/
/
/
/

f

static menu struct sub menu2 a[] =
"Perspective" , do it,NULL, "Item 2 A",NULL ,
"Oblique" , do it,NULL, "Item 2 B",NULL ,
"Axonometric" , do it,NULL, "Item 2 C",NULL
;
/
Describe the main menu pane.
/
static menu struct Menu2Data[] =
"Scaling" , do it,NULL, "Item 1",
NULL, NULL,0, NULL ,
"View" , NULL,NULL, "Item 2",NULL,
sub menu2 a, XtNumber(sub menu2 a), "Operations" ,
"Translation" , do it,NULL, "Item 3",
NULL, NULL,0 , NULL ,
"Reflection" , do it,NULL, "Item 4",
NULL, NULL,0 , NULL ,
"Show" , do it,NULL, "Item 5",
NULL, NULL,0 , NULL ,
"Rotate" , do it,NULL, "Item 6",
NULL, NULL,0, NULL ,
;

f
f
f

g



f
f
f
f
f
f
g

g

g
g

f

g

g

g
g
g
g
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/

/
/


f
f
g
f
g
g
static menu struct sub menu print[] = f
f"Choose Window", do choose window, NULL, "Choose Window", NULLg,
f"Printing", do printing, NULL, "Printing", NULLg
g;
static menu struct sub menu grid[] = f
f"Show grids", show grid, NULL, "Show grids", NULLg,
f"Hide grids", hide grid, NULL, "Hide grids", NULLg
g;
/
/
Create pull down menu
/
Create the list of menu items for sub menu pane.
/
/
static menu struct sub menu objectname[] =
"Show name", NULL, NULL, "Show name", NULL ,
"Hide name", NULL, NULL, "Hide name", NULL
;



=f

/ static menu struct Viewing Data[]
"Geometry Change",do geom d, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
NULL ,
"Element Plan",viewing , NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Function Plan",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Axonometric",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Sections",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Perspective",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"File Viewer Data",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
; /

f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
g

g

g

g

g

g
g

g

g

f

static menu struct Exchange Data[] =
"STEP IN",do read step, "c", "0", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"STEP OUT",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"DXF IN",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"DXF OUT",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"OBJ FORMAT IN",do read step, "c", "1", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"OBJ FORMAT OUT",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
;

g

f
f
f
f
f
f

g

g

g

g

g

g

f

static menu struct Projection Data[] =
/
"Geometry All",do geom d, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
NULL , /
"Plan",do read plan, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Elevation",do read elev, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Sections",do read sect, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Envelope",do it2, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Rendering",do it2, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Details",do it2, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
;

 f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
g

g

g 

g

g

g

f

g

g

g

static menu struct Plan2 Data[] =
"PLAN",do minor layers, "c", "PL", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
NULL ,
"Basement Floor",do minor layers, "c", "PLBF", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Ground Floor",do minor layers, "c", "PLGF", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"First Floor",do minor layers, "c", "PLFF", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Typical Floor",do minor layers, "c", "PLNF", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Top Floor",do minor layers, "c", "PLTF", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Roof Floor",do minor layers, "c", "PLRF", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
;

g

f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

g

g

g

g

f

static menu struct Elevation2 Data[] =
"EAST",do minor layers, "c", "ELEA", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"WEST",do minor layers, "c", "ELWE", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"SOUTH",do minor layers, "c", "ELSO", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"NORTH",do minor layers, "c", "ELNO", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"ALL",do minor layers, "c", "EL ", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
;

g

f
f
f
f
f

g
g

g

g
g

g

g

g

g
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f

static menu struct Section2 Data[] =
"Horizontal 1",do minor layers, "c", "SEH1", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Horizontal 2",do minor layers, "c", "SEH2", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Vertical 1",do minor layers, "c", "SEV1", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Vertical 2",do minor layers, "c", "SEV2", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
;

g

f
f
f
f

g
g

f

g
g

static menu struct Special properties2 Data[] =
"Column",do minor layers, "c", " -C", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Slab",do minor layers, "c", " -S", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Beam",do minor layers, "c", " -B", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
/
"All",do minor layers, "c", " ", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL , /
;

f
f
f

 f
g

g
g

g

g

f

static menu struct Projection2 Data[] =
"Plan", NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Plan2 Data, XtNumber(Plan2 Data), NULL ,
"Elevation", NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Elevation2 Data,XtNumber(Elevation2 Data), NULL ,
"Section", NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Section2 Data,XtNumber(Section2 Data), NULL ,
/ minor layer group is EL because this can show elevation properties /
/ and structural properties (because all structural minor layer group is /
/ currently
/
/ if we specify
instead of EL, we will have troble because it will /
/ show PL properties as well. Therefore this View All Properties /
/ does not show plan properties /
/ "Envelope",do minor layers, "c", "EN", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL , /
/ "Rendering",do minor layers, "c", "RE", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL , /
"View Special Properties", NULL, "c", NULL, NULL,
Special properties2 Data,XtNumber(Special properties2 Data),
"Structural: 3D" ,
NULL ,
"View All General Properties",do minor layers, "c", "EL", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
;

f
f
f






f
f
f

g

f
f

g








g
g



g

g

g

g

g

f

static menu struct Property Data[] =
"Outline",do func plan, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Structural",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Electrical",do it2, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Mechanical",do axono, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
;

g

f
f
f
f

g
g

g

g

f

static menu struct Geom Change Data[] =
"Alter Numerically",do geom alter numerically, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
/
"Make Roof Section",do geom to roof, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL , /
"Graphical Manipulation",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
;

f
 f
f
g

g
g

f

g

static menu struct Vertical Data[] =
/
"Geometry All",do geom d, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
NULL , /
"Wall",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Arch Path",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Door",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Window",do it2, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
/
"File Viewer Data",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL , /
;

 f
f
f
f
f
f
 f
g

g

g 

g
g

f

g

g

g

static menu struct Horizontal Data[] =
"Floor",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Ceiling",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Roof",do it, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
;

f
f
f

g

g

g

g
/ Describe File pulldown pane. /
static menu struct Plan FileData[] = f
f"Projection", NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Projection Data,
XtNumber(Projection Data), NULLg,
f"Import/Export", NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Exchange Data,
XtNumber(Exchange Data), NULLg,
f"View2",do read view2, NULL, " ", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,
f"File Edit",do editor, NULL, " ", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,
/ f"Print" , do print, NULL, "PRINT", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,/
f"Save" , do solsav, NULL, "SAVE", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,
f"Print" , NULL, "c", "Print", NULL, sub menu print, XtNumber(sub menu print), NULLg,
fNULLg,
/



separator /
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...", quit, NULL, "Quit", NULL, NULL, 0 , NULL

f

g

static menu struct Other ApplData[] =
"ACAD",do acad, NULL, "Do acad", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"ORACLE" , do oracle, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"ANIMATION" , do read animation, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"ANIMATION ON CAVAS" , do anin on canvas, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"MULTIPLE DISPLAY" , do multi drawing, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"ARB DISPLAY" , do arb drawing, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"HIET" , do hiet, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"PEX",do pex, NULL, "D0 pex ", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
;
static menu struct ToolData[] =
"Tree",do tree, NULL, "Do tree", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
;

g

f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

f

g
/ Describe Run pane. /

static menu struct Run Data[] =

g

g

g

f

g

g

g

g

g

g

f

 f"Setup Files ",popup setup 2D, NULL, "Setup Files", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,/
f"Project DB", do readin, NULL, "Readin", NULL, NULL, 0 , NULLg,
f"Reusable Objects: Details", do readin, NULL, "Readin", NULL, NULL, 0 , NULLg,
fNULLg,
f"Choose DB ",do read db, NULL, "Setup Files", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,
f"DB Query ", do query db, NULL, "Execute", NULL, NULL, 0 , NULLg,
g;
/ Describe Library pane. /
static menu struct Ci sfb Table Data[] = f
f"Ci/sfb Table 0", do tables, "c", "0", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,
f"Ci/sfb Table 1", do tables, "c", "1", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,
f"Ci/sfb Table 2", do tables, "c", "2", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,
f"Ci/sfb Table 3", do tables, "c", "3", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,
g;
static menu struct Geometry Data[] = f
f"Property", NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Property Data, XtNumber(Property Data), NULLg,
f"Projection", NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Projection2 Data, XtNumber(Projection2 Data), NULLg,
f"Geometry Change", NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Geom Change Data, XtNumber(Geom Change Data),
NULLg,
fNULLg,
/ f"Quantity Analysis", do quantity, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,
f"Activity Analysis", do activity, NULL, "", NULL, NULL, 0 , NULLg,/
g;
/ Describe Construct pane. /
static menu struct Construct Data[] = f
f"Vertical Element", NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Vertical Data, XtNumber(Vertical Data), NULLg,
f"Horizontal Element", NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Horizontal Data, XtNumber(Horizontal Data),
NULLg,
g;
/



f
f
g
f
g
/
f
g
f
g
f
g
f
g
g
/ Describe Operations pulldown pane. /
static menu struct Plan OperationsData[] = f
f"Redraw all",NULL, NULL, "Redraw all", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,
f"Object name", NULL, "c", "Object name", NULL, sub menu objectname,
XtNumber(sub menu objectname), "Show/Hide"g,
f"Grid", NULL, "c", "Grid", NULL, sub menu grid,
XtNumber(sub menu grid), "Show/Hide"g,
fNULLg,
/
f"Object status ...", NULL, NULL, "Object status", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,
fNULLg,
/
/
Describe Drawable pulldown pane.
/
static menu struct Plan DrawableData[] =
"New Drawing", popup drawing, NULL, "New", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
NULL ,
"Viewing", viewing, NULL, "Viewing", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL ,
"Grid", NULL, "c", "Grid", NULL, sub menu grid,
XtNumber(sub menu grid), "Show/Hide" ,
"Clear all", do clear, NULL, "Clear all", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL
/ "Roof ...", NULL, NULL, "Roof", NULL, NULL, 0, NULL , /
;



separator /


separator /
separator /
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f"Delete wall", NULL, NULL, "Delete wall", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,
f"Clear all", NULL, NULL, "Clear all", NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg
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g;
/ Describe Thermal pulldown pane. /
static menu struct Plan ThermalData[] = f
f"Heat Loss Coeff. ...",NULL, NULL, "Heat Loss",
NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg,
f"Energy Cost ...",NULL, NULL, "Energy Cost",
NULL, NULL, 0, NULLg
g;
/ Describe Help pulldown pane. /
static menu struct Plan HelpData[] = f
f"Hids Help", do help, "c", "Help list", NULLg,
f"About Hids", do about goal, "c", "About Goal", NULLg,
f"Guide Line", do about goal, "c", "About Goal", NULLg
g;
/ Describe the menu bar, giving only the names to appear in 
 the menu bar and pointers to each pulldown pane.
/
static menu struct Plan PulldownData[] = f
f"File " , NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Plan FileData, XtNumber(Plan FileData), NULLg,
f"DataBase " , NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Run Data, XtNumber(Run Data), NULLg,
f"Ci/sfb Tables " , NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Ci sfb Table Data, XtNumber(Ci sfb Table Data), NULLg,
f"Geometry " , NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Geometry Data, XtNumber(Geometry Data), NULLg,
f"Construct " , NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Construct Data, XtNumber(Construct Data), NULLg,
f"Drawable " , NULL, "c", NULL, NULL,
Plan DrawableData, XtNumber(Plan DrawableData), NULLg,
f"Other Appl " , NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, Other ApplData, XtNumber(Other ApplData), NULLg,
f"Tools " , NULL, "c", NULL, NULL, ToolData, XtNumber(ToolData), NULLg,
f"Help " , NULL, "c", NULL, NULL,
Plan HelpData, XtNumber(Plan HelpData), NULLg
g;
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/

c main function
/
/

/
/
/
c main(argc, argv,env)
int argc;
char argv;

f



/



Arg wargs[10];
Arg args[4];
Widget icons;
XGCValues values;
XmStringTable
str list;
Pixel fg, bg;
Pixmap pixmap; /
int n, i, j;




 Ask
/

/

Unix for the time.

time(&tloc);


 Convert the time to a string and display it,
 after rounding it down to the last minute.
/
rounded tloc = tloc = 60  60;
printf( "%snn", ctime(&rounded tloc));
/to delete late unexpected strange character of the time
/just copy the number of the characters of the string/
strncpy(labels value[1], ctime(&rounded tloc),24);
printf( "%snn", labels value[1]);
/
printf( "%snn", labels value[2]);
while (labels value[1] !=’ ’)f
++labels value[1];
g/
/

string,

/

popup 2D flag = DOWN;
data setup executed flag =0;
CONVERTED FILE NO = 0;
DXF2VIEW FLAG =0;
INPUT DATA TYPE = 1;



sprintf(set layer group major,"A");



/ default value /

n

printf("ABACUS: HIDE Version 1.1 of March 1994 n");
/
system("/bin/cp /homedir/cics01/goal/goal/xdraw.tmp ."); /





toplevel = XtInitialize(argv[0], "OOE", NULL, 0, &argc, argv);
XtAddEventHandler(toplevel, (EventMask) 0, True,
XEditResCheckMessages, NULL);





/ Another initial popup window /
shell2 = XtCreateApplicationShell("Window2",
topLevelShellWidgetClass,
NULL, 0);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNx, 0); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNy, -150); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, ROOT WINDOW WIDTH=2); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, 130); n++;
canvas2 = XtCreateManagedWidget("canvas",
xmDrawingAreaWidgetClass,
shell2, wargs, n);





/ this doesn’t work properly /
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/

define all child widget of toplevel widget
/
/
/ main window, panel shell /

/
/
/

n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNx, 12); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNy, 150); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, ROOT WINDOW WIDTH); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, ROOT WINDOW HEIGHT); n++;
panel = XtCreateManagedWidget("panel", xmFormWidgetClass,
toplevel, wargs, n);





/ popup drawing shell /
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, 500); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, 500); n++;
drawing shell = XtCreatePopupShell("Drawing", transientShellWidgetClass,
toplevel, wargs, n);





/ popup Ci/sfb Table shells /
for (i = 0; i < XtNumber(Ci sfb Table Data); i++)
rowcolumn shell[i] = XtCreatePopupShell(ci sfb table name[i],
transientShellWidgetClass,
toplevel, NULL, 0);





/ popup shell /
setup 2D shell = XtCreatePopupShell("Setup Files",
transientShellWidgetClass,
toplevel, NULL, 0);






/ quit box shell /
n = 0;
/ XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNautoUnmanage, FALSE); n
; /
quit box = XmCreateQuestionDialog(toplevel, "QUIT", wargs, n);
XtUnmanageChild(XmMessageBoxGetChild(quit box, XmDIALOG HELP BUTTON));
XtAddCallback(quit box, XmNcancelCallback, quit action, NULL);
XtAddCallback(quit box, XmNokCallback, quit action, NULL);

++ 





/ output dialog shell /
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNselectionLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Output Directory Name .out:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
/ XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdefaultPosition, False); n
; /
/ this do /
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdialogTitle,
XmStringCreateLtoR("OUTPUT", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;






++ 



output dialog = XmCreatePromptDialog(toplevel, "OUTPUT", wargs, n);
XtUnmanageChild(XmSelectionBoxGetChild(output dialog, XmDIALOG HELP BUTTON));
XtAddCallback(output dialog, XmNcancelCallback, output action, NULL);
XtAddCallback(output dialog, XmNokCallback, output action, NULL);





/ input dialog shell /
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNselectionLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Input Directory Name db:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Existing Directory Name:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistVisibleItemCount, 5); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdefaultPosition, False); n
; /
/
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdialogTitle,
XmStringCreateLtoR("INPUT", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET));
n++;





/



++ 

input dialog = XmCreateSelectionDialog(toplevel, "INPUT", wargs, n);
XtUnmanageChild(XmSelectionBoxGetChild(input dialog, XmDIALOG HELP BUTTON));
XtAddCallback(input dialog, XmNcancelCallback, readin action, NULL);
XtAddCallback(input dialog, XmNokCallback, readin action, NULL);
XtAddCallback(input dialog, XmNokCallback, add message, NULL); /







/ step dialog shell /
n = 0;
if(INPUT DATA TYPE == 0)
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNselectionLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Input Directory Name .stp:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET));

f





/ study what

/
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f

else
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNselectionLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Input Directory Name .obj:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET));



g
n++;

XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Existing Directory Name:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistVisibleItemCount, 5); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdefaultPosition, False); n
; /
/
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdialogTitle,
XmStringCreateLtoR("INPUT", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET));
n++;



++ 

step dialog = XmCreateSelectionDialog(toplevel, "STEP", wargs, n);
XtUnmanageChild(XmSelectionBoxGetChild(step dialog, XmDIALOG HELP BUTTON));
XtAddCallback(step dialog, XmNcancelCallback, step read action, NULL);
XtAddCallback(step dialog, XmNokCallback, step read action, NULL);
/

 view2 dialog shell/

n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNselectionLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Input Directory Name .obj:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Existing Directory Name:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistVisibleItemCount, 5); n++;
/
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdefaultPosition, False); n
; /
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdialogTitle,
XmStringCreateLtoR("INPUT", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET));
n++;





++ 

view2 dialog = XmCreateSelectionDialog(toplevel, "VIEW2", wargs, n);
XtUnmanageChild(XmSelectionBoxGetChild(view2 dialog, XmDIALOG HELP BUTTON));
XtAddCallback(view2 dialog, XmNcancelCallback, view2 read action, NULL);
XtAddCallback(view2 dialog, XmNokCallback, view2 read action, NULL);





/ db dialog shell /
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNselectionLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("DB Directory Name .db:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Existing Directory Name:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistVisibleItemCount, 5); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdefaultPosition, False); n
; /
/
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdialogTitle,
XmStringCreateLtoR("DATABASE", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;





++ 

db dialog = XmCreateSelectionDialog(toplevel, "DB Files", wargs, n);
XtUnmanageChild(XmSelectionBoxGetChild(db dialog, XmDIALOG HELP BUTTON));
XtAddCallback(db dialog, XmNcancelCallback, db read action, NULL);
XtAddCallback(db dialog, XmNokCallback, db read action, NULL);





/ animation dialog shell /
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNselectionLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Animation Directory Name . :",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Existing Directory Name:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistVisibleItemCount, 5); n++;
/
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdefaultPosition, False); n
; /
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdialogTitle,
XmStringCreateLtoR("ENIMATION", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;





++ 

animation dialog = XmCreateSelectionDialog(toplevel, "Enimation Files", wargs, n);
XtUnmanageChild(XmSelectionBoxGetChild(animation dialog, XmDIALOG HELP BUTTON));
XtAddCallback(animation dialog, XmNcancelCallback, animation read action, NULL);
XtAddCallback(animation dialog, XmNokCallback, animation read action, NULL);





/ elevation dialog shell /
n = 0;
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XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNselectionLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Elevation Directory Name .elev:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Existing Directory Name:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistVisibleItemCount, 5); n++;
/
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdefaultPosition, False); n
; /
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdialogTitle,
XmStringCreateLtoR("ELEVATION", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;





++ 

elev dialog = XmCreateSelectionDialog(toplevel, "Elevation Files", wargs, n);
XtUnmanageChild(XmSelectionBoxGetChild(elev dialog, XmDIALOG HELP BUTTON));
XtAddCallback(elev dialog, XmNcancelCallback, elev read action, NULL);
XtAddCallback(elev dialog, XmNokCallback, elev read action, NULL);





/ plan dialog shell /
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNselectionLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Plan Directory Name .plan:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Existing Directory Name:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistVisibleItemCount, 5); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdefaultPosition, False); n
; /
/
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdialogTitle,
XmStringCreateLtoR("PLAN", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;





++ 

plan dialog = XmCreateSelectionDialog(toplevel, "Plan Files", wargs, n);
XtUnmanageChild(XmSelectionBoxGetChild(plan dialog, XmDIALOG HELP BUTTON));
XtAddCallback(plan dialog, XmNcancelCallback, plan read action, NULL);
XtAddCallback(plan dialog, XmNokCallback, plan read action, NULL);





/ section dialog shell /
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNselectionLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Section Directory Name .sect:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Existing Directory Name:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistVisibleItemCount, 5); n++;
/
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdefaultPosition, False); n
; /
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdialogTitle,
XmStringCreateLtoR("SECTION", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;





++ 

sect dialog = XmCreateSelectionDialog(toplevel, "Plan Files", wargs, n);
XtUnmanageChild(XmSelectionBoxGetChild(sect dialog, XmDIALOG HELP BUTTON));
XtAddCallback(sect dialog, XmNcancelCallback, sect read action, NULL);
XtAddCallback(sect dialog, XmNokCallback, sect read action, NULL);





/ Axonometric dialog shell /
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNselectionLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Axonometric Directory Name .axon:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistLabelString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Existing Directory Name:",
XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistVisibleItemCount, 5); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdefaultPosition, False); n
; /
/
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNdialogTitle,
XmStringCreateLtoR("Axonometric", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;





++ 

axon dialog = XmCreateSelectionDialog(toplevel, "Axonometric Files", wargs, n);
XtUnmanageChild(XmSelectionBoxGetChild(axon dialog, XmDIALOG HELP BUTTON));
XtAddCallback(axon dialog, XmNcancelCallback, axon read action, NULL);
XtAddCallback(axon dialog, XmNokCallback, axon read action, NULL);
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/ set up for popup drawing window scroll bars /
XtSetArg(wargs[0], XmNscrollingPolicy, XmAUTOMATIC);
sw2 = XtCreateManagedWidget ("draw",
xmScrolledWindowWidgetClass,
drawing shell, wargs, 1);

 I Kim: If i do the next line, error msg: Error: XtPopup requires
a subclass of shellWidgetClass/
/ drawing shell = XtCreatePopupShell("Drawing", xmScrolledWindowWidgetClass,
toplevel, NULL, 0);/
/

n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, 500); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, 500); n++;
drawing canvas = XtCreateManagedWidget("panel", xmDrawingAreaWidgetClass,
sw2, wargs, n);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &drawingc height); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &drawingc width); n++;
XtGetValues(drawing canvas, wargs, n);
popup menu2 = XmCreatePopupMenu( drawing canvas, "menu", NULL, 0);
XtAddEventHandler(drawing canvas, ButtonPressMask, FALSE,
post menu handler, popup menu2);
/
Step 2. Create the menu entries from the description.
/
create menu buttons("Menu", popup menu2,
Menu2Data, XtNumber(Menu2Data),drawing canvas);
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/
creates and manages 2D set up window widget
/
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, ROOT WINDOW WIDTH); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, 180); n++;
setup 2D = XtCreateManagedWidget("setup 2D", xmFormWidgetClass,
setup 2D shell, wargs, n);
setup 2D display = (WidgetList) XtMalloc(XtNumber(setup 2D display name)
sizeof(Widget));
setup 2D editor = (WidgetList) XtMalloc(XtNumber(setup 2D display name)
sizeof(Widget));
setup 2D buttons = (WidgetList) XtMalloc(XtNumber(setup 2D buttons name)
sizeof(Widget));
for (i = 0; i < XtNumber(setup 2D display name); i++)
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, ROOT WINDOW WIDTH=2); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, 35); n++;
setup 2D display[i] = XtCreateManagedWidget(setup 2D display name[i],
xmLabelWidgetClass,
setup 2D, wargs, n);
setup 2D editor[i] = XtCreateManagedWidget(setup 2D display name[i],
xmTextWidgetClass,
setup 2D, wargs, n);

f

g





f

for (i = 0; i < XtNumber(setup 2D buttons name); i++)
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, BUTTON WIDTH); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, BUTTON HEIGHT); n++;
setup 2D buttons[i] = XtCreateManagedWidget(setup 2D buttons name[i],
xmPushButtonWidgetClass,
setup 2D, wargs, n);

g

XtAddCallback(setup 2D buttons[0], XmNactivateCallback,
setup 2D ok, setup 2D editor);
XtAddCallback(setup 2D buttons[1], XmNactivateCallback,
setup 2D cancel, setup 2D editor);
setup 2D window layout(setup 2D display, setup 2D editor, setup 2D buttons);
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/

children widget for panel
/
/

/
/
/

n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, ROOT WINDOW WIDTH); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, 30); n++;

menubar = XmCreateMenuBar (panel, "menubar", wargs, n);
XtManageChild(menubar);
/
main window layout set up
/
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;
XtSetValues(menubar, wargs, n);





create menu buttons(NULL, menubar, Plan PulldownData,
XtNumber(Plan PulldownData), panel);
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options = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("options"
,xmRowColumnWidgetClass , panel,
/ XmNtopAttachment,
XmATTACH WIDGET,
XmNtopWidget,
menubar, /
XmNbottomAttachment, XmATTACH FORM,
XmATTACH FORM, /
/ XmNleftAttachment,
NULL);
command buttons = (WidgetList) XtMalloc (XtNumber(Drawnbutton name) sizeof(Widget));
create drawn buttons(options, draw symbol on button, assign function,
&g data, command buttons, XtNumber(Drawnbutton name),
Drawnbutton name);





/


 Step 1.

/





Create a popup menu pane and define an event
handler to pop it up.

popup menu = XmCreatePopupMenu( panel, "menu", NULL, 0);
XtAddEventHandler(panel, ButtonPressMask, FALSE,
post menu handler, popup menu);
/
Step 2. Create the menu entries from the description.
/
create menu buttons("Menu", popup menu,
MenuData, XtNumber(MenuData),panel);
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/ we want to be notified when child programs die
signal(SIGCHLD, reset);

/

icons = XtVaCreateWidget("icons", xmRowColumnWidgetClass, panel,
XmNorientation, XmHORIZONTAL,
NULL);

 get the foreground and background colors of the icons
 so the gc (DrawnButtons) will use them to render pixmaps.
/

/

XtVaGetValues(icons,
XmNforeground, &fg,
XmNbackground, &bg,
NULL);
gc = XCreateGC(XtDisplay(icons),
RootWindowOfScreen(XtScreen(icons)), NULL, 0);
XSetForeground(XtDisplay(icons), gc, fg);
XSetBackground(XtDisplay(icons), gc, bg);

f

for (i = 0; i < XtNumber(prog list); i++)
/ the pixmap is taken from the name given in the structure /
pixmap = XmGetPixmap(XtScreen(icons),
prog list[i].pixmap file, fg, bg);



/



 Create a drawn button 64x64 (arbitrary, but sufficient)
 shadowType has no effect till pushButtonEnabled is false.
/

prog list[i].drawn w = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("dbutton",
xmDrawnButtonWidgetClass, icons,
XmNwidth, 40,
XmNheight, 40,
XmNpushButtonEnabled, True,
XmNshadowType, XmSHADOW ETCHED OUT,
NULL);
/ if this button is selected, execute the program /
XtAddCallback(prog list[i].drawn w,
XmNactivateCallback, exec prog, &prog list[i]);




g





/ when the resize and expose events come, redraw pixmap /
XtAddCallback(prog list[i].drawn w,
XmNexposeCallback, redraw button, pixmap);
XtAddCallback(prog list[i].drawn w,
XmNresizeCallback, redraw button, pixmap);

XtManageChild(icons);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopWidget, menubar); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNheight, 80); n++;
XtSetValues(icons, wargs, n);
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 Create ScrolledText – this



/

is work area for the MainWindow /
XtSetArg(args[0], XmNrows,
24);
XtSetArg(args[1], XmNcolumns,
80);
XtSetArg(args[2], XmNeditable, False);
XtSetArg(args[3], XmNeditMode, XmMULTI LINE EDIT);
XmCreateScrolledText(main w, "text w", args, 4);
text w
XtManageChild(text w); /

=








/ store text w as user data in "File" menu for file cb() callback /
/ XtVaSetValues(menu, XmNuserData, text w, NULL); /



msg box = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("text",
xmTextWidgetClass, panel,
/ xmScrolledTextWidgetClass, panel,
XmNrows,
24,
XmNcolumns, 80,
XmNeditable, False,
XmNeditMode, XmMULTI LINE EDIT,
/
XmNvalue, "This is a interactive message box...",
XmNwidth, 0,
XmNheight, 80,
XmNscrollingPolicy, XmAUTOMATIC,
XmNscrollBarDisplayPolicy, XmAS NEEDED,
XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET,
XmNtopWidget, menubar,
XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET,
XmNleftWidget, icons,
XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH FORM,
NULL);
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ini info = XtVaCreateWidget("ini info",
xmRowColumnWidgetClass, panel, NULL);

f

for (i = 0; i < XtNumber(labels); i++)
ini form = XtVaCreateWidget("ini form", xmFormWidgetClass, ini info,
XmNfractionBase, 10,
NULL);
XtVaCreateManagedWidget(labels[i],
xmLabelGadgetClass, ini form,
XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH FORM,
XmNbottomAttachment, XmATTACH FORM,
XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH FORM,
XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH POSITION,
XmNrightPosition, 3,
XmNalignment, XmALIGNMENT END,
NULL);
ini text = XtVaCreateManagedWidget(labels value[i],
xmTextFieldWidgetClass, ini form,
XmNtraversalOn, True,
XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH FORM,
XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH POSITION,
XmNleftPosition, 4,
NULL);
XtSetArg(wargs[0], XtNvalue, labels value[i]);
XtSetValues(ini text, wargs, 1);



/

/

/

g

 When user hits

+

return, print the label value of ini text
XtAddCallback(ini text, XmNactivateCallback,
print result, labels[i]); /



/

 Also advance focus to next Text widget, which is in the
 next Tab Group because each Text widget is in a Form by
 itself. If there were all in the same manager, we’d just
 use XmTRAVERSE NEXT instead.
/

XtAddCallback(ini text, XmNactivateCallback,
XmProcessTraversal, XmTRAVERSE NEXT TAB GROUP);
XtManageChild(ini form);

XtManageChild(ini info);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopWidget, menubar); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightWidget, icons); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
/ XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightWidget, options); n
; /
/
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNbottomAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n
; /
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNbottomWidget, options); n
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNheight, 80); n++;
XtSetValues(ini info, wargs, n);




++ 
++ 

++;
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scales = XtVaCreateWidget("scales", xmRowColumnWidgetClass, panel,
XmNorientation, XmHORIZONTAL,
NULL);
scale = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("Design",
xmScaleWidgetClass, scales,
XtVaTypedArg, XmNtitleString, XmRString, "Schema", 4,
XmNmaximum, 10,
XmNminimum, 1,
XmNvalue, 1,
XmNshowValue, True,
NULL);
XtAddCallback(scale, XmNvalueChangedCallback, new value, NULL);
scale = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("Geometry",
xmScaleWidgetClass, scales,
XtVaTypedArg, XmNtitleString, XmRString, "Inst", 5,
XmNmaximum, 10,
XmNminimum, 1,
XmNvalue, 1,
XmNshowValue, True,
NULL);
XtAddCallback(scale, XmNvalueChangedCallback, new value, NULL);
scale = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("Modelling",
xmScaleWidgetClass, scales,
XtVaTypedArg, XmNtitleString, XmRString, "Model", 6,
XmNmaximum, 10,
XmNminimum, 1,
XmNvalue, 1,
XmNshowValue, True,
NULL);
XtAddCallback(scale, XmNvalueChangedCallback, new value, NULL);
XtManageChild(scales);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopWidget, ini info); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightWidget, options); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNheight, 200); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNwidth, 100); n++;
XtSetValues(scales, wargs, n);
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radio box = XmCreateRadioBox(panel, "radio box", NULL, 0);
one = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("Outline",
xmToggleButtonGadgetClass, radio box, NULL);
XtAddCallback(one, XmNvalueChangedCallback, toggled, layer group major[0]);
two = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("Architectural",
xmToggleButtonGadgetClass, radio box, NULL);
XtAddCallback(two, XmNvalueChangedCallback, toggled, layer group major[1]);
three = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("Electrical",
xmToggleButtonGadgetClass, radio box, NULL);
XtAddCallback(three, XmNvalueChangedCallback, toggled, layer group major[2]);
four = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("Mechanical",
xmToggleButtonGadgetClass, radio box, NULL);
XtAddCallback(four, XmNvalueChangedCallback, toggled, layer group major[3]);
five = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("Structural",
xmToggleButtonGadgetClass, radio box, NULL);
XtAddCallback(five, XmNvalueChangedCallback, toggled, layer group major[4]);
six = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("Axis",
xmToggleButtonGadgetClass, radio box, NULL);
XtAddCallback(six, XmNvalueChangedCallback, toggled, layer group major[5]);
seven = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("Show All",
xmToggleButtonGadgetClass, radio box, NULL);
XtAddCallback(seven, XmNvalueChangedCallback, toggled, layer group major[6]);
XtManageChild(radio box);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopWidget, scales); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightWidget, options); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNheight, 80); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNwidth, 80); n++;
XtSetValues(radio box, wargs, n);
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n = XtNumber(modules);
printf("test %d n",n); /
str list = (XmStringTable)XtMalloc(n sizeof (XmString ));

n



f





for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
str list[i] = XmStringCreateLtoR(modules[i], charset);

g

list w = XmCreateScrolledList(panel, "modules", NULL, 0);
XtVaSetValues(list w,
XmNitems, str list,
XmNitemCount, n,
XmNvisibleItemCount, 7,
XmNselectionPolicy, XmEXTENDED SELECT,
NULL);
XtAddCallback(list w, XmNextendedSelectionCallback, my proc, NULL);
XtAddCallback(list w, XmNdefaultActionCallback, my proc, NULL);
XtManageChild(list w);
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
XmStringFree(str list[i]);
XtFree(str list);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopWidget, radio box); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightWidget, options); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNbottomAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n
/
/ XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNheight, 200); n
;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNwidth, 10); n
; /
XtSetValues(XtParent(list w), wargs, n);




++
++ 

++;/
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viewp icons = XtVaCreateWidget("viewp icons", xmRowColumnWidgetClass, panel,
XmNorientation, XmHORIZONTAL,
NULL);
/

 get the foreground and background colors of the viewp icons
 so the gc (DrawnButtons) will use them to render pixmaps.
/

XtVaGetValues(viewp icons,
XmNforeground, &fg,
XmNbackground, &bg,
NULL);
gc = XCreateGC(XtDisplay(viewp icons),
RootWindowOfScreen(XtScreen(viewp icons)), NULL, 0);
XSetForeground(XtDisplay(viewp icons), gc, fg);
XSetBackground(XtDisplay(viewp icons), gc, bg);

f

for (i = 0; i < XtNumber(prog list2); i++)
/ the pixmap is taken from the name given in the structure /
pixmap = XmGetPixmap(XtScreen(viewp icons),
prog list2[i].pixmap file, fg, bg);
/ printf("teee1 %s n",prog list2[i].pixmap file); /
/ Create a drawn button 64x64 (arbitrary, but sufficient)
shadowType has no effect till pushButtonEnabled is false.
/
prog list2[i].drawn w = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("dbutton",
xmDrawnButtonWidgetClass, viewp icons,
XmNwidth, 50,
XmNheight, 40,
XmNpushButtonEnabled, True,
XmNshadowType, XmSHADOW ETCHED OUT,
NULL);
/ printf("teee2 %s n",prog list2[i].pixmap file); /















n



n





/ if this button is selected, execute the program /
XtAddCallback(prog list2[i].drawn w,
XmNactivateCallback, exec view divide, &prog list2[i]);
/ exec view divide /
/ when the resize and expose events come, redraw pixmap /
XtAddCallback(prog list2[i].drawn w,
XmNexposeCallback, redraw button, pixmap);
XtAddCallback(prog list2[i].drawn w,
XmNresizeCallback, redraw button, pixmap);









g

XtManageChild(viewp icons);

n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopWidget, list w); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightWidget, options); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNbottomAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n
/
/
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNheight, 100); n
;
; /
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNwidth, 120); n
XtSetValues(viewp icons, wargs, n);




++
++ 

++;/

rowcol = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("rowcolumn",
xmRowColumnWidgetClass, panel,
NULL);
toggle box = XtVaCreateWidget("togglebox",
xmRowColumnWidgetClass, rowcol,
XmNpacking, XmPACK COLUMN,
XmNnumColumns, 2,
NULL);





/ simply loop thru the strings creating a widget for each one /
for (i = 0; i < XtNumber(full major layer group); i++)
w1 = XtVaCreateManagedWidget(full major layer group[i],
xmToggleButtonGadgetClass, toggle box, NULL);
XtAddCallback(w1, XmNvalueChangedCallback, toggled1,i);
XtAddCallback(w1, XmNvalueChangedCallback, toggled, layer group major[i]);

f

g

XtVaCreateManagedWidget(" sep",
xmSeparatorGadgetClass, rowcol, NULL);
w1 = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("Show Activating Groups",
xmPushButtonGadgetClass, rowcol, NULL);
XtAddCallback(w1, XmNactivateCallback, check bits, NULL);
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XtManageChild(rowcol);
XtManageChild(toggle box);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtopWidget, viewp icons); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNrightWidget, options); n++;
/
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNbottomAttachment, XmATTACH FORM); n
; /
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNheight, 100); n
;
/
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNwidth, 120); n
; /
XtSetValues(rowcol, wargs, n);




++
++ 

++ 
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sw = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("scrolled win",
xmScrolledWindowWidgetClass, panel,
XmNwidth, 0,
XmNheight, 0,
XmNscrollingPolicy, XmAUTOMATIC,
XmNscrollBarDisplayPolicy, XmAS NEEDED,
XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET,
XmNtopWidget, msg box,
XmNbottomAttachment, XmATTACH FORM,
XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH WIDGET,
XmNleftWidget, options,
XmNrightAttachment, XmATTACH FORM,
NULL);
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/



/
/
/
/
/
/
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canvas = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("canvas",
xmDrawingAreaWidgetClass, sw,
XmNunitType,
Xm1000TH INCHES, /
XmNwidth, 800,
XmNheight, 700,
XmNresizePolicy, XmNONE,
NULL);



XtAddEventHandler(canvas, ButtonPressMask, FALSE,
processPress, &p data);
XtAddEventHandler(canvas, Button1MotionMask, FALSE,
processMotion, &p data);
XtAddEventHandler(canvas, ButtonReleaseMask, FALSE,
processRelease, &p data);
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNexposeCallback, refresh2, &p data);
printf("test4 n");
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNresizeCallback, resize2, canvas);
printf("test5 n");

n
n

XtSetArg(wargs[0], XmNscrollingPolicy, XmAUTOMATIC);
sw
XtCreateManagedWidget ("sw",
xmScrolledWindowWidgetClass,
panel, wargs, 1);

=

canvas

=

XtCreateManagedWidget("canvas", xmDrawingAreaWidgetClass,
sw, NULL,0); /



 10 inches /
/ 8 inches /
/ remain this a fixed size /
/
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/

369

XtGetApplicationResources (toplevel, &t data, resources,
XtNumber (resources), NULL, 0);
load file (&t data, "fv.c");
sw

=

XtCreatePopupShell("framework",
xmScrolledWindowWidgetClass,
toplevel, NULL, 0);

t data.canvas

= XtCreateManagedWidget("canvas",

xmDrawingAreaWidgetClass,
sw, NULL, 0);

XtSetArg (wargs[0], XtNheight, &t data.canvas height);
XtSetArg (wargs[1], XtNwidth, &t data.canvas width);
XtGetValues (t data.canvas, wargs, 2);
/
/
XtSetArg(wargs[0], XmNscrollingPolicy, XmAUTOMATIC);
XtCreateManagedWidget ("form", xmScrolledWindowWidgetClass,
formWidget
pane, wargs, 1); /





=
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/



initialize(canvas);
initialize(canvas2); /



XtRealizeWidget(toplevel);
XtRealizeWidget(canvas); /
XtRealizeWidget(shell2);

/



/

/




/



/







draw border(canvas); /
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNexposeCallback, draw border, canvas);
XtAddCallback(canvas2, XmNexposeCallback, draw border, canvas2);



add the next line when needed /
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNexposeCallback, redraw grid, canvas);



redraw grid(canvas); /
theBlackGC=create black gc(drawing canvas);
theBlackGC=create black gc(canvas);
create gc (&t data); /



n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtitle, "ABACUS: HIDE"); n++;
XtSetValues(toplevel, wargs, n);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtitle, "AUX WINDOW"); n++;
XtSetValues(shell2, wargs, n);

g

XtMainLoop();

370
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372

 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: do menu.c

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/ THIS IS THE BEGINING OF USER INTERFACE CODE /
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//
/

do menu.c /
/

/
/
/

#include "mt.h"
#include "help widget.h"





/ #include "setting.h" /

f
f

g
g

static int sfb ROWS[] = 9, 9, 6, 6 ;
static int sfb COLS[] = 7, 5, 6, 6 ;



f

static char ci sfbtable[4][70] =
"Table0", "01","02","03","04","05","06","07","08",
"Adm/Commer",
"Admin","Office","Commer","Trade","Vac","Vac","Protec","Other",

f

"Health","Hospital","Medical","Vac","Walfare","Vac","Animal","Vac","Other",
"Recreational","Refreshment","Entertainment","Social Recreation","Aquatic
Sports",
"Vac","Sports","Vac","Other",
"Religious", "Religious","Cathedral","Church","Mission","Temple/Mosque",
"Convents","Funerary","Other",
"Educational","School","Univ.","Scientific","Vac","Exhibition","library",
"Vac","Other",

g,

"Residential", "Housing","House Units","Vac","Special House","Communal",
"Historical","Temporary","Other"

f "Table1", " 1"," 2"," 3"," 4"," 5"," 6"," 7

"," 8",
"Sub Structure","Ground","Vac","Floor Bed","Vac","vac","Retaining Walls",
"Pile Foundation","Other",
"Structure","Wall/Ext","Wall/Int","Floor","Stairs","Ceiling","Vac",
"Roof","Bldg. Frame",
"Secondary Element","Secondary Wall/Ext","Secondary Wall/Int","Secondary

Floor",
"Secondary Stairs","Suspended Ceiling","Vac","Secondary
Roof","Other",

g,

"Finishes", "Wall/Ext Fsh","Wall/Int Fsh","Floor Fsh","Stairs Fsh",
"Ceiling Fsh","Vac","Roof Fsh","Other Fsh"

f "Table2", "

"," "," "," "," ",
"","A Constructions, Forms","B Vac","C Excavation and Loose Fill",
"D Vac","E Cast in situ work",

"","F Block/Brick" ,"G Large Block/Panel","H Section","I Pipe",
"J Wire/Mesh",
"","K Quilt","L Flexible Sheet","M Malleable Sheet","N Rigid Sheet
Overlapp",
"P Thick Coating",
"","Q Vac","R Rigid Sheet","S Rigid Tile","T Flexible sheet","U Vac",
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g,
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"","V Film Coating/Impregnation","W Planting","X Complex Components",
"Y Formless Work","Z Joints"

f "Table3","

"," "," "," "," ",
"","a Materials","b Vacant","c Vacant","d Vacant","e Natural Stone",
"","f Precast with Binder","g Clay(dried, Fired)","h Metal","i Wood",
"j Vegetable and Animal Fibers",

"","k Vacant","m Inorganic Fibers","n Rubbers/Plastics etc","o Glass",
"p Aggregates, Loose Fills",
"","q Lime/Cement/Mortars/Concretes","r Clay/Gypsum/Plastics",
"s Bituminous","t Fixing/Jointing","u Protective/Property Modifying",

g;

"","v Paints","w Ancillary","z Vacant","y composite","z Substances"

g


f

char tmp view fname[] = "tmp1.in",
"tmp2.in",
"tmp3.in",
"tmp4.in",
;

g

f
f
f

g

char outfile1[] = "testout.out" ;
char outfile2[] = "testout2.out" ;
char outfile3[] = "tmp.in" ;
/ this file is the result of x3d /
/ converter from testout.out. This file /
/ will be processed more to produce on /
/ of tmp1.in, tmp2.in tmp3.in and tmp4.in /
/ for maximum four different views /

g






g
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/

/
/

/
/
Local misc. functions
/
extern void resize2();
extern void refresh2();
extern void maintain basic canvas();
extern void never called();
extern void called();

void add base location()

f

float start[3], end[3];
char tmp f;
tmp f = outfile2;
/ temperary make a file to add base value for xref object /
cat pathname(fullpath outfile2, outfile2);
fout c2 = fopen(fullpath outfile2, "r");









n 

printf("this is test114 n"); /
while(!feof(fout c2))
fscanf(fout c2,"%f %f %f %f %f %f n",&start[0],&start[1],&start[2],&end[0],&end[1],&end[2]);
/ printf("aaattt1 %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f n",start[0],start[1],start[2],end[0],end[1],end[2]); /
start[0] += base[0];
start[1] += base[1];
start[2] += base[2];
end[0] += base[0];
end[1] += base[1];
end[2] += base[2];
fprintf(fout c1,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",start[0],start[1],start[2],end[0],end[1],end[2]);
/
printf("aaattt2 %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f n",start[0],start[1],start[2],end[0],end[1],end[2]); /
/

f

n



n

g
/
printf("this is
fclose(fout c2);
g

n



n



n 

test115 n"); /

void read goal plotting(tmp fin,tmp fout)
FILE tmp fin, tmp fout;

f





int i,j, k, id1[2],id2[2];
char command[16], ele num[16];
char dot[16];
char rubbish[16],tmp xrefname[16];
char poly obj type[16];
float start[3], end[3], thickness;
float pstart[100][3], pend[100][3];
float new p p[2], old p p[2];
register char p, q;
char tmp f;
tmp f = outfile2;

 



n

fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);

f

while(!feof(tmp fin))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",command);
/ printf("this is test11 %s n",command); /



n

n



f

if(!strcmp(command,"BLOCK"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",command);
while(strcmp(command,"ENDBLK"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",command);

n

g

f

n

g

jj

if( (!strcmp(command,"LINE")) (!strcmp(command,"INSERT"))
(!strcmp(command,"POLYLINE")))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",layer name);
/ printf("layer name is %s n",rubbish); /
/ printf("layer name1 is %s n",layer name); /
is layer on();




n
n

g

n
n





n 



f

if (LAYER FLAG)
/ printf("testing2 n"); /
if(!strcmp(command,"LINE"))

f

f

jj





/ should be 8 /
/ read layer name /
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n

fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
/ if something is specified /
if(!strcmp(rubbish,"5"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);




f
n
n
g
printf("this is test31nn");/
for(i=0; i < 3; i++)f
fscanf(tmp fin,"%fnnnn ",&start[i]);



/

g

n

 nnnn doesn’t work, /
 if there is /
 something to read /
 in the input file/

fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);

f



/

/
/
/
/

double line feed

/

for(i=0; i < 3; i++)
fscanf(tmp fin,"%f n n ",&end[i]);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);

g

nn
n

fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",start[0],start[1],start[2],end[0],end[1],end[2]);
/ printf("%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f n",start[0],start[1],start[2],end[0],end[1],end[2]); /
/ fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f n",old p[0],old p[1],new p[0],new p[1]); /

n




g



/



/



/


/

/

/




/

/

n

n





f

if(!strcmp(command,"INSERT"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
printf("this is test11 %s n",rubbish); /
/ if something is specified /
if(!strcmp(rubbish,"5"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);

n

n


f
n
n
g
printf("this is test12 %snn",rubbish);/
/if xref name is specified /
if(!strcmp(rubbish,"2"))f
fscanf(tmp fin,"%snn",tmp xrefname);
/read xref name/
fscanf(tmp fin,"%snn",rubbish);
g
printf("this is test13 %snn",rubbish);/
/read above rubbish, convert to lower cases& add /
/extension (.dxf) to read that file name, suppose the /
/file name is xref filename /
for (p = tmp xrefname; p 6= NULL; p++) f
if (isupper(p))
p = tolower(p);
g
/sprintf(xref filename, "%s/%s%s", dbasedir, tmp xrefname,DXFFILE SUFFIX);/
/add getenv function to have proper path for the .dxf /
/file see util.c in under dir hide/db /


sprintf(xref filename, "proj/%s%s", tmp xrefname, PRJFILE SUFFIX);
printf("dxf file name is %s n", xref filename);
/
fin c2 = fopen(xref filename, "r");
fout c2
fopen(tmp outfile, "w");
/
/ temperary file to add base value for xref object /
cat pathname(fullpath outfile2, tmp f);
fout c2 = fopen(fullpath outfile2, "w");
IGNORE XREF LAYER CHECK FLAG = 1;
read goal plotting(fin c2, fout c2);
fclose(fout c2);



n

=

n 
nn







printf("this is test111 n"); /
for(i=0; i < 3; i++)
fscanf(tmp fin,"%f n n ",&base[i]);

f

g
/
/

n

fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);

 nnnn doesn’t work, /
 if there is /
 something to read /
 in the input file/

/
/
/
/

read fout c2 file & add base location for x,y and z
direction of each point /
printf("this is test112 n"); /
add base location();
printf("this is test113 n"); /
fclose(fin c2);

g


n 
n 

/



/

double line feed

/
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f

if(!strcmp(command,"POLYLINE"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
/ if thickness is specified /
if(!strcmp(rubbish,"39"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%f n",&thickness);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);

n



n
n

g
/if


f



something is specified /
if(!strcmp(rubbish,"5"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);

f
n
n

g

for(i=0; i < 7; i++)
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
if(!strcmp(rubbish,"70"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",poly obj type);
if(!strcmp(poly obj type,"1"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
i=0;
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
while(strcmp(rubbish,"SEQEND"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
/ if something is specified /
if(!strcmp(rubbish,"5"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);

n

n
n

f

f

n
n

g


f
n
n
g
/printf("this is test32nn");/
for(j=0; j < 3; j++)f
fscanf(tmp fin,"%fnnnn ",&pstart[i][j]);
/ double line feed /
/ nnnn doesn’t work, /
/ if there is /
/ something to read /
/ in the input file/
fscanf(tmp fin,"%snn",rubbish);
g
/fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2fnn",old p[0],old p[1],new p[0],new p[1]);/
if(!strcmp(rubbish,"70"))f
fscanf(tmp fin,"%snn",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%snn",rubbish);
g
fscanf(tmp fin,"%snn",rubbish);

i++;

n
n
n

fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
if(!strcmp(rubbish,"39"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%f n",&thickness);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);

n
n

g

f

as the object /
is closed loop, /
assign the first /
points to the /
last points /

/
/
/
/
/

pstart[i][0] = pstart[0][0];
pstart[i][1] = pstart[0][1];
pstart[i][2] = pstart[0][2];

f

for(k=0; k < i; k++)
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[k][0],pstart[k][1],pstart[k][2],pstart[k+1][0],pstart[k+1][1],pstart[k+1][2]);
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[k][0],pstart[k][1],pstart[k][2],pstart[k][0],pstart[k][1],pstart[k][2]+thickness);
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[k][0],pstart[k][1],pstart[k][2]+thickness,pstart[k+1][0],pstart[k+1][1],pstart[k+1][2]+thickness);

n
n
n

g



f

n
n
n
n
n





/ closed poly flag /

g

f

else if(!strcmp(poly obj type,"16"))
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n
n
n
n
n
n

fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
i=0;
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
while(strcmp(rubbish,"SEQEND"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
for(j=0; j < 3; j++)
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%f n n ",&pstart[i][j]);
/
n n doesn’t work, /
/ if there is /
/ something to read /
/ in the input file /

n
nn
/ double line feed /
nn







g
printf("%6.2f %6.2f %6.2fnn",pstart[i][0],pstart[i][1],pstart[i][2]);/
/fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2fnn",old p[0],old p[1],new p[0],new p[1]);/
fscanf(tmp fin,"%snn",rubbish);
if(!strcmp(rubbish,"70"))f
fscanf(tmp fin,"%snn",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%snn",rubbish);
g
fscanf(tmp fin,"%snn",rubbish);



/

i++;

g

n
n
n

fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);
if(!strcmp(rubbish,"39"))
fscanf(tmp fin,"%f n",&thickness);
fscanf(tmp fin,"%s n",rubbish);

n
n

g

f

fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[0][0],pstart[0][1],pstart[0][2],pstart[1][0],pstart[1][1],pstart[1][2]);
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[0][0],pstart[0][1],pstart[0][2],pstart[3][0],pstart[3][1],pstart[3][2]);
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[3][0],pstart[3][1],pstart[3][2],pstart[4][0],pstart[4][1],pstart[4][2]);
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[2][0],pstart[2][1],pstart[2][2],pstart[4][0],pstart[4][1],pstart[4][2]);
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[3][0],pstart[3][1],pstart[3][2],pstart[6][0],pstart[6][1],pstart[6][2]);
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[6][0],pstart[6][1],pstart[6][2],pstart[7][0],pstart[7][1],pstart[7][2]);
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[7][0],pstart[7][1],pstart[7][2],pstart[8][0],pstart[8][1],pstart[8][2]);
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[9][0],pstart[9][1],pstart[9][2],pstart[10][0],pstart[10][1],pstart[10][2]);
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[7][0],pstart[7][1],pstart[7][2],pstart[10][0],pstart[10][1],pstart[10][2]);
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[10][0],pstart[10][1],pstart[10][2],pstart[11][0],pstart[11][1],pstart[11][2]);
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[12][0],pstart[12][1],pstart[12][2],pstart[14][0],pstart[14][1],pstart[14][2]);
fprintf(tmp fout,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f
%6.2f n",pstart[12][0],pstart[12][1],pstart[12][2],pstart[15][0],pstart[15][1],pstart[15][2]);

g
g
g

g

g

g

fclose(tmp fout);
/ fclose(fout c2); /
fclose(tmp fin);





void convert format()

f

cat pathname(fullpath outfile3, outfile3);



/ tmp outfile3

=



f

n
n
f

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n



/ 3d box flag /



outfile3; /
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strcpy(fullpath outfile1,t pdrawing name);
/ this file contains dxf format
/ file or list of lines. if /
/ DXF2VIEW flag is 1, this file /
/ contains dxf format & next several /
/ lines are processed /












fin c1 = fopen(fullpath outfile1, "r");
printf("tmp pdrawing2 is %s n",fullpath outfile1);
if(DXF2VIEW FLAG)
IGNORE XREF LAYER CHECK FLAG = 0;
outfile1; /
/ tmp outfile1
cat pathname(fullpath outfile1, outfile1);
fout c1 = fopen(fullpath outfile1, "w");
printf("Please wait... Reading DataBase n");
read goal plotting(fin c1, fout c1);



g



/

/



=

n

f



n

n

printf("testr4 is n");
fout c1

=



fopen("testout.out", "w"); /

following is basically same command to these commands
system("con testout.out tmp.in");
system("/bin/rm tmp2.in");
system("cat head.in > tmp2.in");
system("cat tmp.in >> tmp2.in");
system("cat tail.in >> tmp2.in"); /
printf("testr is n");



n

VIEWED FILE ID = CONVERTED FILE NO % 4;
t tmp view fname = tmp view fname[VIEWED FILE ID];
cat pathname(fullpath viewfile, tmp view fname[VIEWED FILE ID]);

n
n

printf("test is %d n",CONVERTED FILE NO);
printf("test is %d n",VIEWED FILE ID);

n

sprintf(tmp var,"con %s %s 0",fullpath outfile1,fullpath outfile3);
printf("executing --> %s n",tmp var);
system(tmp var);

n

fout c3 = fopen(fullpath viewfile, "w");
fprintf(fout c3,"basic-objects n");
fprintf(fout c3,"box n");
fclose(fout c3);
sprintf(tmp var,"cat %s >> %s 0",fullpath outfile3,fullpath viewfile);
printf("executing --> %s n",tmp var);
system(tmp var);

n

n

n

n

fout c3 = fopen(fullpath viewfile, "a");
printf("fullpath viewfile name is %s n",fullpath viewfile);
fprintf(fout c3,"end n");
fprintf(fout c3,"viewports n");
fprintf(fout c3,"1 1 n");





n

n
n

n



/ if input file type is .stp, then no need to go upper level /
/ do minor layer routine. just add necessary information for the
/ format of fout c3 file and close the file. /
if(INPUT DATA TYPE == 0)
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z -31.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -60.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," end n");
fclose(fout c3);
ORDER OF VIEWPORT++;
NO OF DRAWING++;

f

n

n


n
n

/

g



/

n

sprintf(tmp var,"/bin/rm %s 0",fullpath viewfile);
printf("tmp var is %s n",tmp var);
system(tmp var);
sprintf(tmp var,"cat proj/head.in > %s 0",fullpath viewfile);
printf("tmp var is %s n",tmp var);
system(tmp var);
sprintf(tmp var,"cat %s >> %s 0",fullpath outfile3,fullpath viewfile);
printf("tmp var is %s n",tmp var);

n
n
n

n

n



/
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system(tmp var);
sprintf(tmp var,"cat proj/tail.in >> %s 0",fullpath viewfile);
printf("tmp var is %s n n",tmp var);
system(tmp var); /
CONVERTED FILE NO++;



n

nn

g
//
/
Local do
functions
/
//
void do acad(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;



f
system("../acad&");
g

void do hiet(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;

f
hiet();
g



void do pex(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;



f
system("../pexdraw/pexdraw&");
g
void do tree(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;



f
system("../xtree/xtree <
g

io/tree.data&");

void do choose window()

f
g

system("xwd -out window.dump");

void do printing()

f
g

system("xpr -device ps -rv -width 6 -output window.ps window.dump");
system("lpr -Plw window.ps&");

void do it2()

f
g

draw to window(canvas);
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNexposeCallback, draw to window, canvas);
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNresizeCallback, draw to window, canvas);

void do it(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;



f
printf("%s
g

Not Implemented Yet, Sorry

void do oracle(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;

f
g



void do help2(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;

f



nn", client data);
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int i, n;
Arg wargs[5];
Position x, y;
Dimension root height;



/

n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &root height); n++;
XtGetValues(panel, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(panel, 0,
(Position)root height, &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNx, x-12); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNy, y+12); n++;
XtSetValues(sw, wargs, n);

XtAddCallback (t data.canvas, XmNexposeCallback,
handle exposures, &t data);
XtAddCallback (t data.canvas, XmNresizeCallback,
resize, &t data);
t data.scrollbar

=

=

create scrollbar (sw, &t data);

n
0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNverticalScrollBar, t data.scrollbar);n
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNworkWindow, t data.canvas); n
;
XtSetValues(sw, wargs, n);

/

++

++;

XtPopup(sw, XtGrabNone);

XtSetValues(drawing shell, wargs, n);
XtAddCallback(drawing canvas, XmNexposeCallback, draw to window, drawing canvas);
XtPopup(drawing shell, XtGrabNone);

g

n

printf("%s selected n", client data);

void do help (w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
caddr t call data;

f
g

Widget message box;



/



/

g

Widget message box;
message box = Create about goal (w);
XtManageChild (message box);

void do query db(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;

f

MessageBox

/
/
/
/

message box = CreateHelp (w);
XtManageChild (message box);

void do about goal (w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
caddr t call data;

f

widget id
data from application
data from widget class




/
/



int i;
db name1[0]="data";
db name1[1]="";
db name1[2]="";
access db(w, client data, call data);

g
/void popup setup and do goal(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char
client data;
caddr t call data;
f
popup setup 2D();

/



/



widget id
data from application
data from widget class




/
/

MessageBox

/
/
/
/
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goal (tmp standard data,tmp geometry data,tmp construction data,tmp environmental data);

void do calc bndry(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;



f
calc bndry basic obj();
g

void do tables(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t client data;
caddr t call data;

f

Widget parent2;
XtAppContext app;
char buf[16];
int i, j, k, n;
Position x, y;
Dimension root height;
Arg wargs[5];
n = atoi(client data);



/

n
n 

printf("tt1 %d n",n);
printf("tt2 %c n", client data); /



parent2 = XtVaCreateManagedWidget("rowcolumn",
xmRowColumnWidgetClass, rowcolumn shell[n],
XmNpacking, XmPACK COLUMN,
XmNnumColumns, sfb COLS[n],
XmNorientation, XmVERTICAL,
NULL);
XtAddCallback(parent2, XmNentryCallback, called, NULL);





/ simply loop thru the ci sfbtable1 creating a widget for each one /
k=0;
for (i = 0; i < sfb COLS[n]; i++)
for (j = 0; j < sfb ROWS[n]; j++)

jj

f

if (i == 0 j == 0)
XtVaCreateManagedWidget(ci sfbtable[n][k++],
xmLabelGadgetClass, parent2, NULL);
else
w=
XtVaCreateManagedWidget(ci sfbtable[n][k++],
xmPushButtonGadgetClass, parent2, NULL);
/ Call XtAddCallback() to install client data only! /
XtAddCallback(w, XmNactivateCallback, never called, k+1);

f



g

g
g


XtPopup(rowcolumn shell[n], XtGrabNone);

/ void do geom d(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char
client data;
caddr t call data;

f
g



void do environ d(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char
client data;
caddr t call data;

f
g



void do envout(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char
client data;
caddr t call data;
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f
g
void do cosout(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char
client data;
caddr t call data;



f
g

void do solout(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
client data;
char
caddr t call data;



f
g
/

void do solsav(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;



f
g

void do editor(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;



f
system("/homedir/cics01/goal/goal/editor&");
g
void do axono(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;



f
g

void do func plan(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;



f
g

void do geom alter numerically(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;



f
g

void do clear(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;



f

f

if (!theDrawPixmap)
theDrawPixmap = create pixmap(canvas, theBlackGC,
canvas width, canvas height);

g






/ pixmap data
data; /
clear pixmap2(canvas, theDrawPixmap, theBlackGC,
canvas width, canvas height);
copypixmap(theDrawPixmap, XtWindow(canvas), theBlackGC,(int) canvas width ,(int) canvas height);



g




/
refresh2(w,data,NULL); this doesn’t work /
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNexposeCallback, refresh2, canvas);
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNresizeCallback, resize2, canvas);



/ set up minor layer types & view to the displaying system /
void do minor layers(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
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caddr t client data;
caddr t call data;







char p tmp;
/ we need this because sprintf cannot read array variable /
p tmp = set layer group major;
printf("set layer group major is %s n", set layer group major);
printf("p tmp is %s n", p tmp);



/

n

n

add message();
XtAddCallback(msg box, XmNactivateCallback, add message, NULL);
XtAddCallback(msg box, XmNexposeCallback, refresh2, NULL);
XtAddCallback(msg box, XmNresizeCallback, resize2, NULL); /



n

printf("set layer group major is %s n", set layer group major);
printf("p tmp is %s n", p tmp);
DXF2VIEW FLAG = 1;

n

strcpy(minor layer type,client data);
printf("minor layertype is %s n",minor layer type);
ORDER OF VIEWPORT++;
NO OF DRAWING++;

n

f

if(!strcmp(set layer group major,"S"))
printf("clientdata is %s n", client data);
/ nothing to match /
if (strlen(client data) == 2)
sprintf(layer type,"%s%s - 0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype2 is %s n", layer type);





n

f

g
/do usual operations as

n
n

input layertype is S -C1, S
else if(strlen(client data) == 4)
sprintf(layer type,"%s%s- 0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype4 is %s n", layer type);

g

f

n

n
g
/do slab and columm as reading layertype is S - /
else if(strlen(client data) == 6)f
sprintf(layer type,"%s%s n0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype6 is %snn", layer type);
g
f

else if(!strcmp(set layer group major,"O"))
printf("clientdata is %s n", client data);
/ Outline major layer type: do usual operations /
/ just now, only EN minor layer type is existing /
if(strlen(client data) ==2)
sprintf(layer type,"%s%s - 0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype2 is %s n", layer type);




n

f

g
/nothing to match/

n
n

f




else if(strlen(client data) ==4)
sprintf(layer type,"%s%s- 0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype4 is %s n", layer type);

g

n

g

n

f

else if(!strcmp(set layer group major,"A"))
printf("clientdata is %s n", client data);
if (strlen(client data) == 2)
sprintf(layer type,"%s%s - 0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype2 is %s n", layer type);

f

g

n

n
n

f

else if(strlen(client data) == 4)
sprintf(layer type,"%s%s- 0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype4 is %s n", layer type);

g

f
n

n

n

else if(strlen(client data) == 6)
sprintf(layer type,"%s%s 0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype6 is %s n", layer type);

g

g

n

f

else if(!strcmp(set layer group major,"X"))
printf("clientdata is %s n", client data);
if (strlen(client data) == 2)

f

n

-B1 or S



-S1 /
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n
n

sprintf(layer type,"%s%s - 0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype2 is %s n", layer type);

f

else if(strlen(client data) == 4)
sprintf(layer type,"%s%s- 0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype4 is %s n", layer type);

g

n

n

f
n

else if(strlen(client data) == 6)
sprintf(layer type,"%s%s 0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype6 is %s n", layer type);

g
else f

n

g

n

printf("clientdata is %s n", client data);
if (strlen(client data) == 2)
sprintf(layer type,"%s%s - 0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype2 is %s n", layer type);

f

g

n
n

f

else if(strlen(client data) == 4)
sprintf(layer type,"%s%s- 0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype4 is %s n", layer type);

g

n

n

f
n

else if(strlen(client data) == 6)
sprintf(layer type,"%s%s 0",p tmp,client data);
printf("layertype6 is %s n", layer type);


/

g

g

/

n

sprintf(layer type,"%s%s%s%s",p tmp,client data,
layer group modifier,layer group user def); /
sprintf(layer type,"OU
0"); /



n 

cat pathname(t pdrawing name, prj fname);
convert format();

f

if (!strcmp(minor layer type, "EN"))
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z -30.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -60.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0 n");

g

n
n

n

f

else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "RE"))
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -60.0
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z -30.0
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y -30.0
fprintf(fout c3," translate 20.0

g

f

nn");
nn");
nn");

n

20.0 0.0 n");

else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "OU"))
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z -30.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -60.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," translate 20.0 20.0 0.0 n");

n

g

n
n

n

f
n
n
n

else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "PL"))
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0 n");

g

f

else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "PLBF"))
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0 n");

g

n
n
n

f

else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "PLGF"))
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0 n");

g

n
n
n

f

else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "PLFF"))
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z 0.0 n");

n
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n
n

fprintf(fout c3," rotate x 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0 n");

f

else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "PLNF"))
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0 n");

g

n
n
n

f

else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "PLTF"))
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0 n");

g

n
n
n

f

else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "PLRF"))
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x 0.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0 n");

g

n
n
n

f
n
n
g
else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "ELWE")) f
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -90.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 90.0nn");
g
else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "ELSO")) f
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -90.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0nn");
g
else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "ELNO")) f
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -90.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 180.0nn");
g
else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "EL ")) f
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z -30.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -60.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0nn");
g
else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "SEH1")) f
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -90.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0nn");
g
else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "SEH2")) f
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -90.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0nn");
g
else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "SEV1")) f
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -90.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y -90.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0nn");
g
else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "SEV2")) f
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -90.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y -90.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0nn");
g
else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, " -S")) f
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z -30.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -60.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0nn");
g
else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, " -C")) f
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z -30.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -60.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0nn");
g
else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, " -B")) f
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z -30.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -60.0nn");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0nn");
g
else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "ELEA"))
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -90.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y -90.0 n");
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f
n
n

else if(!strcmp(minor layer type, "
"))
fprintf(fout c3," rotate z -30.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -60.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0 n");

g

n

else

g

f

n
n

fprintf(fout c3," rotate z -30.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate x -60.0 n");
fprintf(fout c3," rotate y 0.0 n");

n

n

fprintf(fout c3," end n");
fclose(fout c3);
cat pathname(pdrawing name[NO OF DRAWING-1], t tmp view fname);
printf("pdrawing2 is %s n",pdrawing name[NO OF DRAWING-1]);
printf("no of drawing is %d n",NO OF DRAWING-1);
displaying(NO OF DRAWING-1);
DXF2VIEW FLAG = 0;

n

n

g
/ pop up input prompt-dialog window /
void do readin(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

 

FILE fp, fopen();
Position x, y;
Dimension input width, input height;
XmString item;
Arg wargs[5];
char dir;
int n, dir counter = 0;










set list items
/
/
dir = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char ) 4);
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char) 20);
system("ls /homedir/ccar21/hide/if/proj fgrep ’ db’
fp = fopen("tmp", "r");
while(fscanf(fp, "%s n", (dir + dir counter)) == 1)
dir counter++;
if((dir counter % 4) == 0)
dir = (char ) realloc (dir, sizeof(char ) (dir counter + 4));
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof (char) 20);



n

g













j

f





>

tmp");



fclose(fp);
system("rm -f tmp");
item = (XmString ) malloc (sizeof(XmString) (dir counter + 1));
for(n = 0; n < dir counter; n++)
item[n] = XmStringCreateLtoR(dir[n], XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET);
item[dir counter] = NULL;









/ set position
/
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &input width); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &input height); n++;
XtGetValues(input dialog, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(canvas, (Position)(canvas width=2 - input width=2),
(Position)(canvas height=2 - input height=2), &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItems, item); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItemCount, dir counter); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtextString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNx, x); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNy, y); n++;
XtSetValues(input dialog, wargs, n);
XtManageChild(input dialog);

g
/ pop up input prompt-dialog window /
/this function read step input file/
void do read step(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

 

FILE fp, fopen();
Position x, y;
Dimension input width, input height;
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XmString item;
Arg wargs[5];
char dir;
int n, dir counter = 0;



INPUT DATA TYPE = atoi(client data);






/
set list items
/
dir = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char ) 4);
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char) 20);









f

if(INPUT DATA TYPE == 0)
system("ls /homedir/ccar21/hide/if/proj

g

f

else

g

system("ls /homedir/ccar21/hide/if/proj

j

fgrep ’.stp’

>

tmp");

j

fgrep ’.obj’

>

tmp");

fp = fopen("tmp", "r");
while(fscanf(fp, "%s n", (dir + dir counter)) == 1)
dir counter++;
if((dir counter % 4) == 0)
dir = (char ) realloc (dir, sizeof(char ) (dir counter + 4));
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof (char) 20);

n

g



f











fclose(fp);
system("rm -f tmp");
item = (XmString ) malloc (sizeof(XmString) (dir counter + 1));
for(n = 0; n < dir counter; n++)
item[n] = XmStringCreateLtoR(dir[n], XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET);
item[dir counter] = NULL;









/ set position
/
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &input width); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &input height); n++;
XtGetValues(step dialog, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(canvas, (Position)(canvas width=2 - input width=2),
(Position)(canvas height=2 - input height=2), &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItems, item); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItemCount, dir counter); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtextString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNx, x); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNy, y); n++;
XtSetValues(step dialog, wargs, n);
XtManageChild(step dialog);

g
/ pop up input prompt-dialog window /
/this function read step input file/
void do read view2(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

 

FILE fp, fopen();
Position x, y;
Dimension input width, input height;
XmString item;
Arg wargs[5];
char dir;
int n, dir counter = 0;










/
set list items
/
dir = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char ) 4);
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char) 20);
system("ls /homedir/ccar21/hide/if/proj fgrep ’.obj’
fp = fopen("tmp", "r");
while(fscanf(fp, "%s n", (dir + dir counter)) == 1)
dir counter++;
if((dir counter % 4) == 0)
dir = (char ) realloc (dir, sizeof(char ) (dir counter + 4));
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof (char) 20);



n

g













f





fclose(fp);
system("rm -f tmp");
item = (XmString ) malloc (sizeof(XmString)



j



 (dir counter + 1));

>

tmp");
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for(n = 0; n < dir counter; n++)
item[n] = XmStringCreateLtoR(dir[n], XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET);
item[dir counter] = NULL;



g



/
/ set position
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &input width); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &input height); n++;
XtGetValues(view2 dialog, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(canvas, (Position)(canvas width=2 - input width=2),
(Position)(canvas height=2 - input height=2), &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItems, item); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItemCount, dir counter); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtextString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNx, x); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNy, y); n++;
XtSetValues(view2 dialog, wargs, n);
XtManageChild(view2 dialog);



/
pop up input prompt-dialog window
void do read db(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

 



/

FILE fp, fopen(); Position x, y;
Dimension input width, input height;
XmString item;
Arg wargs[5];
char dir;
int n, dir counter = 0;
/
set list items
/
dir = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char ) 4);
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char) 20);
system("ls /homedir/ccar21/.data fgrep ’.db’ > tmp");
fp = fopen("tmp", "r");
while(fscanf(fp, "%s n", (dir + dir counter)) == 1)
dir counter++;
if((dir counter % 4) == 0)
dir = (char ) realloc (dir, sizeof(char ) (dir counter + 4));
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof (char) 20);








n

g















j

f





fclose(fp);
system("rm -f tmp");
item = (XmString ) malloc (sizeof(XmString) (dir counter + 1));
for(n = 0; n < dir counter; n++)
item[n] = XmStringCreateLtoR(dir[n], XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET);
item[dir counter] = NULL;





g





/ set position
/
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &input width); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &input height); n++;
XtGetValues(db dialog, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(canvas, (Position)(canvas width=2 - input width=2),
(Position)(canvas height=2 - input height=2), &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItems, item); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItemCount, dir counter); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtextString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNx, x); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNy, y); n++;
XtSetValues(db dialog, wargs, n);
XtManageChild(db dialog);
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/
pop up input prompt-dialog window
void do read elev(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

/

 

FILE fp, fopen();
Position x, y;
Dimension input width, input height;
XmString item;
Arg wargs[5];
char dir;
int n, dir counter = 0;
/
set list items
/
dir = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char ) 4);
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char) 20);
system("ls /homedir/ccar21/hide/if/proj fgrep ’.elev’
fp = fopen("tmp", "r");
while(fscanf(fp, "%s n", (dir + dir counter)) == 1)
dir counter++;
if((dir counter % 4) == 0)
dir = (char ) realloc (dir, sizeof(char ) (dir counter + 4));
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof (char) 20);












n

g













j

f





>



fclose(fp);
system("rm -f tmp");
item = (XmString ) malloc (sizeof(XmString) (dir counter + 1));
for(n = 0; n < dir counter; n++)
item[n] = XmStringCreateLtoR(dir[n], XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET);
item[dir counter] = NULL;









/
/ set position
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &input width); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &input height); n++;
XtGetValues(elev dialog, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(canvas, (Position)(canvas width=2 - input width=2),
(Position)(canvas height=2 - input height=2), &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItems, item); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItemCount, dir counter); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtextString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNx, x); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNy, y); n++;
XtSetValues(elev dialog, wargs, n);
XtManageChild(elev dialog);

g

tmp");
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/
pop up input prompt-dialog window
void do read plan(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

/

 

FILE fp, fopen();
Position x, y;
Dimension input width, input height;
XmString item;
Arg wargs[5];
char dir;
int n, dir counter = 0;
/
set list items
/
dir = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char ) 4);
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char) 20);
system("ls /homedir/ccar21/hide/if/proj fgrep ’.plan’
fp = fopen("tmp", "r");
while(fscanf(fp, "%s n", (dir + dir counter)) == 1)
dir counter++;
if((dir counter % 4) == 0)
dir = (char ) realloc (dir, sizeof(char ) (dir counter + 4));
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof (char) 20);












n

g













j

f





>



fclose(fp);
system("rm -f tmp");
item = (XmString ) malloc (sizeof(XmString) (dir counter + 1));
for(n = 0; n < dir counter; n++)
item[n] = XmStringCreateLtoR(dir[n], XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET);
item[dir counter] = NULL;









/
/ set position
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &input width); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &input height); n++;
XtGetValues(plan dialog, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(canvas, (Position)(canvas width=2 - input width=2),
(Position)(canvas height=2 - input height=2), &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItems, item); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItemCount, dir counter); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtextString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNx, x); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNy, y); n++;
XtSetValues(plan dialog, wargs, n);
XtManageChild(plan dialog);

g

tmp");
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/
pop up input prompt-dialog window
void do read sect(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

/

 

FILE fp, fopen();
Position x, y;
Dimension input width, input height;
XmString item;
Arg wargs[5];
char dir;
int n, dir counter = 0;
/
set list items
/
dir = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char ) 4);
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char) 20);
system("ls /homedir/ccar21/hide/if/proj fgrep ’.sect’
fp = fopen("tmp", "r");
while(fscanf(fp, "%s n", (dir + dir counter)) == 1)
dir counter++;
if((dir counter % 4) == 0)
dir = (char ) realloc (dir, sizeof(char ) (dir counter + 4));
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof (char) 20);












n

g













j

f





>



fclose(fp);
system("rm -f tmp");
item = (XmString ) malloc (sizeof(XmString) (dir counter + 1));
for(n = 0; n < dir counter; n++)
item[n] = XmStringCreateLtoR(dir[n], XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET);
item[dir counter] = NULL;









/
/ set position
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &input width); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &input height); n++;
XtGetValues(sect dialog, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(canvas, (Position)(canvas width=2 - input width=2),
(Position)(canvas height=2 - input height=2), &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItems, item); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItemCount, dir counter); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtextString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNx, x); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNy, y); n++;
XtSetValues(sect dialog, wargs, n);
XtManageChild(sect dialog);

g

tmp");
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/
pop up input prompt-dialog window
void do read axon(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

/

 

FILE fp, fopen();
Position x, y;
Dimension input width, input height;
XmString item;
Arg wargs[5];
char dir;
int n, dir counter = 0;
/
set list items
/
dir = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char ) 4);
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char) 20);
system("ls /homedir/ccar21/hide/if/proj fgrep ’.axon’
fp = fopen("tmp", "r");
while(fscanf(fp, "%s n", (dir + dir counter)) == 1)
dir counter++;
if((dir counter % 4) == 0)
dir = (char ) realloc (dir, sizeof(char ) (dir counter + 4));
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof (char) 20);












n

g













j

f





>



fclose(fp);
system("rm -f tmp");
item = (XmString ) malloc (sizeof(XmString) (dir counter + 1));
for(n = 0; n < dir counter; n++)
item[n] = XmStringCreateLtoR(dir[n], XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET);
item[dir counter] = NULL;









/
/ set position
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &input width); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &input height); n++;
XtGetValues(axon dialog, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(canvas, (Position)(canvas width=2 - input width=2),
(Position)(canvas height=2 - input height=2), &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItems, item); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItemCount, dir counter); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtextString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNx, x); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNy, y); n++;
XtSetValues(axon dialog, wargs, n);
XtManageChild(axon dialog);

g

tmp");
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 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: do menu drawing.c

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/ THIS IS THE BEGINING OF USER INTERFACE CODE /
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//
/
/
/

/

do menu drawing.c /
/

#include "mt.h"





/ tmp for testing 3d /
#include "../t3d/gi.h"
#include "../t3d/char.h"
extern void refresh2();
extern void resize2();
extern void readin();
char memory[MAXMEM];
GIinfo gi;
ObjectInfo obj;
segment segments;
pnt points;
int numPoints, numSegments;
char space;
XWindowAttributes attributes;
int quit flag;
int view column = 1;
int view row =1;
int vc, vr;
GIE OK; /
/ int GIerrno













=



char gi argv[] =



f "x3d", "-menu", "-stereo","-geometry", "600x600",
"-scale", "0.8", "temple.obj"g;

void multi drawing(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;

f



int i;
int gi argc = 8;
GIerrno = GIE OK;
space = memory;



f

if((obj = (ObjectInfo )allocate(sizeof(ObjectInfo))) == NULL)
fprintf(stderr, "Unable to allocate memory for Object n"); exit(1);



f

n

g

if((gi = (GIinfo )allocate(sizeof(GIinfo))) == NULL)
fprintf(stderr, "Unable to allocate memory for GIinfo n"); exit(1);

n
n

n

g

printf("testname12 %s n",pdrawing name[DRAWING ID]);
GI ParseCommandLine2(gi argc, gi argv, &(obj scale), gi);
printf("testname13 %s n",pdrawing name[DRAWING ID]);



!



/ Read in the points and segments from a file /
printf("filename numP numS %s %d %d n",pdrawing name[DRAWING ID], numPoints,
numSegments);
readObjectFile(pdrawing name[DRAWING ID], &numPoints, &numSegments, &points, &segments,
obj scale);
printf("filename numP numS %s %d %d n",pdrawing name[DRAWING ID], numPoints,
numSegments);

n

!

n
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 Initialize the display /
gi!dpy = XtDisplay(w);
gi!win = XtWindow(w);
gi!gc = theBlackGC;
XGetWindowAttributes(gi->dpy, w,
/
/

n
n
n
n

!
!



&attributes); /

!
!

printf("aa1 %d n", DisplayWidth(gi dpy, DefaultScreen(gi dpy)));
printf("aa2 %d n", DisplayHeight(gi dpy, DefaultScreen(gi dpy)));
printf("aa3 %d n", canvas width);
printf("aa4 %d n", canvas height);
gi->dpyX
DisplayWidth(gi->dpy, DefaultScreen(gi->dpy));
/
gi->dpyY
DisplayHeight(gi->dpy, DefaultScreen(gi->dpy)); /



=
=



!dpyX = canvas width;
!dpyY = canvas height;

gi
gi

if(GI InitDisplay2(gi, numSegments))
GI PrintError("");
exit(1);

g



/

printf("tt2

nn");/

f

f

if (NO OF VIEWPORT == 1)
gi winX = (gi dpyX);
gi winY = (gi dpyY - 25);

g

!
!

!
!

f

else if (NO OF VIEWPORT == 2)
gi winX = (gi dpyX)=2;
gi winY = (gi dpyY - 25);

g

!
!

!
!

f

else if (NO OF VIEWPORT == 4)
gi winX = (gi dpyX)=2;
gi winY = (gi dpyY - 25)=2;

!
!



/

!
!

g
gi!winH = (int)(gi!winX = 2.0);
gi!winV = (int)(gi!winY = 2.0);

XDrawLine(gi->dpy, gi>win, theBlackGC, (int) 0,(int) canvas height/2,(int) canvas width ,(int) canvas height/2);
XDrawLine(gi->dpy, gi>win, theBlackGC, (int) canvas width/2,(int) 0,(int) canvas width/2 ,(int) canvas height);
/
/ Define viewing parameters /
for (vc= 0; vc< view column; vc++)f
for(vr = 0; vr < view row; vr++)f
if ((vc== 0) && (vr == 0))f
obj!BViewpointX = (number)100;
obj!translateX = (number)640;
obj!translateY = (number)6000;
obj!translateZ = (number)490;
obj!viewpointY = (number)-650;
obj!X = obj!Y = obj!Z = 0.0;
obj!dX = obj!dY = obj!dZ = 0.0;
obj!originX = obj!originY = obj!originZ = (number)0;
obj!focus = 1.1;
g
else if((vc== 1) && (vr == 0))f
obj!BViewpointX = (number)100;
obj!translateX = (number)640;
obj!translateY = (number)6000;
obj!translateZ = (number)490;
obj!viewpointY = (number)-650;
obj!X = obj!Y = obj!Z = 0.0;
obj!Z=90.0;
obj!dX = obj!dY = obj!dZ = 0.0;
obj!originX = obj!originY = obj!originZ = (number)0;
obj!focus = 1.1;
g
else if((vc== 0) && (vr == 1))f
obj!BViewpointX = (number)100;
obj!translateX = (number)640;
obj!translateY = (number)6000;
obj!translateZ = (number)490;
obj!viewpointY = (number)-650;
obj!X = obj!Y = obj!Z = 0.0;
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!Z=90.0;
!dX = obj!dY = obj!dZ = 0.0;
!originX = obj!originY = obj!originZ = (number)0;
!focus = 1.1;
g
else if((vc== 1) && (vr == 1))f
obj!BViewpointX = (number)100;
obj!translateX = (number)640;
obj!translateY = (number)6000;
obj!translateZ = (number)490;
obj!viewpointY = (number)-650;
obj!X = obj!Y = obj!Z = 30.0;
obj!Z = 0.0;
obj!dX = obj!dY = obj!dZ = 0.0;
obj!originX = obj!originY = obj!originZ = (number)0;
obj!focus = 1.1;
g
/ rotate the object and project its line segments /
rotate(points, numPoints, obj, (number)gi!winH, (number)gi!winV);
/
printf("tt3 nn");/
/ Clip the resulting line segments and store them to the screen
segment buffers /
printf("numS2 %dnn",numSegments);
/
printf("ttttt1% dnn",gi->numberRed);/
clip(segments, numSegments, gi);
printf(" numS1 %dnn",numSegments);
/
printf("ttttt2% dnn",gi->numberRed);/
obj
obj
obj
obj

 Refresh the screen image /
XDrawSegments(gi!dpy, gi!win, gi!gc, gi!redSegments, gi!numberRed);
/
printf("ttt1% dnn",gi->numberRed);/
/
XDrawLine(gi->dpy, gi->win, gi->gc, (int) 100,(int) 100,(int) 100,(int) 200);/
/ Reset the number of lines (We always keep the purple rectangle) /
gi!numberRed = 4;
gi!numberBlue = 4;
gi!menuNumberRed = 0;
gi!menuNumberBlue = 0;
GI MakeImageCurrent2(gi);/
/
printf("tt5 nn");
/ XDrawLine(XtDisplay(w), XtWindow(w), theBlackGC, (int) 100,(int) 100,(int) 200,(int) 200);/
g
g
/ XDrawLine(XtWindow(canvas), theDrawPixmap, theBlackGC, 10, 10, 100, 100);/
printf("tt10 nn");
/
XDrawLine(gi->dpy, gi->win, gi->gc, (int) 100,(int) 100,(int) 200,(int) 200);/
XFlush(gi!dpy);
copypixmap(XtWindow(canvas), theDrawPixmap, theBlackGC, 0, 0,
/
(int) canvas width ,(int) canvas height);/
/for(i=0;i<510;i++)
XDrawLine(XtDisplay(w), XtWindow(w), theBlackGC, 0,0,0,0);
/
/

 Get new position information /
/
GI UpdatePosition(obj, gi);
g/
/

g

void arb drawing(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;

f



int i;
int gi argc = 8;
GIerrno = GIE OK;
space = memory;



f

if((obj = (ObjectInfo )allocate(sizeof(ObjectInfo))) == NULL)
fprintf(stderr, "Unable to allocate memory for Object n"); exit(1);



if((gi = (GIinfo )allocate(sizeof(GIinfo))) == NULL)

f

n

g
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n

g

fprintf(stderr, "Unable to allocate memory for GIinfo n"); exit(1);

 Check the usage /

/

!scale), gi);
/ Read in the points and segments from a file /
printf("filename numP numS %s %d %dnn",pdrawing name[DRAWING ID], numPoints,

GI ParseCommandLine(gi argc, gi argv, &(obj

numSegments);
readObjectFile(pdrawing name[DRAWING ID], &numPoints, &numSegments, &points, &segments,
obj scale);
printf("filename numP numS %s %d %d n",pdrawing name[DRAWING ID], numPoints,
numSegments);

!

n

 Initialize the display /
gi!dpy = XtDisplay(w);
gi!win = XtWindow(w);
gi!gc = theBlackGC;
/
XGetWindowAttributes(gi->dpy, w, &attributes);/
/ Initialize various flags and default values /
/ screen = DefaultScreen(gi->dpy);/
printf("aa1 %dnn", DisplayWidth(gi!dpy, DefaultScreen(gi!dpy)));
printf("aa2 %dnn", DisplayHeight(gi!dpy, DefaultScreen(gi!dpy)));
printf("aa3 %dnn", canvas width);
printf("aa4 %dnn", canvas height);
/ gi->dpyX = DisplayWidth(gi->dpy, DefaultScreen(gi->dpy));
gi->dpyY = DisplayHeight(gi->dpy, DefaultScreen(gi->dpy));/
/

!dpyX = canvas width;
!dpyY = canvas height;

gi
gi

if(GI InitDisplay2(gi, numSegments))
GI PrintError("");
exit(1);

g



/

printf("tt2

f

nn");/

!winX = (gi!dpyX)=2;
!winY = (gi!dpyY - 25)=2;

gi
gi



/

XDrawLine(gi
canvas height=2);
XDrawLine(gi
canvas height);



/



(GI InitDisplay2(gi, numSegments)); /

!winH = (int)(gi!winX = 2.0);
!winV = (int)(gi!winY = 2.0);

gi
gi

!dpy, gi!win, theBlackGC, (int) 0,(int) canvas height=2,(int) canvas width ,(int)
!dpy, gi!win, theBlackGC, (int) canvas width=2,(int) 0,(int) canvas width=2 ,(int)


Define viewing parameters /
for (vc= 0; vc< view column; vc++)
for(vr = 0; vr < view row; vr++)

g

f

f
f

if ((vc== 0) && (vr == 0))
obj BViewpointX = (number)100;
obj translateX = (number)640;
obj translateY = (number)6000;
obj translateZ = (number)490;
obj viewpointY = (number)-650;
obj X = obj Y = obj Z = 0.0;
obj dX = obj dY = obj dZ = 0.0;
obj originX = obj originY = obj originZ = (number)0;
obj focus = 1.1;

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!

!

!
!

!

f

else if((vc== 1) && (vr == 0))
obj BViewpointX = (number)100;
obj translateX = (number)640;
obj translateY = (number)6000;
obj translateZ = (number)490;
obj viewpointY = (number)-650;

!
!
!
!
!
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!X = obj!Y = obj!Z = 0.0;
!Z=90.0;
!dX = obj!dY = obj!dZ = 0.0;
!originX = obj!originY = obj!originZ = (number)0;
!focus = 1.1;
g
else if((vc== 0) && (vr == 1))f
obj!BViewpointX = (number)100;
obj!translateX = (number)640;
obj!translateY = (number)6000;
obj!translateZ = (number)490;
obj!viewpointY = (number)-650;
obj!X = obj!Y = obj!Z = 0.0;
obj!Z=90.0;
obj!dX = obj!dY = obj!dZ = 0.0;
obj!originX = obj!originY = obj!originZ = (number)0;
obj!focus = 1.1;
g
else if((vc== 1) && (vr == 1))f
obj!BViewpointX = (number)100;
obj!translateX = (number)640;
obj!translateY = (number)6000;
obj!translateZ = (number)490;
obj!viewpointY = (number)-650;
obj!X = obj!Y = obj!Z = 30.0;
obj!Z = 0.0;
obj!dX = obj!dY = obj!dZ = 0.0;
obj!originX = obj!originY = obj!originZ = (number)0;
obj!focus = 1.1;
g
/ rotate the object and project its line segments /
rotate(points, numPoints, obj, (number)gi!winH, (number)gi!winV);
printf("tt3 nn");/
/
/ Clip the resulting line segments and store them to the screen
segment buffers /
printf("numS2 %dnn",numSegments);
printf("ttttt1% dnn",gi->numberRed);/
/
clip(segments, numSegments, gi);
printf(" numS1 %dnn",numSegments);
/
printf("ttttt2% dnn",gi->numberRed);/
obj
obj
obj
obj
obj

 Refresh the screen image /
!
!
! !
n

!
!
!

gi!numberRed = 4;
gi!numberBlue = 4;
gi!menuNumberRed = 0;
gi!menuNumberBlue = 0;
/
GI MakeImageCurrent2(gi);/
printf("tt5 nn");
/



/

/



/

/

g

g




/





XDrawLine(XtDisplay(w), XtWindow(w), theBlackGC, (int) 100,(int) 100,(int) 200,(int) 200); /



XDrawLine(XtWindow(canvas), theDrawPixmap, theBlackGC, 10, 10, 100, 100); /
printf("tt10 n");
XDrawLine(gi dpy, gi win, gi gc, (int) 100,(int) 100,(int) 200,(int) 200);
XFlush(gi dpy);
copypixmap(XtWindow(canvas), theDrawPixmap, theBlackGC, 0, 0,
(int) canvas width ,(int) canvas height); /

!



=

!

!

n
!

++



/ for(i 0;i<510;i
)
XDrawLine(XtDisplay(w), XtWindow(w), theBlackGC, 0,0,0,0);

 Get new position information /
/
GI UpdatePosition(obj, gi);
g/
/

g

!

XDrawSegments(gi dpy, gi win, gi gc, gi redSegments, gi numberRed);
printf("ttt1% d n",gi->numberRed); /
XDrawLine(gi dpy, gi win, gi gc, (int) 100,(int) 100,(int) 100,(int) 200);
/ Reset the number of lines (We always keep the purple rectangle) /

void anin on canvas(w, client data, call data)
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Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;



int i;
int gi argc = 8;
GIerrno = GIE OK;
space = memory;



f

if((obj = (ObjectInfo )allocate(sizeof(ObjectInfo))) == NULL)
fprintf(stderr, "Unable to allocate memory for Object n"); exit(1);



n

f

g

if((gi = (GIinfo )allocate(sizeof(GIinfo))) == NULL)
fprintf(stderr, "Unable to allocate memory for GIinfo n"); exit(1);
/



Check the usage /





Read in the points and segments from a file

n

g

!scale), gi);
/

GI ParseCommandLine(gi argc, gi argv, &(obj
/

readObjectFile(pdrawing name[DRAWING ID], &numPoints, &numSegments, &points, &segments,
obj scale);



/

!



Define viewing parameters /

!BViewpointX = (number)100;
!translateX = (number)640;
!translateY = (number)6000;
!translateZ = (number)490;
!viewpointY = (number)-650;
!X = obj!Y = obj!Z = 0.0;
!dX = obj!dY = obj!dZ = 0.0;
!originX = obj!originY = obj!originZ = (number)0;
!focus = 1.1;
/ Initialize the display /
gi!dpy = XtDisplay(w);
gi!win = XtWindow(w);
gi!gc = theBlackGC;
XGetWindowAttributes(gi->dpy, w, &attributes);/
/
/
printf("tt1 nn");/
if(GI InitDisplay2(gi, numSegments))f
obj
obj
obj
obj
obj
obj
obj
obj
obj

GI PrintError("");
exit(1);


/

/

g

printf("tt2

Forever do...

nn");/

/

quit flag =0;
while (quit flag == 0)



/


/

/


/

/



/




!winH, (number)gi!winV);

rotate the object and project its line segments /
rotate(points, numPoints, obj, (number)gi
printf("tt3 n"); /

n 

Clip the resulting line segments and store them to the screen
segment buffers /



clip(segments, numSegments, gi),
printf("tt4 n"); /

n 



Refresh the screen image /
GI MakeImageCurrent2(gi);
printf("tt5 n"); /
XDrawLine(gi dpy, gi win, theBlackGC, (int) 0,(int) gi winY=2,(int) gi winX ,(int) gi winY=2);
XDrawLine(gi dpy, gi win, theBlackGC, (int) gi winX=2,(int) 0,(int) gi winX=2 ,(int) gi winY);
/ XDrawLine(XtDisplay(w), XtWindow(w), theBlackGC, (int) 100,(int) 100,(int) 200,(int) 200); /
XFlush(gi dpy);



/

f

n 
!
!
!

Get new position information

!
!
/

!

!

!
!

!
!
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/
pop up input prompt-dialog window
/
void do read animation(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

 

FILE fp, fopen();
Position x, y;
Dimension input width, input height;
XmString item;
Arg wargs[5];
char dir;
int n, dir counter = 0;
/
set list items
/
dir = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char ) 4);
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof(char) 20);
system("ls /homedir/ccar21/hide/if/proj > tmp");
fp = fopen("tmp", "r");
while(fscanf(fp, "%s n", (dir + dir counter)) == 1)
dir counter++;
if((dir counter % 4) == 0)
dir = (char ) realloc (dir, sizeof(char ) (dir counter + 4));
(dir + dir counter) = (char ) malloc (sizeof (char) 20);












n

g













f







fclose(fp);
system("rm -f tmp");
item = (XmString ) malloc (sizeof(XmString) (dir counter + 1));
for(n = 0; n < dir counter; n++)
item[n] = XmStringCreateLtoR(dir[n], XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET);
item[dir counter] = NULL;









/
/ set position
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &input width); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &input height); n++;
XtGetValues(animation dialog, wargs, n);
XtTranslateCoords(canvas, (Position)(canvas width=2 - input width=2),
(Position)(canvas height=2 - input height=2), &x, &y);
n = 0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItems, item); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNlistItemCount, dir counter); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNtextString,
XmStringCreateLtoR("", XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET)); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNx, x); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XmNy, y); n++;
XtSetValues(animation dialog, wargs, n);
XtManageChild(animation dialog);

g
void do multi drawing(DRAWING ID)

f
/



n
n
n 

printf("testname8 %s n",pdrawing name[DRAWING ID]);
multi drawing(canvas);
printf("testname9 %s n",pdrawing name[DRAWING ID]);
printf("ttt8 n"); /
canvas width = 800;
canvas height = 700;

theDrawPixmap = create pixmap(canvas, theBlackGC,
canvas width, canvas height);
printf("canvas width height %d %d n",canvas width, canvas height);
/
printf("ttt9 n"); /
canvas width = 800;
canvas height = 700;




/

g

n 

copypixmap(XtWindow(canvas), theDrawPixmap, theBlackGC,(int) canvas width ,(int) canvas height);
printf("ttt9 n"); /
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNexposeCallback, refresh2, canvas);
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNresizeCallback, resize2, canvas);

n 

void do arb drawing(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;

f

n



arb drawing(canvas);
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n 

printf("ttt8 n"); /
canvas width = 800;
canvas height = 700;

theDrawPixmap = create pixmap(canvas, theBlackGC,
canvas width, canvas height);
printf("canvas width height %d %d n",canvas width, canvas height);
/
printf("ttt9 n"); /
canvas width = 800;
canvas height = 700;




/

g

n 

n

copypixmap(XtWindow(canvas), theDrawPixmap, theBlackGC,(int) canvas width ,(int) canvas height);
printf("ttt9 n"); /
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNexposeCallback, refresh2, canvas);
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNresizeCallback, resize2, canvas);

n 

void do anin on canvas(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;

f
g



anin on canvas(canvas);
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNexposeCallback, anin on canvas, canvas);
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNresizeCallback, anin on canvas, canvas);

void do animation(w, client data, call data)
Widget w;
char client data;
caddr t call data;

f



int i;
i = 8;

n

g

printf("testnamee n");
gi main(i,gi argv);
printf("testnameee n");

n

void displaying(draw id)
int draw id;

f

DRAWING ID = draw id;





/
/



n

printf("testname91 %d n",DRAWING ID);
/ if (!theDrawPixmap)
theDrawPixmap
create pixmap(canvas, theBlackGC,
canvas width, canvas height);
/
do clear();
readin(canvas); /
redraw drawings on viewports();
printf("testname9 %s n",pdrawing name[DRAWING ID]);
printf("ttt8 n"); /
canvas width = 800;
canvas height = 700;

g

f
=



n
n 

theDrawPixmap = create pixmap(canvas, theBlackGC,
canvas width, canvas height);
printf("canvas width height %d %d n",canvas width, canvas height);
/
printf("ttt9 n"); /
canvas width = 800;
canvas height = 700;




/

g

n 

n

copypixmap(XtWindow(canvas), theDrawPixmap, theBlackGC,(int) canvas width ,(int) canvas height);
printf("ttt9 n"); /
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNexposeCallback, refresh2, canvas);
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNresizeCallback, resize2, canvas);

n 
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 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: misc.c

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/ THIS IS THE BEGINING OF MISC. FUNCTION CODES /
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//
/

misc.c
/
/

/
/
/

 app box.c – make an array of DrawnButtons that, when activated,
 executes a program. When the program is running, the drawn button
 associated with the program is insensitive. When the program dies,
 reactivate the button so the user can select it again.
/
#include "mt.h"
#include <Xm/DrawnB.h>
#include <Xm/RowColumn.h>
#include <signal.h>

/

#include "design.icon"
#include "thermal.icon"
#include "modelling.icon"
#include "house.icon"
#include "acad.icon"
#include "obj.icon"
#include "layout.icon"
#include "icon.icon"

#include "view1.icon"
#include "view2.icon"
#include "view3.icon"
#include "view4.icon"
/ #include "icons/icon.icon"
#include "icons/view1.icon"
#include "icons/view2.icon"
#include "icons/view3.icon"
#include "icons/view4.icon"
/
extern void readin();
/ static void reset btn(), redraw button(), exec prog(); /






/ reset the sensitivity and "pushButtonEnabled" resources on the
 drawn button passed. This cannot be done within the signal
 handler or we might step on an X protocol packet since signals are
 asynchronous. This func is safe because it’s called from a timer.
/
void reset btn(drawn w)
Widget drawn w;
/ client data from XtAppAddTimeOut() /
f
XtVaSetValues(drawn w,
XmNsensitive, True,
XmNpushButtonEnabled, True,
NULL);

g
/ redraw button() draws the pixmap (client data) into its DrawnButton
 using the global GC (gc). Get the width and height of the pixmap
 being used so we can either center it in the button or clip it.
/
void redraw button(button, pixmap, cbs)
Widget button;
Pixmap pixmap;
XmDrawnButtonCallbackStruct cbs;

f



int srcx, srcy, destx, desty, pix w, pix h;
int drawsize, border;
Dimension bdr w, w width, w height;
short hlthick, shthick;
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Window root;



/



/

 get width and height of

/



the pixmap. don’t use srcx and root /
printf("teee3 pix w pix h %d %d n ",pix w, pix h); /
XGetGeometry(XtDisplay(button), pixmap, &root, &srcx, &srcx,
&pix w, &pix h, &srcx, &srcx);
printf("teee4 pix w pix h %d %d n ",pix w, pix h); /
/ get the values of all the resources that affect the entire
geometry of the button. Hint: we can’t use XGetGeometry()
/
XtVaGetValues(button,
XmNwidth, &w width,
XmNheight, &w height,
XmNborderWidth, &bdr w,
XmNhighlightThickness, &hlthick,
XmNshadowThickness, &shthick,
NULL);





n



n





/ calculate available drawing area, width 1st
border = bdr w + hlthick + shthick;



/

/ if window is bigger than pixmap, center it; else clip pixmap
drawsize = w width - 2 border;
if (drawsize > pix w)
srcx = 0;
destx = (drawsize - pix w)=2 + border;
else
srcx = (pix w - drawsize)=2;
pix w = drawsize;
destx = border;

g


f

/

f

g
/ now the height ... /
drawsize = w height - 2border;
if (drawsize > pix h) f
srcy = 0;
desty = (drawsize - pix h)=2 + border;
g else f
srcy = (pix h - drawsize)=2;
g

pix h = drawsize;
desty = border;

!window, gc,

XCopyArea(XtDisplay(button), pixmap, cbs
srcx, srcy, pix w, pix h, destx, desty);

g
/ exec proc() –the button has been pressed; fork() and call
 execvp() to start up the program. If the fork or the execvp
 fails (program not found?), the sigchld catcher will get it
 and clean up. If the program is successful, set the button’s
 sensitivity to False (to prevent the user from execing again)
 and set pushButtonEnabled to False to allow shadowType to work.
/
void exec prog(drawn w, program, cbs)
Widget drawn w;
ExecItem program;
XmDrawnButtonCallbackStruct cbs;

f



!



f

switch (program pid = fork())
case 0:
execvp(program exec argv[0], program
perror(program exec argv[0]);
exit(255);
case -1:
printf("fork() failed. n");

!
!

!exec argv);

n
g
/ The child is off executing program... parent continues /
if (program!pid > 0) f
g

g

XtVaSetValues(drawn w,
XmNsensitive, False,
XmNpushButtonEnabled, False,
NULL);

void toggled(widget, which, state)
Widget widget;
char which;






/ command not found? /
/

child /
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XmToggleButtonCallbackStruct state;

f

n

!

printf("%s: %s n", XtName(widget), state set? "on" : "off");
if (state set)
toggle item set = 0;
/ strcpy(set layer group major,which); /
sprintf(set layer group major,"%s",which);
printf("which is %s n",which);
printf("%s n",set layer group major);



! f

n

n

g



else
toggle item set = 0;

g

void new value(scale w, client data, cbs)
Widget scale w;
XtPointer client data;
XmScaleCallbackStruct cbs;

f
g


%dnn", XtName(scale w), cbs!value);

printf("%s:

void maintain basic canvas(w)
Widget w;

f

draw border(w);
if(grid flag == ON)
grid flag = OFF;
draw grid(w, theBlackGC);

f

g

XFlush(XtDisplay(w));

g
/ callback function for

window refresh
void refresh2(w, data, call data)
Widget w;
pixmap data data;
caddr t call data;

/



f
/

=
=

data->width
icon width;
icon height;
data->height
data->pix
create logo(w, data->gc, icon bits, icon width, icon height); /
XDrawLine(XtWindow(canvas), theDrawPixmap, theBlackGC, 10, 10, 100, 100); /
/
/
theDrawPixmap
create pixmap(canvas, theBlackGC,
canvas width, canvas height); /
copypixmap(data->pix, XtWindow(w), theBlackGC,
/
canvas largewidth 30, canvas largeheight 30); /
/
XCopyArea(XtDisplay(canvas), theDrawPixmap, XtWindow(canvas), data->gc,
0, 0, canvas largewidth 30, canvas largeheight 30, 50, 50); /
/
XCopyArea(XtDisplay(canvas), NULL, XtWindow(canvas), data->gc,
0, 0, canvas largewidth 30, canvas largeheight 30, 50,
50); /
/ ik: the theDrawPixmap should not be NULL /
/
XCopyArea(XtDisplay(canvas), data->pix, XtWindow(canvas), data->gc,
0, 0,data->width, data->height , 50, 50); /








=



=

+






/



+
+

+




+
+





n 

printf("test1 n"); /
copypixmap(theDrawPixmap, XtWindow(w), theBlackGC,
canvas width, canvas height);

 printf("test2 %d %dnn",canvas largewidth+30, canvas largeheight+30);/
maintain basic canvas(w);
/ printf("test2 %d %dnn",canvas largewidth+30, canvas largeheight+30);/
g
/ callback function for window resize /
/

void resize2(w, client data, call data)
Widget w, client data;
caddr t call data;

f

int largewidth old, largeheight old;
Arg wargs[2];
largewidth old = canvas largewidth;
largeheight old = canvas largeheight;
printf("test3 n");
if (XtIsRealized(client data))
XtSetArg(wargs[0], XtNwidth, &canvas width);
XtSetArg(wargs[1], XtNheight, &canvas height);

n

f
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XtGetValues(client data, wargs, 2);
XClearArea(XtDisplay(client data), XtWindow(client data),
0, 0, 0, 0, TRUE);
if(canvas width > canvas largewidth canvas height > canvas largeheight)
init pixmap(client data, largewidth old, largeheight old);

g

g

jj

g

void change viewport size()

f

f

if (NO OF VIEWPORT == 1)
viewport width = canvas width;
viewport height = canvas height;

g

f

else if (NO OF VIEWPORT == 2)
viewport width = (int) canvas width=2;
viewport height = canvas height;



/

g

=
=

g
g

== f

else if
(NO OF VIEWPORT
3)
viewport width
(int) canvas width/2;
viewport height
(int) canvas height/2;
/
else if (NO OF VIEWPORT == 4)
viewport width = (int) canvas width=2;
viewport height = (int) canvas height=2;

f

g

void redraw drawings on viewports()

f

f

if (NO OF VIEWPORT == 1)
if (NO OF DRAWING > 0)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT = 1;
readin(NO OF DRAWING-1);

g

f

g

f
if (NO OF DRAWING > 0)f

else if (NO OF VIEWPORT == 2)

g

ORDER OF VIEWPORT = 1;
readin(NO OF DRAWING-1);

f

if (NO OF DRAWING > 1)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT = 2;
readin(NO OF DRAWING-2);

g

g

f
f

else if (NO OF VIEWPORT == 4)
if (NO OF DRAWING > 0)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT = 1;
readin(NO OF DRAWING-1);

g

f

if (NO OF DRAWING > 1)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT = 2;
readin(NO OF DRAWING-2);

g

f

if (NO OF DRAWING > 2)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT = 3;
readin(NO OF DRAWING-3);

g

f

if (NO OF DRAWING > 3)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT = 4;
readin(NO OF DRAWING-4);

g

g
/void
f

if

g

g

redraw drawings on viewports()

== f
f
=

(NO OF VIEWPORT
1)
if (NO OF DRAWING > 0)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT
1;
do multi drawing(NO OF DRAWING-1);

g

else if (NO OF VIEWPORT

== 2)f

f
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f

if (NO OF DRAWING > 0)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT
1;
do multi drawing(NO OF DRAWING-1);

g

f

=

if (NO OF DRAWING > 1)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT
2;
do multi drawing(NO OF DRAWING-2);

g

g

=

== f

else if
(NO OF VIEWPORT
4)
if (NO OF DRAWING > 0)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT
1;
do multi drawing(NO OF DRAWING-1);

f

g

f

=

if (NO OF DRAWING > 1)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT
2;
do multi drawing(NO OF DRAWING-2);

g

f

=

if (NO OF DRAWING > 2)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT
3;
do multi drawing(NO OF DRAWING-3);

g

f

=

if (NO OF DRAWING > 3)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT
4;
do multi drawing(NO OF DRAWING-4);

g

g
/

g

=

void exec view divide(drawn w, program, cbs)
Widget drawn w;
ExecItem program;
XmDrawnButtonCallbackStruct cbs;



f



CLICK VIEW DIVIDE FLAG =1;
if (!theDrawPixmap)
theDrawPixmap = create pixmap(canvas, theBlackGC,
canvas width, canvas height);

f

g

do clear();
/ do clear(canvas); /
/
printf("exex argv is %s






nn ",program->exec argv[0]);/
if(!strcmp(program!exec argv[0],"1"))f
printf("tes1 1nn");
NO OF VIEWPORT = 1;
g
else if(!strcmp(program!exec argv[0],"2"))f
/
printf("tes1 2nn");/
XDrawLine(XtDisplay(canvas), XtWindow(canvas), theBlackGC, (int)
canvas width=2,(int) 0,(int) canvas width=2 ,(int)
g


/

canvas height);
NO OF VIEWPORT = 2;

!
n 

f

!
n

f

else if(!strcmp(program exec argv[0],"3"))
printf("tes1 3 n"); /
XDrawLine(XtDisplay(canvas), XtWindow(canvas), theBlackGC, (int) canvas width=2,(int)
canvas height=2,(int) canvas width ,(int) canvas height=2);
XDrawLine(XtDisplay(canvas), XtWindow(canvas), theBlackGC, (int)
canvas width=2,(int) 0,(int) canvas width=2 ,(int)
canvas height);
NO OF VIEWPORT = 4;

g

else if(!strcmp(program exec argv[0],"4"))
printf("tes1 4 n");
XDrawLine(XtDisplay(canvas), XtWindow(canvas), theBlackGC, (int) 0,(int)
canvas height=2,(int) canvas width ,(int) canvas height=2);
XDrawLine(XtDisplay(canvas), XtWindow(canvas), theBlackGC, (int)
canvas width=2,(int) 0,(int) canvas width=2 ,(int)
canvas height);
NO OF VIEWPORT = 4;

g

change viewport size();
redraw drawings on viewports();
theDrawPixmap = create pixmap(canvas, theBlackGC,
canvas width, canvas height);
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canvas width = 800;
canvas height = 700;
copypixmap(XtWindow(canvas), theDrawPixmap, theBlackGC,(int) canvas width ,(int) canvas height);
CLICK VIEW DIVIDE FLAG =0;
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNexposeCallback, refresh2, canvas);
XtAddCallback(canvas, XmNresizeCallback, resize2, canvas);

g
//
/
Local misc. functions
/
//
void post menu handler (w, menu, event)
Widget w;
Widget menu;
XEvent event;

f



Arg wargs[10];
int button;
/
Make sure the button that caused this event was the one
the menupane uses for menu item selection.
/
XtSetArg(wargs[0], XmNwhichButton, &button);
XtGetValues(menu, wargs, 1);
if (event xbutton.button == button)
/
Position the menu over the sprite and post the menu.
/
XmMenuPosition(menu, event);
XtManageChild(menu);






!





g

f

g

Pixmap create logo(w, gc, bits, width, height)
Widget w;
char bits;
int width, height;



f

Pixmap bitmap;
bitmap = XCreateBitmapFromData(XtDisplay(w),
RootWindowOfScreen(XtScreen(w)),
bits, width, height);
return bitmap;

g

void resize(w, data, call data)
Widget w;
caddr t data;
XmDrawingAreaCallbackStruct call data;

f
g



if (XtIsRealized(w))
XClearArea(XtDisplay(w), XtWindow(w),
0, 0, 0, 0, TRUE);

void redisplay (w, data, call data)
Widget w;
pixmap data data;
XmDrawingAreaCallbackStruct call data;

f





Arg wargs[10];
int n;
Dimension widget width, widget height;
n=0;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNwidth, &widget width); n++;
XtSetArg(wargs[n], XtNheight, &widget height); n++;
XtGetValues(w, wargs,n);
XCopyPlane(XtDisplay(w), data pix, XtWindow(w), data
data width, data height,
(widget width - data width)=2,
(widget height - data height)=2,1);

!

g

!
!
!
!

void called(widget, client data, child data)

!gc, 0,0,
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Widget widget;
XtPointer client data;
XmRowColumnCallbackStruct child data;

f
g



/



Widget pb = child data
printf("%s:

n

!widget;

%d n", XtName(pb), child data

!data);

void never called()

f
g

puts("This function is never called");

data specific to the RowColumn

/
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 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: proj.c

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/ THIS IS THE BEGINING OF displaying module
/
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//
/

proj.c
/
/
/ This program, creates the procdures that is /
/ used to generate wire-frame views of a 3D object.
/
/
/ The program inputs a file containing a description of a hierarchical object
/ model. And processes in a set of viewing operation.
/
/ Data structure:
/
/
/

/

In this program arbitrarily complex tree and set of objects is
permitted, by building the tree in linked list.
Every compound object has a pointer to its component which is stored as an
instance of basic object or compound object.
Instance has a element, flag, which indicates the type of the object.
1 for basic object and 0 for compound object. And bptr and cptr points to
the specified object respectively. In this recursively ways the tree is
built and can be implemented to accept any arbitrary levels tree.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "mt.h"
extern void refresh2();
extern void resize2();








/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ ————————— Define special constants ————————— /
/ ——————————————————————————– /



#define FALSE 0
#define TRUE 1
#define MAXIMUM 15000
#define PI 3.1415926
#define scalar 10

 the maximum number of points and lines in a basic object /
/ scale NDC from 1 inch to 10 inches, the width of paper /





/




/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ ————————- Type and Struct declaration ————————– /
/ ——————————————————————————– /









/ POINT
/ BASIC OBJECTS
/ OPERATION
/ LINE ARRAY
/ VIEW

typedef struct point point;
typedef struct basic object basic object;
typedef struct operation operation;
typedef struct line array line array;
typedef struct view view;



/ TYPE POINT
struct point
double x;
double y;
double z;
;

g
/

f

/



/



/



TYPE BASIC OBJECTS /
struct basic object
char name[16];
double coordinate point[MAXIMUM][3];

f

consists of x, y and z coordinates
z also serves as a flag after clipped

 Name of the basic object
/ Coordinates of points

/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
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 Homogeneous coordinates of points
/ pairs of end points of Line
/ Number of points read in
/ Number of line read in

double homogeneous point[MAXIMUM][4];
int line[MAXIMUM][2];
int number point;
int number line;



/ TYPE OPERATION
struct operation
int name;
int axis;
double angle;
point xyz;
double center;
double fact;
operations[10];

f

g
/

TYPE LINE ARRAY
struct line array
point start;
point end;
line set[MAXIMUM];

f

/

/

 Name of the operation
/ Axis of rotation and reflection
/ Angel of rotation
/ Point of scaling and translation
/ Perspective center
/ Oblique projection factor
/

/
/
/
/
/
/
object /

/ start point of the line
 end point of the line

/
/

/

/

/

g







/

/
/
/
/

/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ ———————— Global variables declaration ————————– /
/ ——————————————————————————– /





 

FILE fout, fout2, fin, fin2;
int num of total lines;
point max;
point min;
double wsize;
double Xwmin, Xwmax;
double Ywmin, Ywmax;
int view column;
int view row;
basic object v object;











pointer to output file
totally in this object

 Number of lines

/

/ maximum point of all coordinates
/ minimum point of all coordinates
/ window size
/ max and min window coordinates in world system






/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ —————————- Function declaration —————————— /
/ ——————————————————————————– /
void v initialize();
void input();
void read basics();
void read operation();
void read view();
void make homogeneous point();
void make normal coordinates();
void translation();
void scaling();
void rotation();
void reflection();
void mirror();
void planar projection();
void perspective();
void oblique projection();
void process obj();
void make line array();
void copy to line set();
void init matrix();
void operation matrix();
void generate transform();
void transform coordinates();
void bounding box();
void window size();
void center window();
void map to viewport();
void outline viewport();
void map to device();



/
/
/
/
/
/
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void v clip();
int outcode();
int accept check();
int reject check();
void swap();
void v output();
void terminate();
void free instance struct();

 compound list = NULL;
basic list = NULL;/
/——————————————————————————–/
/—————————— INITIALIZATION ———————————-/
/——————————————————————————–/
/ INITIALIZE takes no argument , no return value
opens output file and prints header on it
/
/

/
/

void v initialize()

f

/
/




g

num of total lines = 0;
fout = fopen("proj/outputfile.out", "w");
fout2 = fopen("proj/outputfile2.out", "w");
fin = fopen(pdrawing name[DRAWING ID], "r");
printf("testname92 %d n",DRAWING ID);
printf("testname10 %s n",pdrawing name[DRAWING ID]);
fin
fopen(READIN FNAME, "r"); /
fin2
fopen("proj/inp2.in", "r"); /
fprintf(fout,"%%! n");
fprintf(fout,"/start moveto def n");
fprintf(fout,"/end lineto def n");
fprintf(fout,"0 setlinewidth n");

=
=

n
n

n

f





g n
f
g n
n
fprintf(fout,"/size 72 defnn");
fprintf(fout,"/xorigin 18 defnn");
fprintf(fout,"/yorigin 36 defnn");
fprintf(fout,"xorigin yorigin translatenn");
fprintf(fout,"size size scalenn");
fprintf(fout,"newpathnn");




/
/

open out put file
open out put file

 print header

/


f

/ void free basic list struct(b list)
basic object b list;


basic object tmp Bobj;
while(b list != NULL) f
tmp Bobj = b list;
b list = b list->next;
free((basic object )tmp Bobj);
g
g/



/
/





/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ ———————————— INPUT ————————————- /
/ ——————————————————————————– /
INPUT takes no argument. Reads in data from standard input

void input()

f
printf("this is test35331nn");
/
read comp();/
printf("this is test35332nn");
read basics();
printf("this is test35333nn");
read view();
printf("this is test35334nn");
g

/

/

/
/
/
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 READ OPERATION reads the operations of an object, after reading the name /

of the operation, it assign a char to the operation and
/

keeps on reading necessary arguments for the operation
/

/
/
/

void read operation(name)
char name;

f



int op type;
float x,y,z;
char ax;
float ang,center,fact;
if(!strcmp(name,"translate"))
op type = ’t’;
else if(!strcmp(name,"scale"))
op type = ’s’;
else if(!strcmp(name,"rotate"))
op type = ’r’;
else if(!strcmp(name,"reflect"))
op type = ’f’;
else if(!strcmp(name,"mirror"))
op type = ’m’;
else if(!strcmp(name,"project"))
op type = ’j’;
else if(!strcmp(name,"perspective"))
op type = ’p’;
else if(!strcmp(name,"oblique"))
op type = ’o’;
else op type = ’z’;

f

switch(op type)
case ’t’:
case ’s’:
fscanf(fin,"%f %f %f ",&x,&y,&z);
break;
case ’r’:
fscanf(fin,"%c %f ",&ax,&ang);
break;
case ’f’:
case ’m’:
case ’j’:
fscanf(fin,"%c ",&ax);
break;
case ’p’:
fscanf(fin,"%c %f ",&ax,&center);
break;
case ’o’:
fscanf(fin,"%f %f",&ang,&fact);
break;
default:
printf("Operation not availabe.");
break;

/

/ translation /
 scaling
/

/

 rotation

/

/ reflection /
 mirror
/
/ projection /

/

/
/







perspective /



oblique projection /

g



/

operations[NO OF VIEWING OP-1].name = op type;
operations[NO OF VIEWING OP-1].xyz.x = x;
operations[NO OF VIEWING OP-1].xyz.y = y;
operations[NO OF VIEWING OP-1].xyz.z = z;
operations[NO OF VIEWING OP-1].axis = ax;
operations[NO OF VIEWING OP-1].angle = ang;
operations[NO OF VIEWING OP-1].center = center;
operations[NO OF VIEWING OP-1].fact = fact;
/ read first operation /
printf("view3 opname is %c n ",op type);
printf("view4 opname is %c n ",operations[NO OF VIEWING OP-1].name);
read first operation /
printf("view5 opname is %c n ",operations[0].name);

n
n
n



g
void read basics()

f

char obj type[16];
char name[16];
int i,j;
float x,y,z;

n

printf("testt3 n");
fscanf(fin,"%s ",obj type);
printf("testt31 n");

n
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nn",obj type);



fscanf(fin,"%s ",name);
/ read object name
printf("name is %s n",name);
while(strcmp(name,"end"))
strcpy(v object.name,name);
/ copy name to the basic object
/ read number of points
fscanf(fin,"%d ",&(v object.number point));
fscanf(fin,"%d ",&(v object.number line));
/ read number of lines
printf("numbers are %d %d n ",v object.number point,v object.number line);

n

f





n



num of total lines = v object.number line;
for(i = 0; i < v object.number point; i++)
fscanf(fin,"%f %f %f ",&x,&y,&z);
v object.coordinate point[i][0] = x;
v object.coordinate point[i][1] = y;
v object.coordinate point[i][2] = z;
printf("coord1 %f n",v object.coordinate point[i][0]);
printf("coord2 %f n",v object.coordinate point[i][1]);
printf("coord3 %f n",v object.coordinate point[i][2]); /

f



/

n
n

g



/

g

/
/
/



/ count lines /
read coordinates /

n



f

 read end points of lines/

for(j = 0; j < v object.number line; j++)
fscanf(fin,"%d %d ",&(v object.line[j][0]),&(v object.line[j][1]));

g



/

g

/

fscanf(fin,"%s ",name);

 READ VIEW reads the viewports specified by user and the operations of each /

viewport
/

/
/

void read view()

f

char views[16];
int i,j;
char name[16],op type[16];
NO OF VIEWING OP=0;
fscanf(fin,"%s ",views);
fscanf(fin,"%d %d",&view column, &view row);
printf("vc and vc are %d %d n",view column, view row);

n





/ fscanf(fin,"%s ",operations[NO OF VIEWING OP].name); /
fscanf(fin,"%s ",op type);
printf("view optype is %s n ",op type);

f

n

while(strcmp(op type,"end"))
NO OF VIEWING OP++;
read operation(op type);
printf("noo %d n",NO OF VIEWING OP);
printf("cu name11 is %c n",operations[0].name);
fscanf(fin,"%s ",op type);
printf("view2 optype is %s n ",op type);

n

n




/ MAKE HOMOGENEOUS POINT
/



/

n

g

g




/
/







read first operation /
read first operation /




read next operation name /
/ read first operation /



/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ —————————- HOMOGENEOUS PROCESS ——————————- /
/ ——————————————————————————– /

int i,j;

f

for(i = 0; i < obj.number point; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 3; j++)
obj.homogeneous point[i][j] = obj.coordinate point[i][j];
obj.homogeneous point[i][3] = 1.0;

f

g

g

/
/

takes no argumentand create hompgeneous of poins

void make homogeneous point(obj)
basic object obj;

f
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g
 MAKE NORMAL COORDINATES takes one argument the basic object and
/

converts its homogeous coordinates to the h = 1 plane
/

/
/

void make normal coordinates(obj)
basic object obj;

f



int i,j;

!

f

for(i = 0; i < obj number point; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 3; j++)
obj homogeneous point[i][j] /= obj

g

g

g

!

f

!homogeneous point[i][3];







/ TRANSLATION takes four arguments, x,y,z coordinates to translate and the /
/
matrix for translation operation
/
/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ ————————– TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
————————— /
/ ——————————————————————————– /

void translation(x,y,z,matrix)
double x,y,z;
double matrix[4][4];

f

int i,j;

f

for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
matrix[i][j] = 0;

g

g

f

f

for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
matrix[i][i] = 1.0;

g
g

matrix[3][0] = x;
matrix[3][1] = y;
matrix[3][2] = z;

 SCALING takes four arguments, x,y,z scalars respectively and the matrix /

for scaling
/

/
/

void scaling(x,y,z,matrix)
double x,y,z;
double matrix[4][4];

f

int i,j;

f

for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
matrix[i][j] = 0;

g

g





/
/
/
/

g

f

matrix[0][0] = x;
matrix[1][1] = y;
matrix[2][2] = z;
matrix[3][3] = 1.0;

ROTATION takes three argument: axis to rotate about
angle of rotation
matrix of rotation which will
be create by the function

void rotation(axis, angle, matrix)
int axis;
double angle;
double matrix[4][4];

f

/
/
/
/
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int i,j,a;

f

for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
matrix[i][j] = 0;

g

g

f

a = axis - ’x’;
angle = angle = 180.0 PI;



g

matrix[a][a] = 1.0;
matrix[(a+1)%3][(a+1)%3] = cos(angle);
matrix[(a+1)%3][(a+2)%3] = sin(angle);
matrix[(a+2)%3][(a+1)%3] = -sin(angle);
matrix[(a+2)%3][(a+2)%3] = cos(angle);
matrix[3][3] = 1.0;

 REFLECTION takes two arguments, the axis to

of reflection operation

/
/

reflect about and the matrix

/
/

void reflection(axis,matrix)
int axis;
double matrix[4][4];

f

int i,j;
int d1,d2,d3;
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
matrix[i][j] = 0;

f

g

g

g

f

d1 = axis - ’x’;
d2 = (d1 + 1) % 3;
d3 = (d1 + 2) % 3;
matrix[d1][d1] = 1.0;
matrix[d2][d2] = -1.0;
matrix[d3][d3] = -1.0;
matrix[3][3] = 1.0;

 MIRROR


/
/

takes two arguments, the axis to mirror about and the matrix
of mirror operation

/
/

void mirror(axis,matrix)
int axis;
double matrix[4][4];

f

int i,j;
int index;
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
matrix[i][j] = 0;

f

g

g

f

f

for(i = 0; i < 4;i++)
matrix[i][i] = 1.0;

g

index = axis - ’x’;
matrix[index][index] = -1.0;

g
 PLANAR PROJECTION takes two arguments, the axis to project about and the /

matrix of planar projection operation
/

/
/

void planar projection(axis,matrix)
int axis;
double matrix[4][4];

f

int i,j;
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)

f
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f

for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
matrix[i][j] = 0;

g

g

f

for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
matrix[i][i] = 1.0;

g

g

matrix[axis-’x’][axis-’x’] = 0;

 OBLIQUE PROJECTION takes three arguments: the angle ah, foreshorten

factor and the matrix to be created.

/
/

/
/

void oblique projection(ah,f,matrix)
double ah,f;
double matrix[4][4];

f

int i,j;



ah = ah PI = 180.0;
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
matrix[i][j] = 0;

g

g
/
/
/

f

g

f

matrix[0][0] = 1.0;
matrix[1][1] = 1.0;
matrix[3][3] = 1.0;
matrix[2][0] = -f cos(ah);
matrix[2][1] = -f sin(ah);




PERSPECTIVE takes three arguments the axis, the center of projection
the matrix to be created

/
/
/

void perspective(axis,center,matrix)
int axis;
double center;
double matrix[4][4];

f

int i,j;

f

for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
matrix[i][j] = 0;

g

g

g

f

for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
matrix[i][i] = 1.0;
matrix[axis-’x’][3] = (-1.0=center);








/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ ——————- MATRIX MULTIPLICATION AND OTHER OPERATION —————— /
/ ——————————————————————————– /

 INIT MATRIX

/



/

takes a matrix as argument and initialize it

void init matrix(m)
double m[4][4];

f

g

int i,j;
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
m[i][j] = 0;
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
m[i][i] = 1.0;

 OPERATION MATRIX

/



/

initialize mutiple transformtion
/
matrix

takes two arguments: operation to processed and the



/

/
/
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multi matrix. It create the transformation matrix and
pre-multiply the multi matrix by the new matrix.

/
/

void operation matrix(current,multi matrix)
operation current;
double multi matrix[4][4];

f



double matrix[4][4];
printf("cu name is %c n",current name);
switch(current name)
case ’t’:
translation(current xyz.x,current xyz.y,current xyz.z,matrix);
break;
case ’s’:
scaling(current xyz.x,current xyz.y,current xyz.z,matrix);
break;
case ’r’:
rotation(current axis,current angle,matrix);
break;
case ’f’:
reflection(current axis,matrix);
break;
case ’m’:
mirror(current axis,matrix);
break;
case ’j’:
planar projection(current axis,matrix);
break;
case ’o’:
oblique projection(current angle,current fact,matrix);
break;
case ’p’:
perspective(current axis,current center,matrix);
break;
default:
printf("Operation not available.");
break;

!

f
!

n

!

!

!

!

!

!

 translation /

/

!

/



/



/

 mirror

/

palanar projection

/

 oblique projection /

/

!

/

!

 perspective /

g

generate transform(multi matrix,matrix);

 GENERATE TRANSFORM takes two arguments m1, m2 the matrix to

and the put the product in m1.

/
/

/
/

mutiply

void generate transform(m1,m2)
double m1[4][4],m2[4][4];

f

double m3[4][4];
int i,j,k;

f

for (i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for (j = 0; j < 4; j++)
m3[i][j] = 0;
for (k = 0; k < 4; k++)
m3[i][j] += m1[i][k]

g

f

g

g

f

f

 m2[k][j];

for (i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for (j = 0; j < 4; j++)
m1[i][j] = m3[i][j];

g

g

g

f

 TRANSFORM COORDINATES takes no arguments and

performs the transformation


/
/
/

void transform coordinates(obj,multi matrix)
basic object obj;
double multi matrix[4][4];

f



int i,j,k;

reflection

/

!

g

 rotation
/

!

!

/

/

!

!

 scaling

/

!

/
/
/
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double temp[4];

!

f

for(i = 0; i < obj number point; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
temp[j] = 0;
for(k = 0; k < 4; k++)
temp[j] += obj homogeneous point[i][k]

f

!
 multi matrix[k][j];
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)f
obj!homogeneous point[i][j] = temp[j];
g
g

g

g







/ PROCESS OBJ takes a compound objects as argument and performs
/
transfomations of specified operations.

/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ ————————– TREE PREORDER TRAVERSAL —————————– /
/ ——————————————————————————– /

/

/

void process obj(obj,pmatrix)
basic object obj;
double pmatrix[4][4];

f



double multi matrix[4][4];



/



/

n

multiple transformation matrix

printf("coord11 %f n",obj->coordinate point[0][0]);
printf("coord21 %f n",obj->coordinate point[0][1]);
printf("coord31 %f n",obj->coordinate point[0][2]); /

n

n
n

/



printf("this is test353111 n");
init matrix(multi matrix);
generate transform(multi matrix,pmatrix);
make homogeneous point(obj);
transform coordinates(obj,multi matrix);
make normal coordinates(obj);
copy to line set(obj);

g

 MAKE LINE ARRAY creates a global array storing all the lines in the object /

and a pointer to the first line
/
/void make line array()
f
line set = (line array )malloc(num of total lines  sizeof(line array));
line ptr = line set;
g/
/
/

 COPY TO LINE SET takes a object as argument and copies all the lines

the object onto the LINE SET

/
/

in

/
/

void copy to line set(obj)
basic object obj;

f



int i;
int head,tail;
printf("objnu is %d n",obj number line);
for(i = 0; i < obj number line; i++)
head = obj line[i][0];
tail = obj line[i][1];
line set[i].start.x = obj homogeneous point[head][0];
line set[i].start.y = obj homogeneous point[head][1];
line set[i].start.z = obj homogeneous point[head][2];
line set[i].end.x = obj homogeneous point[tail][0];
line set[i].end.y = obj homogeneous point[tail][1];
line set[i].end.z = obj homogeneous point[tail][2];
printf("coord1 %f",line set[i].start.x);
x1
line set[i].start.x;
y1
line set[i].start.y;

!
!
!



/

=
=

n

!

!
!
!
!
!
!

f







/ line ptr shows the place to copy /
/ for cmu graphics course add ’- 1’ /
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y2

g

g

=
=

line set[i].end.x;
line set[i].end.y;
printf("coord2
printf("coord3
printf("coord1
printf("coord2
printf("coord3
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%f",line set[i].start.y);
%f n",line set[i].start.z);
%f",line set[i].end.x);
%f",line set[i].end.y);
%f n n",line set[i].end.z); /

n

nn









/
/ BOUNDING BOX takes no arguments,no return value.
/
It computes the maxium and minimum x, y and z coordinates of /
/
the final projected image, in the LINE SET array.
/

/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ ———————— WINDOW AND OTHER OPERATION —————————– /
/ ——————————————————————————– /

void bounding box()

f

int i;
max.x = min.x = line set[0].start.x;
max.y = min.y = line set[0].start.y;
max.z = min.z = line set[0].start.z;
printf("nolines %d n",num of total lines);

n

f

for(i = 0; i < num of total lines; i++)
if(line set[i].start.x > max.x)
max.x = line set[i].start.x;
if(line set[i].start.y > max.y)
max.y = line set[i].start.y;
if(line set[i].start.z > max.z)
max.z = line set[i].start.z;
if(line set[i].start.x < min.x)
min.x = line set[i].start.x;
if(line set[i].start.y < min.y)
min.y = line set[i].start.y;
if(line set[i].start.z < min.z)
min.z = line set[i].start.z;
if(line set[i].end.x > max.x)
max.x = line set[i].end.x;
if(line set[i].end.y > max.y)
max.y = line set[i].end.y;
if(line set[i].end.z > max.z)
max.z = line set[i].end.z;



/

g

if(line set[i].end.x < min.x)
min.x = line set[i].end.x;
if(line set[i].end.y < min.y)
min.y = line set[i].end.y;
if(line set[i].end.z < min.z)
min.z = line set[i].end.z;
printf("nolines2 %d n",max.x);
printf("nolines3 %d n",max.y);
printf("nolines4 %d n",max.z); /

n
n

g

n



 WINDOW SIZE takes one argument,the alpha scalar, and no return value. /

It determines the size window.
/

/
/

void window size(alpha)
double alpha;

f

double length;
length = max.x - min.x;
if(length < max.y - min.y)
length = max.y - min.y;



wsize = length alpha;
printf(" mx%lf n",max.x);
printf(" nx%lf n",min.x);

n
n
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nn",max.y);
nn",min.y);
nn",length);
nn",alpha);

my%lf
ny%lf
wl%lf
wa%lf

 CENTER WINDOW takes one argument, the axis that indicates the plane.
/

It places the window according to the center of the object. /

/
/

void center window()

f

g

Xwmin = (-wsize + (max.x + min.x)) = 2;
Ywmin = (-wsize + (max.y + min.y)) = 2;
Xwmax = (wsize + (max.x + min.x)) = 2;
Ywmax = (wsize + (max.y + min.y)) = 2;

/

/ place window to
 2D picture

 MAP TO VIEWPORT takes as arguments coordinates of a given viewport in

terms of NDC and convert coordinates from the world

system to NDC system

/
/
/

/
/
/

void map to viewport(Xvmin,Yvmin,Xvmax,Yvmax)
double Xvmin,Yvmin,Xvmax,Yvmax;

f

int i;
double Sx,Sy;
Sy = Sx = (Xvmax - Xvmin)= wsize;

f

for(i = 0; i < num of total lines; i++)
line set[i].start.x = Sx (line set[i].start.x - Xwmin) + Xvmin;
line set[i].start.y = Sy (line set[i].start.y - Ywmin) + Yvmin;
line set[i].end.x = Sx (line set[i].end.x - Xwmin) + Xvmin;
line set[i].end.y = Sy (line set[i].end.y - Ywmin) + Yvmin;

g






g

 OUTLINE VIEWPORT shows the edge of the viewport taking max and min

coordinates as arguments

/
/

X,Y

/
/

void outline viewport(Xvmin,Yvmin,Xvmax,Yvmax)
double Xvmin,Yvmin,Xvmax,Yvmax;

f

g

Xvmin
Yvmin
Xvmax
Yvmax

 = scalar;
 = scalar;
 = scalar;
 = scalar;

nt%6.2fntstartnn",Xvmin,Yvmin);
nt%6.2fntendnn",Xvmax,Yvmin);
nt%6.2fntendnn",Xvmax,Yvmax);
nt%6.2fntendnn",Xvmin,Yvmax);
nt%6.2fntendnn",Xvmin,Yvmin);

fprintf(fout,"%6.2f
fprintf(fout,"%6.2f
fprintf(fout,"%6.2f
fprintf(fout,"%6.2f
fprintf(fout,"%6.2f

 MAP TO DEVICE takes no argument. It

coordinates.

/
/

void map to device()

f

int i;

f

for(i = 0; i < num of total lines; i++)
line set[i].start.x
scalar;
line set[i].start.y
scalar;
line set[i].end.x
scalar;
line set[i].end.y
scalar;

g

g

=
=
=
=

converts NDC coordinates to device

center of the

/
/

/
/
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/
/ CLIP works as a clipper. It clipps the lines that exceeds the widnow.
/
After clipped, z also serves as a flag: 1 for accept, 0 for reject /
/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ ——————————– 2D CLIPPER ———————————— /
/ ——————————————————————————– /

void v clip()

f

int i;
int accept,reject,done;
int outcode1,outcode2;
double x1,y1,x2,y2;

f

for(i = 0; i < num of total lines; i++)
x1 = line set[i].start.x;
y1 = line set[i].start.y;
x2 = line set[i].end.x;
y2 = line set[i].end.y;

accept = reject = done = FALSE;
while(!done)
outcode1 = outcodes(x1,y1);
outcode2 = outcodes(x2,y2);
reject = reject check(outcode1,outcode2);
if(reject)
done = TRUE;
else
accept = accept check(outcode1,outcode2);
if(accept)
done = TRUE;
else
if(!outcode1)
swap(&x1,&y1,&x2,&y2,&outcode1,&outcode2);

f

f

f

g

f

f



if(outcode1 & 8)
x1 = x1 + (x2 - x1) (Ywmax - y1) =(y2 -y1);
y1 = Ywmax;

g

f

else if(outcode1 & 4)
x1 = x1 + (x2 - x1) (Ywmin - y1) =(y2 -y1);
y1 = Ywmin;

g

f



else if(outcode1 & 2)
y1 = y1 + (y2 - y1) (Xwmax - x1) =(x2 -x1);
x1 = Xwmax;

g

f



else if(outcode1 & 1)
y1 = y1 + (y2 - y1) (Xwmin - x1) =(x2 -x1);
x1 = Xwmin;

g

g

g

g





/ devide line at top of window /







/ devide line at bottom of window /





/ devide line at right of window /





/ devide line at left of window /

f

if(accept)
line set[i].start.z = 1.0;

g

f

else
line set[i].start.z = 0;

g
g

g

line
line
line
line

set[i].start.x = x1;
set[i].start.y = y1;
set[i].end.x = x2;
set[i].end.y = y2;

 OUTCODES

/

int outcodes(x,y)
double x,y;

f



/

store coordinates of the clipped lines

takes X and Y coordinates as arguments and return their outcode

/

/
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int outcode = 0;
if (Ywmax - y < 0) outcode += 8;
if (y - Ywmin < 0) outcode += 4;
if (Xwmax - x < 0) outcode += 2;
if (x - Xwmin < 0) outcode += 1;
return outcode;

g

 ACCEPT CHECK takes two outcodes as arguments and returns TRUE

both in the window, FALSE otherwise.

/
/

if they are

/
/

int accept check(outcode1,outcode2)
int outcode1,outcode2;

f

if(!outcode1 && !outcode2)
return TRUE;
else return FALSE;

g

 REJECT CHECK takes two
 out of the same side of

/
/

/
/

outcodes as arguments and returns TRUE if they are
the window,FALSE otherwise.

int reject check(outcode1,outcode2)
int outcode1,outcode2;

f

if(outcode1 & outcode2)
return TRUE;
else return FALSE;

g

 SWAP takes the X,Y coordiantes and outcodes of two

And swaps them with each other

/
/

points as arguments

void swap(x1,y1,x2,y2,outcode1,outcode2)
double x1, y1, x2, y2;
int outcode1, outcode2;

f

g

   




double tempx,tempy;
int temp;



temp = outcode1;
outcode1 = outcode2;
outcode2 = temp;
tempx = x1;
x1 = x2;
x2 = tempx;
tempy = y1;
y1 = y2;
y2 = tempy;

















void out window file()

f

int i,j;

f

if(line set[0].start.z)
fprintf(fout2,"%6.2f t%6.2f t",
line set[0].start.x,line set[0].start.y);
fprintf(fout2,"%6.2f t%6.2f n",
line set[0].end.x,line set[0].end.y);

n
n

g

n
n

f

for(i = 1 ; i <num of total lines; i++)
if(line set[i].start.z)

g

g

g

f

n
n

n
n

fprintf(fout2,"%6.2f t%6.2f t",
line set[i].start.x,line set[i].start.y);
fprintf(fout2,"%6.2f t%6.2f n",
line set[i].end.x,line set[i].end.y);

/

/
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/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ —————————- OUTPUT AND TERMINATION —————————- /
/ ——————————————————————————– /
void draw to win(w)



int i,j;
float first[2], second[2];
float first p[2], second p[2];
float Xvmin,Yvmin,Xvmax,Yvmax,Xvmid,Yvmid,Xwmid,Ywmid;
float Sx,Sy;
Display dpy = XtDisplay(w);
Window theWindow = XtWindow(w);
printf("aa3 %d n", canvas width);
printf("aa4 %d n", canvas height);



n
n

f

if (NO OF VIEWPORT == 1)
Xvmax = canvas width;
Yvmax= canvas height;

g

f

else if (NO OF VIEWPORT == 2)
XDrawLine(XtDisplay(canvas), XtWindow(canvas), theBlackGC, (int)
canvas width=2,(int) 0,(int) canvas width=2 ,(int) canvas height);
Xvmax = canvas width=2;
Yvmax = canvas height;

g

f

else if (NO OF VIEWPORT == 4)
XDrawLine(XtDisplay(canvas), XtWindow(canvas), theBlackGC, (int) 0,(int)
canvas height=2,(int) canvas width ,(int) canvas height=2);
XDrawLine(XtDisplay(canvas), XtWindow(canvas), theBlackGC, (int)
canvas width=2,(int) 0,(int) canvas width=2 ,(int)
canvas height);
Xvmax = canvas width=2;
Yvmax = canvas height=2;

g


/

Xvmin = 0.;
Yvmin = 0.;
Xvmax
500.;
Yvmax
500.; /

=

=



n

printf(" wsize%lf n",wsize);
Sy = Sx = (Xvmax - Xvmin)= wsize;
printf(" Sx%lf n",Sx);

n
Xvmid=(Xvmin + Xvmax)=2;
Yvmid=(Yvmin + Yvmax)=2;
Xwmid=(Xwmin + Xwmax)=2;
Ywmid=(Ywmin + Ywmax)=2;



n



/ printf("cw %d n",canvas width); /
canvas width = 800;
canvas height = 700;
/ if (CLICK VIEW DIVIDE FLAG
0)
ORDER OF VIEWPORT
NO OF DRAWING;
/


g
/

=

fin2

=





fopen("proj/outputfile2.out", "r"); /
printf(" Xwmin%lf n",Xwmin);
printf(" Ywmin%lf n",Ywmin);
printf(" Sx%lf n",Sx);
for(i = 0 ; i <num of total lines; i++)
if(line set[i].start.z)
/ fscanf(fin2,"%f%f n ",&first[0],&first[1]);
fscanf(fin2,"%f%f n ",&second[0],&second[1]); /
first p[0]=Sx ( line set[i].start.x - Xwmid) + Xvmid;
first p[1]= Yvmax - (Sy (line set[i].start.y - Ywmid) + Yvmid);
second p[0]=Sx (line set[i].end.x - Xwmid) + Xvmid;
second p[1]= Yvmax - (Sy (line set[i].end.y - Ywmid) + Yvmid);
printf("%f %f n ",first[0],first[1]);
printf("%f %f n ",second[0],second[1]);
/
/ printf("%f %f n ",first p[0],first p[1]);
printf("%f %f n n ",second p[0],second p[1]); /



/

== f





/

n
f
n
n


n
n
n
nn

n
n

f











=

viewport loc x1 0;
viewport loc y1 0;
viewport loc x2 canvas width;
viewport loc y2 canvas height; /

=
=
=
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jj (ORDER OF VIEWPORT == 1))f
else if((NO OF VIEWPORT == 2) jj (ORDER OF VIEWPORT == 2))f
first p[0] = first p[0] + canvas width=2;
second p[0] = second p[0] + canvas width=2;
printf("%f %fnn ",first[0],first[1]);
printf("%f %fnn ",second[0],second[1]);
printf("%f %fnn ",first p[0],first p[1]);
printf("%f %fnnnn ",second p[0],second p[1]);/
g
else if((NO OF VIEWPORT == 4) && (ORDER OF VIEWPORT == 3))f
first p[1] = (first p[1] + canvas height=2);
second p[1] = (second p[1] + canvas height=2);
g
else if(NO OF VIEWPORT == 4)f
first p[0] = (first p[0] + canvas width=2);
first p[1] = (first p[1] + canvas height=2);
second p[0] = (second p[0] + canvas width=2);
second p[1] = (second p[1] + canvas height=2);
g
if ((NO OF VIEWPORT == 1)

g



/

XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, theBlackGC, (int) first p[0],(int) first p[1],(int) second p[0],(int)
second p[1]);

g
g
g
/ OUTPUT

takes no argument and print the pairs of lines into out put file

/

void out print file()

f

int i,j;

f

 first line,if

if(line set[0].start.z)
fprintf(fout,"%6.2f t%6.2f tstart n",
line set[0].start.x,line set[0].start.y);
fprintf(fout,"%6.2f t%6.2f tend n",
line set[0].end.x,line set[0].end.y);

g

n
n

n
n

n

f

for(i = 1 ; i <num of total lines; i++)



j = i % 500;
if(j == 499)
fprintf(fout,"stroke n");
fprintf(fout,"newpath n");

f

n

g

f

accepted, then print

/

every 500 line a new path

/

/

n

/

n

if(line set[i].start.z)
if((line set[i].start.x line set[i-1].end.x)
(line set[i].start.y line set[i-1].end.y)
!line set[i-1].start.z j == 499 )

 if

/

g
/
g

g

g

6=
6=
jj

jj
jj

f

current line’s start point different
from the end point of the line before
or the line before is rejected,
or start a new path, then print start /

n

n

n



fprintf(fout,"%6.2f t%6.2f tstart n",
line set[i].start.x,line set[i].start.y);


n

print end point /
fprintf(fout,"%6.2f t%6.2f tend n",
line set[i].end.x,line set[i].end.y);

 OUTPUT

/

void v output()

n

n

takes no argument and print the pairs of lines into out put file

/
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int i,j;

f

 first line,if

if(line set[0].start.z)
fprintf(fout,"%6.2f t%6.2f tstart n",
line set[0].start.x,line set[0].start.y);
fprintf(fout,"%6.2f t%6.2f tend n",
line set[0].end.x,line set[0].end.y);

n
n

g

n
n

n

f

for(i = 1 ; i <num of total lines; i++)



j = i % 500;
if(j == 499)
fprintf(fout,"stroke n");
fprintf(fout,"newpath n");

f

n

g

f

accepted, then print

/

every 500 line a new path

/

/

n

/

n

if(line set[i].start.z)
if((line set[i].start.x line set[i-1].end.x)
(line set[i].start.y line set[i-1].end.y)
!line set[i-1].start.z j == 499 )

 if

/

g

g

jj
jj

f

current line’s start point different
from the end point of the line before
or the line before is rejected,
or start a new path, then print start /

n

n

n



fprintf(fout,"%6.2f t%6.2f tstart n",
line set[i].start.x,line set[i].start.y);

g
/
g

6=
6=
jj


n

print end point /
fprintf(fout,"%6.2f t%6.2f tend n",
line set[i].end.x,line set[i].end.y);

 TERMINATE


/
/

n

n

takes no argument and
writes the trailer into out put file and closes the file

/

/

void terminate()

f


g
/

n

fprintf(fout,"stroke n");
fprintf(fout,"showpage n");
fclose(fout);
fclose(fout2);
fclose(fin);
/ fclose(fin2); /
exit(0); /





n






/ MAIN creating the veiwing condition and the
/
the 3D object in a wire-frame image





/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ ———————————— MAIN ————————————– /
/ ——————————————————————————– /
call the functions to draw

/

/

readin(draw id)
int draw id;

f

int i,j;
double multi matrix[4][4];
view current view;
operation current op;
double vwidth,vlength,vsize;
double xo,yo;
double Xvmin,Yvmin,Xvmax,Yvmax;





DRAWING ID = draw id;
printf("this is test311 n");

n

v initialize();

/ x and y origin /
 max and min coordinates of viewport /

/
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/
setup memory(); /
printf("this is test312 n");
input();
printf("cu name1 is %c n",operations[0].name);
vwidth = 0.8 = view column;
vlength = 1.0 = view row;
vsize = vwidth;
if(vlength < vwidth)
vsize = vlength;
printf("this is test313 n");

n

n







/ take 8/10 of width of device
/
/ take 10/10 of length of device /

n

 translate origin to the position with proper space
/
/ xo = (paper width - viewports) / 2 + last column / 2; /
xo = (0.8 - vsize  view column) = 2.0 + 0.005 = 2.0;
/ yo = (paper length - viewports) / 2 + last row / 2; /
yo = (1.0 - vsize  view row) = 2.0 + 0.005 = 2.0;

/

n

printf("this is test351 n");
/
make line array(); /
printf("this is test3511 n");
init matrix(multi matrix);
printf("this is test3512 n");





n
n

n

printf("this is test352 n");
/ make transformation matrix for each view
for (i = 0; i < NO OF VIEWING OP; i++)
printf("this is test3521 n");



g

f

n

/

operation matrix(operations[i],multi matrix);

n

printf("this is test353 n");
process obj(v object,multi matrix);
printf("this is test35311 n");
bounding box();
window size(1.5);
printf("this is test3531 n");
center window();
printf("this is test3532 n");
v clip();
printf("this is test3533 n");
Xvmin = xo + vsize i;
Yvmin = yo + vsize j;
Xvmax = Xvmin + vsize - 0.005;

n

n
n
n






0.005 the space between two viewports /
Yvmax = Yvmin + vsize - 0.005;
out window file();
draw to win(canvas);
printf("this is test3534 n");
map to viewport(Xvmin,Yvmin,Xvmax,Yvmax);
printf("this is test3535 n");
outline viewport(Xvmin,Yvmin,Xvmax,Yvmax);
printf("this is test3536 n");
map to device();
printf("this is test3537 n");
v output();
printf("this is test3538 n");
terminate();

g

n
n
n
n
n



/
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 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: view.c

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/ THIS IS THE BEGINING OF displaying module
/
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//
/
/
/

/

view.c
/
/

#include "mt.h"
extern void window size();
extern void center window();
void read goal plotting ();
FILE fin1, fin2, fin3, fout1 , fout2;













/





pointer to output file

/ maximum point of all coordinates
/ minimum point of all coordinates
/ window size
/ max and min window coordinates in world system

pnt max;
pnt min;
double wsize;
double Xwmin, Xwmax;
double Ywmin, Ywmax;



/
/
/
/
/

void read goal plotting ()

f

int id1[2],id2[2];
char compo num[16], ele num[16];
char dot[16];
char plot name[16];
float new p[2], old p[2];
float new p p[2], old p p[2];
fin1 = fopen("io/xdraw.tmp", "r");
fout1 = fopen("io/outputfile2.out", "w");
fout2 = fopen("char.out", "w");




/
/

open out put file
open out put file

fscanf(fin1,"%s",plot name);
fscanf(fin1,"%f%f ",&new p[0],&new p[1]);
fscanf(fin1,"%d%d n ",&id1[0],&id2[0]);

n

/



/
/


a bit ackward, but .. /

f

while(!strcmp(plot name,"tplot"))
old p[0] = new p[0];
old p[1] = new p[1];
fscanf(fin1,"%s",plot name);
fscanf(fin1,"%f%f ",&new p[0],&new p[1]);
fscanf(fin1,"%d%d n ",&id1[1],&id2[1]);
if (id1[1] == 1)
/ if plot id2 is 1 then continuse drawing /
fprintf(fout1,"%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f n",old p[0],old p[1],new p[0],new p[1]);

f

g

n

n

g



strcpy(compo num,plot name);
fscanf(fin1,"%s",dot);

f

if(!strcmp(dot,"tplot"))
fprintf(fout2,"%s %6.2f %6.2f n",compo num,new p[0],new p[1]);

n

fscanf(fin1,"%f%f ",&new p[0],&new p[1]);
fscanf(fin1,"%d%d n ",&id1[1],&id2[1]);
fscanf(fin1,"%s n",compo num);
fprintf(fout2,"%s %6.2f %6.2f n",compo num,new p[0],new p[1]);
while(!feof(fin1))

n

n

f

n
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fscanf(fin1,"%s",plot name);
fscanf(fin1,"%f%f ",&new p[0],&new p[1]);
fscanf(fin1,"%d%d n ",&id1[1],&id2[1]);

n

n

fscanf(fin1,"%s n",compo num);
fprintf(fout2,"%s %6.2f %6.2f n",compo num,new p[0],new p[1]);

g
g
elsef

n

n

fscanf(fin1," n");
fscanf(fin1,"%s n",ele num);

n

n

fprintf(fout2,"%s%s%s %6.2f %6.2f n",compo num,dot,ele num,new p[0],new p[1]);

f

while(!feof(fin1))
fscanf(fin1,"%s",plot name);
fscanf(fin1,"%f%f ",&new p[0],&new p[1]);
fscanf(fin1,"%d%d n ",&id1[1],&id2[1]);

n
n
n

n

fscanf(fin1,"%s n",compo num);
fscanf(fin1,"%s n",dot);
fscanf(fin1,"%s n",ele num);

g

g

n

fprintf(fout2,"%s%s%s %6.2f %6.2f n",compo num,dot,ele num,new p[0],new p[1]);

g

fclose(fout1);
fclose(fout2);
fclose(fin1);

void draw to window(w)

f

int i,j;
char compo ele num[16];
float first[2], second[2];
float first p[2], second p[2];
float Xvmin,Yvmin,Xvmax,Yvmax;
Display dpy = XtDisplay(w);
Window theWindow = XtWindow(w);
float Sx,Sy;
Xvmin = 0.;
Yvmin = 0.;
Xvmax = 500.;
/ a global value /
Yvmax = 500.;







read goal plotting ();



/

fin2 = fopen("io/outputfile2.out", "r");
fin3 = fopen("io/char.out", "r");
printf(" Sx%lf n",Sx); /

n
fscanf(fin2,"%f%fnn
fscanf(fin2,"%f%fnn



",&first[0],&first[1]);
",&second[0],&second[1]);

max.x = min.x = first[0];
max.y = min.y = first[1];
while(!feof(fin2))
fscanf(fin2,"%f%f n ",&first[0],&first[1]);
fscanf(fin2,"%f%f n ",&second[0],&second[1]);

f

if(first[0] > max.x)
max.x = first[0];
if(first[1] > max.y)
max.y = first[1];

n
n

if(first[0] < min.x)
min.x = first[0];
if(first[1] < min.y)
min.y = first[1];
if(second[0] > max.x)
max.x = second[0];
if(second[1] > max.y)
max.y = second[1];
if(second[0] < min.x)
min.x = second[0];
if(second[1] < min.y)



/ same size as the drawing canvas size. make it

/
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min.y = second[1];

fclose(fin2);
window size(1.2);
printf(" wsize%lf n",wsize);
center window();
printf(" Xwmin%lf n",Xwmin);
printf(" Ywmin%lf n",Ywmin);
Sy = Sx = (Xvmax - Xvmin)= wsize;
printf(" Sx%lf n",Sx); /


/

n

/

n
n



/

/

f
/

n

/
/



/

XFlush(XtDisplay(panel));
void maintain basic canvas(w)
Widget w;

draw border(w);
if(grid flag
ON)
grid flag
OFF;
draw grid(w, theBlackGC);

g
/

==
=

g

f

XFlush(XtDisplay(w));
fin2 = fopen("io/outputfile2.out", "r");
while(!feof(fin2))
fscanf(fin2,"%f%f n ",&first[0],&first[1]);
fscanf(fin2,"%f%f n ",&second[0],&second[1]);
first p[0]=Sx (first[0] - Xwmin) + Xvmin;
first p[1]= Yvmax - (Sy (first[1] - Ywmin) + Yvmin);
second p[0]=Sx (second[0] - Xwmin) + Xvmin;
second p[1]= Yvmax - (Sy (second[1] - Ywmin) + Yvmin);

f





n
n





n
n
n
nn

/



printf("%f %f n ",first[0],first[1]);
printf("%f %f n ",second[0],second[1]);
printf("%f %f n ",first p[0],first p[1]);
printf("%f %f n n ");
/
XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, theBlackGC, (int) first p[0],(int)first p[1]
,(int)second p[0],(int)second p[1]);



g

fclose(fin2);
fin3 = fopen("char.out", "r");
while(!feof(fin3))
fscanf(fin3,"%s ",compo ele num);
fscanf(fin3,"%f%f n ",&first[0],&first[1]);
first p[0]=Sx (first[0] - Xwmin) + Xvmin;
first p[1]= Yvmax - (Sy (first[1] - Ywmin) + Yvmin);

f



/



n
n
n
nn

n



printf("%f %f n ",first[0],first[1]);
printf("%f %f n ",second[0],second[1]);
printf("%f %f n ",first p[0],first p[1]);
printf("%f %f n n ");
/
XDrawString(dpy, theWindow, theBlackGC, (int) first p[0]-5,(int)first p[1]
,compo ele num,strlen(compo ele num));

g



fclose(fin3);
XFlush(dpy);
for(i 0;i<510;i
)
/
XDrawLine(dpy, theWindow, theBlackGC, 0,0,0,0);
/



g



=

++
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 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: step2lines.c

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/ THIS IS THE BEGINING OF STEP2LINES CODE
/
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//
/

step2lines.c /
/
/this file can read acad file with limited capability. It can read /
/only a file consists of line & box commands /
#include <stdio.h>
#include <curses.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
/for atof

/
/
/



funciton /

#define FILE LINE MAXIMUM 10000
#define CARTESIAN POINT MAXIMUM 5000
#define ID NO MAXIMUM 100
#define SEPCHARS "#,()"




typedef struct point point;
typedef struct line array line array;
typedef struct info array info array;
typedef struct polyloop array polyloop array;
typedef struct direction direction;
typedef struct face array face array;
typedef struct extrusion array extrusion array;
typedef struct closed shell array closed shell array;
struct point

g;

f

/

double x;
double y;
double z;



/



/ TYPE LINE ARRAY
struct line array
int id;
int starting id;
int ending id;
line set[5000];

f

g
/tmp values is
g

f

struct direction
int id;
point dir point;
direct set[ID NO MAXIMUM];
struct polyloop array
int id;
int point id[50];
polyloop set[ID NO MAXIMUM];

g

struct face array
int id;

f

 start

/

f

f

z also serves as a flag after clipped



struct ctsn point array
int id;
point ctsn point;
ctsn point set[CARTESIAN POINT MAXIMUM];

g



consists of x, y and z coordinates /

/



f



/
/

/

/

just char array /
struct info array
char id[5], entity name[100], tmp values[100];
double value[100];
info set[FILE LINE MAXIMUM];

g

/ POINT
/ LINE ARRAY

point of the line
end point of the line

/
/
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int polyloop id[10];

gface set[ID NO MAXIMUM];
struct extrusion arrayf

int id;
int face id;
double thickness;
int direction id;
extrusion set[ID NO MAXIMUM];

g

f

struct closed shell array
int id;
int point id[30];
closed shell set[ID NO MAXIMUM];

g





FILE fin s1, fout s1;
int LINE NO, LINE NO2;
char entity info[100];
void store entity info()

f



/





char tmp entity info;
char tmp2 entity info;
register char p, q;
char val;
int k;

 



strcpy(tmp entity info,entity info); /
/ tmp2 entity info
entity info; /
/ tmp2 entity info
strchr(tmp entity info,’ ’); /





=
=



= 

= entity info; p != NULL; p++)f
if (p == ’=’)f
strcpy(id, p);
printf("tt1 %snn",id);
g
if (p == ’(’)f
g
if (p == ’;’)f
g

/ for (p

g/



/
/

tmp entity info = entity info;
info set
(info array )malloc(LINE MAXIMUM
sizeof(info array)); /
id
(char ) malloc (sizeof(char) 30);
entity name
(char ) malloc (sizeof(char) 30);
(char ) malloc (sizeof(char) 30); /
tmp values

=

=

=
=



















=

tmp2 entity info = strchr(tmp entity info,’ ’);
/ printf("tt133 n");
printf("tt1351%s n",id);
printf("tt1352%s n",tmp entity info);
printf("tt1353 %d n", strlen(tmp entity info) strlen(tmp2 entity info)); /





/

n

n
n

n



strncpy(info set[LINE NO].id, ++tmp entity info, strlen(tmp entity info) strlen(tmp2 entity info) -1);
printf("tt13id %s n",info set[LINE NO].id); /

n



tmp entity info = strchr(tmp2 entity info,’(’);
strncpy(info set[LINE NO].entity name, ++tmp2 entity info, strlen(tmp2 entity info) strlen(tmp entity info) -1);
printf("entity name %s n",info set[LINE NO].entity name);

n

tmp2 entity info = strchr(tmp entity info,’;’);
/ printf("tt12 %s n",tmp2 entity info); /
strncpy(info set[LINE NO].tmp values, tmp entity info, strlen(tmp entity info) strlen(tmp2 entity info));
printf("tmp values is %s n n n",info set[LINE NO].tmp values);
/ printf("tt1353 %d n", strlen(tmp entity info) strlen(tmp2 entity info)); /
val = strtok(info set[LINE NO].tmp values,SEPCHARS);
k=0;
while ( val NULL)





/

n





n

6=

f



nnn

/
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g
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printf("%s n",val);
printf("k is %d n",k); /
if (!strcmp(val,"$"))
info set[LINE NO].value[k] = 0.0;
else
info set[LINE NO].value[k] = atof(val);
k++;

g

n



++



/
(info set[LINE NO]->value); /
val = strtok(NULL,SEPCHARS);

void read stepfile()

f

char rubbish[50];
fout s1 = fopen("hut.in", "w");

n

fscanf(fin s1,"%s n",rubbish);
while(!feof(fin s1))
fscanf(fin s1,"%s n",rubbish);
if(!strcmp(rubbish,"DATA;"))
fscanf(fin s1,"%s n",entity info);
while(strcmp(entity info,"ENDSEC;"))
store entity info();
LINE NO++;
printf("%s n",entity info); /
fprintf(fout s1,"%s n",entity info); /
fscanf(fin s1,"%s n",entity info);

f

n

f

n




/
/

f

n

g

g

n

g



n



n

printf("tttt lineno is %d n",LINE NO);
LINE NO2=LINE NO;

g

void process ctsn points()

f

int i,j,k;

n



/

printf("t2ct %d n",LINE NO2);
for(i = 0, j=0, k=0; i < LINE NO; i++)
if(!strcmp(info set[i].entity name,"CARTESIAN POINT"))
ctsn point set[j].id = atoi(info set[i].id);
ctsn point set[j].ctsn point.x = info set[i].value[0];
ctsn point set[j].ctsn point.y = info set[i].value[1];
ctsn point set[j].ctsn point.z = info set[i].value[2];
printf("ctsnp id is %d",ctsn point set[j].id);
printf("ctsnp x is %f",ctsn point set[j].ctsn point.x);
printf("ctsnp y is %f",ctsn point set[j].ctsn point.y);
printf("ctsnp z is %f n",ctsn point set[j].ctsn point.z); /
j++;



f

if(!strcmp(info set[i].entity name,"DIRECTION"))
direct set[k].id = atoi(info set[i].id);
direct set[k].dir point.x = info set[i].value[0];
direct set[k].dir point.y = info set[i].value[1];
direct set[k].dir point.z = info set[i].value[2];
printf("dirp z is %f n",direct set[k].dir point.z); /
k++;



g

f

n

g

/

f

g

n

g



void process polyloop()

f

int i,j,k;

n

printf("t2po %d n",LINE NO2);
for(i = 0, j=0; i < LINE NO2; i++)
if(!strcmp(info set[i].entity name,"POLY LOOP"))
polyloop set[j].id = atoi(info set[i].id);
/
printf("polyloop id is %d n",polyloop set[j].id); /



f

n

k=0;

f
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f

while(info set[i].value[k])
polyloop set[j].point id[k] = (int) (info set[i].value[k]);
printf(" %d",polyloop set[j].point id[k]); /
k++;



/

g



/

g

g

g



n 

printf(" n"); /
j++;

void process face()

f

int i,j,k, t line no;

 t line no =

/

LINE NO;
printf("t2fa %d n",t line no); /

n

for(i = 0, j =0; i < LINE NO2; i++)f



/

f

if(!strcmp(info set[i].entity name,"FACE"))
face set[j].id = atoi(info set[i].id);
printf("face id is %d n",face set[j].id); /

n



k=0;
while(info set[i].value[k])
face set[j].polyloop id[k] = (info set[i].value[k]);
printf("facepolyid is %d n",face set[j].polyloop id[k]);
k++;

f

g



/

g

g

g

n 

n

printf(" n"); /
j++;
printf("t2fa11 %d n",LINE NO);

n

void process extrusion()

f

int i,j,k;

n

printf("t2ex %d n",LINE NO);
for(i = 0, j=0; i < LINE NO2; i++)
if(!strcmp(info set[i].entity name,"SOLID OF LINEAR EXTRUSION"))
extrusion set[j].id = atoi(info set[i].id);
printf("extrusion id is %d n",extrusion set[j].id);

f

n

extrusion set[j].face id = (int) (info set[i].value[0]);
extrusion set[j].thickness = info set[i].value[1];
extrusion set[j].direction id = (int) (info set[i].value[2]);
/ printf(" %d",extrusion set[j].face id);
printf(" %f",extrusion set[j].thickness);
printf(" %d",extrusion set[j].direction id);
printf(" n"); /
j++;



g

g

g

n 

void process closed shell()

f

int i,j,k;

n
n
n

printf("t2 %d n",LINE NO);
printf("t2 %d n",LINE NO2);
printf("t1 %s n",info set[216].entity name);
for(i = 0, j=0; i < LINE NO2; i++)
if(!strcmp(info set[i].entity name,"CLOSED SHELL"))
printf("ttss11 n");
printf("closed shell id is %d n",closed shell set[j].id);
closed shell set[j].id = atoi(info set[i].id);

f

f

n

n

k=0;
while(info set[i].value[k])
closed shell set[j].point id[k] = (int) (info set[i].value[k]);
printf(" %d n",closed shell set[j].point id[k]);
k++;



/

g

n

n 

printf(" n"); /
j++;

f

f
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g

void process line()

f

int i,j;

f

for(i = 0, j=0; i < LINE NO2; i++)
if(!strcmp(info set[i].entity name,"LINE"))
line set[j].id = atoi(info set[i].id);

f

line set[j].starting id = (int) (info set[i].value[0]);
line set[j].ending id = (int) (info set[i].value[1]);

g

g

g

j++;

void draw to file()

f

int i,j,k,l,jj,no of cor face id;
int correct face id, correct poly id, no of point for poly, cor face id[50];
float pstart[5000][3], pend[5000][3];
double thickness;
i=0;
while(extrusion set[i].id)

f

l=0;
thickness = extrusion set[i].thickness;
/
printf("tttt %f n",thickness); /






n



/ get face id /
j=0;
while(face set[j].id)
if(extrusion set[i].face id == face set[j].id)
correct face id = j;
/
printf("tttt1 %d n",correct face id); /
j++;

f



g
/ get polyloop id /

n



j=0;
while(polyloop set[j].id)
if(face set[correct face id].polyloop id[0] == polyloop set[j].id)
correct poly id = j;
/
printf("tttt2 %d n",correct poly id); /
j++;

g

f



n



j=0;
while(polyloop set[correct poly id].point id[j])
k=0;
while(ctsn point set[k].id)
if(polyloop set[correct poly id].point id[j] == ctsn point set[k].id)
pstart[l][0] = ctsn point set[k].ctsn point.x;
pstart[l][1] = ctsn point set[k].ctsn point.y;
pstart[l][2] = ctsn point set[k].ctsn point.z;
printf(" %f ",pstart[l][0]);
/
printf(" %f ",pstart[l][1]);
printf(" %f n",pstart[l][2]); /
l++;

f

f

f



g

g

n

g



k++;

j++;

i++;
no of point for poly = l;
pstart[no of point for poly][0] = pstart[0][0];
pstart[no of point for poly][1] = pstart[0][1];
pstart[no of point for poly][2] = pstart[0][2];
/
printf("testing11 n");
printf("testing12 %d n",no of point for poly); /



n
n

for(k=0; k < no of point for poly; k++)

f
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n

fprintf(fout s1,"%8.3f %8.3f %8.3f %8.3f %8.3f %8.3f n",
pstart[k][0],pstart[k][1],pstart[k][2],pstart[k+1][0],pstart[k+1][1],pstart[k+1][2]);
fprintf(fout s1,"%8.3f %8.3f %8.3f %8.3f %8.3f %8.3f n",pstart[k][0]
,pstart[k][1],pstart[k][2],pstart[k][0],pstart[k][1],pstart[k][2]+thickness);
fprintf(fout s1,"%8.3f %8.3f %8.3f %8.3f %8.3f %8.3f n",pstart[k][0],pstart[k][1]
,pstart[k][2]+thickness,pstart[k+1][0],pstart[k+1][1],pstart[k+1][2]+thickness);

g

n

g

n

printf("tstett n");
i=0;
while(closed shell set[i].id)

n

f

j=0;
printf("tstett2 n");
no of cor face id = 0;
while(face set[j].id)
printf("tstett3 n");
jj=0;
while(closed shell set[i].point id[jj])
if(closed shell set[i].point id[jj] == face set[j].id)
cor face id[jj] = j;
no of cor face id++;
printf("tttt1 %d %d n",jj,cor face id[jj]);

n

g

g

f

n

f

f

n

g

jj++;

j++;

n

printf("tttt1 %d %d n",j,no of cor face id);

f

for(jj=0; jj < no of cor face id; jj++)
printf("cor faceidno is %d n",jj);
l=0;
j=0;
while(polyloop set[j].id)
if(face set[cor face id[jj]].polyloop id[0] == polyloop set[j].id)
correct poly id = j;
/
printf("tttt2 %d n",correct poly id); /
j++;

n

f

g



n



j=0;
while(polyloop set[correct poly id].point id[j])
k=0;
while(ctsn point set[k].id)
if(polyloop set[correct poly id].point id[j] == ctsn point set[k].id)
pstart[l][0] = ctsn point set[k].ctsn point.x;
pstart[l][1] = ctsn point set[k].ctsn point.y;
pstart[l][2] = ctsn point set[k].ctsn point.z;
printf(" %f ",pstart[l][0]);
printf(" %f ",pstart[l][1]);
printf(" %f n",pstart[l][2]);
l++;

f

f

g

g

f

n

g

k++;

j++;

no of point for poly = l;
pstart[no of point for poly][0] = pstart[0][0];
pstart[no of point for poly][1] = pstart[0][1];
pstart[no of point for poly][2] = pstart[0][2];
/
printf("testing11 n"); /
printf("testing12 %d n",no of point for poly);



n

n 

f

for(k=0; k < no of point for poly; k++)
printf("%8.3f n",pstart[k][0]);
fprintf(fout s1,"%8.3f %8.3f %8.3f %8.3f %8.3f%8.3f n",pstart[k][0],
pstart[k][1],pstart[k][2],pstart[k+1][0],pstart[k+1][1],pstart[k+1][2]);

n

g

g
g

n

printf("ttsst1 n");

i++;
printf("ttsst11 n");

n

n
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f

k=0;
while(ctsn point set[k].id)
if(line set[i].starting id == ctsn point set[k].id)
pstart[i][0] = ctsn point set[k].ctsn point.x;
pstart[i][1] = ctsn point set[k].ctsn point.y;
pstart[i][2] = ctsn point set[k].ctsn point.z;
/ printf(" %f ",pstart[i][0]);
printf(" %f ",pstart[i][1]);
printf(" %f n",pstart[i][2]); /

f



g

n

f



f

if(line set[i].ending id == ctsn point set[k].id)
pend[i][0] = ctsn point set[k].ctsn point.x;
pend[i][1] = ctsn point set[k].ctsn point.y;
pend[i][2] = ctsn point set[k].ctsn point.z;
/ printf(" %f ",pend[i][0]);
printf(" %f ",pend[i][1]);
printf(" %f n n",pend[i][2]); /



g

g

g

g

nn



k++;

n

fprintf(fout s1,"%8.3f %8.3f %8.3f %8.3f %8.3f%8.3f n",pstart[i][0],
pstart[i][1],pstart[i][2],pend[i][0],pend[i][1],pend[i][2]);
i++;

main(argc,argv)
char argv;
int argc;

f



LINE NO=0;

6= f

if (argc 2)
fprintf(stderr,"need one argument");
abort();

g

fin s1 = fopen(argv[1], "r");



/



/

g

read stepfile();
printf("lineno %d n",LINE NO); /

n



ctsn points();
polyloop();
face();
extrusion();
closed shell();
printf("lineno after closedshell %d n",LINE NO); /
process line();
draw to file();
fclose(fout s1);
process
process
process
process
process

n
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Geometry Analyser Files

 inp.c
 bndryobj.c
 geo.c
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 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: inp.c

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/ THIS IS THE BEGINING OF GEOMETRIC ANALYSER CODE /
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//
/

inp.c
/
/

/
/
/
#include "mt.h"




/
/




/ ——————————————————————————– /
/ —————————— INITIALIZATION ———————————- /
/ ——————————————————————————– /



/
/

INITIALIZE takes no argument , no return value
opens output file and prints header on it

void input2()

f




basic obj current;
double x,y,z,sx,sy,sz;
basic obj basic obj list;
fout = fopen("io/outputfile.out", "w");
fout2 = fopen("io/outputfile2.out", "w");
fin = fopen(DIR NAME, "r");




/
/

open out put file
open out put file

obj num=0;
fin=fopen("hiet.in","r");
fout=fopen("hiet.out","w");
fout2=fopen("hietw1.out","w");
fout3=fopen("hietw2.out","w");
fout4=fopen("hietw3.out","w");
fout5=fopen("hietw4.out","w");

n

fscanf(fin,"%s n",geo name);
current = (basic obj )malloc(sizeof(basic obj));
basic obj list=current;
while(!feof(fin))

f



/

>type));/



obj num++;
fscanf(fin,"%s n",current->name);
fscanf(fin,"%d %d %d %d n",&(current->id1), &(current->id2), &(current->floor lev),&(current-

n

n

!
!
n

fscanf(fin," %d",&(current type));
fscanf(fin," %d",&(current id1));
fscanf(fin,"%lf %lf %lf",&x, &y, &z);
fscanf(fin,"%lf %lf %lf n",&sx, &sy, &sz);
printf("
printf("
printf("
printf("
printf("
printf("
printf("
printf("

!
!

%d",current type);
%d",current id1);
%4.3lf",x);
%4.3lf",y);
%4.3lf n",z);
%4.3lf",sx);
%4.3lf",sy);
%4.3lf n",sz);

n
n

!start point.x = x;
!start point.y = y;
!start point.z = z;
!xyz dim.x = sx;
!xyz dim.y = sy;
!xyz dim.z = sz;
!next=(basic obj )malloc(sizeof(basic obj));

current
current
current
current
current
current
current

/
/
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g

g

current=current

!next;
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F.1.2 Geometry Analyser C++ Code
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 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: bndry obj.c

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/THIS IS THE BEGINING OF GEOMETRIC ANALYSER CODE/
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//
/

bndry obj.c
/
/

/
/
/

#include "mt.h"



/

p[1]
p[2]
/
elevation of each face of a basic object
/
clockwise direction
/
/
/
p[0]
p[3]
/



j
j
j

j
j

j

void calc bndry basic obj()

f

int i,j;
double x,y,z,sx,sy,sz;
basic obj current;
bndry basic obj current2;





current=basic obj list;



current2=(bndry basic obj )malloc(sizeof(bndry basic obj));
bndry basic obj list=current2;
printf(" test1 n");
printf("%d n",current id1);
while(current next)
printf(" test2 n");
current2 id1=current id1;
x=current2 start point.x=current start point.x;
y=current2 start point.y=current start point.y;
z=current2 start point.z=current start point.z;
sx=current2 xyz dim.x=current xyz dim.x;
sy=current2 xyz dim.y=current xyz dim.y;
sz=current2 xyz dim.z=current xyz dim.z;
current2 angle=current angle;
current2 volume=sx sy sz;
current2 floor area=sx sy;

n



!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

n
!
f
n

=
f
!
!

!

!
 


!
!
!
!
!
!

=



/ facedir[0] south, facedir[2] north /
for(i=0;i<4;i++)
current2 face dir[0].p[i].y=y;
current2 face dir[2].p[i].y=y+sy;
/
printf("current2->face dir[0].p[i].y is %lf n",current2->face dir[0].p[i].y); /

g



f
!
!
current2!face dir[j].p[1].x=x;
current2!face dir[j].p[1].z=z+sz;
current2!face dir[j].p[2].x=x+sx;
current2!face dir[j].p[2].z=z+sz;
current2!face dir[j].p[3].x=x+sx;
current2!face dir[j].p[3].z=z;

for(j=0;j<4;j+=2)
current2 face dir[j].p[0].x=x;
current2 face dir[j].p[0].z=z;

n
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g

g

current2!ext wall area[j]=sxsz;
g
/ facedir[1]=west, facedir[3]=east/
for(i=0;i<4;i++)f
current2!face dir[1].p[i].x=x;
current2!face dir[3].p[i].x=x+sx;
g
for(j=1;j<4;j+=2)f
current2!face dir[j].p[0].y=y;
current2!face dir[j].p[0].z=z;
current2!face dir[j].p[1].y=y;
current2!face dir[j].p[1].z=z+sz;
current2!face dir[j].p[2].y=y+sy;
current2!face dir[j].p[2].z=z+sz;
current2!face dir[j].p[3].y=y+sy;
current2!face dir[j].p[3].z=z;
printf(" %d",current2!face dir[j].p[3].y);
printf(" %dnn",current2!face dir[j].p[3].z);
current2!ext wall area[j]=sysz;
g
current=current!next;
current2!next=(bndry basic obj )malloc(sizeof(bndry basic obj));
current2=current2!next;
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 Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
 Filename: geo.c

 Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
 Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
 or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
 any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
 the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
 consent of the author.
/
//
/THIS IS THE BEGINING OF GEOMETRIC ANALYSER CODE/
THIS IS WRITTEN BY INHAN KIM
/
/
//
/ THERE IS NO KNOWN BUG IN THIS PROGRAM
/
//
/

geo.c
/
/

/
/
/









/
/
/
/
/
/
/

/

Geometric Analyser
by Inhan Kim
This program deals with only rectangular objects at the moment
It receives goal program input format as a input
Output is list of space object and common space position and area
of each object

#include "geo.h"

 




FILE fin, fout, fout2;
basic obj basic obj list;
bndry basic obj bndry basic obj list;
common obj common obj list;
int obj num;
char geo name[30];





void initialize ();
void input();
void calc bndry basic obj();
void calc common area();
void output();
void initialize ()

f
g

obj num=0;
fin=fopen("geodat1.in","r");
fout=fopen("geodat1.out","w");
fout2=fopen("geodat2.out","w");

void input()

f



basic obj current;
double x,y,z,sx,sy,sz;

n

fscanf(fin,"%s n",geo name);
current=new basic obj;
basic obj list=current;
while(!feof(fin))
obj num++;
fscanf(fin,"%s n",current name);
fscanf(fin,"%d %d %d %d n",&(current id1), &(current
&(current floor lev),&(current type));
fscanf(fin,"%lf %lf %lf",&x, &y, &z);
fscanf(fin,"%lf %lf %lf",&sx, &sy, &sz);
current start point.x = x;
current start point.y = y;
current start point.z = z;
current xyz dim.x = sx;
current xyz dim.y = sy;
current xyz dim.z = sz;
fscanf(fin,"%f n",&(current angle));
current next=new basic obj;
current=current next;

f

!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

n

!

n
!

!
n

!

!

!id2),

/
/
/

/
/

/
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g
p[1]
p[2]
/
elevation of each face of a basic object
/
clockwise direction
/
/
/
p[0]
p[3]
/



j
j
j

j
j

j

void calc bndry basic obj()

f

int i,j;
double x,y,z,sx,sy,sz;
basic obj current;
bndry basic obj current2;





current=basic obj list;
current2=new bndry basic obj;
bndry basic obj list=current2;

! f
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

while(current next)
strcpy(current2 name,current name);
current2 id1=current id1;
current2 id2=current id2;
x=current2 start point.x=current start point.x;
y=current2 start point.y=current start point.y;
z=current2 start point.z=current start point.z;
sx=current2 xyz dim.x=current xyz dim.x;
sy=current2 xyz dim.y=current xyz dim.y;
sz=current2 xyz dim.z=current xyz dim.z;
current2 angle=current angle;
current2 volume=sx sy sz;
current2 floor area=sx sy;



=
f
!
!

!
!

!
 


!

!
!
!
!
!
!
=



/ facedir[0] south, facedir[2] north /
for(i=0;i<4;i++)
current2 face dir[0].p[i].y=y;
current2 face dir[2].p[i].y=y+sy;
/
printf("current2->face dir[0].p[i].y is %lf n",current2->face dir[0].p[i].y); /

g



f
!
!
current2!face dir[j].p[1].x=x;
current2!face dir[j].p[1].z=z+sz;
current2!face dir[j].p[2].x=x+sx;
current2!face dir[j].p[2].z=z+sz;
current2!face dir[j].p[3].x=x+sx;
current2!face dir[j].p[3].z=z;
current2!ext wall area[j]=sxsz;

for(j=0;j<4;j+=2)
current2 face dir[j].p[0].x=x;
current2 face dir[j].p[0].z=z;

g
/ facedir[1]=west, facedir[3]=east/
for(i=0;i<4;i++)f
current2!face dir[1].p[i].x=x;
current2!face dir[3].p[i].x=x+sx;
g
for(j=1;j<4;j+=2)f
current2!face dir[j].p[0].y=y;
current2!face dir[j].p[0].z=z;
current2!face dir[j].p[1].y=y;
current2!face dir[j].p[1].z=z+sz;
current2!face dir[j].p[2].y=y+sy;
current2!face dir[j].p[2].z=z+sz;
current2!face dir[j].p[3].y=y+sy;
current2!face dir[j].p[3].z=z;
current2!ext wall area[j]=sysz;
g
current=current!next;

n
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current2 next=new bndry basic obj;
current2=current2 next;

!

double common obj::get wall area()

f
g

return wall area;

void calc common area()

f

int i,j;
double first p[2][3], second p[2][3],opp first p[2][3], opp second p[2][3];
double high[3],low[3];
bndry basic obj current, opp ptr;
common obj current2;
current=bndry basic obj list;
current2=new common obj;
common obj list=current2;



!





f
f

while(current next)
for(i=0;i<2;i++)
first p[i][0]=current face dir[i].p[0].x;
first p[i][1]=current face dir[i].p[0].y;
first p[i][2]=current face dir[i].p[0].z;
second p[i][0]=current face dir[i].p[2].x;
second p[i][1]=current face dir[i].p[2].y;
second p[i][2]=current face dir[i].p[2].z;

!
!
!

!
!
!

 =
 =
 =





/ i face dir, x /
/ i face dir, y /
/ i face dir, z /

g
/printf("%main42 before outputnn");/
opp ptr=bndry basic obj list;
while(opp ptr!next)f
if(current!id1 6= opp ptr!id1)
current2!wall type=1;
else
current2!wall type=0;
/printf("%3main43 before outputnn");/
for(i=0;i<2;i++)f
/ if i=0, direction south; i=1, /
/ direction west/
/printf("%5main45 before outputnn");/
opp first p[i][0]=opp ptr!face dir[i+2].p[0].x;
/printf(" #########opp first p%d[0] is %lfnn",i,opp first p[i][0]);/
opp first p[i][1]=opp ptr!face dir[i+2].p[0].y;
opp second p[i][0]=opp ptr!face dir[i+2].p[2].x;
opp second p[i][1]=opp ptr!face dir[i+2].p[2].y;
opp first p[i][2]=opp ptr!face dir[i+2].p[0].z;
opp second p[i][2]=opp ptr!face dir[i+2].p[2].z;
/printf(" first p[i]##%d is %lfnn",i,first p[i][i]);
printf(" second p[i][i]## is %lfnn",second p[i][i]);
printf(" opp first p[i]%d## is %lfnn",i,opp first p[i][i]);
printf(" opp second p[i][i]## is %lfnn",opp second p[i][i]);/
if
/ height, z level is not overlaped/
(((opp first p[i][2]-second p[i][2] < -ROUNDING )
&& (first p[i][2] - opp second p[i][2] < -ROUNDING ))
/
x or y axis line is overlaped
/
/
—- opp /
/
—-
ori /
/
or
/
/ —-
opp /
/
—- ori /
&&((opp first p[i][i]-second p[i][i] < -ROUNDING )
&& (first p[i][i] - opp second p[i][i] < -ROUNDING ))
/ x or y axis is colinear/
&& (abs(first p[i][1-i]-opp first p[i][1-i]) < ROUNDING))f
/printf("%10main46 before outputnn");
printf("###########################################nn");
printf(" opp first p[i][2] is %lfnn",opp first p[i][2]);
printf(" second p[i][2] is %lfnn",second p[i][2]);
printf(" first p[i][2] is %lfnn",first p[i][2]);
printf(" opp second p[i][2] is %lfnn",opp second p[i][2]);
printf(" first p[i]%d is %lfnn",i,first p[i][i]);
printf(" second p[i][i] is %lfnn",second p[i][i]);
printf(" opp first p[i]%d is %lfnn",i,opp first p[i][i]);
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n

printf(" opp second p[i][i] is %lf n",opp second p[i][i]);

n

printf(" first p[i][1-i] is %lf n",first p[i][1-i]);
printf(" opp first p[i][1-i] is %lf n",opp first p[i][1-i]); /

f

n



for(j=i;j<3;j++)
if(j==i j==2)
/ coord i(x or y) or coord 2(z) /
if (opp second p[i][j] < second p[i][j])
if ((opp first p[i][j]) (first p[i][j]+ROUNDING))
/
—opp
/
/
—ori
/
high[j]=opp second p[i][j];
low[j]=first p[i][j];

jj

g

f

f

else


















g
elsef
/
/
/



——
—–





opp
ori

/
/





/
if(first p[i][j] < opp first p[i][j])
high[j]=second p[i][j];
low[j]=opp first p[i][j];

f

else

g

current2

!low[2]);

current2

!low[2]);

g





f



/
/
/
—opp
/
——–
ori
/
/
high[j]=opp second p[i][j];
low[j]=opp first p[i][j];

g

g

f









f

/
——–
opp
/
/
—ori
/
high[j]=second p[i][j];
low[j]=first p[i][j];



g
g
high[1-i]=low[1-i]=first p[i][1-i];
/ x or y point /
/printf("high %d %f",1-i,high[1-i]);/
for(j=0;j<3;j++)f
current2!low[j]=low[j];
current2!high[j]=high[j];
g
current2!owner[0]=current;
current2!owner[1]=opp ptr;
if (current!same dir obj list[i] == NULL)f
current!obj dir[i]=new same dir obj;
current!same dir obj list[i]=current!obj dir[i];
g
if (opp ptr!same dir obj list[i+2] == NULL)f
opp ptr!obj dir[i+2]=new same dir obj;
opp ptr!same dir obj list[i+2]=opp ptr!obj dir[i+2];
g
if (i==0)f
current2!wall area=(current2!high[0]-current2!low[0])(current2!high[2]g
else if(i==1)f
current2!wall area=(current2!high[1]-current2!low[1])(current2!high[2]g
current!obj dir[i]!com obj=current2;


n

/ printf("Common wallss of dir %d n",i);
printf(Space name: %s n",current->obj dir[i]->com obj->owner[0]->name);
printf("Origin Coord:");
for(j 0;j<3;j
)
printf(" %4.3lf",current->obj dir[i]->com obj->low[j]);
/




g

=

++ f

n 

n

/ fprintf(fout," n"); /
/ printf(" Dimension:");
fprintf(fout," Dimension:");
for(j 0;j<3;j
)
printf(" %4.3lf",current->obj dir[i]->com obj->high[j]);
fprintf(fout," %4.3lf",current->obj dir[i]->com obj->high[j]);

=

++ f
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nn 

printf(" n n"); /

!obj dir[i]!next=new same dir obj;
current!obj dir[i]=current!obj dir[i]!next;
current



n +

/

printf("Common wallss of dir %d n",i 2);
printf("Space name: %s",opp ptr->name);
printf("Origin Coord:");
for(j 0;j<3;j
)
printf(" %4.3lf",opp ptr->com obj[i 2]->low[j]);
/
/
printf(" n n"); /
/ fprintf(fout," n"); /
/
printf(" Dimension:");
fprintf(fout," Dimension:");
)
for(j 0;j<3;j
printf(" %4.3lf",opp ptr->com obj[i 2]->high[j]);
fprintf(fout," %4.3lf",opp ptr->com obj[i 2]->high[j]);

=

g
n 





g

g

g

g

nn 

=

++ f

+

+

+
g
printf("nnnn");
/
opp ptr!obj dir[i+2]!com obj=current2;
opp ptr!obj dir[i+2]!next=new same dir obj;
opp ptr!obj dir[i+2]=opp ptr!obj dir[i+2]!next;
/
strcpy(current2->owner[0]->name,current->name);
strcpy(current2->owner[1]->name,opp ptrcurrent2!next=new common obj;
current2=current2!next;

/

>name);

++ f

opp ptr=opp ptr!next;
g
/printf("%nn",current->angle);
current=current!next;

/

void output()

f





/
double x,y,z,sx,sy,sz; /
int i,j;
int c flag;
basic obj current;
bndry basic obj current3;
common obj current2;
statistics stat;
current=basic obj list;
current3=bndry basic obj list;
current2=common obj list;







stat.get total internal wall area=0.0;
stat.get total external wall area=0.0;
stat.get total floor area=0.0;
stat.get total volume=0.0;
current3 tot int wall area=0.0;
current3 tot ext wall area=0.0;

!
!

nn

fprintf(fout,"########## Geometric Information For Each Room########## n n");
while(current3 next)
fprintf(fout,"################## Space name: %s
################## n",current3 name);
fprintf(fout2,"Space name: %s n",current3 name);
fprintf(fout2," Origin Point");
fprintf(fout2," %4.3lf",current3 start point.x);
fprintf(fout2," %4.3lf",current3 start point.y);
fprintf(fout2," %4.3lf n",current3 start point.z);

!
n

f

!
n

fprintf(fout2," Dimension ");
fprintf(fout2," %4.3lf",current3

n
!
!

!

!

!xyz dim.x);
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fprintf(fout2," %4.3lf",current3 xyz dim.y);
fprintf(fout2," %4.3lf n",current3 xyz dim.z);
fprintf(fout2," n");
for (j=0;j<4;j++)
switch (j)
case 0: fprintf(fout2," South:
n"); break;
case 1: fprintf(fout2," West:
n"); break;
n"); break;
case 2: fprintf(fout2," North:
case 3: fprintf(fout2," East:
n"); break;

n
f
f

n

!

n
n
n
n

g
fprintf(fout2," Local Origin Point");
f
if (j==0 jj j ==3)f
g

else

f

g

g

!face dir[j].p[0].x);
!face dir[j].p[0].y);

fprintf(fout2," %4.3lf",current3
fprintf(fout2," %4.3lf",current3

!face dir[j].p[2].x);
!face dir[j].p[2].y);

fprintf(fout2," %4.3lf",current3
fprintf(fout2," %4.3lf",current3

nn");
/if (current3->same dir obj list[j])!
fprintf(fout2,"nn
All External walls nn");/
if (current3!same dir obj list[j])f
current3!obj dir[j]=current3!same dir obj list[j];
current3!int wall area[j]=0.0;
current3!tmp wall area[j]=0.0;
fprintf(fout2,"

c flag =0;

!
! f
!
!
!
!
!
!
f
g
if (current3!obj dir[j]!com obj!wall type==1)f

while(current3 obj dir[j] next)
current3 tmp wall area[j]+=current3 obj dir[j] com obj
if (current3 obj dir[j] com obj wall type==0)

!get wall area();

n
current3!int wall area[j]+=current3!obj dir[j]!com obj!get wall area();
fprintf(fout," Location: Between ");
fprintf(fout,"Rm: %s and ",current3!obj dir[j]!com obj!owner[0]!name);
fprintf(fout,"Rm: %s nn ",current3!obj dir[j]!com obj!owner[1]!name);
if (j == 0 jj j == 1)
fprintf(fout2," Rm:nn %s
",current3!obj dir[j]!com obj!owner[1]!name);
else
fprintf(fout2," Rm:nn %s
",current3!obj dir[j]!com obj!owner[0]!name);
fprintf(fout," Direction of Common walls:

fprintf(fout," Wall Area:

nn",current3!obj dir[j]!com obj!get wall area());

%d n",j);

%4.3lf

fprintf(fout," Origin :");

f

for(i=0;i<3;i++)
fprintf(fout," %4.3lf",current3

!obj dir[j]!com obj!low[i]);

fprintf(fout," Dimension:");
for(i=0;i<3;i++)
fprintf(fout," %4.3lf",current3

!obj dir[j]!com obj!high[i]);

g
g

!face dir[j].p[0].x );
current3!face dir[j].p[0].x );

f

f

switch (j)
case 0:
fprintf(fout2,"%4.3lf ",current3

current3

fprintf(fout2,"%4.3lf

break;
case 1:
fprintf(fout2,"%4.3lf ",current3 face dir[j].p[2].y com obj low[1]);
fprintf(fout2,"%4.3lf ",current3 face dir[j].p[2].y com obj high[1]);
break;
case 2:
fprintf(fout2,"%4.3lf ", current3 face dir[j].p[2].x com obj low[0]);

!obj dir[j]!
current3!obj dir[j]!

!
!

!obj dir[j]!

!

current3

current3

!obj dir[j]!com obj!low[0] ",current3!obj dir[j]!com obj!high[0] !
!

!
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fprintf(fout2,"%4.3lf ",current3

!obj dir[j]!com obj!high[0]);

current3

!face dir[j].p[2].x -

break;
case 3:
fprintf(fout2,"%4.3lf ", current3

!face dir[j].p[0].y);
current3!face dir[j].p[0].y);
current3

fprintf(fout2,"%4.3lf

g

!obj dir[j]!com obj!low[1] ", current3!obj dir[j]!com obj!high[1] -

break;

n
nn

fprintf(fout2," n");
fprintf(fout," n n");

g

current3

g
g
/elsef

!obj dir[j]=current3!obj dir[j]!next;
n

fprintf(fout2," n

All External walls

nn");/

!ext wall area[j]-=current3!tmp wall area[j];
!tot ext wall area+=current3!ext wall area[j];
!tot int wall area+=current3!int wall area[j];

current3
current3
current3

!
!

stat.get total internal wall area+=current3 int wall area[j];
stat.get total external wall area+=current3 ext wall area[j];

g

n

fprintf(fout," n");
fprintf(fout," Ext walls area (m m): %4.3lf ",current3 tot ext wall area);
fprintf(fout," Int walls area (m m): %4.3lf:
n",current3 tot int wall area);
fprintf(fout," Floor Area (m m): %4.3lf:
n",current3 floor area);
fprintf(fout," Volume (m m m): %4.3lf:
n n",current3 volume);
stat.get total floor area+=current3 floor area;
stat.get total volume+=current3 volume;

!



!
!




n
nn

n

!
!
!
!

current3=current3 next;
fprintf(fout2," n");

g

n

n

fprintf(fout," n");
fprintf(fout,"################################################# n n");
fprintf(fout,"Total Internal Wall Area (m m): %4.3lf
n n",stat.get total internal wall area=2);
fprintf(fout,"Total External Wall Area (m m): %4.3lf
n n",stat.get total external wall area);
fprintf(fout,"Total Floor Area (m m): %4.3lf n n",stat.get total floor area);
fprintf(fout,"Total Volume (m m): %4.3lf n n",stat.get total volume);
fprintf(fout,"################################################# n");
/
fprintf(fout,"Common wall Area Coordinates (x y z): n ");
fprintf(fout," n n"); /

nn
nn





nn 

g
main()

f
/printf("%main441 before outputnn");/
initialize ();
/printf("%main442 before outputnn");/
input();
/printf("%main443 before outputnn");/
calc bndry basic obj();
/printf("%main444 before outputnn");/
calc common area();
/printf("%main445 before outputnn");/
output();
g



nn




nn
n

nn

n
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Space_name: room11
Origin_Point 4.000
Dimension
8.000

11.500
13.500

1.000
3.000

South:
Local_Origin_Point 4.000 11.500
External Wall:
0 4.500
Internal Wall:
room21 4.500 8.000
West:
Local_Origin_Point 4.000 25.000
External Wall:
0 13.500
North:
Local_Origin_Point 12.000 25.000
External Wall:
0 8.000
East:
Local_Origin_Point 12.000 11.500
External Wall:
0 6.500
Internal Wall:
room31 6.500 13.500
Space_name: room12
Origin_Point 12.000 11.500 0.000
Dimension
6.000 6.500 3.000
South:
Local_Origin_Point 12.000 11.500
Internal Wall:
room21 0.000 6.000
West:
Local_Origin_Point 12.000 18.000
External Wall:
0 6.500
North:
Local_Origin_Point 18.000 18.000
Internal Wall:
room31 0.000 6.000
East:
Local_Origin_Point 18.000 11.500
Internal Wall:
room41 0.000 6.500
Space_name: room21
Origin_Point 8.500
Dimension
9.500

0.000 0.000
11.500 3.000

South:
Local_Origin_Point 8.500 0.000
External Wall:
0 9.500
West:
Local_Origin_Point 8.500 11.500
External Wall:
0 11.500
North:
Local_Origin_Point 18.000 11.500
Internal Wall:
room11 0.000 6.000
Internal Wall:
room12 6.000 9.500
East:
Local_Origin_Point 18.000 0.000
External Wall:
0 5.000
Internal Wall:
room41 5.000 11.500
Space_name: room31
Origin_Point 12.000 18.000 0.000
Dimension
6.000 10.000 3.000
South:
Local_Origin_Point 12.000 18.000
Internal Wall:
room12 0.000 6.000
West:
Local_Origin_Point 12.000 28.000
External Wall:
0 3.000
Internal Wall:
room11 3.000 10.000
North:
Local_Origin_Point 18.000 28.000
External Wall:
0 6.000
East:
Local_Origin_Point 18.000 18.000
Internal Wall:
room41 0.000 5.000
External Wall:
5.000 10.000
Space_name: room32
Origin_Point 18.000 23.000 0.000
Dimension
3.000 5.000 3.000
South:
Local_Origin_Point 18.000 23.000
Internal Wall:
room41 0.000 3.000
West:
Local_Origin_Point 18.000 28.000
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External Wall:
0 5.000
North:
Local_Origin_Point 21.000 28.000
External Wall:
0 3.000
East:
Local_Origin_Point 21.000 23.000
Internal Wall:
room42 0.000 2.000
Internal Wall:
room71 2.000 5.000
Space_name: room41
Origin_Point 18.000
Dimension
11.000

5.000 0.000
18.000 3.000

South:
Local_Origin_Point 18.000 5.000
External Wall:
0 11.000
West:
Local_Origin_Point 18.000 23.000
Internal Wall:
room12 0.000 5.000
Internal Wall:
room21 5.000 11.500
Internal Wall:
room31 11.500 18.000
North:
Local_Origin_Point 29.000 23.000
External Wall:
0 8.000
Internal Wall:
room32 8.000 11.000
East:
Local_Origin_Point 29.000 5.000
Internal Wall:
room51 0.000 2.000
External Wall:
2.000 10.000
Internal Wall:
room61 10.000 18.000
Space_name: room42
Origin_Point 21.000 23.000 0.000
Dimension
8.000 2.000 3.000
South:
Local_Origin_Point 21.000 23.000
External Wall:
0 8.000
West:
Local_Origin_Point 21.000 25.000
Internal Wall:
room32 0.000 2.000
North:
Local_Origin_Point 29.000 25.000
Internal Wall:
room71 0.000 8.000
East:
Local_Origin_Point 29.000 23.000
Internal Wall:
room51 0.000 2.000
Space_name: room43
Origin_Point 29.000 7.000 0.000
Dimension
5.500 8.000 3.000
South:
Local_Origin_Point 29.000 7.000
Internal Wall:
room61 0.000 5.500
West:
Local_Origin_Point 29.000 15.000
External Wall:
0 8.000
North:
Local_Origin_Point 34.500 15.000
Internal Wall:
room51 0.000 5.500
East:
Local_Origin_Point 34.500 7.000
Internal Wall:
room62 0.000 8.000
Space_name: room51
Origin_Point 29.000
Dimension
27.000

15.000
10.000

0.000
3.000

South:
Local_Origin_Point 29.000 15.000
Internal Wall:
room43 0.000 5.500
Internal Wall:
room62 5.500 13.500
External Wall:
13.500 27.000
West:
Local_Origin_Point 29.000 25.000
Internal Wall:
room41 0.000 2.000
Internal Wall:
room42 2.000 10.000
North:
Local_Origin_Point 56.000 25.000
External Wall:
0 17.000
Internal Wall:
room71 17.000 27.000
East:
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Local_Origin_Point 56.000 15.000
External Wall:
0 10.000
Space_name: room61
Origin_Point 29.000
Dimension
13.000

0.000
7.000

0.000
3.000

South:
Local_Origin_Point 29.000 0.000
External Wall:
0 13.000
West:
Local_Origin_Point 29.000 7.000
Internal Wall:
room41 0.000 2.000
External Wall:
2.000 7.000
North:
Local_Origin_Point 42.000 7.000
External Wall:
0 7.500
Internal Wall:
room43 7.500 13.000
East:
Local_Origin_Point 42.000 0.000
External Wall:
0 7.000
Space_name: room62
Origin_Point 34.500 7.000 0.000
Dimension
8.000 8.000 3.000
South:
Local_Origin_Point 34.500 7.000
External Wall:
0 8.000
West:
Local_Origin_Point 34.500 15.000
Internal Wall:
room43 0.000 8.000
North:
Local_Origin_Point 42.500 15.000
Internal Wall:
room51 0.000 8.000
East:
Local_Origin_Point 42.500 7.000
External Wall:
0 8.000
Space_name: room71
Origin_Point 21.000
Dimension
18.000

25.000
14.000

0.000
3.000

South:
Local_Origin_Point 21.000 25.000
Internal Wall:
room42 0.000 8.000
Internal Wall:
room51 8.000 18.000
West:
Local_Origin_Point 21.000 39.000
External Wall:
0 11.000
Internal Wall:
room32 11.000 14.000
North:
Local_Origin_Point 39.000 39.000
External Wall:
0 18.000
East:
Local_Origin_Point 39.000 25.000
External Wall:
0 14.000
Space_name: room81
Origin_Point 0.000 11.500 3.000
Dimension
56.000 13.500 3.000
South:
Local_Origin_Point 0.000 11.500
External Wall:
0 56.000
West:
Local_Origin_Point 0.000 25.000
External Wall:
0 13.500
North:
Local_Origin_Point 56.000 25.000
External Wall:
0 56.000
East:
Local_Origin_Point 56.000 11.500
External Wall:
0 13.500
Space_name: room82
Origin_Point 0.000 11.500 6.000
Dimension
56.000 13.500 3.000
South:
Local_Origin_Point 0.000 11.500
External Wall:
0 56.000
West:
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Local_Origin_Point 0.000 25.000
External Wall:
0 13.500
North:
Local_Origin_Point 56.000 25.000
External Wall:
0 56.000
East:
Local_Origin_Point 56.000 11.500
External Wall:
0 13.500
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F.2

Code for Space Layout Tool
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F.2.1 Sample Input File for Space Layout Tool
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;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------;;;; file : efficiency.cfg
;;;;
;;;; Inhan Kim’s house
;;;;
;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------(make-house
:name "house"
:range (make-range :xlo 0 :xhi 280 :ylo 0 :yhi 220)
;;
:facing-list
;;
(list (main-access-dir *efficiency*))
:facing-list ’(0)
:constituents
(list
(make-members-phase
:firstsol-gen t ; this is a control option for this phase.
:order-by-area nil ; a control strategy for this phase
:subgobs t ; this indicates there is another level to expand
:design-objs
(list
(make-vertex
:dim (make-range)
:object
(make-effi-living-room
:name "living"
:min-size 144 ;3.6m
:max-size nil
:min-area 35200 ;22 m*m
:max-area nil
:aspect-ratio nil
)
)
(make-vertex
:dim (make-range)
:object
(make-effi-kitchenette
:name "kitchenette"
:min-size 72 ;1.8m
:max-size nil
:min-area 6720 ;4.2 m*m
:max-area nil
:aspect-ratio nil
)
)
(make-vertex
:dim (make-range)
:object
(make-effi-hall
:name "hall"
:min-size 48 ;1.2m
:max-size 240 ;6m
:min-area nil
:max-area nil
:aspect-ratio nil
)
)
(make-vertex
:dim (make-range)
:object
(make-effi-bath-room
:name "bath"
:min-size 72 ;1.8
:max-size nil
:min-area 5000
:max-area nil
:aspect-ratio nil
)
)
)
)
)
)
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F.2.2 Code for Space Layout Tool
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;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;

Copyright 1994 Inhan Kim
Filename: house.cl
Copyright in the whole and every part of this source file belongs to
Inhan Kim and may not be used, sold, licensed, transferred, copied
or reproduced in whole or in part in any manner or form or in or on
any media to any person other than in accordance with the terms of
the author’s agreement or otherwise without the prior written
consent of the author.

;;;; Most of this program is written by I. Kim and part of the code is
;;;; contributed by U. Flemming in 4/1991.
;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------;;;; -------------BEGINNING OF EFFICIENCY APARTMENT------------------;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------;;;; ------------------- effi-living-room class
;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------(defclass effi-living-room (variable-size-obj)
((adjacency-list
:initarg :adjacency-list
:accessor adjacency-list
)
(access-obj
:initarg :access-obj
:accessor access-obj
)
(access-dir
:initarg :access-dir
:accessor access-dir
)
(access-overlap
:initarg :access-overlap
:accessor access-overlap
)
(test-list
:initform ’(
test-access
test-all-adjacencies
)
:allocation :class
)
)
(:default-initargs
:name "living"
:access-obj ’context
:access-dir ’(3)
:access-overlap 140
:adjacency-list ’((effi-hall 32 0))
)
)
;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------;;;; ------------------- effi-living-room functions
;;; --------------------make-effi-living-room
(defun make-effi-living-room (
&rest plist
)
"Constructor function for making effi-living-room objects."
(apply #’pcl::make-instance ’effi-living-room plist)
)

;;; --------------------effi-living-room-p
(defun effi-living-room-p (obj)
"Predicate function for testing whether objects
are of the class (or subclasses of) effi-living-room."
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(typep obj ’effi-living-room)
)
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- effi-living-room methods
Operations:
copy
make-icon
display
(inherited)
is-oriented
(inherited)
face-to-axis
(inherited)
align-to-axis
(inherited)
update-facing
(inherited)
x-size
(inherited)
y-size
(inherited)
front-size
(inherited)
side-size
(inherited)
dir-max-size-faces
(inherited)
display-debug
(inherited)
Tests:
test-access
test-all-adjacencies
-----------------------------------------------------------------

;;; -------------------- make-icon
;;;
;;; Make a effi-living-room icon. It is defined parametrically based on the
;;; size of the base rectangle.
(defmethod make-icon (
(obj effi-living-room)
&aux
(xhi (* 0.5 (max-size obj)))
(yhi (* 0.5 (min-size obj)))
(ylo (- yhi))
(xlo (- xhi))
)
(declare (special *design-obj-interior-color*))
(setf (icon obj)
(list
;; rotated graphics
(list
(list #’set-fill-area-color-index *design-obj-interior-color*)
(list #’set-fill-area-interior-style :hollow)
(list #’generalized-drawing-primitive
2 (vector xlo xhi) (vector ylo yhi) :bar 0 0)
)
)
;; unrotated text
)
)

;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------;;;; ------------------- effi-kitchenette class
;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------(defclass effi-kitchenette (variable-size-obj)
((adjacency-list
:initarg :adjacency-list
:accessor adjacency-list
)
(test-list
:initform ’(
;
test-all-adjacencies
)
:allocation :class
)
)
(:default-initargs
:name "kitchenette"
:adjacency-list ’((effi-living-room 32 0))
)
)

;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------;;;; ------------------- effi-kitchenette functions
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;;; --------------------make-effi-kitchenette
(defun make-effi-kitchenette (
&rest plist
)
"Constructor function for making effi-kitchenette objects."
(apply #’pcl::make-instance ’effi-kitchenette plist)
)

;;; --------------------effi-kitchenette-p
(defun effi-kitchenette-p (obj)
"Predicate function for testing whether objects
are of the class (or subclasses of) effi-kitchenette."
(typep obj ’effi-kitchenette)
)
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- effi-kitchenette methods
Operations:
copy
make-icon
display
(inherited)
is-oriented
(inherited)
face-to-axis
(inherited)
align-to-axis
(inherited)
update-facing
(inherited)
x-size
(inherited)
y-size
(inherited)
front-size
(inherited)
side-size
(inherited)
dir-max-size-faces
(inherited)
display-debug
(inherited)
Tests:
test-access
test-all-adjacencies
-----------------------------------------------------------------

;;; -------------------- make-icon
;;;
;;; Make a effi-kitchenette icon. It is defined parametrically based on the
;;; size of the base rectangle.
(defmethod make-icon (
(obj effi-kitchenette)
&aux
(xhi (* 0.5 (max-size obj)))
(yhi (* 0.5 (min-size obj)))
(ylo (- yhi))
(xlo (- xhi))
)
(declare (special *design-obj-interior-color*))
(setf (icon obj)
(list
;; rotated graphics
(list
(list #’set-fill-area-color-index *design-obj-interior-color*)
(list #’set-fill-area-interior-style :hollow)
(list #’generalized-drawing-primitive
2 (vector xlo xhi) (vector ylo yhi) :bar 0 0)
)
)
;; unrotated text
)
)

;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------;;;; ------------------- effi-hall class
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;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------(defclass effi-hall (variable-size-obj)
((adjacency-list
:initarg :adjacency-list
:accessor adjacency-list
)
(access-obj
:initarg :access-obj
:accessor access-obj
)
(access-dir
:initarg :access-dir
:accessor access-dir
)
(access-overlap
:initarg :access-overlap
:accessor access-overlap
)
(test-list
:initform ’(
test-access
test-all-adjacencies
)
:allocation :class
)
)
(:default-initargs
:name "hall"
:access-obj ’context
:access-dir ’(1)
:access-overlap 32
:adjacency-list ’((effi-bath-room 28 0))
)
)

;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------;;;; ------------------- effi-hall functions
;;; --------------------make-effi-hall
(defun make-effi-hall (
&rest plist
)
"Constructor function for making hall objects."
(apply #’pcl::make-instance ’effi-hall plist)
)
;;; --------------------effi-hall-p
(defun effi-hall-p (obj)
"Predicate function for testing whether objects
are of the class (or subclasses of) hall."
(typep obj ’effi-hall)
)
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- effi-hall methods
Operations:
copy
make-icon
display
(inherited)
is-oriented
(inherited)
face-to-axis
(inherited)
align-to-axis
(inherited)
update-facing
(inherited)
x-size
(inherited)
y-size
(inherited)
front-size
(inherited)
side-size
(inherited)
dir-max-size-faces
(inherited)
display-debug
(inherited)
Tests:
test-access
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;;;;
test-all-adjacencies
;;;; -----------------------------------------------------------------

;;; -------------------- make-icon
;;;
;;; Make a hall icon. It is defined parametrically based on the
;;; size of the base rectangle.
(defmethod make-icon (
(obj effi-hall)
&aux
(xhi (* 0.5 (max-size obj)))
(yhi (* 0.5 (min-size obj)))
(ylo (- yhi))
(xlo (- xhi))
)
(declare (special *design-obj-interior-color*))
(setf (icon obj)
(list
;; rotated graphics
(list
(list #’set-fill-area-color-index *design-obj-interior-color*)
(list #’set-fill-area-interior-style :hollow)
(list #’generalized-drawing-primitive
2 (vector xlo xhi) (vector ylo yhi) :bar 0 0)
)
)
;; unrotated text
)
)

;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------;;;; ------------------- effi-bath-room class
;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------(defclass effi-bath-room (variable-size-obj)
((adjacency-list
:initarg :adjacency-list
:accessor adjacency-list
)
(access-obj
:initarg :access-obj
:accessor access-obj
)
(access-dir
:initarg :access-dir
:accessor access-dir
)
(access-overlap
:initarg :access-overlap
:accessor access-overlap
)
(test-list
:initform ’(
;
test-access
;
test-all-adjacencies
)
:allocation :class
)
)
(:default-initargs
:name "bath-room"
:access-obj ’context
:access-dir ’(1)
:access-overlap 32
)
)

;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------;;;; ------------------- effi-bath-room functions
;;; --------------------make-effi-bath-room
(defun make-effi-bath-room (
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&rest plist
)
"Constructor function for making bath-room objects."
(apply #’pcl::make-instance ’effi-bath-room plist)
)

;;; --------------------effi-bath-room-p
(defun effi-bath-room-p (obj)
"Predicate function for testing whether objects
are of the class (or subclasses of) effi-bath-room."
(typep obj ’effi-bath-room)
)
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- effi-bath-room methods
Operations:
copy
make-icon
display
(inherited)
is-oriented
(inherited)
face-to-axis
(inherited)
align-to-axis
(inherited)
update-facing
(inherited)
x-size
(inherited)
y-size
(inherited)
front-size
(inherited)
side-size
(inherited)
dir-max-size-faces
(inherited)
display-debug
(inherited)
Tests:
test-access
test-all-adjacencies
-----------------------------------------------------------------

;;; -------------------- make-icon
;;;
;;; Make a bath-room icon. It is defined parametrically based on the
;;; size of the base rectangle.
(defmethod make-icon (
(obj effi-bath-room)
&aux
(xhi (* 0.5 (max-size obj)))
(yhi (* 0.5 (min-size obj)))
(ylo (- yhi))
(xlo (- xhi))
)
(declare (special *design-obj-interior-color*))
(setf (icon obj)
(list
;; rotated graphics
(list
(list #’set-fill-area-color-index *design-obj-interior-color*)
(list #’set-fill-area-interior-style :hollow)
(list #’generalized-drawing-primitive
2 (vector xlo xhi) (vector ylo yhi) :bar 0 0)
)
)
;; unrotated text
)
)
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- test-access class
Can be used to specify desired access for an object as an alternative
to using the general adjacency-list; allows one to specify also
preferred directions
Created: 20 April 1991 (I.Kim and U. Flemming)
History:
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;;;; LastEditDate=
;;;; LastModifiedBy=
;;;;
;;;; ----------------------------------------------------------------(defclass test-access (house-test)
((explanations
:initform ’#("˜%Vrt ˜D, ˜A cannot be accessed from
"˜%Vrt ˜D, ˜A was facing ˜A, so it cannot face ˜A."
)
:allocation :class
)
(score-slot
:initform ’#(1 1)
:allocation :class
)
(overlap
:initarg :overlap
:allocation :class
)
(tolerance
:initarg :tolerance
:allocation :class
)
)
(:default-initargs
:overlap 32
:tolerance 3
)
)
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;
;;;

˜A."

-------------------- test-access
Tests adjacency between a design object and an object from which it
is to be accessed, possibly in selected directions
Created: 20 April 1991. I. Kim and U.Flemming

(defmethod test (
(test-obj test-access)
(des-obj object-in-context)
cfg
;configuration
des-id
;integer, id of vertex to be tested
&aux
(des-vrt (get-cfg-vrt cfg des-id))
(access-obj (access-obj des-obj))
(access-dir (access-dir des-obj))
(access-overlap (access-overlap des-obj))
(test-dirs (if access-dir access-dir
(list 0 1 2 3))
)
(success NIL)
)
;
(format t "˜%test-access1 des-id is: ˜S, des-vrt is ˜S, Vrt-obj
˜%is: ˜S.˜%"des-id des-vrt (name (vrt-object des-vrt)))
(if (inquire-to-be-inserted-class cfg access-obj)
; test only if access-obj already inserted
T ; return value
(dolist (dir test-dirs
(explain test-obj 0 cfg des-id (obj-name des-obj) access-obj)
; return value
)
(dolist (neighbor-id (get-vrt-rel-alist des-vrt dir SAME_DIR))
(let* ((neighbor-vrt (get-cfg-vrt cfg neighbor-id))
(neighbor-obj (vrt-object neighbor-vrt))
)
(when (equal (class-name (class-of neighbor-obj)) access-obj)
(if (equal access-obj ’context)
(setf success T)
(setf success (adjacent-p des-vrt neighbor-vrt dir access-overlap 0)))
(return)
) ; end when
) ; end let*
) ; end dolist
(when success (return success))
) ; end dolist
) ; end if
;;(format t "˜%test-adj-to-EXTVRT4 success is: ˜S.˜%" success )
) ; end test method
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;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;
;;;;

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- test-all-adjacencies class
Can be used to specify desired access for an object as an alternative
to using the general adjacency-list; allows one to specify also
preferred directions
Created: 20 April 1991 (I.Kim and U.Flemming)
History:
LastEditDate=
LastModifiedBy=
-----------------------------------------------------------------

(defclass test-all-adjacencies (house-test)
((score-slot
:initform ’#(1 1)
:allocation :class
)
(overlap
:initarg :overlap
:allocation :class
)
(tolerance
:initarg :tolerance
:allocation :class
)
)
(:default-initargs
:overlap 32
:tolerance 3
)
)
(defclass test-one-adjacency (house-test)
((explanations
:initform ’#("˜%Vrt ˜D, ˜A cannot be adjacenct ˜A."
"˜%Vrt ˜D, ˜A was facing ˜A, so it cannot face ˜A."
)
:allocation :class
)
(req-adj
:initform NIL
:accessor req-adj
)
(score-slot
:initform ’#(1 1)
:allocation :class
)
(overlap
:initarg :overlap
:allocation :class
)
(tolerance
:initarg :tolerance
:allocation :class
)
)
(:default-initargs
:overlap 32
:tolerance 3
)
)
;;; --------------------make
(defun make-test-one-adjacency (
&rest plist
)
"Constructor function for making test-one-adjacency objects."
(apply #’pcl::make-instance ’test-one-adjacency plist)
)
(defmethod test (
(test-obj test-all-adjacencies)
(des-obj object-in-context)
cfg
;configuration
des-id
;integer, id of vertex to be tested
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&aux
(des-vrt (get-cfg-vrt cfg des-id))
(adjacency-list (adjacency-list des-obj))
(adj-test (make-test-one-adjacency))
)
(dolist (req-adj adjacency-list)
(setf (req-adj adj-test) req-adj)
(test adj-test des-obj cfg des-id)
)
) ; end test method
(defmethod test (
(test-obj test-one-adjacency)
(des-obj object-in-context)
cfg
;configuration
des-id
;integer, id of vertex to be tested
&aux
(req-adj (req-adj test-obj))
(des-vrt (get-cfg-vrt cfg des-id))
(req-obj (first req-adj))
(req-overlap (second req-adj))
(req-tolerance (third req-adj))
(success NIL)
)
;
(format t "˜%test-one-adjacencies1 des-id is: ˜S, des-vrt is ˜S,
˜%˜%Vrt-obj is:
˜S, req-obj is: ˜S.˜%" des-id des-vrt (name (vrt-object des-vrt))
(if (inquire-to-be-inserted-class cfg req-obj)
; test only if req-obj already inserted
T ; return value

req-obj)

(dotimes (dir 4
(explain test-obj 0 cfg des-id (obj-name des-obj) req-obj)
; return value
)
(dolist (neighbor-id (get-vrt-rel-alist des-vrt dir SAME_DIR))
(let* ((neighbor-vrt (get-cfg-vrt cfg neighbor-id))
(neighbor-obj (vrt-object neighbor-vrt))
)
;
(format t "˜%test-one-adjacencies2 nei-id is: ˜S,
˜%nei-obj is: ˜S.˜%"
neighbor-id (name neighbor-obj))
(when (equal (class-name (class-of neighbor-obj)) req-obj)
;
(format t "˜%test-one-adjacencies3 is nei nei-id is: ˜S,
˜%nei-obj is: ˜S.
˜%" neighbor-id (name neighbor-obj))
(if (equal req-obj ’context)
(setf success T)
(setf success (adjacent-p des-vrt neighbor-vrt dir req-overlap 0)))
(return)
) ; end when
) ; end let*
) ; end dolist
; (values success)
(when success (return success))
) ; end dotimes
) ; end if
;
(format t "˜%test-adj-to-EXTVRT4 success is: ˜S.˜%" success )
(values success)
) ; end test method
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